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CHAPTER 1


Setting Up Student Records Self-Service


This chapter provides an overview of enrollment error messaging and in self service and discusses how to:


• Set up self-service features for Student Records.
• Set up a self-service Student Center.


Understanding Self-Service Enrollment Error
Messaging Setup


The system generates enrollment request error messages during the process of adding and dropping classes.
This feature is available not only for administrative but also for student self-service enrollment pages.
However, for self-service users you must first:


• Select the Enrollment Information check box in the Enrollment Preferences group box on the Enrollment
setup page.


• Select the Enroll Info: Enrollment Req check box in the Class Detail Optional Self-Service Fields group
box on the Class Search setup page.


These two check boxes control whether requisite descriptions appear on the Enrollment Preferences page when
students add a class or click a class link in which they’re enrolled. They also determine:


• Whether requirement group descriptions appear on the View Results page in self-service enrollment.
• Whether the descriptions appear when a student validates a shopping cart entry.


See Also
lssr, Processing Class Enrollment Transactions, Processing Enrollment Transactions Through the Quick
Enrollment Component


Setting Up Self-Service Features for Student Records
To set up self-service Student Records, you use the Student Records component (SSR_SS_ENRL_OPT) and
the Weekly Schedule Time Period component (SETUP_TIME_PERIODS).


This section discusses how to:


• Define Student Records setup.
• Define class search setup.
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• Defining other Student Record self-service options.
• Set up weekly schedule time periods.
• Set up self-service graduation application and tracking.
• Defining a name type display.
• Configure name display rules.
• Set up self-service graduation options.
• Set up other graduation options.


Pages Used to Set Up Self-Service Features for Student Records
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Enrollment SSR_SS_ENRL_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Records, Enrollment


Enable self-service features
and define parameters and
rules for self-service Student
Records functionality.


Class Search SSR_SS_CLSRCH_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Records, Class
Search


Select the fields that appear
on the self-service Class
Search and Class Detail
pages.


Other SSR_SS_OTHR_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Records, Other


Controls the display of
phone details for advisors
and committee members
on the My Advisors page,
controls whether advisors
have access to non-advisee
data from the View My
Advisees page, and provides
options for how to search for
a Faculty member.


Weekly Schedule Time
Periods


SETUP_TIME_PERIODS Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Weekly
Schedule Time Periods


Define the times that define
the ranges of time that the
system displays on the
Weekly Schedule page
for both instructors and
students. The PeopleSoft
system delivers a set of time
periods for every hour in a
24-hour period. You can
modify or add to these values
to meet your business
requirements; for example,
you can add half-hour
intervals.


Academic Institution 8 SSR_INST_TBL_GRAD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 8


Set up self-service
graduation at the institution
level; however, these
settings can be overridden at
the career or program level.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Name Display Type SCC_NMD_TYP_TBL Click the Add Name Display


Type link on the Academic
Institution 8 page.


Define how names will
appear for graduation.


Name Display Type
Parameters


SCC_NMD_TYP_PRM Click the Edit Parameters
button on the Name Display
Type page.


Further define how names
will appear.


Self Service Options SSR_ACDCAR_SELFSRV Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table, Self
Service Options


Set up for career-specific
usage of the graduation
tracking process.


Graduation SSR_PROG_TBL_GRAD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Graduation


Set up for program-specific
usage of the graduation
tracking process.


Defining Student Records Setup
Access the Enrollment page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Records, Enrollment).
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Enrollment page


Note Enter descriptive information about the setup. This field is for informational
purposes only.


Enrollment Shopping Cart


Allow Validation Select to enable the Validation feature. This feature enables self-service users
to validate their Shopping Cart entries against a subset of edits from the
Enrollment Engine. You can select which edits the Enrollment Engine runs.
The options are time conflicts, repeats, requisites, and unit limits. If you select
this check box, you must select at least one of these options. If you clear this
check box, all references to validation in the system are hidden.


Time Conflict Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check time
conflicts while validating Shopping Cart entries.


Repeats Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check repeats while
validating Shopping Cart entries.
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Allow During Enrollment
Appt (allow during
enrollment appointment)


Select to enable users to validate their Shopping Cart entries during their
enrollment appointment. If you select this check box, the Validate button
appears in the Shopping Cart during the student’s enrollment appointment. If
you clear this check box, the Validate button is not available in the Shopping
Cart during the student’s enrollment appointment. This option prevents you
from having to set up validation appointments that parallel your enrollment
appointments.


Requisites Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check requisites
while it validates Shopping Cart entries.


Unit Limits Select this check box if you want the Enrollment Engine to check unit limits
while it validates Shopping Cart entries.


Enrollment Features


Use Wait Listing Select to enable wait listing. If you clear this check box, the system hides
all references to wait listings in self-service. If you clear this check box, the
system selects the Swap option by default and makes the Enroll with Drop if
Enroll and Swap fields unavailable for edit.


Swap Enrollment Action This field controls the processing of enrollment requests submitted from the
Swap component in student self-service.
Select one of these options:
Enroll with Drop if Enroll: Select this check box to enable Drop if Enroll
processing for self-service swaps. If you select this check box, when a student
swaps from one class to another or to a different enrollment component of
the same class, the enrollment engine drops the student from the class that
the student wants to swap only after the student is enrolled in the preferred
class. The enrollment engine does not drop a student who is on the wait list
for the preferred class. The enrollment engine processes the preferred class
with an enrollment action of Enroll.
Swap: If you select this check box, when a student swaps from one class to
another (or a different enrollment section of the same class), the enrollment
engine drops the student from the unwanted class if they are successfully
enrolled or when they are placed on the wait list in the preferred class.


Note. If the swap is for non-enroll components only, the request is processed
with a Swap action regardless of the option that is selected on this setup page.


When a student tries to swap only the non-enroll component(s) on the Swap
component (no change to the enrollment component), the transaction is
submitted to the enrollment engine with an enrollment action of Swap (instead
of Enroll with Drop if Enroll). This ensures that the student is enrolled (or wait
listed) in the right combination of enrollment and non-enroll components. For
example, if a student is enrolled in CHEM 102 lecture section 1 plus related
lab 1A and tries to swap to a closed lab, 1B, electing to wait list, the transaction
is submitted as non-enroll swap (for example, swap section 1 to section 1 with
related section 1B) where the student’s status will be changed from enrolled to
wait listed for the lecture section, wait listed in the non-enroll lab section (1B),
and dropped from their original lab section (1A).
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Enrollment Preferences
Select the information that you want to appear in student self service.


Enrollment Information Select to display enrollment requisite information about the self-service
Enrollment Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Class Notes Select to display class notes information on the self-service Enrollment
Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Class Meeting Information Select to display class meeting information on the self-service Enrollment
Preferences page during the enrollment process.


Variable Unit Increments Enter a value to control how unit increments appear to students when students
select a unit value for a variable unit course. For example, if students are
allowed to enroll in half units, enter 0.50 in this field. A student who enrolls in
a class with a variable unit range of 1 to 3 units is then presented with the
following options: 1.00, 1.50, 2.00, 2.50, 3.00.


Additional Self Service Setup


Display Typically Offered
Data


Select to display when a course is usually offered at the institution. If this
check box is selected, the data appears on a variety of self-service pages,
including Browse Course Catalog, Course Detail, My Planner, and My
Academic Requirements. If you clear the check box, the system does not
display typically offered data within self-service, but it continues to display it
on administrative pages.
Typically offered values are institutionally defined within a typically offered
setup page. They are then assigned to courses on the Course Catalog -
Offerings page.


Show Student Photos on
Rosters


Select this check box if you want student photos to appear on the class and
advisee rosters in the Faculty Center.


Defining Class Search Setup
Access the Class Search page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Records, Class
Search).
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Class Search page


Class Search Optional Self-Service Criteria Fields
Select the search criteria fields that you want available in self-service class search for students and visitors and
for instructors. For example, if you select Session for Instructor Self Service, then instructors who use class
search in self-service can use session as a search criterion.
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Class Detail Optional Self-Service Fields
Select the fields that you want to appear on the self-service Class Detail page for students and visitors and
for instructors. For example, if you select Enroll Info: Enrollment Req (enrollment information: enrollment
requisite) for Student/Visitor Self Service, then a student or visitor who clicks a class to view the Class Detail
page will see the enrollment requirement requisite information for that class. Clear these check boxes if you do
not want to provide this information on the self-service Class Detail page.


Note. All check boxes are selected by default except for Textbook Information.


Defining Other Student Record Self-Service Options
Access the Other page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Records, Other).


Other page


My Advisor Pages
Use the My Advisor Pages group box to control the display of phone details of advisors, committee members,
or both on the My Advisors page.


Note. You should select the same advisor phone number value on this page and on the Student Center Options
page in the Student Center component (SSS_STUDENT_CENTER).
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Advisor Self Service


Allow access to
non-advisees


If this check box is selected, the VIEW DATA FOR OTHER STUDENTS
button becomes available on the View My Advisees – Advisee Roster page in
Faculty Center. The check box is selected by default.
Advisors can access student data for non-advisees by clicking the VIEW
DATA FOR OTHER STUDENTS button, which takes them to a search page.
If the Allow access to non-advisees check box is cleared, advisors cannot
access student data for non-advisees. The VIEW DATA FOR OTHER
STUDENTS button is hidden. If, when viewing an advisee’s data, an advisor
clicks the Return to Search button, the advisor is taken to a search page on
which only their advisees are available.


Faculty Search
Use this group box to control the data that you want to search against when you use the Locate a Faculty
Member page in Faculty Center.


You can search against the entire population in the database or against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table
component (INSTR_ADVSR_PERS).


Personal Data Select this option to search against the entire population in the database when
you use the Locate a Faculty Member page in Faculty Center.


Instructor/Advisor Table Select this option to search against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table
component when you use the Locate a Faculty Member page in Faculty Center.


Warning! You must be careful when setting up Self Service Faculty Search. You do not have to use the
Instructor/Advisor Table component to assign instructors to classes. You should therefore select the option
to edit the search for faculty members against data in the Instructor/Advisor Table component only if the
Instructor/Advisor option is selected in the Edit Instructor Against group box on the Academic Organization
Table page.


Student Textbook Information


Display Textbook
Summary link


If you select the Student Self Service and Instructor Self Service check boxes,
the View Textbook Summary link appears on the Student Self Service, My
Class Schedule page and the Faculty Center, My Schedule page. Students and
faculty staff can use the link to access a summary of the textbook assignments
for each of their classes for the term.


Clear the check boxes if you do not use the textbook feature or if you want to
disable access to the Textbook Summary page.


See Also
lsss, Using Faculty Center


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors
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Setting Up Weekly Schedule Time Periods
Access the Weekly Schedule Time Periods page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment,
Weekly Schedule Time Periods).


Time Enter a range of values to define the periods of time that you want to appear on
the self-service weekly schedule. The PeopleSoft application delivers a set of
time periods for every hour in a 24-hour period. You can modify these values.
This field also controls the self-service exam schedule weekly view, in both
the Student Center and Faculty Center. Hours can be subdivided into 30-
and 15-minute intervals.


Note. To print the weekly schedule in full color, Internet Explorer users must change their settings as follows:
Tools, Internet Options, Advanced, Printing, select "Print background colors and images." Without this setting,
the schedule will print, but without background color.


Setting Up Self-Service Graduation Application and Tracking
Access the Academic Institution 8 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 8).


Academic Institution 8 page (1 of 2)
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Academic Institution 8 page (2 of 2)


Graduation Tracking


Graduation Tracking Select this check box to set up graduation values at the institution level. If
you select this check box, then all careers and programs will use graduation
tracking. If you do not, then a selection made at either the career or the
program level will determine whether graduation tracking is used. In addition,
if you select this check box, the system creates a graduation tracking row
during the self-service graduation application.


Graduation Review Status Select a value to be used during the self-service graduation application process.


Note. The remaining check boxes determine whether these grids appear on the Graduation Tracking page.
This is determined at the institution level.
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Graduation Self-Service
The Name Display framework provides a configurable solution that allows institutions to define
how a display name will appear for graduation. Note that this functionality only appears on the
View Graduation Status page in self service. The function called GetDegreeName is located in the
FUNCLIB_SR.NAME_DISPLAY_TYPE.FieldFormula. This function returns the degree name that is derived
using the Name Display Type settings on the Academic Institution Table component. The function requires an
institution value and an EmplID value as parameters, and returns a string value of the degree name. Use this
function to retrieve the derived Degree Name when needed for reporting or other processing.


Self Service Eligible to
Apply


When this check box is selected, the self-service Apply for Graduation process
looks for a degree checkout status of Eligible to Graduate on the student’s
academic program. The institution can set the degree checkout status using the
Graduation Processing process to limit the students who can apply to graduate.


Program Action Reason Enter the program action reason used in the self-service Apply for Graduation
process.


Show Name Select this check box to allow the student’s name to appear on the View
Graduation Status page.


Name Link Label Enter text that will appear as a link when the Show Name check box is
selected. It will direct students to the Self Service Campus Community page
where they can enter the name they want to use for graduation. The name type
identified in the setup will be the name type edited or created.


Name Display Type Click the Add Name Display Type link or manually enter a Name Display
Type, then click the Edit Name Display link.


Name Type This is the name type that will be added or edited through the Graduation
self-service page. The system formats this name type based on the name
display type entered above.


Show Address Select this check box to allow the student’s address to appear on the View
Graduation Status page.


Address Usage Identify value to use for the display of the address on the View Graduation
Status page.


Address Link Label Enter text that will appear as a link when the Show Address check box is
selected. It will direct the student to the Self Service Campus Community page
where addresses can be changed in self service.


Graduation Name Addr
Message


Enter text to direct the student how to make name and address changes. These
directions appear on the View Graduation Status page.


Grad Status Alternate Label
The fields in this group box allow the institution to display a different message for the various degree
checkout values.


Defining a Name Type Display
Access the Name Display Type page.
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Name Display Type page


The Name Display framework provides a configurable solution that allows institutions to define how a
display name will appear for graduation. Note that this functionality only appears on the View Graduation
Status page in self service.


There are four delivered Style choices; these are currently not enabled for the View Graduation Status page.


Click the Edit Parameters button to access the Name Display Type Parameters page, where you can further
define how names will appear.


Configuring Name Display Rules
Access the Name Display Type Parameters page.


Name Display Type Parameters page
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Name Types


Name Type Select a name type, which is defined on the Name Type Table page. You
can assign multiple name types (such as Primary, Preferred, and Legal) to
each Name Display Type.


Order Rank the Name Type in the Name Type hierarchy for the Name Display Type.


Default Name Field Select from three delivered options: Use Formal Name, Use Name, or Use
Name Display.


Country Rules
You can define multiple sets of country rules for each Name Type. For example, your institution might define
English country rules for the primary name type and Belgian country rules for the preferred name type. If you
specify country rules, then you must select an option in the Name Field group box.


Format Using The system only displays PeopleSoft-supported countries in this list.


Test EmplID Add person IDs to this grid, which allows you to select test IDs to see how
a name will actually appear on a page based on the rules entered. You can
only add IDs whose names include parts associated with the country. The
test EmplID must have the name type you are formatting to see anything in
the displays as area.


Name Field
Use the fields in this group box to override the Default Name Field option in the Name Types group box and
customize names for a specific country format. You can define the name’s appearance part by part, as you go;
the appearance of each ID added to the Name Display Test group box will refresh on any field change you
make. There are four options in this group box: Use Name Display, Use Formal Name, Use Name, and Use
Name Parts. If you select the Use Name Parts option, the Name Parts grid appears. The grid displays name
fields specific to the country selected.


Part Type Available options are: Name Field, Space, or User Defined.
Name Field: contains values that are dependent on the selected country format
such as First Name, Middle Name, Last Name.
Space: allows you to add a single space between other part types. Spaces can
only be specified from Part 2 onward.
User Defined.: allows you to define other characters (such as commas or
periods), or a character string up to 35 characters long.


Name Field The values that appear in this column are country-specific, based on your
selection in the Format Using field.


Dependency Enter a number to specify a dependent part, so that parts will only be displayed
when their dependent parts contain a value. For example, if a prefix is listed
but a person has no prefix associated with their name record, the system
ignores the entire prefix (name part, punctuation, and spaces) and moves
to the next part in the list.
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Ignore Criteria
This group box is hidden by default; select the Ignore Rules check box to make it appear. Use the fields here to
ignore any Name Field parts of a name. For example, you can make selections here to remove any special
characters (such as * or !) used as placeholders for people with single names in your database.


Setting Up Self-Service Graduation Options
Access the Self Service Options page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Self Service Options).


Self Service Options page


Override Institution Setup If you select this check box, the Graduation Tracking and Graduation
Self-Service group boxes appear.


Use Graduation Tracking Select this check box to add a row to the graduation tracking process during
self-service apply for graduation. Then select the appropriate Graduation
Review Status.


Program Action Reason Select the appropriate program action reason.
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Setting Up Other Graduation Options
Access the Graduation page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Graduation).


Graduation page


Override Inst & Career
Setup (Override Institution
and Career Setup)


If you select this check box, the Graduation Tracking and Graduation
Self-Service group boxes appear.


Use Graduation Tracking Select this check box to add a row to the graduation tracking process during
self-service apply for graduation. Then select the appropriate Graduation
Review Status.


Program Action Reason Select the appropriate program action reason.


Setting Up a Self-Service Student Center
To set up a student center, use the Student Center component (SSS_STDNCTR_OPT).


This section provides an overview of defining student center setup options and discusses how to define
self-service Student Center setup options.


Understanding Defining Student Center Setup Options
The Student Center page is a self-service page that provides students a single entry point from which to
navigate to student-related transactions. It also provides a single location where students can see information
that is important to them, such as their class schedule, enrollment dates, and account information.
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Using the Student Center Options page in conjunction with security setup, you can configure the Student
Center page to control the user’s experience. On the Student Center Options page, you can decide which major
sections will appear on the Student Center page. You can also use the Student Center Options page to configure
some of the individual items that will appear on the Student Center page. Using security setup, you can limit
student access to self-service transactions. You must use the Student Center Options page in conjunction
with security setup to create a self-service experience for students. For example, if your institution uses the
enrollment functionality in PeopleSoft Student Records but does not use swap functionality, you can show the
Academics section by selecting the Show Academic Section option on the Student Center Options page but not
grant students access to the Swaps page using security. In this case, the Academic section would appear on the
Student Center, but the swap functionality would not. Also, not displaying a feature on the Student Center does
not remove it from the navigation. To remove a feature from the navigation, you must use security.


Page Used to Set Up a Self-Service Center
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Center Options SSS_STDNCTR_OPT Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Self Service,
Student Center


Define the sections that you
want to appear to your
students in the self-service
Student Center.


Defining Self-Service Student Center Setup Options
Bundle 27
New check box: Show Milestone List Section
New section: Milestone List Section


Access the Student Center Options page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Center).
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Student Center Options page 1 of 2
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Student Center Options page 2 of 2


Note Enter a note. This field is for informational purposes only.


Major Sections to Be Displayed on the Student Center


Show Academic Section Select to show the Academic Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section contains links to My Class Schedule, Wish List, enrollment, and
other Student Records functionality.


Show Finances Section Select to show the Finances Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section contains links to PeopleSoft Student Financials and PeopleSoft
Financial Aid functionality, such as Account Summary and View My Financial
Aid.


Show Personal Info Section
(show personal information
section)


Select to show the Personal Info Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains links to biographical information features, such
as addresses, phone numbers, email address, emergency contacts, and user
preferences. If you select this check box, the fields in the Personal Information
Section group box become available for edit.


Show Admissions Section Select to show the Admissions Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains links to PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions
functionality, such as applying to another academic program, requesting
admissions information from your institution, or checking on the status of an
application. If you select this check box, the fields in the Admissions Section
group box become available for edit.


Show Holds Section Select to show the Holds Section on the self-service Student Center page. If
you select this check box, the fields in the Holds Section group box become
available for edit.
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Show To Do List Section Select to show the To Do List Section on the self-service Student Center page.
If you select this check box, the field in the To Do List Section group box
becomes available for edit.


Show Milestone List
Section


Bundle 27


Select to show the Milestones section on the self-service Student Center page.
In the Milestones section, students click the details link to access the Student
Milestones self-service page. Advisors can also access milestone information
from the Advisor Center.
The Milestone Table setup controls which milestones are available in the list
on the Student Center page.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student
Data, Setting Up Milestones


Show Enrollment Dates
Section


Select to show the Enrollment Dates Section on the self-service Student Center
page. This section contains enrollment appointments, validation appointments,
and open enrollment dates.


Show Advisor Section Select to show the Advisor Section on the self-service Student Center page.
This section displays academic advisors and committees assigned to the
student. Within the Advisor Section, students click the Details link to go to the
View My Advisors page.


Show Links Section Select to show the Links Section on the self-service Student Center page. If
you select this check box, the fields in the Links Section group box become
available for edit.


Personal Information Section


Address Box 1 (left) and
Address Box 2 (right)


Enter the address types to display in the Personal Information Section of the
Student Center page. Only address types that are set up on the Type Control
page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Address Box 1 Link Label
and Address Box 2 Link
Label


Enter the label to be displayed for the address links on the Student Center page.


Display Phone Select to display the student’s phone number on the Student Center page.


Type Enter a phone type to display. Only phone types that are set up on the Type
Control page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Phone Link Label Enter the label to be displayed for the phone link on the Student Center page.


Display E-mail Select to display the student’s email address on the Student Center page.


Type Enter email types to display. Only email types that are set up on the Type
Control page as Display Only, Edit - No Delete, or Full Edit are available.


Email Link Label Enter the label to be displayed for the email link on the Student Center page.


Privacy settings link If you do not use Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), enter a
URL to your institution’s privacy site. When you enter a URL in this field
(starting with http://) a Privacy Settings link appears on the self-service
Student Center page. It will direct users to the website you defined.
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If your institution uses FERPA, leave this field blank and give your self-service
users access to the FERPA self-service page. In this case, users will access
FERPA from the Personal Information prompt by selecting the Privacy
Settings option.


Admissions Section


Display Action Column Select to display the Action column in the Admissions section on the Student
Center page. The Action column—which displays the View Status and
Accept/Decline links—appears only when there is an allowable action for
the applicant to take. If Display view status link is selected here on the setup
page and a checklist is associated with the application and the checklist is
incomplete, the View Status link appears on the Student Center page. If
Display Accept or Decline link is selected here on the setup page and the
applicant is admitted, the Accept or Decline link appears on the Student
Center page.


Display view status link Select to display the View Status link, which accesses the to-do list(s)
associated with the application.


Display Accept or Decline
link


Select to display the Accept or Decline link, which accesses the Accept
Admissions page.


Holds Section


Show <> holds at a time Select the number of holds that you want to display at one time. You can
display all holds or from 1 to 10 holds. The system sorts holds by date—most
current to oldest—on the Student Center page.


Display monetary value Select to display the monetary value of the holds on the Student Center page.


To Do List Section


Show <> To Do’s at a time Select the number of to-do items that you want to display at one time. You can
display all to-do items or from 1 to 10 to-do items. The system sorts to-do
items by earliest due date on the Student Center page.


Advisor Section


Show advisor phone
number


Select to indicate whether to use an advisor’s preferred phone number or a
particular phone type when displaying the advisor’s phone number in the
Advisor section of the Student Center. This setup controls the phone number
on the Student Center page only.


Note. You should select the same Advisor phone number value on this page
and on the Other page in the Student Records component.


Milestone List Section
Bundle 27


Select the number of milestones that you want to display at one time.


The system sorts milestone items based on the order in which the milestones were added to the student’s record.
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Links Section
Use this group box to define link sections that will be available on the Student Center page. By defining
sections and URLs, you can provide links to institution websites such as University Library, Campus Directory,
University Home Page, Free Application for Federal Student Aid (FAFSA), and others. You can define three
sections with a maximum of three URLs per section.
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APPENDIX A


(GBR) HESA Field Derivation


This chapter provides an overview of the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) derivation steps and describes
how Campus Solutions derives the field values for the HESA Student, ITT, DLHE, and Aggregate Offshore returns.
Bundle 27
The chapter has been updated for the first phase of Student return changes for 2012–13.


Understanding HESA Derivation Steps
Academic institutions submit the student-based statistical returns to HESA as an XML file. The XML file
is composed of entities. Each entity, in turn, is composed of data fields. For example, the Institution entity
in the student return 2009/10 has three data fields: INSTAPP, RECID, and UKPRN. The specifications for
HESA returns are available from the HESA website. The specifications on the HESA website also include
field validations and the valid field values for the various returns.


This chapter lists the:


• Campus Solution pages that the system uses to derive each field.
• Steps that the system performs to derive each field.


The chapter does not list the Constant and Default fields on the HESA Fields page that the system uses for
derivation. However, it does note the step where the system uses a constant and default value for derivation.
For information about the HESA Fields page, refer to the “(GBR) Managing HESA Returns” chapter in
this PeopleBook.


The system performs a sequence of steps to derive a field. If the system finds a value in a certain step, it does
not perform the next step. For example, the system performs the following steps to derive the Course.BITTM
field value:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


If a constant value exists for Course.BITTM, then the system uses the constant value in the return and does not
perform Step 2 and the remaining steps. If a constant value does not exist, the system performs the next step in
the sequence, which Step 2. If the system is not able to derive the value after performing Steps 1 through 5, it
performs the last step and sets the Course.BITTM value to NULL ERROR in the HESA return.
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The last derivation step for most fields is to assign the value as NULL ERROR or NULL. If HESA requires a
value for a field, the last derivation step is to assign the field a value of NULL ERROR. If HESA does not
require a value for a field, the last derivation step is to assign the field a value of NULL. For example, if the
system cannot derive a Course.FEQAIMC value, it sets the Course.FEQAIMC value as NULL because HESA
does not require a value for Course.FEQAIMC for all Course entities.


We recommend that you use the Extract Data pages to review and correct all the values that are derived as
NULL ERROR before submission to HESA. The "(GBR) Managing HESA Returns" chapter discusses
the Extract Data pages.


In some cases, before executing the derivation steps, the system checks the Field Derivation Rule to determine
whether a value should be derived. If a value is not required, the system sets the field value as NULL. For
example, before performing the derivation steps for Course.BITTM, the system first checks whether:


• Country = Wales, Scotland, or Northern Ireland
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, or 04
• Course.TTCID = 1 or 2


The system starts performing the derivation steps for Course.BITTM only if all three conditions are met. If all
three conditions are not met, the system derives the field value as NULL.


Note. To derive a field value, the system uses the most recent effective-dated record that falls on or before the
end of the reporting period. Exceptions to this rule are noted in this chapter.


The following table lists the navigation paths for the pages mentioned throughout this chapter:


Page Navigation
Program HESA Data Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


Program Table, Program HESA Data
Program Offering/Year HESA Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


Program Table, Program Offering/Year HESA
Plan HESA Data Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


Plan Table, Plan HESA Data
Plan Offering/Year HESA Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


Plan Table, Plan Offering/Year HESA
Sub-Plan HESA Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


SubPlan Table, Sub-Plan HESA
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic


SubPlan Table, Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA
HESA Module Data Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, HESA Module Details
HESA Returns Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,


Returns Setup, HESA Returns
Student Program Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, Student


Program/Plan
HESA Instance Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, HESA


Instance Details, HESA Instance
Entry Profile Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, HESA


Instance Details, Entry Profile
HESA Action Reasons Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,


Returns Setup, HESA Action Reasons
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Page Navigation
HESA Types Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,


Returns Setup, HESA Types
External System ID Campus Community, Personal Information (Student), Identification


(Student), External System ID
Person HESA Data Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,


Person HESA Data
Enter DLHE Survey (self-service) Click the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page


(Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Destination of Leavers,
Survey Management).


Click the Enter DLHE Survey link on the Student Center page (Self
Service, Student Center).


Survey Details Click the Details button on the Survey Management page.


For information about these pages and how to generate HESA Returns, refer to the chapter "(GBR) Managing
HESA Returns."


Note. This chapter describes the delivered functionality for deriving the HESA return fields. You can use
the Institution Data Capture page to determine at which level you can enter data for field derivation. Refer
to the Setting Up and Entering Data for HESA Reporting section of the "(GBR) Managing HESA Returns"
chapter for more information about the Institution Data Capture page.


We recommend that you review the return type specification that is available from the HESA website for
field descriptions, validations, and valid field values.


See http://www.hesa.ac.uk.


Student Record Return: Institution Entity
The Create Extract Application Engine (SSR_HE_DATA) process creates a single Institution entity. The
Institution entity is composed of three fields.


Indicator for HEFCE Funding Approximations (INSTAPP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Institution


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Returns INSTAPP


Field Derivation Rule: If the country is England or Northern Ireland, derive a value. Otherwise, derive
as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Returns page.
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2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Record Type Indicator (RECID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Institution


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Reporting Periods (Records and Enrollment, HESA
Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Reporting Periods)


Record Year


Returns (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns)


Record ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as YYNNN, where YY is the final two digits of the Record Year (for example, 09 for 2009) and
NNN is the 3-digit Record ID for the seeded return.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


For Student Return 2009/10, the Record ID must be 051 and the Record Year for the Reporting Period must be
2009. The correct Record ID and Record Year for Student Return 2009/10 are delivered with your system.


UK Provider Reference Number (UKPRN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Institution


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Configuration UKPRN


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Returns page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Course Entity
If you select the Include Course Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract process
creates Course entities based on the academic plans and academic subplans of the institution that are active and
have been set up as eligible for reporting to HESA on the Plan HESA Data or the Sub-Plan HESA page.
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If you select the Enable Sub-Plan Reporting check box on the HESA Returns page, the Create Extract process
looks at both subplans and plans with the Report to HESA check box selected. If you did not select the Enable
Sub-Plan Reporting check box on the HESA Returns page or if no subplan records are marked for reporting to
HESA, then the extract process looks at only plan records for deriving the Course fields.


Note. You can specify an academic subplan, academic plan, or both on the Create Extract Data page to test the
Create Extract process for a single plan or subplan. The process then uses the specified subplan or plan to
create the Course entities. You must select the Enable Sub-Plan Reporting check box on the HESA Returns
page if you want to specify a subplan on the Create Extract Data page.


If you have specified an academic career on the Create Extract Data page and no plan, the process includes
only those plans that are related to the specified academic career either by looking at the Academic Career field
on the Academic Plan Table page or by looking at the parent Academic Program settings (Academic Program
field on the Academic Plan Table page and then Academic Career field on the Academic Program Table page).


If you have specified an academic career on the Create Extract Data page and no subplan, the process
includes only those subplans whose parent Academic Plan is related to the Academic Career either directly
(Academic Career field on the Academic Plan Table page) or by looking at the parent Academic Program
settings (Academic Program field on the Academic Plan Table page, and then the Academic Career field
on the Academic Program Table page).


If you have specified an academic plan on the Create Extract Data page and no subplan, the process includes
only those subplans that are related to the specified plan by looking at the Academic Plan field on the
Academic Sub-Plan Table page.


If you have selected the Null Errors Only check box for the Include Course Entities on the Create Extract Data
page, the process selects distinct COURSEID values from the existing active Course extract data, where at
least one field in the Course or Course Subject extract data has a Derived Value of NULL ERROR. The process
then selects Course entity records for these COURSEIDs.


If you have selected the Validation Errors Only check box for the Include Course Entities, the process first
deletes any Validation Error staging records where all of the COURSEID, MODID and EMPLID fields
are blank. Then, it selects distinct COURSEID values from the Validation Error staging table for rows
where COURSEID is not blank and EMPLID is blank. The process selects Course entity records for these
COURSEIDs. Finally, it deletes records from the Validation Error staging table where COURSEID is
populated and EMPLID is blank.


Bilingual ITT Marker (BITTM)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data BITTM


Plan HESA Data BITTM
Sub-Plan HESA BITTM


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value only if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Wales, Scotland, or Northern Ireland
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• Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, or 04
• Course.TTCID = 1 or 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Closed Course (CLSDCRS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data CLSDCRS


Plan HESA Data CLSDCRS
Sub-Plan HESA CLSDCRS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value only if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as 0.


Collaborating Organization (COLLORG)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data COLLORG


Plan HESA Data COLLORG
Sub-Plan HESA COLLORG


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value only if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00
• Course.COURSEAIM does not equal D00, D01, D90, L00, L80, L90, or L91


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


General Qualification Aim of Course (COURSEAIM)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data COURSEAIM


Plan HESA Data COURSEAIM
Sub-Plan HESA COURSEAIM


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
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6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Course Identifier (COURSEID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Academic Sub-Plan Table record.
2. Derive from the Academic Plan Table record.


Course Title (CTITLE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data Course Title
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Course Title
Academic Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables,
Academic Structure, Academic Plan Table )


Academic Plan


Academic Sub-Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure, Academic SubPlan Table)


Academic Subplan


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
If the Course Title field does not have a value, use a combination of the plan and subplan descriptions
from the Academic Plan Table and Academic Sub-Plan Table pages.


2. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
If the Course Title field does not have a value, use the plan description from the Academic Plan Table page.


FE General Qualification Aim (FEQAIMC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FEQAIMC


Plan HESA Data FEQAIMC
Sub-Plan HESA FEQAIMC


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL.


Major Source of Funding (MSFUND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data MSFUND


Plan HESA Data MSFUND
Sub-Plan HESA MSFUND


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, 02, or 04. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


NHS Bursaries (NHSBURSARY)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data NHSBURSARY


Plan HESA Data NHSBURSARY
Sub-Plan HESA NHSBURSARY


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if Country = Northern Ireland, England or Wales and REDUCEDC = 00


Derivation Steps:


1. Use Constant.
2. If the Course entity is based on a sub-plan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from Plan HESA Data.
4. Derive from Program HESA Data
5. Use default.
6. Derive as Null Error.


Reduced Course Return Indicator (REDUCEDC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data REDUCEDC


Plan HESA Data REDUCEDC
Sub-Plan HESA REDUCEDC


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Regulatory Body for Health and Social Care Students
(REGBODY)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data REGBODY


Plan HESA Data REGBODY
Sub-Plan HESA REGBODY


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Course.COURSEAIM = M16, M26, M76, M86, H16, H76, I16, I76, J26, or J76
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00 or 01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Subject Knowledge Enhancement Units (SKEUNITS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data SKEUNITS


Plan HESA Data SKEUNITS
Sub-Plan HESA SKEUNITS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 07 (SKE) or Course.TTCID = F (SKE)
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Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use Constant.
2. If the Course entity is based on a sub-plan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from Plan HESA Data.
4. Derive from Program HESA Data
5. Use default.
6. Derive as Null Error.


Subject Knowledge Enhancement Placement (SKEOS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data SKEOS


Plan HESA Data SKEOS
Sub-Plan HESA SKEOS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 07 (SKE) or Course.TTCID = F (SKE)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use Constant.
2. If the Course entity is based on a sub-plan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from Plan HESA Data.
4. Derive from Program HESA Data
5. Use default.
6. Derive as Null Error.


Teaching Qualification Sought Sector (TQSSEC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Program HESA Data TQSSEC


Plan HESA Data TQSSEC
Sub-Plan HESA TQSSEC


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland or Northern Ireland
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00
• Course.TTCID = 1 or 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Teaching Qualification Sought Subject (TQSSUB)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data TQSSUB, TQSSUB2, TQSSUB3


Plan HESA Data TQSSUB, TQSSUB2, TQSSUB3
Sub-Plan HESA TQSSUB, TQSSUB2, TQSSUB3


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland
• Course.REDUCEDC = 00
• Course.TQSSEC = 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant to create a single TQSSUB field.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
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3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default to create a single TQSSUB field.
6. Derive a single TQSSUB field as Null Error.


Note. The system can derive up to three values. Each of the values is included as a separate TQSSUB
field in the XML file.


Teacher Training Course (TTCID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data TTCID


Plan HESA Data TTCID
Sub-Plan HESA TTCID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland or Scotland AND Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, 04, 06 or 07
• Country = Wales AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with P, Q, R, S or X AND


Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, 04, 06 or 07


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Course Subject Entity
If you select the Include Course Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract process
creates Course Subject entity records for each Course entity. The process can create a maximum of three
Course Subject entity records for each Course entity.


The derivation of Course Subject fields may vary depending on whether the parent Course entity is based
on a subplan or plan record.
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Subject of ITT Specialism Indicator (ITTSUBJECT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course Subject


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data HESA Subject


ITT Subject Flag
Plan HESA Data HESA Subject


ITT Subject Flag
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Subject


ITT Subject Flag


Note. The system identifies a HESA subject as an ITT subject only if the ITT Subject Flag check box is
selected for the HESA subject.


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.TTCID = 1 or 8


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
2. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
3. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


Subject of Course (SBJCA)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course Subject


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data HESA Subject


Plan HESA Data HESA Subject
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Subject


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
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2. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
3. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


Subject Percentage (SBJPCNT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Course Subject


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data HESA Subject Percentage


Plan HESA Data HESA Subject Percentage
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Subject Percentage


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If Course entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
2. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
3. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


Student Record Return: Module Entity
If you select the Include Module Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract process
creates the Module entities. To create Module entities, the process uses the institution’s Course Offering records
that are active and have been set up as eligible for reporting to HESA. You must select the Report to HESA
check box on the HESA Module Data page to make a course offering record eligible for HESA reporting.


If HESA Module Data records do not exist, the process does not include the course offerings in the Module
entity. The process includes dummy modules in the module entity.


Note. When you run the Create Extract process, you can choose to enter the course ID or course offering
number as a run parameter for testing purposes. The Create Extract process then uses the specified course ID
or course offering number to create the Module entities.


If you have selected an academic career and no course offering on the Create Extract Data page, then the
process selects only those course offerings that are related to the selected career.


If you have selected the Null Errors Only check box for the Include Module Entities on the Create Extract
Data page, the Create Extract process selects distinct MODID values from the existing active Module extract
data, where at least one field in the Module or Module Subject extract data has a Derived Value of NULL
ERROR. The process then selects Module entity records for these MODIDs.
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If you have selected the Validation Errors Only check box for the Include Module Entities, the Create
Extract process first deletes any Validation Error staging records where all of the COURSEID, MODID and
EMPLID fields are blank. Then, it selects distinct MODID values from the Validation Error staging table
for rows where MODID is not blank and EMPLID is blank. The process selects Module entity records for
these MODIDs. Note that the File Parser process removes the leading zeroes from MODID, therefore, the
comparison of MODID with Course ID and Course Offering Number includes the logic to correctly match
the values. The system makes an assumption that the Course Offering Number is a single digit. Finally, the
Create Extract process deletes records from the Validation Error staging table where MODID is populated
and EMPLID is blank.


Credit Value of Module (CRDTPTS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data CRDTPTS


Catalog Data (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog,
Catalog Data)


Maximum Units, Academic Progress Units, Enrollment
Unit Load Calc Type


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Select the Course Catalog record for the Course ID. If the Enrollment Unit Load Calc Type value is


Academic Progress Units, derive from the Academic Progress Units value. If the Enrollment Unit Load
Calc Type value is any other value, derive from the Maximum Units value. Round off the fractional values
to the nearest whole number. This step is not performed for dummy modules.


4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Credit Transfer Scheme (CRDTSCM)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data CRDTSCM


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.
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Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Module FTE (FTE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data FTE


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Level of Credit Points (LEVLPTS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data LEVLPTS


Field Derivation Rule: If Module.CRDTPTS does not equal 999, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Module Identifier (MODID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data Course ID


Course Offering Nbr


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as combination of Course ID plus Course Offering Number (CRSE_ID and CRSE_OFFER_NBR
column values from PS_CRSE_OFFER). For example, if Course ID = 001248 and Offering Number =
2, then MODID = 0012482.


Module Taught in a Celtic Language (MODLANG)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data MODLANG


Field Derivation Rule: If Country = Northern Ireland, Scotland, or Wales, derive a value. Otherwise,
derive as NULL


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Module Title (MTITLE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Module Data Short description that appears on the right of Course ID


page element


HESA Dummy Module Data Year


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page for standard modules. If short description is unavailable on the


HESA Module Data page, derive as the description of the parent Course Catalog record.
For dummy modules, the MTITLE is derived as a combination of the Plan description, the text Year, and
the year value of the dummy module record separated by spaces. For example, for Academic Plan = BA
ENG with description BA English and Year = 2, MTITLE is derived as BA English Year 2.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Percentage Not Taught By This Institution (PCOLAB)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data PCOLAB


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Other Institution Providing Teaching (TINST)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Module Data TINST


Field Derivation Rule: If Module.PCOLAB is greater than zero, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Module Subject Entity
If you select the Include Module Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract
process creates a maximum of 16 Module Subject entity records for each Module entity. To create the Module
Subject entity records, the process uses the subject records for each Module record. Each module subject is a
combination of Cost Center and Subject. The Module HESA Data page ensures that each combination of
Cost Center and Subject is unique and the total percentage equals 100.


If you have not defined subjects on the Module Subjects region of the HESA Module Data page, then the
process creates a single Module Subject entity record. The process derives the values for each field within the
entity using the constant or default value defined on the HESA Fields page (Records and Enrollment, HESA
Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns Setup, HESA Fields). If a constant or default is not available, the
process derives the value as NULL ERROR. Note that if you have defined a constant, the process does not
examine any subjects defined on the HESA Module Data page (that is, the process does not execute derivation
step 2 for the Module Subject fields).


Cost Centre (COSTCN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module Subject


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data Cost Centre


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use Default.
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4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Subject of Module (MODSBJ)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module Subject


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data Subject


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use Default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Subject/Cost Centre Percentage (MODSBJP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Module Subject


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Module Data Percentage


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Module Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use Default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Student Record Return: Student Entity
The Create Extract process creates a single Student entity for each student included in the Instance entity.
However, it is possible for a student to have multiple distinct Instances for a particular return. In this case,
only one Student entity will be created.


The process creates the Student entities only if the Include Student Entities check box is selected on the
Create Extract Data page.


The process uses each distinct HESA unique student identifier (HUSID) to create a Student entity. The process
also uses the student’s EMPLID to link the HUSID with the person data to derive fields within the Student
entity. The process creates the Student entity after creating all the other entities because of the dependency
on values derived for the Course, Instance, and Entry Profile fields.


Date of Birth (BIRTHDTE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Biographical Details (Campus Community , Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details)


Date of Birth


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Biographical Details page in the format YYYY-DD-MM.
2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 1.


Disability (DISABLE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data DISABLE
Impairment AUS (Campus Community, Personal
Information, Health Information, Impairment AUS )


Type of Impairment


Disability (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Disability)


HESA Disability Code
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Bundle 27
The field derivation rule has been changed from “If the student has at least one Instance with
REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 06 or 07, derive a value.” to “ If the student has at least one Instance with
REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 07, derive a value.”


Field Derivation Rule: If the student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 07, derive a value.
Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. If the student has multiple impairment records in the Impairment AUS page, derive as 08 (multiple


disabilities). If the student has a single impairment record, use the HESA Disability code from the
mapping between the impairment type and the HESA disability code.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


You can define a default as either 00 (no known disability) or 99 (not known).


Ethnicity (ETHNIC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data ETHNIC
Ethnicity (Campus Community , Personal Information
(Student), Biographical (Student), Personal Attributes,
Ethnicity)


Regulatory Region, Ethnic Group


Ethnicity (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Ethnicity)


HESA Ethnic Code


Country Description (Set Up HRMS, Install, Country Table,
Country Description)


See [Integrating Campus Solutions with Human Capital
Management ]Integrating Campus Solutions with Human
Capital Management .


2-Char Country Code


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 06 or 07.” has been changed
to “Student has at least one Instance with REDUCED = 00, 01 or 07.”


• Student has at least one Instance with REDUCED = 00, 01 or 07.
• One of the following is true (a, b, or c):


a. Student has a related Entry Profile in the extract with DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL,
GG, JE, or IM.


b. Student has a HESA Entry Profile record with DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM.
All student records are considered, based on EMPLID, irrespective of effective date or career/instance.
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c. Student has a Residency Self-Report record where Country = GBR or the mapped 2-character country
code is XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM. All student records are considered, based on
EMPLID, irrespective of effective date.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Select Person Ethnicity records as follows:


• If a single record exists, use that record.
• If multiple records exist and one is marked as Primary on the Campus Community Ethnicity page,


use that record.
• If multiple records exist and none are marked as Primary, select the record with the highest Percentage


defined in the Ethnicity Detail page.
• If multiple records are indistinguishable, select the lowest alphabetic Ethnic Group code.
• For the selected record, use the HESA Ethnic code from the mapping between the Ethnic Group,


Regulatory Region, and the HESA Ethnic code. If no mapping exists, log an error message and skip to
next step.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Forenames (FNAMES)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


First Name


Middle Name


Field Derivation Rule: If a student has at least one Instance with REDUCED = 00, 01, or 04, derive a value.
Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the First Name and Middle Name values from the Primary Name record.


2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Gender (GENDER)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Biographical Details (Campus Community , Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details)


Gender


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Gender value from the Biographical History record.


If the gender value is Male, derive as 1.


If the gender value is Female, derive as 2.


If the gender value is unknown, derive as 9.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


HESA Unique Student Identifier (HUSID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Step:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for HUSID in
the HESA Types page.


Validate that the derived value is in the correct format (refer to the Notes section for HUSID available on the
HESA website). If the value is invalid, log an error message.


Nationality (NATION)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data NATION
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Page Page Element
Citizenship and Passport (Campus Community , Personal
Information (Student), Identification (Student), Citizenship,
Citizenship and Passport)


Country


Nationality (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Nationality)


HESA Nationality Code


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if Country = England, Scotland or Wales. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Select person citizenship records and retrieve the related two-character code (COUNTRY_2CHAR) from


the Country table (PS_COUNTRY_TBL). If a mapping exists in the HESA Nationality Code page for the
Campus Solutions Country code, use the mapped HESA value else use the COUNTRY_2CHAR value.
If a single record exists, derive the Campus Solutions country code or HESA country code.


3. If multiple person citizenship records are found and a record has a value of GB, derive as GB.
4. If multiple records are found, and none have the GB country value but a minimum one record has a country


value that is marked as European Union (EU) country then derive the EU country. If there are multiple
EU countries report the one with the lowest alphabetic HESA code. Note that the PS_COUNTRY_TBL
contains an indicator (EU_MEMBER_STATE) to specify if the country is a member of the EU.


5. If multiple records are found and none have the UK or EU value, select the lowest alphabetic code
6. Use default.
7. If the student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00 or 03 and COMDATE on or after


2007-08-01, derive as NULL ERROR else derive as NULL.


In most cases, you can use the Campus Solutions two-character country code to report the NATION value.
However, some Campus Solutions country codes are not valid for HESA reporting. For example, the Campus
Solutions Cyprus code (CY) cannot be reported. Cyprus has to be reported as XA, XB, or XC. In these cases,
you must use the Nationality code mapping page to ensure the correct NATION values are reported to HESA.


National Identity (NATIOND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data NATIOND


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to
“Student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00”


• Country = Wales
• Student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00
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• One of the following is true (a, b, or c):
a. Student has a related EntryProfile in the extract with DOMICILE = XI (Wales)
b. Student has any HESA Entry Profile record with DOMICILE = XI. Consider all records for the student


(based on EMPLID), irrespective of effective date or career/instance.
c. Student has any Residency Self-Report record where country = GBR and the combination of Country


and State is mapped to a HESA Country Code = XI in the UCAS Area of Permanent Residence page.
Consider all records for the student (based on EMPLID), irrespective of effective date.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Use default
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Institution’s Own Identifier for Student (OWNSTU)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Step:


1. Derive as EMPLID.


Note. Although the OWNSTU field is optional for HESA reporting, the system derives this field value
for all students to assist with record identification.


Scottish Candidate Number (SCN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student has an Instance related to a Course entity that has Course.COURSEAIM beginning with H,
I, J, C, P, Q, R, or S


• Either EntryProfile.UCASAPPID exists or Country = Scotland


EntryProfile.UCASAPPID exists if one of the following is found:


• Student has an Entry Profile in the extract with EntryProfile.UCASAPPID not null
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• Student has a HESA Entry Profile record with EntryProfile.UCASAPPID not null
• A non-null External Application Number exists in the Campus Solutions admission application record


and this record is related to the student program record for an Instance being reported for the student.
• One of the following is true (a, b, or c):


a. Student has a related EntryProfile in the extract with EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XH (Scotland).
b. Student has any HESA Entry Profile record with EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XH. Consider all records


for the student (based on EMPLID) irrespective of effective date or career/instance.
c. Student has any Residency Self-Report record where the country = XH. Or the student has any


Residency Self-Report record where the country = GBR and the combination of Country and State is
mapped to a HESA Country Code = XH in the UCAS Area of Permanent Residence page. Consider all
records for the student (based on EMPLID) irrespective of effective date.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for SCN in the
HESA Types page. Value should not be 999999999.


2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 1.


Dependants in Reporting Year (SDEPEND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data SDEPEND


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland
• Student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Family Name on 16th Birthday (SNAME16)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Last Name


Note. The Last Name page element can accept a maximum of thirty characters.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Last Name value from the Primary Name record. The last name must have a Type of Name value
that corresponds with the Name Type set for SNAME16 in the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


Family Name (SURNAME)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Last Name


Note. The Last Name page element can accept a maximum of thirty characters.


Field Derivation Rule: If the student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 04 derive a value.
Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Last Name value from the Primary Name record.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Term-time Accommodation (TTACCOM)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data TTACCOM


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• The student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00
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• LOCSDY does not equal S
• MODE = 01, 02, 23, 24, or 25


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Use default
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Term-time Postcode (TTPCODE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data TTPCODE
Addresses (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Biographical (Student), Addresses/Phones,
Addresses)


Postal


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:
Bundle 27
In these two conditions “at least one Instance with Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 06 or 07,” has been
changed to “at least one Instance with Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 07,”.


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland, the student has at least one Instance with
Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 07, AND Instance.LOCSDY is null or does not equal 6, 9 D, F or S.


• Country = Wales, the student has at least one Instance with Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 07,
Instance.LOCSDY does not equal 6, 9, D, F or S, AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with
P, Q, R, S or X.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.


2. Select the most recent address record (exclude records with an effective date greater than the end date
of the reporting period) that has a country code of GBR. The record must have an Address Type that
corresponds with the Address Type set for TTPCODE in the HESA Types page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 1.


For steps 1 and 2, the system validates that the derived post code value is in the correct format (refer to the
examples for TTPCODE available on the HESA website).
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UCAS Personal Identifier (UCASPERID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• The student has an Instance with Instance.COMDATE after 2007-07-31 and
• Either EntryProfile.UCASAPPID value exists on the Entry Profile page (any effective-dated row) or the


External Application Number associated with the Instance begins UC. Use the Student Program record of
the instance to find the admission application number (ADM_APPL_NBR). Use this admission application
number to find the Admissions Data record (PS_ADM_APPL_DATA). Then, from the Application Data
page for this record, find the External Application Number. The External Application Number holds the
UCAS Application Code plus Choice Number for a UCAS application.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for UCASPERID in
the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Unique Learner Number (ULN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.
Bundle 27
Second step has been added to derive NULL ERROR when the ULN value is missing for FE students.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for ULN in the
HESA Types page.
Validate the derived value using the checksum method. For information on the checksum method, refer to
the Notes section for the ULN field available on the HESA website.


2. If there is any instance for the student with Instance.FESTUMK = 1 or 3, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as NULL.
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Welsh Speaker Indicator (WELSSP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data WELSSP


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “The student has an Instance with REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to “The
student has an Instance with REDUCEDI = 00”.


• Country = Wales
• The student has an Instance with REDUCEDI = 00
• One of the following is true (a, b, or c):
• (a) The student has a related EntryProfile in the extract with DOMICILE = XI
• (b) The student has any HESA Entry Profile record with DOMICILE = XI. This includes consideration of


all records for the student (based on EMPLID) irrespective of effective date or career/instance.
• (c ) The student has any Residency Self-Report record where the country = GBR and the combination of


Country and State is mapped to a HESA Country Code = XI in the UCAS Area of Permanent Residence
page. This includes consideration of all records for the student (based on EMPLID) irrespective of
effective date.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Instance Entity
If you select the Include Student Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract process
creates Instance entities based on distinct student careers and the related HESA Instance.


The process includes a student career as an Instance entity if the following three conditions are met:


• The process has included the plan (or the subplan if the subplan rather than the plan is being reported) of
the student program record as a Course entity in the extract. Note that if the student has multiple active
plans the process considers the plan defined in the HESA Instance record.


• A related HESA Instance record exists for the career and academic institution with the Report To
HESA check box selected.
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• The student must be a continuing student (that is, the derived commencement date is prior to the start
of the reporting period) or a new student (that is, the derived commencement date falls on or after the
start of the reporting period).


If the student is a continuing student, then one of the following conditions must be satisfied:


• The student is in the HIN Population. That is, a HIN Population Year value exists in the HESA Instance
record that matches the Reporting Period Year.


• You have not selected the HIN Population Only check box and the student has not left or completed prior
to the reporting period. To determine whether the student has not left or completed prior to the reporting
period, the process first selects the Student Program record that has an effective date nearest to the
Reporting Period Start Date. Then, it checks whether the selected record has a Program Status that matches
one of the eligible Program Statuses defined for the return on the HESA Returns page.


Note. If you have selected the check box, for each student career, the process only evaluates whether the
first condition is met (that is, student is in the HIN population) and does not evaluate the second condition
(that is, the student has not left or completed prior to the reporting period). In other words, if you select the
check box and if the first condition is not met, the student career is not included.


If the student is a new student, then one of the following conditions must be satisfied:


• The student is in the HIN Population.
• The student has been term activated for at least one term that begins within the reporting period and the


student has at least one enrolled class related to that term.
• The student has an FTE of greater than zero for the reporting period.


Note. The HIN Population Year value in the HESA Instance record may not exist for new students. Therefore,
the process does not consider the HIN Population Only check box for selection of new students. It includes a
new student based on either the class enrollment condition or the FTE condition, if the student is not in the
HIN population.


The Create Extract process uses the following fields set up on the HESA Instance page for a student career:


• Academic Plan: Indicates the plan to report if the student has multiple active plans.
• Linked Career and Linked Career Number: Indicates that the student instance is associated with another


instance.
• Report To HESA: If the check box is cleared, the process does not include the instance data.
• Start Date of Instance: The system calculates a value but you can use this field to override the calculated


value.
• HIN Population Year: Indicates the reporting year for which the system should include the Instance in


the return. You must manually enter the HIN Population Year on the HESA Instance page or import the
values using the Import HIN Target List process.


• Year of Course: Indicates the year of course the student is undertaking for reporting in Instance.YEARPRG.
You must update this value for each subsequent reporting period when the student has progressed to
the next year of the program.


• Year of Student: Indicates the number of years the student has been undertaking the program for reporting
in Instance.YEARSTU. You must update this value for each subsequent reporting period when the student
has progressed to the next year of the program.
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The system does not automatically calculate the Year of Course and Year of Student values on the HESA
Instance page. You must use the HESA Instance page to manually enter the Year of Course and Year of
Student values.


The Create Extract process derives the fields relevant to further education (FE) students only if the Include
FE check box is selected on the HESA Returns page. Although you can include or exclude individual FE
fields using the derived value for FESTUMK, the Include FE check box enables you to skip derivation of
FE fields completely.


While creating Instance entities, the process checks if the student’s External System ID records has a HUSID.
If no records are found, the process creates a HUSID External System ID for the student with an Effective
Date of the reporting period start date.


If you have selected the Null Errors Only check box for the Include Student Entities on the Create Extract
Data page, the Create Extract process selects distinct EMPLIDs from the existing active extract data, where
at least one field in the Instance, EntryProfile, QualificationsOnEntry, QualificationsAwarded, RAEData,
StudentOnModule or Student extract data has a derived value of NULL ERROR. The process then selects all
the Instance entity records for these EMPLIDs (if an EMPLID has multiple instances and if at least one
instance has a NULL ERROR, then all the instances are selected).


If you have selected the Validation Errors Only check box for the Include Student Entities, the Create Extract
process first deletes any Validation Error staging records where all of the COURSEID, MODID and EMPLID
fields are blank. Then, it selects distinct EMPLIDs from the Validation Error staging table where the EMPLID
is not blank. The process selects Instance entity records for these EMPLIDs. Finally, the process deletes
records from the Validation Error staging table where EMPLID is populated.


Additional Support Cost (ADDSUPCT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance ADDSUPCT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Foundation Degree to Degree Bridging Course (BRIDGE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data BRIDGE


Plan HESA Data BRIDGE
Sub-Plan HESA BRIDGE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00.
• Country = Wales, REDUCEDI = 00, AND COURSEAIM does not begin with P, Q, R, S or X.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Campus Identifier (CAMPID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Campus
Campus (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Code Mappings, Campus)


HESA Campus


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Use the mapping to derive the HESA Campus code for the Campus value entered in the Student Program


page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Completion Status (CSTAT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance CSTAT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI =
00 or 01”


• Country = England or Wales


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Start Date of Instance (COMDATE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Start Date of Instance


Effective Date


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the Start Date of Instance from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use the following process to calculate the earliest class start date for enrolled classes related to the Instance


being reported. This selection is similar to that done for StudentOnModule except that it is not restricted to
classes overlapping the reporting period and considers enrollments for linked careers.
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a. Select all activated terms for the student career of the Instance.
b. From each activated term, select classes that satisfy the following conditions:


– Status = Enrolled
– Units Taken value is greater than zero.
– Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with
the Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
– Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region
with the Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
– If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed
(that is, the same career value with different career numbers), then apply a further filter to the class
enrollments. In such a case, select the class only if the program value of the enrollment record is NULL
or matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that career and career number.


c. If the Instance has been linked to a prior student career using the Linked Career and Linked Career
Number fields in the HESA Instance record, then also consider classes for the previous career.


d. Derive the earliest Class Start Date from all the selected classes as COMDATE.
3. The earliest Effective Date of the HESA Instance records.


For steps 2 and 3, the system stores the derived date as the Start Date of Instance value in the HESA Instance
record.


Course Identifier (COURSEID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the student’s subplan is reported in the Course extract, derive from the student’s subplan.
2. Derive from the student’s plan.


Destination (DESTIN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance DESTIN


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
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Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI =
00 or 01”


• Country = Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01
• Course.COURSEAIM begins with P, Q, R, S or X.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Destination of Outward Credit Mobile Students (DESTOCM)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program Offering/Year HESA DESTOCM, DESTOCM2, DESTOCM3 (Program Year


HESA Data group box)
Plan Offering/Year HESA DESTOCM, DESTOCM2, DESTOCM3 (Plan Year


HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA DESTOCM, DESTOCM2, DESTOCM3 (Sub-Plan Year


Data group box)
HESA Instance DESTOCM, DESTOCM2, DESTOCM3


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England, Wales, or Northern Ireland


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


• (Instance.EXCHANGE = 7, B, C, D, or E) or (Instance.LOCSDY = F, G or S)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant to create a single DESTOCM field.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
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4. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of
the student instance.


5. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG
of the student instance.


6. Use default to create a single DESTOCM field.
7. Derive a single DESTOCM field as NULL ERROR.


Note. The system can derive up to three values. Each of the values is included as a separate DESTOCM
field in the XML file.


Department of Health Funding Body (DHFUND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data DHFUND
Plan HESA Data DHFUND
Sub-Plan HESA DHFUND
HESA Instance DHFUND


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


• Related Course.MSFUND = 31


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


6. Use default.


7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Regulatory Body Reference Number (DHREGREF)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


• Related Course.REGBODY = 06 or 07


• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M16, M26, M76, M86, H16, H76, I16, I76, J26, or J76


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for DHREGREF in
the HESA Types page.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


You can define a default of 99999999 for this field.


Disabled Student Allowance (DISALL)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance DISALL
Impairment AUS (Campus Community, Personal
Information, Health Information, Impairment AUS)


Support Services Request


Disability (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Disability)


HESA Disability Allowance


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland, Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 AND Student.DISABLE
= 02 to 96 inclusive.


• Country = Wales, Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, Student.DISABLE = 02 to 96 inclusive, AND
Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with P, Q, R, S or X.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If the student has a Support Services Request value defined on the Impairment AUS page, use the mapped


HESA Disability Allowance code from the Disability page.
4. Use default.
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5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Note. The system derives Student.DISABLE before creating the Student entity in order to derive the
Student.DISALL field.


Disadvantage Uplift Factor (DISUPFAC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance DISUPFAC


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Eligibility for Disadvantaged Uplift (ELIDISUP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance ELIDISUP


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00
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Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Eligibility for Enhanced Funding (ELIGENFD)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance ELIGENFD


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Employer Role (EMPROLE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance EMPROLE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
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Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00”


• Country = England
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


End Date of Instance (ENDDATE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason


Effective Date
HESA Action Reasons Reason for Ending Instance Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the most recent effective dated Student Program record has Program Action/Reason values mapped to a
HESA Reason for Ending Instance code on the HESA Action Reasons page, then derive the effective
date of the record formatted to YYYY-MM-DD.


2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull attribute = 9.


Exchange Programmes (EXCHANGE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data EXCHANGE
Program Offering/Year HESA EXCHANGE (Program Year HESA Data group box)
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Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data EXCHANGE
Plan Offering/Year HESA EXCHANGE (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA EXCHANGE
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA EXCHANGE (Sub-Plan Year HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance EXCHANGE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 03.
• Country = Wales, REDUCEDI = 00 or 03 AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with P, Q, R, S or X.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.


4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of
the student instance.


6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG
of the student instance.


8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


9. Use default.


10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Fee Eligibility (FEEELIG)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Residency Official 1 (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Identification (Student), Residency
Data, Residency Official 1)


Residency


Program HESA Data FEEELIG
Program Offering/Year HESA FEEELIG (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data FEEELIG
Plan Offering/Year HESA FEEELIG (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA FEEELIG
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA FEEELIG (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance FEEELIG
Fee Eligibility (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Fee Eligibility)


HESA Fee Eligibility


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Select the residency records for the EMPLID, institution, and academic career combination for the most
recent effective term that starts on or before the end of the reporting period. Use the HESA Fee Eligibility
code mapped to the selected residency value. If the mapping does not exist, log an error message and
skip to the next step.


3. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
academic load of the student instance.


5. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


6. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


7. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


8. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


9. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


10. Use default.


11. Derive as NULL ERROR.


FE Student Marker (FESTUMK)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FESTUMK
Plan HESA Data FESTUMK
Sub-Plan HESA FESTUMK
HESA Instance FESTUMK
HESA Returns Include FE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI is not 06 or 07” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI
is not 07”


• Country = England or Wales
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• Instance.REDUCEDI is not 07


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as 2 if Include FE check box is not selected on the HESA Returns page.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Franchise Partner (FRANPART)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FRANPART
Plan HESA Data FRANPART
Sub-Plan HESA FRANPART
HESA Instance FRANPART


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00”


• Country = Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
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7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Franchised Out Arrangements (FROUTARR)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FROUTARR
Plan HESA Data FROUTARR
Sub-Plan HESA FROUTARR
HESA Instance FROUTARR


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


6. Use default.


7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


FTE Method (FTEMETHOD)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FTEMETHOD
Program Offering/Year HESA FTEMETHOD (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data FTEMETHOD
Plan Offering/Year HESA FTEMETHOD (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
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Page Page Element
Sub-Plan HESA FTEMETHOD
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA FTEMETHOD (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group


box)
HESA Instance FTEMETHOD


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 03


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


academic load of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Fundability Code (FUNDCODE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FUNDCODE
Plan HESA Data FUNDCODE
Sub-Plan HESA FUNDCODE
HESA Instance FUNDCODE


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
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3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Completion of Year of Instance (FUNDCOMP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance FUNDCOMP


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England, Wales, or Northern Ireland
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Level Applicable to Funding Council HESES (FUNDLEV)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FUNDLEV
Program Offering/Year HESA FUNDLEV (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data FUNDLEV
Plan Offering/Year HESA FUNDLEV (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA FUNDLEV
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA FUNDLEV (Sub-Plan Year HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance FUNDLEV


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
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• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of


the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG


of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Guided Learning Hours (GLHRS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data GLHRS
Program Offering/Year HESA GLHRS (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data GLHRS
Plan Offering/Year HESA GLHRS (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA GLHRS
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA GLHRS (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance GLHRS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00”


• Country = England or Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00
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Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


academic load of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Government Initiatives (GOVINIT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data GOVINIT
Plan HESA Data GOVINIT
Sub-Plan HESA GOVINIT
HESA Instance GOVINIT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
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6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Implied Rate of Council Partial Funding (IMPRATE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data IMPRATE
Program Offering/Year HESA IMPRATE (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data IMPRATE
Plan Offering/Year HESA IMPRATE (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA IMPRATE
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA IMPRATE (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance IMPRATE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


• Related Course.MSFUND = 86, 87, 88, AA, AB, AC, or AD


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
academic load of the student instance.


4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


9. Use default.


10. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Institution’s Own Campus Identifier (INSTCAMP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Campus
Campus (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Code Mappings, Campus)


HESA Campus


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Use the mapping to derive the HESA Campus code for the Campus value entered in the Student Program
page.


3. Use default.


4. If Country = Wales and Course.COURSEAIM = X41, X42, X43, X44, X45 or X46 then derive as NULL
ERROR.


5. Derive as NULL.


Initiatives (INITIATIVES)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data INITIATIVES, INITIATIVES2
Plan HESA Data INITIATIVES, INITIATIVES2
Sub-Plan HESA INITIATIVES, INITIATIVES2
HESA Instance INITIATIVES, INITIATIVES2


Bundle 27
The derivation rule has been changed from “Derive a value if Country = England” to “Derive a value if
Country = England or Wales”


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if Country = England or Wales.


Derive as NULL if the condition is not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
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3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Derive as NULL.


ITT Phase/Scope (ITTPHSC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data ITTPHSC
Plan HESA Data ITTPHSC
Sub-Plan HESA ITTPHSC
HESA Instance ITTPHSC


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Wales
• Related Course.TTCID = 1, 2, 8, E or F
• Related Course.REDUCEDC = 00, 01, or 04, 06 or 07


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


ITT Schemes (ITTSCHMS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data ITTSCHMS
Plan HESA Data ITTSCHMS
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Page Page Element
Sub-Plan HESA ITTSCHMS
HESA Instance ITTSCHMS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Wales
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 04
• Related Course.TTCID = 1 or 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Learning Difficulty (LEARNDIF)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance LEARNDIF


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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FTE in Year A (LOADYRA)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.INSTAPP = 1
• Instance.TYPEYR = 2, 3, 4, or 5
• Course.COURSEAIM does not begin D, L, P, Q, R, S or X


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Step:


Note. For this release, this field is derived as Null Error .


FTE in Year B (LOADYRB)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.INSTAPP = 1
• Instance.TYPEYR = 2, 3, 4, or 5
• Course.COURSEAIM does not begin D, L, P, Q, R, S or X


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Step:


Note. For this release, this field is derived as Null Error .


Location of Study (LOCSDY)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data LOCSDY
Program Offering/Year HESA LOCSDY (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data LOCSDY
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Page Page Element
Plan Offering/Year HESA LOCSDY (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA LOCSDY
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA LOCSDY (Sub-Plan Year HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance LOCSDY


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of


the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG


of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Change of Mode Date (MCDATE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
HESA Instance MCDATE
HESA Action Reasons HESA Mode Direction (Change of Mode Mapping group


box)


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04”
The condition “Instance.MODE is not 63 or 64” has been removed.


• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
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• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins with D, E, L, or M (excluding M22 and M26)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If MODE derivation step = 1 (that is derived from HESA Instance page), then derive MCDATE from
HESA Instance page.


2. If MODE derivation step = 2 and the most recent record was selected to derive MODE, select any
other earlier change of mode from the Student Program records where effective end date is within the
reporting period.
For each record, determine from the Mode Direction mapping whether the MODE changed from Active to
Inactive or vice versa.
If any one of the following three conditions is met, derive MCDATE as the effective date of the record that
was used to derive MODE, formatted to YYYY-MM-DD:
• The earliest Mode Direction From = Active and the latest Mode Direction To = Inactive.
• The earliest Mode Direction From = Inactive and the latest Mode Direction To = Active.
• The earliest Mode Direction From = Inactive, the latest Mode Direction To = Inactive, and a minimum


of one of the selected records for the reporting period has a Mode Direction To = Active (that is, student
was active at some point).


3. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Mode of Study (MODE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program Offering/Year HESA MODE (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan Offering/Year HESA MODE (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA MODE (Sub-Plan Year Data group box)
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
Student Program Acad Load
HESA Instance MODE
Mode of Study (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Mode of Study)


HESA Mode of Study


HESA Action Reasons Change of Mode Mapping
Term/Session Table (Set up SACR, Foundation Table, Term
Setup, Term/Session Table)


Term


Enrollment Limit (Records and Enrollment, Student Term
Information, Term Activate a Student, Enrollment Limit)


Approved Academic Load


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.
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Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


2. Select the Student Program record that has Program Action/Reason values mapped to a HESA Mode in the
HESA Action Reasons page. Derive the mapped HESA mode value. If the derived value is 73 or 74 and
the effective date of the record is prior to the reporting period start date, convert 73 to 63 and 74 to 64.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, and the MODE value from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year
HESA page for the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance equals 23, 24,
or 25 (sandwich placement year), then derive the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA MODE value.


4. If the MODE value from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of Academic Load
and YEARPRG of the student instance equals 23, 24, or 25, then derive the Plan Offering/Year HESA
MODE value.


5. If the MODE Value from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of Academic Load
and YEARPRG of the student instance equals 23, 24, or 25, then derive the Program Offering/Year
HESA MODE value.


6. Select the most recent activated student term record that overlaps the reporting period. That is, the process
selects the record with the latest term begin date from terms where the term begin date or the term end
date falls within the reporting period. Select the approved academic load from the most recent term
record and use the mapping on the Mode of Study page to retrieve the corresponding HESA mode for
the selected academic load.


7. Select the academic load from the Student Program record. Derive the mapped HESA code for the
selected academic load from the Mode of Study page.


8. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Major Source of Tuition Fees (MSTUFEE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data MSTUFEE
Program Offering/Year HESA MSTUFEE (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data MSTUFEE
Plan Offering/Year HESA MSTUFEE (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA MSTUFEE
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA MSTUFEE (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance MSTUFEE


Bundle 27
The field derivation rule “If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 02 derive a value.” has been changed to “ If
Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value.”


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


academic load of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR.


NHS Employer (NHSEMP)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data NHSEMP
Plan HESA Data NHSEMP
Sub-Plan HESA NHSEMP
HESA Instance NHSEMP


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M76, H76, I76, or J76


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Reason for Partial and Full Non-payment of Tuition (NONPAY)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance NONPAY


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


• Course.MSFUND does not equal 91


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Suspension of Active Studies (NOTACT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
HESA Instance NOTACT
HESA Action Reasons Suspension of Active Studies Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.RSNEND and Instance.ENDDATE are NULL derive a value. Otherwise,
derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
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2. If the most recent effective dated Student Program record has Program Action/Reason values mapped
to the a HESA Suspension of Studies code on the HESA Action Reasons page, then derive the mapped
HESA code value.


3. Derive as NULL.


Note. For correct derivation, ensure that if you have mapped a Program Action/Reason to a MODE of 73 or
74, map the same Program Action/Reason to a NOTACT value of 1 on the HESA Action Reasons page.


Number of Units to Achieve Full Qualification (NOUNTACH)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data NOUNTACH
Plan HESA Data NOUNTACH
Sub-Plan HESA NOUNTACH
HESA Instance NOUNTACH


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Instance Identifier (NUMHUS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance Instance Identifier


Linked Career


Linked Career Number


Academic Career


Student Career Nbr


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from HESA Instance page as Instance Identifier.


2. Derive from HESA Instance page as Linked Career and Linked Career Number.


3. Derive from HESA Instance page as Academic Career and Student Career Nbr, for example, UGRD1.


Number of Units Completed (NUMUNITS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance NUMUNITS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Institution’s Own Instance Identifier (OWNINST)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance OWNINST


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL.


PhD Submission Date (PHDSUB)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
HESA Instance PHDSUB
HESA Action Reasons Phd Submission Action Reason Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = D00 or D01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Select the earliest Student Program record (exclude records with an effective date greater than the end date


of the reporting period) that has Program Action/Reason values mapped in the Phd Submission Action
Reason Mapping group box. Derive as the effective date of the record formatted to YYYY-MM-DD.


3. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Good Standing Marker (PROGRESS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance PROGRESS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Country = England or Wales” has been changed to “Country = Wales”
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 02” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00”


• Country = Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Qualified Teacher Status (QTS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data QTS
Plan HESA Data QTS
Sub-Plan HESA QTS
HESA Instance QTS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 04
• Related Course.TTCID = 5


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
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4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Research Council Student Identifier (RCSTDID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04


• Instance. RCSTDNT is not 99


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for RCSTDID in
the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


Research Council Student (RCSTDNT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data RCSTDNT
Plan HESA Data RCSTDNT
Sub-Plan HESA RCSTDNT
HESA Instance RCSTDNT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins D, E, L, or M (except M22 and M26)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Amount of Tuition Fees Received/Expected for
the Student (RECFEE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance RECFEE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England


• Instance.FESTUMK = 1, 3, or 4


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Reduced Instance Return Indicator (REDUCEDI)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance REDUCEDI


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Instance entities.
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Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Country = England, Scotland, or Northern Ireland and Instance.STULOAD is 10.0 or less, derive as 01.
Bundle 27
The step “If Country = England or Wales and Include FE = Y and Instance.FESTUMK = 4, derive
as 02 .” has been removed.


4. If Instance.EXCHANGE is 2, 4, 8, 9 or A, derive as 03.


5. If Instance.MODE = 63 or 64, derive as 04.


6. Derive as 00.


Reason for Ending Instance (RSNEND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
HESA Action Reasons Reason for Ending Instance Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 02, 04, 06 or 07” has been changed to “Instance.REDUCEDI
= 00, 01, 04 or 07”


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 04 or 07


• Instance.ENDDATE is completed.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the most recent effective dated Student Program record has Program Action/Reason values mapped to
a HESA Reason for Ending Instance code on the HESA Action Reasons page, then derive the mapped
HESA code value.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Number of Student Associates Scheme Days
Completed (SASDAYS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance SASDAYS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 06 (SAS) or Course.TTCID = E (SAS)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Associates Scheme Placement (SASSCHL)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance SASSCHL


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 06 (SAS) or Course.TTCID = E (SAS)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Subject Knowledge Enhancement Institution (SKEITT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance SKEITT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England
• Course.REDUCEDC = 07 (SKE) or Course.TTCID = F (SKE)


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Special Fee Indicator (SPECFEE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program Offering/Year HESA SPECFEE (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan Offering/Year HESA SPECFEE (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA SPECFEE (Sub-Plan Year HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance SPECFEE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 AND Country = Wales AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with


P, Q, R, S or X


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
4. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of


the student instance.
5. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG


of the student instance.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Expected Length of Study (SPLENGTH)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data SPLENGTH
Program Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data SPLENGTH
Plan Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA SPLENGTH
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance SPLENGTH


Bundle 27
The field derivation rule has been changed from “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 or 02 derive a value.”
to “If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value.”


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


academic load of the student instance.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9 .


SLDD-Discrete Provision (ST13)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance ST13
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Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value only if the Include FE check box is selected.


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Wales
• Instance.FESTUMK = 1 or 3
• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Instance FTE (STULOAD)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Calculated FTE


Report Zero


Override FTE


Bundle 27
The field derivation rule has been changed from “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 02 or 03, derive a
value.” to “If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 03, derive a value.”


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 03, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as zero, if the Report Zero check box is selected on the HESA Instance page for the reporting period.
2. Derive as the Override FTE value on the HESA Instance page for the reporting period.
3. Derive as the Calculated FTE value on the HESA Instance page for the reporting period.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Teacher Reference Number (TREFNO)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England, Scotland, or Wales


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04


• Related Course.TTCID = 1 or 8


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for TREFNO in
the HESA Types page.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL.


Type of Instance Year (TYPEYR)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data TYPEYR
Program Offering/Year HESA TYPEYR (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data TYPEYR
Plan Offering/Year HESA TYPEYR (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA TYPEYR
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA TYPEYR (Sub-Plan Year Data group box)
HESA Instance TYPEYR


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Derive as 1 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, and a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on


the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the
student instance.


4. Derive as 2 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined
on the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the
student instance, and COMDATE is within the reporting period.


5. Derive as 3 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined
on the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of
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the student instance, COMDATE is prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not within
the reporting period.


6. Derive as 4 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined
on the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of academic load and YEARPRG of the
student instance, COMDATE is prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is within the reporting period.


7. Derive as 1 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan and a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on the
Sub-Plan HESA page.


8. Derive as 2 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on
the Sub-Plan HESA page, and COMDATE is within the reporting period.


9. Derive as 3 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined
on the Sub-Plan HESA page, COMDATE is prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not
within the reporting period.


10. Derive as 4 if Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined
on the Sub-Plan HESA page, COMDATE is prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is within
the reporting period.


11. Derive as 1 if a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination
of academic load and YEARPRG of the student instance.


12. Derive as 2 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for
the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, and COMDATE is within
the reporting period.


13. Derive as 3 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, COMDATE is prior to the
reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not within the reporting period.


14. Derive as 4 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, COMDATE is prior to the
reporting period, and ENDDATE is within the reporting period.


15. Derive as 1 if a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on the Plan HESA Data page.
16. Derive as 2 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan HESA Data page, and COMDATE is


within the reporting period.
17. Derive as 3 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan HESA Data page, COMDATE is


prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not within the reporting period.
18. Derive as 4 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Plan HESA Data page, COMDATE is


prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is within the reporting period.
19. Derive as 1 if a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the


combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
20. Derive as 2 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program Offering/Year HESA page for


the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, and COMDATE is within
the reporting period.


21. Derive as 3 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program Offering/Year HESA page for
the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, COMDATE is prior to the
reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not within the reporting period.


22. Derive as 4 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program Offering/Year HESA page for
the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance, COMDATE is prior to the
reporting period, and ENDDATE is within the reporting period.


23. Derive as 1 if a TYPEYR value of 1 is defined on the Program HESA Data page.
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24. Derive as 2 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program HESA Data page and COMDATE
is within the reporting period.


25. Derive as 3 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program HESA Data page, COMDATE is
prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is null or not within the reporting period.


26. Derive as 4 if a TYPEYR value of 2, 3, 4, or 5 is defined on the Program HESA Data page, COMDATE is
prior to the reporting period, and ENDDATE is within the reporting period.


27. Use default.
28. Derive as NULL ERROR.


The derivation logic can use the TYPEYR values of 3, 4, or 5 set up for year, program, plan, or subplan.
However, it is expected that only values 1 (Course academic year contained within the HESA reporting year 1
August - 31 July) or 2 (Course academic year not contained within the HESA reporting year 1 August - 31
July) are relevant because the remaining values of 3, 4, and 5 apply to the student instance rather than the
year as a whole.


The system repeats Steps 3 to 6, depending on the level at which the TYPEYR value is defined in the
academic structure.


Units of Length (UNITLGTH)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data UNITLGTH
Program Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data UNITLGTH
Plan Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA UNITLGTH
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance UNITLGTH


Bundle 27
The field derivation rule has been changed from “Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 or 02, derive a value.”
to “If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01, derive a value.”


Field Derivation Rule: If Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
academic load of the student instance.


4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
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6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL ERROR..


Length of Current Year of Instance (YEARLGTH)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data YEARLGTH
Program Offering/Year HESA YEARLGTH (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data YEARLGTH
Plan Offering/Year HESA YEARLGTH (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA YEARLGTH
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA YEARLGTH (Sub-Plan Year Data group box)
HESA Instance YEARLGTH


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the the following conditions is met:


• Country = Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00.
• Country = Wales, Instance. REDUCEDI= 00 AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with P, Q,


R, S or X


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Instance.LOCSDY = D or F, derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.
4. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of the student instance.
5. If Instance.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
6. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of Academic Load and YEARPRG of


the student instance.
7. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
8. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the combination of Academic Load and


YEARPRG of the student instance.
9. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
10. Use default.
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11. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Year of Program (YEARPRG)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Year of Program


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01


• Country = Wales, Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with
P, Q, R, S or X


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Year of Student on This Instance (YEARSTU)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Instance


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Year of Student


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• Country = England, Northern Ireland, or Scotland AND Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01
• Country = Wales, Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 01 AND Course.COURSEAIM does not begin with


P, Q, R, S or X


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Student Record Return: Entry Profile Entity
If you select the Include Student Entities check box on the Create Extract Data page, the Create Extract process
creates a Entry Profile entity. The process creates a Entry Profile entity for each Instance entity if either the
Instance.COMDATE is within the reporting period or if the Include Entry Profile check box is selected on
the Entry Profile page. The process creates a single Entry Profile entity using the same key structure as the
Instance record.


Access Programmes (ACCESS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile ACCESS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition has been changed from “EntryProfile.QUALENT2 = 44 or 45” to “Either
EntryProfile.QUALENT2 = 44 or 45 or EntryProfile.QUALENT3 = X00 or X01”


• Country = Scotland


• Either EntryProfile.QUALENT2 = 44 or 45 or EntryProfile.QUALENT3 = X00 or X01


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR .


Articulation (ARTICLN)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile ARTICLN


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland
• Entry Profile.DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM
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• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M22, M26, H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, H24, I00, I11, or I16


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR .


Domicile (DOMICILE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Residency Self-Report (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Identification (Student), Residency
Data, Residency Self-Report)


State


Country


Entry Profile DOMICILE
Nationality (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Nationality)


HESA Domicile


Area of Permanent Residence (Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Recruiting and Admissions, UCAS, Mappings,
Area of Permanent Residence)


HESA Code


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Entry Profile entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.


2. Select the Residency Self-Report record with the latest Date Reported before the Instance.COMDATE. If no
record is found, then select the record with the earliest Date Reported date on or after Instance.COMDATE.


If a Residency Self-Report record is found and the Country value is not GBR, retrieve the related
two-character code (COUNTRY_2CHAR) from the Country table (PS_COUNTRY_TBL). If the mapping
to a HESA Domicile exists on the Nationality page for the Campus Solutions country code, use the mapped
HESA Domicile value; otherwise, use the COUNTRY_2CHAR value.


3. If the Residency Self-Report record is found, the Country value is GBR, and a State value exists, select
the country and state values. If a mapping exists on the Area of Permanent Residence page between a
HESA country code and the selected country and state values, use the mapped HESA Country code. If no
mapping is found, log an error message and derive XK.


4. If a Residency Self-Report record is found, the Country value is GBR, and a State value does not exist,
derive XK.


5. Use default.


6. Derive as NULL ERROR .
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Note that some Campus Solutions country codes are invalid for HESA reporting. Use the Nationality page to
map the valid HESA codes with the Campus Solutions country codes.


Marital Status (MARSTAT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Biographical Details (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update Person, Biographical
Details)


Marital Status


Entry Profile MARSTAT
Marital Status (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Marital Status )


HESA Marital Status


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Northern Ireland


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XG (Northern Ireland)


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.


2. Select the Marital Status value from the Biographical History record. Use the mapping on the Marital
Status page to derive the HESA Martial Status code.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


New Entrant to Higher Education (NEWENT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile NEWENT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins with D, E, L, M, H, I, J, or C


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL .


Dependents on Entry (NIDEPEND)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile NIDEPEND


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Northern Ireland


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XG (Northern Ireland)


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.


3. Use default.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR .


Parental Education (PARED)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PARED


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M22, M26, H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, I00, I11, I16, J10, J16,


J20, J26, J30, C20, or C30
• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• If Country = Northern Ireland or Wales, then EntryProfile.UCASAPPID is not null
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Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR .


PGCE Class of Undergraduate Degree (PGCECLSS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PGCECLSS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M71 or H71


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR .


PGCE Subject of Undergraduate Degree (PGCESBJ)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PGCESBJ


PGCESBJ2


PGCESBJ3


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
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• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M71 or H71


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant to create a single PGCESBJ field.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default to create a single PGCESBJ field.
4. Derive a single PGCESBJ field as NULL ERROR .


Note. The system can derive up to three values. Each of the values is included as a separate PGCESBJ
field in the XML file.


Postcode (POSTCODE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Addresses (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Biographical (Student), Addresses/Phones,
Addresses)


Postal


Entry Profile POSTCODE


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:
Bundle 27
The condition has been changed from “Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 04, 06 or 07” to “Related
Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 04 or 07”


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM


• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, 04 or 07


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
Bundle 27
Second step has been modified to select an address record prior to COMDATE.


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Select the address record with the country code of GBR whose effective date is most recent and falls prior


to Instance.COMDATE. The record must have an address type that matches the address type mapped with
POSTCODE in the HESA Types page. Derive the post code from this record.


3. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 1.


For steps 1 and 2, the system validates that the derived post code value is in the correct format.
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Last School Attended (PREVINST)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PREVINST


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE, or IM
• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM = M22, M26, H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, I00, I11, I16, J10, J16,


J20, J26, J30, C20, or C30


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Highest Qualification On Entry (QUALENT2)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile QUALENT2


Field Derivation Rule:


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 04
• Instance.COMDATE is before 01-AUG-2010


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Highest Qualification On Entry (QUALENT3)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile QUALENT3


Field Derivation Rule:


Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Instance.COMDATE is on or after 01-AUG-2010


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Religion (RELIGION)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Religious Preference (Campus Community, Personal
Information (Student), Biographical (Student), Personal
Attributes, Religious Preference)


Religious Preference


Entry Profile RELIGION
Religion (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Code Mappings, Religion )


HESA Religion


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Northern Ireland
• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XG (Northern Ireland)
• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
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2. Select the religious preference from the personal information record. Use the mapping on the Religion
page to derive the HESA Religion code.
If the HESA religion code mapping does not exist, log an error message and skip to the next step.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Socio-Economic Classification (SEC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile SEC


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• A value for EntryProfile.UCASAPPID exists.


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE is XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE or IM


• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins with H, I, J, or C or is M22 or M26.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Occupation Code (SOC2000)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile SOC2000


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• A value for EntryProfile.UCASAPPID exists.
• EntryProfile.DOMICILE is XF, XG, XH, XI, XK, XL, GG, JE or IM
• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins with H, I, J, or C or is M22 or M26.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


UCAS Application Number (UCASAPPID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Application Data (Student Admissions, Application
Maintenance, Maintain Applications, Application Data)


External Application Nbr


Entry Profile UCASAPPID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Entry Profile entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use the Student Program record of the instance to find the admission application number


(ADM_APPL_NBR). Use this admission application number to find the Admissions Data record
(PS_ADM_APPL_DATA). Then, from the Application Data page for this record, find the External
Application Number. The External Application Number is used to record the UCAS Application Number
or Application Code plus Choice Number for UCAS applications.
If the External Application Number is not null and is a UCAS number — that is, the number is a
4-character application code that begins UC, plus - , plus single-digit choice number (for example,
UC01-1), then the system derives the UCAS number value minus the - and choice elements (for example,
UC01). Only values beginning UC are derived. If any other value is found, the derivation step is skipped.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL.


Welsh Baccalaureate Advanced Diploma (WELBACC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile WELBACC


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• EntryProfile.DOMICILE = XI (Wales)
• Related Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 or 04
• Related Course.COURSEAIM begins with H, I, J or C (that is, not FE)
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Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. If Country is Wales in the HESA Returns page, derive as NULL ERROR.
4. If Country is not Wales in the HESA Returns page, derive as NULL.


Year Left Last Institution (YRLLINST)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Entry Profile


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile YRLLINST


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland
• EntryProfile.ARTICLN = 1, 2, 3, or 4


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Qualifications On Entry Entity
The Create Extract process creates Qualifications On Entry entities for each Entry Profile entity in the
return. The process creates the Qualifications On Entry entities only if the Include Student Entities check
box is selected on the Create Extract Data page. To create the Qualifications On Entry entities, the process
selects entry qualifications that have the Report To HESA check box selected and the QUALTYPE code
imported from HESA.


Qualification Grade (QUALGRADE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications On Entry


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Entry Profile Grade


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications On Entry entities.


Derivation Steps:


The system performs the following steps to derive the values:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Qualification Subject (QUALSBJ)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications On Entry


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile Subject


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications On Entry entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Qualification Sitting (QUALSIT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications On Entry


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile Sitting


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications On Entry entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Qualification Type (QUALTYPE)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications On Entry
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Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile Type


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications On Entry entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Qualification Year (QUALYEAR)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications On Entry


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile Year


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications On Entry entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Student Record Return: Qualifications Awarded Entity
The Create Extract process creates Qualifications Awarded entities for each Instance entity where the student
has completed the course and the academic institution has awarded a qualification to the student. The process
uses the HESA Instance record for field derivation. If a field value does not exist in the HESA Instance record,
the process uses the student degree records for derivation.


The process creates the Qualifications Awarded entities only if the Include Student Entities check box is
selected on the Create Extract Data page.


The process selects Qualifications Awarded records for Instance records that have Instance.ENDDATE = not
null, Instance.RSNEND = 01 (successful completion of course), and Instance.REDUCEDI = 00, 01 or 04
(not Reduced FE or Incoming Visiting/Exchange).


Classification (CLASS)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications Awarded


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Instance Classification (Qualifications Awarded group box)
Degree Honors (Records and Enrollment, Graduation,
Student Degrees, Degree Honors)


Honors Code


Classification (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Classification)


Honors Code


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if one of the following conditions is met:


• QualificationsAwarded.QUAL = M22, M26, H00, H11, H16, H18, H22, H23, H24, H50, I00, I11, or I16
• Country = England or Wales AND QualificationsAwarded.QUAL begins P, Q, R, S or X


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from the HESA Instance - Qualifications Awarded record, derive as the
Classification value.


2. If the entity is derived from Student Degrees record, use the mapping on the Classification page to derive
as the HESA Honors Code. On the Classification page the HESA Honors Code must be mapped to a
HESA classification and a Honors Type where the Honors Type must be Degree Honors.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Outcome of ITT Instance (OUTCOME)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications Awarded


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Outcome of ITT Instance (Qualifications Awarded group


box)
HESA Instance OUTCOME (Instance HESA Data group box)


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Wales
• Related Course.TTCID = 1 or 8


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from the HESA Instance - Qualifications Awarded record, derive as the Outcome
of ITT Instance value.


2. If the entity is derived from Student Degrees record, derive as the OUTCOME value.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Qualification Awarded (QUAL)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications Awarded


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Qualification Awarded (Qualifications Awarded group


box)
Degree (Records and Enrollment, Graduation, Student
Degrees, Degree)


Degree


Qualification (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Qualification)


Degree


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Qualifications Awarded entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from the HESA Instance - Qualifications Awarded record, derive as the
Qualification Awarded value.


2. If the entity is derived from Student Degrees record, use the mapping on the Qualification page to derive
as the mapped HESA Degree code.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Teaching Qualifications Gained Sector (TQGSEC)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications Awarded


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Sector (Qualifications Awarded group box)
HESA Instance TQGSEC (Instance HESA Data group box)


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland or Northern Ireland
• Related Course.TTCID = 1 or 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from the HESA Instance - Qualifications Awarded record, derive as the Sector value.
2. If the entity is derived from Student Degrees record, derive as the TQGSEC value. If two awards are


reported, use this value for both entities.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Teacher Qualification Gained Subject (TQGSUB)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Qualifications Awarded


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance (Qualifications Awarded group box) Subject 1, Subject 2, Subject 3
HESA Instance (Instance HESA Data group box) TQGSUB, TQGSUB2, TQGSUB3


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Scotland


• QualificationsAwarded.TQGSEC = 2


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from the HESA Instance - Qualifications Awarded record, derive as the Subject 1,
Subject 2, and Subject 3 values.


2. If the entity is derived from Student Degrees record, derive as the TQGSUB, TQGSUB2, and TQGSUB3
values. Use these values for both entities if two awards are reported.


3. Derive single TQGSUB field as NULL ERROR.


Note. The system can derive up to three values. Each of the values is included as a separate TQGSUB
field in the XML file.


Student Record Return: RAE Data Entity
The Create Extract process creates RAE Data entities for each Instance entity where the student is studying a
research program and the academic institution is creating a full return for the student. The process :


• Selects RAE Data entities records for the related course records that have a research COURSEAIM = L00,
L80, L90, L99 or beginning with D and Instance.REDUCEDI = 00 (not a reduced return).


• Derives values from the HESA Instance - Research Data record. If values do not exist in the HESA
Instance - Research Data record, then derives values from the Advisor HESA Data record for the student.


• Creates the RAE Data entities only if the Include Student Entities check box is selected as a run parameter
for the Create Extract process.


For selecting a value from the Advisor HESA Data record, the process selects each student advisor record
where:


• The Academic Career and Academic Program match the career and program of the Instance being reported.
• The Academic Advisor value is defined for the student.
• The Advisor Role defined matches one of the roles defined on the HESA Returns page.


If multiple advisors are found, the process selects the advisor with the lowest Advisor Number. The process
then selects the Advisor HESA data for the selected advisor to derive the RAE Data fields.
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RAE Unit of Assessment (OUA2008)
Return: Student Record


Entity: RAE Data


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance RAE Unit of Assessment
Advisor HESA Data (Curriculum Management,
Instructor/Advisor Information, Instructor/Advisor Table,
Advisor HESA Data)


RAE Unit of Assessment


Student Advisor (Records and Enrollment, Student
Background Information, Student Advisor)


Academic Advisor


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all RAE Data entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from Instance HESA Data - Research Data record, derive from the HESA Instance
page.


2. If the entity is derived from Advisor HESA Data record, derive from the Advisor HESA Data page.


Unit of Assessment Percentage (UOAPCNT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: RAE Data


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Unit Of Assessment Percentage
Advisor HESA Data (Curriculum Management,
Instructor/Advisor Information, Instructor/Advisor Table,
Advisor HESA Data)


Unit Of Assessment Percentage


Student Advisor (Records and Enrollment, Student
Background Information, Student Advisor)


Academic Advisor


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all RAE Data entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the entity is derived from Instance HESA Data - Research Data record, derive from the HESA Instance
page.


2. If the entity is derived from Advisor HESA Data record, derive from the Advisor HESA Data page.
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Student Record Return: Student On Module Entity
The Create Extract process can create a maximum of 128 Student On Module records for each Instance in
the return to indicate which modules (Campus Solutions courses) the student has been studying during the
reporting period. The process selects Student On Module records based on the student’s course enrollments
and the course offering records included in the related Module entities of the return.


The process creates the Student On Module entities only if the Include Student Entities check box is selected
on the Create Extract Data page.


HESA requires Student On Module records only if Instance.STULOAD is greater than zero. However,
academic institutions can optionally include Student On Module records in the return when STULOAD = 0.


To choose student enrollment records for the Student on Module entity creation, the process:


• Selects all activated terms for the student career.


• From each activated term, selects classes that satisfy the following conditions:


• Class Start Date is within the reporting period, or Class End Date is within the reporting period, or Class
Start Date is prior to the reporting period and Class End Date is after the reporting period.


• Status = Enrolled or Dropped.


• Units Taken value is greater than zero.


• Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with the
Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.


• Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region with
the Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.


• If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed
(that is, the same career value with different career numbers), then the process applies a further filter
to the class enrollments. In that case, the process selects the class only if the program value of the
enrollment record is null or matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that
career and career number.


When the process considers class start and end dates for class enrollments where the Session = OEE (open
entry/exit), rather than selecting the class start/end dates, the process selects the values from the Student OEE
Enrollment Data record for the class enrollment. If the end date is not defined in Student OEE Enrollment
Data then the process uses the class end date. The start date is mandatory for a Student OEE Enrollment Data
record. Note that the process does not consider linked careers for Student On Module.


For students with a STULOAD value of greater than zero, if there are no relevant class enrolments, the
process creates a single Student On Module entity for the student. The process creates the single Student On
Module entity only if the combination of Plan and Year has been defined as a dummy module and included in
the Module entity.


Percentage of Module Taught in Celtic Language (LANGPCNT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: StudentOnModule


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Module Data LANGPCNT


Field Derivation Rule: If Country = Northern Ireland, Scotland, or Wales, derive a value. Otherwise, derive
as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Module Data page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Module Identifier (MODID)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student On Module


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student On Module entities.


Derivation Step:


1. For each student enrollment record valid for the reporting period, the process determines MODID as a
combination of Course ID plus Course Offering Number from the related Course Offering record.


Module Countable (MODCOUNT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student On Module


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Module HESA Data MODCOUNT


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = Wales
• Course.COURSEAIM begins with C, D, E, L, M, H, I or J


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Module HESA Data page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.
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Module Outcome (MODOUT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student On Module


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Enrollment (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students,
Enrollment)


Grading Basis


Grade In/Official
Module Outcome (Records and Enrollment, HESA
Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Module
Outcome)


HESA Module Outcome


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student On Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as the mapped HESA Module Outcome for the grade selected in the enrollment record.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


If HESA Module Data dummy module flag for MODID = Y, derive as 07.


Module Status (MODSTAT)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student On Module


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student On Module entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive as 1 if the class start date is before the reporting period, and the class end date is within the
reporting period.


3. Derive as 2 if the class start and end dates are within the reporting period.


4. Derive as 3 if the class start date is within the reporting period, and the class end date is after the reporting
period.


5. Derive as 4 if the class end date is before the reporting period and MODOUT is not 6.


6. Derive as 6 if the class start date is before the reporting period and the class end date is after the reporting
period.


7. Use default.


8. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Note that the derivation logic compares class start and end dates with the reporting period dates to determine
the status.
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If HESA Module Data dummy module flag for MODID = Y, derive as 05.


When considering class start and end dates for class enrollments where the Session = OEE, rather than
selecting the class start and end dates, the derivation logic selects values from the Student OEE Enrollment
Data record for the class enrollment. If the end date is not defined in Student OEE Enrollment Data record,
then the logic uses the class end date. The start date is mandatory in the Student OEE Enrollment Data record.


Module Year (MODYR)
Return: Student Record


Entity: Student On Module


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Module HESA Data MODYR


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Country = England or Northern Ireland
• Instance.INSTAPP = 1
• Instance.TYPEYR = 2, 3, 4, or 5


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Module HESA Data page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


For dummy modules:


1. Derive from the HESA Dummy Module Data page.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Note: The field is only derived if INSTAPP = 1, therefore, usually this field will be null


Aggregate Offshore Return: Institution Entity
The Create Extract process creates a single entity record for the institution with the RECID and UKRPN fields.


Record Type Indicator (RECID)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Institution
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Reporting Period Record Year
Returns Record ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as YYNNN, where YY is the final two digits of the Record Year (for example, 09 for 2009) and
NNN is the 3-digit Record ID for the seeded return.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


For Aggregate Offshore Return, the Record ID must be 052. The Record ID is delivered with CS 9.0 bundle 12.


UK Provider Reference Number (UKPRN)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Institution


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Configuration UKPRN


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Returns page.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Aggregate Offshore Return: Provision Entity
The Create Extract process creates Provision entities for Offshore plans and Offshore subplans. That is, the
process selects only those subplans for which the Offshore Sub-Plan check box is selected on the Sub-Plan
HESA page. If you have selected the Enable Sub-Plan Reporting check box on the HESA Returns page, the
process selects only those subplans for which you have selected the Report to HESA and Offshore Sub-Plan
check boxes on the Sub-Plan HESA Data page. Also, the process selects only those plans for which the
Offshore Plan check box is selected on the Plan HESA Data page. If you have not selected the Enable Sub-Plan
Reporting check box, the process selects only those plans for which you have selected the Report to HESA and
Offshore Plan check boxes on the Plan HESA Data page.


Country of Activity (COUNTRY)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Provision
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Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data COUNTRY
Sub-Plan HESA COUNTRY


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Provision entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Provision entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Institutions Own Campus Identifier (INSTCAMP)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Provision


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Campus (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Code Mappings, Campus)


HESA Institutions Own Campus


Taxonomy/Campus (Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program Table,
Taxonomy/Campus)


Campus


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Provision entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Provision entity is based on a subplan, select the associated program’s campus from the


Taxonomy/Campus page. Use the HESA Institutions Own Campus value mapped to the selected campus.
3. If Provision entity is based on a plan, select the associated program’s campus from the Taxonomy/Campus


page. Use the HESA Institutions Own Campus value mapped to the selected campus.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL.


Level of Provision (LEVEL)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Provision


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data LEVEL
Sub-Plan HESA LEVEL


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Provision entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If Provision entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Number of Students (HEADCOUNT)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Provision


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Provision entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive this value by performing a similar selection as for the existing Instance return but restricting the
selection to the plan and subplan of each Provision entity. The return will contain just the count. However,
in the log file list each student included in the count including their EMPLID, and plan or subplan.


2. If students are not found, derive as 0.


In the first step, the process includes students who have a plan or subplan that overlap the reporting period and
have been enrolled; that is, the student either has a status of Enrolled or has an associated enrolled classes that
the student enrolled on or before reporting period end date


Note. If the process does not return a HEADCOUNT value for the plan or subplan, include the student in the
extract but do not include the student in the XML file.


Type of Activity (TYPE)
Return: Aggregate Offshore


Entity: Provision


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data TYPE
Sub-Plan HESA TYPE


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Provision entities.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Use constant.
2. If Provision entity is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


ITT Return: Institution Entity
The Create Extract process creates a single entity record for the institution with the RECID and UKRPN fields.


Record Type Indicator (RECID)
Return: ITT


Entity: Institution


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Reporting Period Record Year
Returns Record ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as YYNNN, where YY is the final two digits of the Record Year (for example, 09 for 2009) and
NNN is the 3-digit Record ID for the seeded return.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


For ITT Return, the Record ID is 053. The Record ID is delivered with CS 9.0 Bundle 13.


UK Provider Reference Number (UKPRN)
Return: ITT


Entity: Institution


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Configuration UKPRN


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Returns page.
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2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


ITT Return: Student Entity
The Create Extract process creates ITT Student entities only if all the following conditions are satisfied:


• Report to HESA check box is selected on the HESA Instance page for the HESA Instance record.


• The student’s program commencement date is before or within the reporting period.


• Either: (a) the student has been term activated for a term that begins within the reporting period and the
student has at least one enrolled class related to that term or (b) the student has an FTE value of greater
than zero for the reporting period. The process determines the FTE value for the reporting period from the
HESA Instance record as either the Override FTE value or else the Calculated FTE value.


• The most recent effective dated Student Program stack record has a Program Status matching one of the
Eligible Program Statuses defined for the return on the HESA Returns page.


• If a subplan is selected as the run parameter, check that the Report to HESA check box is selected and the
TTCID value is 1, 2, or 8 for the subplan on the Plan HESA Data page.


• If subplan is not selected, check that the Report to HESA check box is selected and the TTCID value is 1,
2, or 8 for the plan on the Plan HESA Data page.


If all the conditions are satisfied, then the process create a record in the ITT Student Extract table with status
set to ACTIVE using the following values:


• EMPLID
• HUSID: The process determines this value from External System ID record for the EMPLID, where the


ID type is the same as that defined for HUSID on the HESA Types page. If HUSID does not exist, the
process creates a new HUSID.


• NUMHUS (Student Instance Number): The process determines this value from the HESA Instance record
as either Linked Career and Linked Career Number (if defined). Otherwise, it uses a combination of
Career and Career Number as the NUHMUS value, that is ACAD_CAREER and STDNT_CAR_NBR.
For example, UGRD1.


• COURSEID: If a sub-plan is selected as the run parameter, the process uses the Sub-Plan code as the
COURSEID, If the subplan is not selected, the process uses the plan code.


If you provided an EMPLID for the Student ID run parameter, the process creates ITT Student entity records
for only the selected EMPLID.


The Create Extract process selects External Degree records to derive the degree fields (such as DEGENDDT
and DEGEST). If the student has multiple records, the process selects the most recent record.


If you have selected the Null Errors Only check box for the Include Student Entities on the Create Extract
Data page, the process selects distinct EMPLIDs from the existing active ITT extract data, where at least one
field in the Student or Course Subject extract data has a derived value of NULL ERROR. The process then
selects Student entity records for these EMPLIDs.


If you have selected the Validation Errors Only check box for the Include Student Entities, the process first
deletes any Validation Error staging records where EMPLID is blank. Then, it selects distinct EMPLIDs from
the Validation Error staging table. The process selects Student entity records for these EMPLIDs. Finally, it
deletes records from the Validation Error staging table where EMPLID is populated.
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Date of Birth (BIRTHDTE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Biographical Details (Campus Community , Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details)


Date of Birth


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Biographical Details page in the format YYYY-MM-DD.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Course Identifier (COURSEID)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If subplan is being reported to HESA, derive as COURSEID from the Academic Sub-Plan Table record.


2. If plan is being reported to HESA, derive as COURSEID from the Academic Plan Table record.


Course Title (CTITLE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Plan HESA Data Course Title
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Course Title
Academic Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables,
Academic Structure, Academic Plan Table )


Academic Plan


Academic Sub-Plan Table (Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure, Academic SubPlan Table)


Academic Subplan


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive as the HESA Course Title value from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
2. If the Course Title field does not have a value, use a combination of the plan and subplan descriptions


from the Academic Plan Table and Academic Sub-Plan Table pages (that is, .DESCR from
PS_ACAD_PLAN_TBL + space + DESCR from PS_ACAD_SUBPLN_TBL).


3. Derive as the Course Title value from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. If the Course Title field does not have a value, use the plan description from the Academic Plan Table page


(that is, DESCR from PS_ACAD_PLAN_TBL).


Start Date of Instance (COMDATE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Start Date of Instance


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use the following process to calculate the earliest class start date for enrolled classes related to the Instance


being reported. This selection is similar to that done for StudentOnModule except that it is not restricted to
classes overlapping the reporting period and considers enrollments for linked careers.
a. Select all activated terms for the student career of the Instance.
b. From each activated term, select classes that satisfy the following conditions:


– Status = Enrolled
– Units Taken value is greater than zero.
– Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with
the Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
– Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region
with the Extract check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
– If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed
(that is, the same career value with different career numbers), then apply a further filter to the class
enrollments. In such a case, select the class only if the program value of the enrollment record is NULL
or matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that career and career number.


c. If the Instance has been linked to a prior student career using the Linked Career and Linked Career
Number fields in the HESA Instance record, then also consider classes for the previous career.


d. Derive the earliest Class Start Date from all the selected classes as COMDATE.
3. Derive as the earliest Effective Date of the HESA Instance records.


Course Mode (CRMODE)
Return: ITT
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Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance CRMODE


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Convert the MODE value to a CRMODE value as follows: if MODE = 01, 02, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24, 25, 63 or


73, derive as 1 (full-time) else derive as 2 (part-time).
3. Derive as NULL.


Previous Degree Country (DEGCTRY)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External Organization Location (Campus Community,
Organization, Create/Maintain Organizations, Organization
Locations, Location Details, Location History)


Country


Nationality (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Nationality)


HESA Nationality


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period
• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031
• Student.DEGEST does not exist


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the External Organization Location page.
Select the most recent External Education Organization record with a Degree status of complete associated
with the current reporting period. Select the most recent effective dated location record, if there are
multiple records.
It is possible for the Ext Org to have multiple Location records with the same effective date. In this case,
select the record with the lowest Location ID to determine the country.
Use the mapping on the Nationality page to derive as the mapped HESA Nationality code. Otherwise,
derive as the COUNTRY_2CHAR value if the mapping does not exist.


2. Use default.
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3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


The normal 2-character GB code is not valid for DEGCTRY. Therefore, if the value GB is derived, the system
changes GB to the valid code XK (United Kingdom, not otherwise specified).


Previous Degree End Date (DEGENDDT)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Courses and Degrees (Student Admissions,
Application/Transcript Loads, Education, Courses
and Degrees)


Degree Date


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period.


• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031.


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select the most recent External Education Degree record with a Degree status of complete associated with
the current reporting period. Derive from the Courses and Degrees page for the selected record.


2. Use default.


3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Previous Degree Establishment (DEGEST)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Region (Campus Community, Organization,
Create/Maintain Organizations, Organization Table,
Region)


HESA Degree Establishment


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period.
• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031.


Derive as NULL if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Select the most recent External Education Organization record associated with the current reporting
period. Derive from the Region page for the selected record. Convert using 2-character code
(COUNTRY_2CHAR) from the Country table (PS_COUNTRY_TBL).


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL.


Previous Degree Length in Years (DEGLENGTH)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period.


• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031.


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select the most recent External Education Degree record with a Degree status of complete associated with
the current reporting period. Derive as Degree Date minus From Date from the External Education record.
Convert number of days to years and round off to the nearest year.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


The previous degree length is derived as the nearest number in whole years.


Previous Degree Start Date (DEGSTDT)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External Education (Student Admissions,
Application/Transcript Loads, Education, External
Education)


From Date


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period.
• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031.


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Select the most recent External Education Degree record with a Degree status of complete associated with
the current reporting period. Derive from the External Education page for the selected record.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Previous Degree Type (DEGTYPE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Degree Table (Setup SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic
Structure, Degree Table)


HESA Degree Type


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period.
• Student.ITTAIM = 110, 113, 020 or 031.


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select the most recent External Education Degree record with a Degree status of complete associated with
the current reporting period. Derive from the Degree Table page for the selected degree.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Disability (DISABLE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data DISABLE
Impairment AUS (Campus Community, Personal
Information, Health Information, Impairment AUS )


Type of Impairment


Disability (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Disability)


HESA Disability Code


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
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2. If the student has multiple impairment records in the Impairment AUS page, derive as 08 (multiple
disabilities). If the student has a single impairment record, use the HESA Disability code from the
mapping between the impairment type and the HESA disability code.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


You can define a default as either 00 (no known disability) or 99 (not known).


Disabled Student Allowance (DISALL)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance DISALL
Impairment AUS (Campus Community, Personal
Information, Health Information, Impairment AUS)


Support Services Request


Disability (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Disability)


HESA Disability Allowance


Field Derivation Rule: If related Student.DISABLE is between 02 and 96, derive a value. Otherwise, derive
as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If the student has a Support Services Request value defined on the Impairment AUS page, use the mapped


HESA Disability Allowance code from the Disability page.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


End Date of Instance (ENDDATE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason


Effective Date
HESA Action Reasons Reason for Ending Instance Mapping
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Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the most recent effective dated Student Program record has Program Action/Reason values mapped to a
HESA Reason for Ending Instance code on the HESA Action Reasons page, then derive the effective
date of the record formatted to YYYY-MM-DD.


2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull attribute = 9.


Ethnicity (ETHNIC)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Person HESA Data ETHNIC
Ethnicity (Campus Community , Personal Information
(Student), Biographical (Student), Personal Attributes,
Ethnicity)


Regulatory Region, Ethnic Group


Ethnicity (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Ethnicity)


HESA Ethnic Code


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Person HESA Data page.
2. Select Person Ethnicity records as follows:


• If a single record exists, use that record.
• If multiple records exist and one is marked as Primary on the Campus Community Ethnicity page,


use that record.
• If multiple records exist and none are marked as Primary, select the record with the highest Percentage


defined in the Ethnicity Detail page.
• If multiple records are indistinguishable, select the lowest alphabetic Ethnic Group code.
• For the selected record, use the HESA Ethnic code from the mapping between the Ethnic Group,


Regulatory Region, and the HESA Ethnic code. If no mapping exists, log an error message and skip to
next step.


3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Forenames (FNAMES)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


First Name


Middle Name


Note. The First Name page element can accept a maximum of 30 characters.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the First Name and Middle Name values from the Primary Name record.


2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Fundability Code (FUNDCODE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data FUNDCODE
Plan HESA Data FUNDCODE
Sub-Plan HESA FUNDCODE
HESA Instance FUNDCODE


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Student.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


HESA Unique Student Identifier (HUSID)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Step:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for HUSID in the
HESA Types page.


2. If HUSID is not found, calculate using the following method:
• First 2 digits: Year of entry into institution (last 2 digits of year, for example, 09 for 2009).
• Next 4 digits: HESA Institution Identifier + 1000 (for example, QUB = 0184 which becomes 1184).
• Next 6 digits: 6-digit reference number internally allocated by institution (this is a sequence number,


institutions may need to manually increase the sequence number to avoid reusing the same number
in the same year of entry).


• Last digit: Check digit
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Positive Indication that self-certification complete (INDSLFCRT)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile INDSLFCRT


Field Derivation Rule: If Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period, derive a value. Otherwise,
derive as NULL ERROR.


Derivation Step:


1. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


As return is defined, the system does not derive Null. The system always returns a value, because the inclusion
condition is always met and while selecting students for the extract, the system considers only those students
for whom COMDATE is between reporting period start and end dates.


Independent Safeguarding Authority Registration
Number (ISANUM)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Determine from the External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for
ISANUM in the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


ITT Qualification Aim (ITTAIM)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data ITTAIM


Plan HESA Data ITTAIM
Sub-Plan HESA ITTAIM


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. If subplan is being reported, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Start Date of ITT Course (ITTCOMDATE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance ITTCOMDATE


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Derive as the same value as Student.COMDATE.


ITT Phase/Scope (ITTPHSC)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data ITTPhase/Scope
Plan HESA Data ITTPhase/Scope
Sub-Plan HESA ITTPhase/Scope
HESA Instance ITTPhase/Scope


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. Derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


ITT Schemes (ITTSCHMS)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data ITTSCHMS
Plan HESA Data ITTSCHMS
Sub-Plan HESA ITTSCHMS
HESA Instance ITTSCHMS


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
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3. Derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
4. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
5. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
6. Use default.
7. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Mode of Study (MODE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program Offering/Year HESA MODE (Program Year HESA Data group box)
Plan Offering/Year HESA MODE (Plan Year HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA MODE (Sub-Plan Year Data group box)
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
Student Program Acad Load
HESA Instance MODE
Mode of Study (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting,
Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings, Mode of Study)


HESA Mode of Study


HESA Action Reasons Change of Mode Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Select the Student Program record that has Program Action/Reason values mapped to a HESA Mode in the


HESA Action Reasons page. Derive the mapped HESA mode value.
If the derived value is 73 or 74, convert 73 to 63 and 74 to 64.
If the derived value is 02, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24 or 25 (that is, a sandwich placement year), 43, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, then convert as 01. If the derived value is 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, then convert as 31.


3. Select the academic load from the Student Program record. Derive the mapped HESA code for the
selected academic load from the Mode of Study page.
If the derived value is 73 or 74, convert 73 to 63 and 74 to 64.
If the derived value is 02, 12, 13, 14, 23, 24 or 25 (that is, a sandwich placement year), 43, 65, 66, 67, 68,
69, then convert as 01. If the derived value is 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 44, then convert as 31.


4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


National Insurance Number (NIN)
Return: ITT
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Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Determine from the External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for
NIN in the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


Student Instance Identifier (NUMHUS)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Instance Identifier


Linked Career


Linked Career Number


Academic Career


Student Career Nbr


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from HESA Instance page as Instance Identifier.
2. Derive from HESA Instance page as Linked Career + Linked Career Number.
3. Derive from HESA Instance page as Academic Career + Student Career Nbr, for example, UGRD1.


Institution’s Own Identifier for Student (OWNSTU)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used: None


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Step:


1. Derive as EMPLID.
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PGCE Class of Undergraduate Degree (PGCECLSS)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PGCECLSS


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period
• Student.ITTAIM = 110,113, 020 or 031


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default.
4. Derive as NULL ERROR.


PGCE Subject of Undergraduate Degree (PGCESBJ)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Entry Profile PGCESBJ


PGCESBJ2


PGCESBJ3


Field Derivation Rule: Derive a value if the following conditions are met:


• Student.COMDATE is in the current reporting period
• Student.ITTAIM = 110,113, 020 or 031


Derive as NULL ERROR if the conditions are not met.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant to create a single PGCESBJ field.
2. Derive from the Entry Profile page.
3. Use default to create a single PGCESBJ field.
4. Derive a single PGCESBJ field as NULL ERROR .
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Note. The system can derive up to three values. Each of the values is included as a separate PGCESBJ
field in the XML file.


Immediately Prior Surname (PSURNAME)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Surname


Field Derivation Rule: If the student has at least one Instance with REDUCEDI = 00, 01, or 04 derive a value.
Otherwise, derive as NULL.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive the previous Last Name from the Primary Name Type History table. This is done by finding the
most recent end dated record in which last name is different from the current one.


2. Derive as NULL.


Reason for Ending Instance (RSNEND)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Student Program Program Action


Action Reason
HESA Action Reasons Reason for Ending Instance Mapping


Field Derivation Rule: If Student.ENDDATE is completed, derive a value. Otherwise, derive as NULL
ERROR.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the most recent effective dated Student Program record has Program Action/Reason values mapped to
a HESA Reason for Ending Instance code on the HESA Action Reasons page, then derive the mapped
HESA code value.


2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Sex Identifier (SEXID)
Return: ITT
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Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Biographical Details (Campus Community , Personal
Information (Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical
Details)


Gender


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Step:


1. Use the Gender value from the Biographical History record:
• If the gender value is Male, derive as 1.
• If the gender value is Female, derive as 2.
• If the gender value is unknown, derive as 3.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as Null Error.


Skills Test Number (SKILLTEST)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Determine from the External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for
SKILLTEST in the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


Family Name on 16th Birthday (SNAME16)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Last Name


Note. The Last Name page element can accept a maximum of thirty characters.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Last Name value from the Primary Name record. The last name must have a Type of Name value
that corresponds with the Name Type set for SNAME16 on the HESA Types page.


2. Derive as NULL.


Expected Length of Study (SPLENGTH)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data SPLENGTH
Program Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data SPLENGTH
Plan Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA SPLENGTH
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA SPLENGTH (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance SPLENGTH


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
3. If Student.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the


academic load of the student instance.
4. If Student.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.
8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
9. Use default.
10. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9 .
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Family Name (SURNAME)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Last Name


Note. The Last Name page element can accept a maximum of thirty characters.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Last Name value from the Primary Name record.
2. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Title (TITLE)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Names (Campus Community, Personal Information
(Student), Add/Update a Person, Biographical Details,
Names)


Name Title


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use the Name Title value from the Primary Name record.
2. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Teacher Reference Number (TREFNO)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.
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Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for TREFNO in
the HESA Types page.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL.


Teacher Training Course (TTCID)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data TTCID


Plan HESA Data TTCID
Sub-Plan HESA TTCID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
2. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
3. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
4. Use default.
5. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Unique Learner Number (ULN)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
External System ID External System ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Select External System ID records for the person with the External ID Type defined for ULN in the
HESA Types page.
Validate the derived value using the checksum method. For information on the checksum method, refer to
the Notes section for the ULN field available on the HESA website.
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2. Derive as NULL.


Units of Length (UNITLGTH)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data UNITLGTH
Program Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Program Offering HESA Data group box)
Plan HESA Data UNITLGTH
Plan Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
Sub-Plan HESA UNITLGTH
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA UNITLGTH (Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box)
HESA Instance UNITLGTH


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.


2. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


3. If Student.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the
academic load of the student instance.


4. If Student.COURSEID is based on a subplan, derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.


5. Derive from the Plan Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


6. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.


7. Derive from the Program Offering/Year HESA page for the academic load of the student instance.


8. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.


9. Use default.


10. Derive as NULL with ReasonForNull = 9.


Year of Program (YEARPRG)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Year of Program


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Student entities.
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Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.


2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Year of Student on This Instance (YEARSTU)
Return: ITT


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Instance Year of Student


Include for all Student entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Instance page.
2. Use default.
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


ITT Return: Course Subject Entity
The Create Extract process creates a maximum of three Course Subject entity records for each Student entity.


Subject of ITT Course (SBJCA)
Return: ITT


Entity: Course Subject


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Program HESA Data HESA Subject


Plan HESA Data HESA Subject
Sub-Plan HESA HESA Subject


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Course Subject entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Use constant.
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2. Derive from the Sub-Plan HESA page.
3. Derive from the Plan HESA Data page.
4. Derive from the Program HESA Data page.
5. Use default.
6. Derive as NULL ERROR.


For steps 2, 3, or 4, the process:


• Chooses the record that has the ITT Subject check box selected.
• Chooses the record with the greatest percentage, if multiple records have the ITT Subject check box


selected.
• Chooses the first record in the alphabetical code order, if multiple records have the ITT Subject check box


selected and have the same percentage.


DLHE Return: Institution Entity
The Create Extract Application Engine (SSR_HE_DATA) process creates a single Institution entity. The
Institution entity is composed of two fields.


Record Type Indicator (RECID)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Institution


Pages Used:


Page Page Element
Reporting Periods (Records and Enrollment, HESA
Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Reporting Periods)


Record Year


Returns (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns)


Record ID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as YYNNN, where YY is the final 2-digits of the Record Year (for example, 11 for 2011) and
NNN is the 3-digit Record ID for the seeded return.


UK Provider Reference Number (UKPRN)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Institution


Pages Used:
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Page Page Element
HESA Configuration UKPRN


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all Institution entities.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the HESA Configuration page.


DLHE Return: Student Entity
The Create Extract process creates a Student entity for each distinct DLHE survey record.


If at least one survey status has been defined on the HESA Returns page, then the process includes a survey
only if the survey has a status value that matches one of the defined statuses. If you have not defined a
survey status on the HESA Returns page, then the process includes the survey irrespective of status value.
Use the Survey Management component to verify the status of a survey (Records and Enrollment, HESA
Reporting, Destination of Leavers, Survey Management).


If you have selected the Null Errors Only check box for the Include Student Entities on the Create Extract Data
page, the process selects distinct EMPLIDs from the existing active DLHE extract data, where at least one
field in the Student, Employment, Study, or Teaching extract data has a derived value of NULL ERROR. The
process then selects the survey records for these EMPLIDs. If a student has more than one survey record, then
the process selects all the student’s surveys if any of them has any NULL ERROR values.


If you have selected the Student Override check box, the process considers the survey records for only the
EMPLIDs you have selected.


All Activities – Q1 (ALLACT1)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section A) self-service Q1 – Activities check box 1


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. If the check box is selected, derive as 1.
2. If none of the check boxes has been selected (that is, Student.ALLACT2 to Student.ALLACT8 are all


derived as NULL) and Student.STATUS = 07 or 08, derive as X.
3. If none of the check boxes has been selected (that is, Student.ALLACT2 to Student.ALLACT8 are


all derived as NULL), derive as NULL ERROR.
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4. Derive as null.


All Activities – Q1 (ALLACT2-8)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section A) self-service Q1 – Activities check boxes 2 to 8


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as follows:
• ALLACT2 - Derive as 2 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT3 - Derive as 3 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT4 - Derive as 4 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT5 - Derive as 5 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT6 - Derive as 6 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT7 - Derive as 7 if the check box is selected.
• ALLACT8 - Derive as 8 if the check box is selected.


2. Derive as null.


April or January Survey (APRJAN)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Survey Details Survey


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record, either 1 or 2.


Higher Education experience for business – Q31 (HEBUSNEXP)
Return: DLHE
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Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section E) self-service Q31


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Student.STATUS = 03, 05, 06, 07 or 08, derive as 6 (unable to code).
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Higher Education experience for study – Q30 (HESTUDYEXP)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section E) self-service Q30


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Student.STATUS = 03, 05, 06, 07 or 08, derive as 6 (unable to code).
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Higher Education experience for work – Q29 (HEWORKEXP)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section E) self-service Q29


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Student.STATUS = 03, 05, 06, 07 or 08, derive as 6 (unable to code).
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


HESA unique student identifier (HUSID)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Survey Details HUSID


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.


Most important activity – Q1 (MIMPACT)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section A) self-service Q1 – Most important option


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. If a Most important option has been selected, derive the value from 1 to 8 (depending on which Most
important option is selected).


2. If Student.STATUS = 07 or 08, derive as X (ineligibility or explicit refusal).
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


Status of data collection (STATUS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Student


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Survey Details Survey Method


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. Use default value (this is derived from the HESA Fields page not from the Survey Status value on the


HESA Returns page).
3. Derive as NULL ERROR.


DLHE Return: Employment Entity
A single Employment entity is included in each Student entity.


Employment basis – Q5 (EMPBASIS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q5


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record (01 to 10).
2. If Student.STATUS = 03, 05 or 06 and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derived as


99 (unknown).
3. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
4. Derive as null.


Country of employment – Q11 (EMPCOUNTRY)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q11 – Employment Country *


* Not available in student self-service. The system displays this field only when you access the self-service
page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Employment.EMPPCODE is null and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive


as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Importance to employer – Q13 (EMPIMP)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q13


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record (1, 2, 4, 5 or 8).
2. If Employment.QUALREQ = 11 or 12 and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 =


2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Employer name – Q9 (EMPNAME)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q9


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


UK Postcode for place of employment – Q11 (EMPPCODE)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q11 – Postcode (UK only)


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. Derive as null.


Note. The system derives the Employment.EMPPCODE field prior to the derivation of
Employment.EMPCOUNTRY.


Place of employment – Q11(EMPPLACE)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q11 – Town/city/area


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from the survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Unpaid work – Q6 (EMPUNPAID)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment
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Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q6 – Unpaid Work


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. If Employment.SALARY is null, derive from survey record (1 if Unpaid Work check box is selected)
2. If Employment.SALARY is null and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as


NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Total estimated earnings for a year – Q8 (ESTEARN)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q8


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record if the value is greater than zero.
2. If Employment.JOBSNO is in range 2 to 9 and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 =


2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Note. The system applies a validation on the survey page to ensure that any non-zero value supplied is
not less than the value supplied for Salary (Q6).


Job duties – Q4 (JOBDUTIES)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q4
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Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


How found job – Q15 (JOBFOUND)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q15


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (01 to 09).
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


All reasons for taking the job – Q14 (JOBRSNALL1)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q14 – Reasons check box 1


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as 01 if the check box has been selected.
2. If none of the check boxes has been selected and either Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2


=2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.
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All reasons for taking the job – Q14 (JOBRSNALL2 to 9)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q14 – Reasons check boxes 2 to 9


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as follows:
• JOBRSNALL2 - Derive as 02 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL3 - Derive as 03 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL4 - Derive as 04 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL5 - Derive as 05 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL6 - Derive as 06 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL7 - Derive as 07 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL8 - Derive as 08 if the check box is selected.
• JOBRSNALL9 - Derive as 09 if the check box is selected.


2. Derive as null.


Main reason for taking the job – Q14 (JOBRSNMAIN)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q14 – Main reason


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (01 to 09).
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.
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Note. There is validation on the self-service page to ensure that the option selected for Main reason has
also been selected as one of the Reasons.


Number of jobs – Q2 (JOBSNO)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q2


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record if greater than 1 (2 to 9).
2. Derive as null.


Note. There is validation on the self-service page to ensure the value entered is greater than 1. In step 1, the
value is checked to ensure that zero is not derived.


Job title – Q3 (JOBTITLE)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q3


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Nature of employer’s business – Q10 (MAKEDO)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q10


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Postdoctoral research contract – derived from
Q3 and Q4 (POSTDOC)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Postdoctoral Research Contract *


* Not available in student self-service. The system displays this field only when you access the self-service
page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1, 2 or 3).
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Previously employed – Q16 (PREVEMP)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q16


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:
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1. Derive from survey record (1, 2, 3, or 4).
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Category of previous employment – Q17 (PREVWORK1)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q17 – check box 1


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as 01 if the check box has been selected.
2. If none of the check boxes has been selected and Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 =2, and


Employment.PREVEMP is 1, 2 or 3, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Category of previous employment – Q17 (PREVWORK2 to 7)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q17 – check boxes 2 to 7


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive as follows:
• PREVWORK2 - Derive as 02 if the check box is selected.
• PREVWORK3 - Derive as 03 if the check box is selected.
• PREVWORK4 - Derive as 04 if the check box is selected.
• PREVWORK5 - Derive as 05 if the check box is selected.
• PREVWORK6 - Derive as 06 if the check box is selected.
• PREVWORK7 - Derive as 07 if the check box is selected.


2. Derive as null.
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Part-time hours per week – Q7 (PTHOURS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q7


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record if value is greater than zero
2. If Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Qualification required for job – Q12 (QUALREQ)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q12


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (11, 12, 13 or 14).
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Salary – Q6 (SALARY)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Q6 - £
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Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record if the value is greater than zero.
2. Derive as null.


Note. The system derives the Employment.SALARY field prior to Employment.EMPUNPAID
and Employment.ESTEARN. Because a value is required for either Employment.SALARY or
Employment.EMPUNPAID when Student.ALLACT = 1 or 2, Employment.EMPUNPAID is derived as NULL
ERROR if Student.ALLACT is 1 or 2 and Employment.SALARY is null.


Standard Occupational Classification 2010 - derived
from Q3 and Q4 (SOCDLHE2010)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Employment


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section B) self-service Occupational Classification *


* Not available in student self-service. The system displays this field only when you access the self-service
page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT1 = 1 or Student.ALLACT2 = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


DLHE Return: Teaching Entity
A single Teaching entity is included in each Student entity.


Employed as teacher – Q18 (EMPLDTEACH)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Teaching


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Q18


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Newly qualified teacher status – check box


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1 or 2).
2. If the check box is selected, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


GTC Scotland Teacher Induction scheme – Q19 (GTCSTIS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Teaching


Page Used:


Page Page Element
HESA Returns Country


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Q19


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Newly qualified teacher status – check box


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return only if Country in HESA Returns
page = Scotland.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1 or 2).
2. If the check box is selected and Teaching.EMPLDTEACH = 1, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Seeking a teaching post – Q22 (SEEKTEACH)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Teaching


Page Used:
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Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Q22


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Newly qualified teacher status – check box


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1 or 2).
2. If the check box is selected and Teaching.EMPLDTEACH = 2, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Teaching funded – Q20 (TEACHFUND)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Teaching


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Q20


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Newly qualified teacher status – check box


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1, 2, 3, or 4).
2. If the check box is selected and Teaching.EMPLDTEACH = 1, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Teaching phase – Q21 (TEACHPHS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Teaching


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Q21


Enter DLHE Survey (Section C) self-service Newly qualified teacher status – check box
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Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1, 2, 3, or 4).
2. If the check box is selected and Teaching.EMPLDTEACH = 1, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


DLHE Return: Study Entity
A single Study entity is included in each Student entity.


Course name – Q25 (COURSENAME)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q25


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (1, 2, 3, or 4).
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Number of courses – Q23 (COURSENO)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q23


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record if the value is greater than zero.
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2. Derive as null.


Note. The survey self-service page ensures that any value entered is equal or greater than 2.


JACS 3.0 – derived from Q25 and Q26 (JACS)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service JACS Subject *


* Not available in student self-service. The system displays this field only when you access the self-service
page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


How funding further study – Q28 (STUDYFUND)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q28


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (01, 02, 03, 04 or 05).
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Subject of study, training or research – Q26 (SUBJECT)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study
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Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q26


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Type of qualification – Q24 (TYPEQUAL)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q24


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record (01 to 07 or 98).
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR.
3. Derive as null.


Name of university or college – Q27 (UCNAME)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q27


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
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2. If Study.UCPROV is 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 or NULL ERROR, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Note. The system derives this field as null if Study.UCPROV is derived as 6 (unknown) or null and the
institution name is not provided for Q27.


University or college providing study – Derived
from Q27 (UCPROV)
Return: DLHE


Entity: Study


Page Used:


Page Page Element
Enter DLHE Survey (Section D) self-service Q27 *


* Not available in student self-service. The system displays this field only when you access the self-service
page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management page.


Field Derivation Rule: Include for all survey records in a DLHE return.


Derivation Steps:


1. Derive from survey record.
2. If Student.ALLACT5 = 5 or Student.ALLACT6 = 6, derive as NULL ERROR
3. Derive as null.


Note. The system derives this field prior to Study.UCNAME
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CHAPTER 1


Tracking Student Data


Using Student Records, you can track, use, and view non-course-related student data.


This chapter lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Track academic standing.
• Track honors and awards.
• Track special grade point averages.
• Track milestones.
• Track extracurricular activities.
• Track student groups.
• Track student attributes.
• Use Student Records service impacts.
• Assign academic advisors to students.
• View advisors through self service.
• View advisee information through self service.
• View student careers.
• View comments, checklists, and communications.
• View student photos.


Common Element Used in This Chapter
Tran Level (transcript level) Select the transcript level on which you want the given data to print. Values for


this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values. The delivered values are Degr Prog (degree progress), Not Print,
Official, Stdnt Life (student life), and Unofficial.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Transcripts, Understanding Transcript Levels
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Tracking Academic Standing
This section discusses how to:


• Assign academic standing in batch.


• Track academic standing for individual students.


Pages Used to Track Academic Standing
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Standing/Honors
Awards


RUNCTL_SR_ASHA Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Acad
Standing/Honors & Awards,
Academic Standing/Honors
Awards


Enter parameters for
and run the Academic
Standing/Honors Awards
process (SRPCEASD). The
process evaluates students
using the rules defined on the
Academic Standing Rule
page, assigning academic
standing to students that pass
the rule parameters.


Academic Standing ACAD_STDNG_ACTN Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Term History, Academic
Standing


Track student academic
standing. The Academic
Standing process populates
this page according to the
rules you defined on the
Academic Standing Rules
page. You can also manually
enter information on this
page.


Assigning Academic Standing in Batch
Access the Academic Standing/Honors and Awards page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Acad Standing/Honors & Awards, Academic Standing/Honors Awards).


Academic Standing/Honors and Awards page
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The Acad Standing/Honors Awards (academic standing/honors awards) COBOL SQL process (SRPCEASD)
evaluates students who are active in the academic institution, academic career, term, and academic program
that you select. If students meet the parameters of the academic standing rule or honor award rule, the
process updates these students’ academic standing records or honors and awards records according to the
rule. The process does not update students’ academic standing for grades that do not count towards GPA,
such as pass/no pass grades.


Institution Select the academic institution that you want the system to use in the
Academic Standing process.


Career Select the academic career that you want the system to use in the Academic
Standing process.


Term Select the term that you want the system to use in the Academic Standing
process.


Acad Prog (academic
program)


Select the academic program that you want the system to use in the Academic
Standing process.


Calculate Academic
Standing


Select to calculate academic standing.


Calculate Honors &
Awards


Select to calculate honors and awards. You can select both check boxes at
the same time.


Date Enter the date that you want the system to use in the Academic Standing
process. The Academic Standing process displays the date that you enter here
in the Date Received field on the Academic Standing page.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Honors and Awards


Tracking Academic Standing for Individual Students
Access the Academic Standing page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Term History,
Academic Standing).
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Academic Standing page


Effective Sequence When manually entering academic standing, the default for the first academic
standing action within a student’s academic career and term is 0.
If multiple academic standing actions exist within the same academic career
and term, you must override the default value by manually incrementing the
effective sequence for each additional academic standing action entered
for the same effective date.
When the Academic Standing process populates this field, it enters effective
sequences starting at ten and increments them by ten (such as 10, 20, and 30)
when the effective date is the same as an existing row.


Manual Override Select to indicate that you entered the information on this page manually.


Note. When you run the Academic Standing process, the system does not
calculate academic standing for any records in which this check box is selected.


Academic Standing Action Select an academic standing action.


Academic Program Select the academic program of the student. The system prompts you for
student’s record.


Formal Description,
Internal Description, and
Academic Standing Status


The system displays these values according to corresponding values on
the Academic Standing Table page.


Tracking Honors and Awards
This section discusses how to:


• Assign honors and awards in batch.
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• Track honors and awards for individual students.


Pages Used to Track Honors and Awards
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Standing/Honors
and Awards


RUNCTL_SR_ASHA Records and Enrollment,
Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Acad
Standing/Honors & Awards,
Academic Standing/Honors
and Awards


Enter parameters for
and run the Academic
Standing/Honors Awards
process (SRPCEASD). The
process evaluates students
using the rules defined on the
Honors and Awards Rule
page, assigning honors and
awards to students that pass
the rule parameters.


Honors and Awards HONORS_AWARDS_CS Records and Enrollment,
Graduation, Honors and
Awards, Honors and Awards


Track student honors and
awards. The Honors/Awards
process populates the page
according to the rules you
set on the Honors/Awards
Rule page. You can also
manually enter information
on this page.


Assigning Honors and Awards in Batch
Access the Academic Standing/Honors and Awards page (Records and Enrollment, Term Processing, End of
Term Processing, Acad Standing/Honors & Awards, Academic Standing/Honors and Awards).


Use this to run the Academic Standing/Honors Awards process (SRPCEASD), which assigns honors and
awards to students based on your run parameters and honor award rules.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Academic Standing


Tracking Honors and Awards for Individual Students
Access the Honors and Awards page (Records and Enrollment, Graduation, Honors and Awards, Honors
and Awards).
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Honors and Awards page


Internal/External Indicate whether the student’s honor or award relates to an external
organization or your internal institution. Your selection here affects the
honors and awards that you can choose in the Honor/Award field. The system
prompts you with the corresponding honors and awards that you defined
on the Honor/Award Table page.


Date Recvd (date received) Enter the date that the student received the honor or award.


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you are entering the honor or award.
Your selection here affects the honors and awards that you can choose in the
Honor/Award field. The system prompts you with the corresponding honors
and awards that you defined on the Honor/Award Table page for the academic
institution that you select. Define academic institution values on the Academic
Institution Table component.


Honor/Award Select the honor and award code that you want to assign to a student’s record.


Formal Description and
Grantor


The system uses the honor and award code that you enter to populate the
formal description and grantor of the honor or award. This information comes
from the Honor/Award Table page.


Career Enter the academic career for which the student is receiving the honor or
award. The system prompts you with only the academic careers in which
the student has been active.


Term Enter the term for which the student is receiving the honor or award. The
system prompts you with the terms in which the student has been active
according to the academic career you select.


Academic Program Enter the academic program for which the student is receiving the honor
or award. The system prompts you with the student’s academic programs
according to the academic career.
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Academic Plan Enter the academic plan for which the student is receiving the honor or award.
The system prompts you with the student’s academic plans according to
the academic career or program.


System Generated The system selects this check box if the Honors/Awards process generated this
honor and award.


Tracking Special Grade Point Averages
This section provides an overview of how to assign special grade point averages and discusses how to maintain
a student’s special grade point averages.


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Special Grade Point Averages


Understanding How to Assign Special Grade Point Averages
You can assign special grade point averages to students in three ways:


• If you have calculated students’ grade point averages through the PeopleSoft Academic Advisement report
process using the analysis database report option, your institution can design a process that populates the
Student Special GPA page with the results of the calculation, storing them for future analysis.


• You can create and define your own calculation process through the process scheduler.
• You can directly input the special grade point average onto the Student Special GPA page, then use these


averages for other applications within PeopleSoft Campus Solutions.


See Also
lsaa, Using the Analysis Database to Create User Configurable Reports


Page Used to Track Special Grade Point Averages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Special GPA STDNT_SPCL_GPA Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Term History, Student
Special GPA


Assign types of grade point
averages to a specific
student’s term record,
indicating whether the
student’s special grade point
average belongs to his or
her academic program,
academic plan, or academic
subplan.


Maintaining a Student’s Special Grade Point Averages
Access the Student Special GPA page (Records and Enrollment, Student Term Information, Term History,
Student Special GPA).
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Student Special GPA page


GPA Type (grade point
average type)


Select the grade point average type for the grade point average that you
want to enter.


Sequence The sequence number default is 1. The system increases the number
sequentially by one as you add new rows. The system evaluates special grade
point average numbers in sequence.


GPA (grade point average) The default grade point average is 0.000. Enter the student’s special grade
point average. No programming is tied to this field in the delivered application.
Any reporting you choose to perform based on the value entered here must be
programmed by your institution.


Entered Online Select to distinguish this special grade point average from those populated by a
configured background process. This flag has no programming tied to it, but
you can use it for reporting purposes.


Academic Program (Optional) Select the student’s academic program for which you are creating
the special grade point average. The list box displays the student’s active
academic programs.


Academic Plan (Optional) Select the student’s academic plan for which you are creating
the special grade point average. The list box displays the student’s active
academic plans.


Academic Sub-Plan (Optional) Select the student’s academic subplan for which you are creating
the special grade point average. The list box displays the student’s active
academic subplans.
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Tracking Milestones
Milestones are non-course-related events that a student must fulfill for a degree. They include things such as
language requirements, qualifying and oral examinations, thesis, and dissertation. Use the Student Milestones
component to assign milestones and advisors to individual students, as well as to record completions of
milestones and attempts to fulfill them. Use the Process Milestones component to assign or update milestones
for multiple students.


This section discusses how to:


• Assign and update milestones for a student.
• Create milestones from templates.
• Assign and updates milestones for multiple students.


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Milestones


Pages Used to Track Milestones
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Milestones STUDENT_MILESTONE1 Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Student
Milestones


Assign and update
milestones for a student.


Create Student Milestones STDNT_MLSTN_COPY Click the Milestone Copy
button on the Student
Milestone page.


Create milestones from
templates by copying
milestone information from
the milestone template to the
student’s transcript.


Bundle 27
New page
Process Milestones


SSR_RC_MLSTN Records and Enrollment,
Enroll Students, Process
Milestones


Assign and update
milestones for multiple
students.


Assigning and Updating Milestones for a Student
Access the Student Milestones page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Student Milestones, Student
Milestones).
Bundle 27
The Student Milestones component previously contained three pages. It now contains one page —
the content from the Advisors/Completion Info page and the Milestone Attempts page has been
moved to the Student Milestones page.
Ability to add multiple advisors.
Ability to add attachments.
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Student Milestones page


Milestone Copy Click to copy milestone information from the milestone template to the
student’s record.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student
Data, Setting Up Milestones


Milestone Detail


Milestone Nbr (milestone
number)


The milestone number default is 10. As you insert rows, the system increments
this number sequentially. The milestone number is used for sequencing.
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Milestone Level Select the milestone level. Some milestones, such as Comprehensive Exams,
can have multiple levels. You can override this value.


Milestone Complete The system displays the milestone complete status according to the values
entered in the Attempts grid.


Academic Plan Select the academic plan to which the milestone is attached. The system
prompts you from the student’s academic record.


Milestone Title Enter a title for the milestone. You can print the title on the student’s transcript.


Manage Milestone
Documents


Attach documents related to the milestone.


Term Required and Term
Anticipated


Select the term by which the milestone must be completed or by which you
anticipate the student will complete the milestone.


Bundle 27


Depending on the value that is entered in the Calculate Required Date and
Calculate Anticipated Date fields on the Milestone Table page – for example,
Expected Grad Term Start Date, a value may appear in the Term Required and
Term Anticipated fields by default. You can override the value.


Date Required and
Anticipated Date


If you select a term, the system populates this date based on the term Ending
Date value on the Term Table page. Alternatively, the date appears based on
the Milestone Table setup as explained previously. You can override the date.


Print Milestone Detail Indicates when the milestone will print on the transcript. The system transfers
this value from the Milestone Template page. You can override this value.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. The
delivered values are Always, Never, and Satisfied.


Advised by Committee Select to assign an advisory committee to the student. When you select this
check box the Committee field appears.


Advisors


Advisor/Evaluator If you do not select the Advised by Committee check box, select individual
advisors for the student. The system prompts you with advisors that are within
the student’s academic career and academic program.


Attempts: Grade Information


Attempts Allowed The system displays the attempts allowed according to the values entered on
the Milestone Template page. You can override this value.


Attempt Nbr (attempt
number)


Enter the number of the student’s attempt at this milestone.


Grading Scheme and
Grading Basis


The system populates the grading scheme and grading basis from the
Milestone Template page. You can override these values.


Grade Input Enter a grade (if required by the grading scheme and grading basis).


Milestone Complete Select the status of the milestone. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. You can modify these values. The delivered values
are Completed, In Progress, and Not Completed.
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How Attempted Select how the milestone was attempted. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these values. The
delivered values are Attended Seminar, Exam Taken, Filed Petition, Native
Speaker, and Submitted Work.


Date Attempted Enter the date that the student attempted the milestone.


Attempts: Enrollment Details
Bundle 27


This grid displays the class information if the milestone is assigned to the student when the student enrolls
in a course.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings,
Linking Milestones to Course Data


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Milestones


Creating Milestones from Templates
Access the Create Student Milestones page (click the Milestone Copy button on the Student Milestone page).


Create Student Milestones page


Career Milestones Select to choose a milestone that is within the student’s academic career. The
system transfers the information from the template to the Student Milestone
page.


Program Milestones Select to choose a milestone that is within the student’s academic program.
The system transfers the information from the template to the Student
Milestone page.


Plan One Milestones and
Plan Two Milestones


Select plan one and/or plan two milestones to choose a milestone that is within
the student’s academic plan. The system transfers the information from the
template to the Student Milestone page.


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Milestones


Assigning and Updating Milestone for Multiple Students
Bundle 27
New process to assign and update milestones for multiple students.
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Access the Process Milestones page (Records and Enrollment, Enroll Students, Process Milestones).


Process Milestones page 1 of 2
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Process Milestones page 2 of 2


Process Action Select a process action: Insert Milestones, Insert/Update Milestones, or
Update Milestones.


Process Duplicate
Milestones


Select this check box to indicate that if duplicate milestones are found they
should be inserted/updated.


Population Selection
The Population Selection group box is a standard group box that appears on run control pages when the
Population Selection process is available or required for the transaction. Selection tools are available based
on the selection tools that your institution selected in the setup of the Population Selection process for the
application process and on your user security. Fields in the group box appear based on the selection tool
that you select. The fields behave the same way from within the group box on all run control pages and
application processes. If your institution uses a specific delivered selection tool to identify IDs for a specific
transaction, you must use it.


See PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 Fundamentals PeopleBook, Using the Population Selection Process


Selection Tool Select External File or PS Query.
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Query Name These queries are delivered:


• SSR_MLSTN_PROGPLAN


• SSR_MLSTN_PROGRAM
If you create your own query, you must use the following bind record:
SSR_MLSTN_BND - Pop Select Mlstn Report Bind.


Student Select List
Select the Use Student Select check box to select individual Empl IDs to include in the Process Milestones
process.


Milestone Detail
The values in the Calculate Required Date and Calculate Anticipated Date fields appear by default from the
setup on the Milestone Table page. You can change these values.


For information about other fields on the page, refer to the documentation in the previous section, Assigning
and Updating Milestone for Multiple Students.


See Also
PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Milestones


Tracking Extracurricular Activities
This section discusses how to record and track an individual’s extracurricular activities.


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Extracurricular Activities


Page Used to Track Extracurricular Activities
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Extracurricular Activities STDNT_EXTRA_ACTVTY Records and Enrollment,
Student Background
Information, Extracurricular
Activity, Extracurricular
Activities


Record and track an
individual’s extracurricular
activities. This page is
shared with PeopleSoft
Recruiting and Admissions
and Campus Community.


Tracking an Individual’s Extracurricular Activities
Access the Extracurricular Activities page (Records and Enrollment, Student Background Information,
Extracurricular Activity, Extracurricular Activities).
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Extracurricular Activities page


Activity Select an extracurricular activity.


Start Date The default for the start date is your system date.


End Date Enter the date that the activity ended.


Academic Institution and
Academic Career


The system populates the academic institution and academic career of the
student, unless the student has more than one academic career or institution on
their record. In that case, you can select the appropriate academic institution
and academic career.


Term Select the academic term in which the activity took place.


Activity Type The system populates the activity type if it was defined on the Extracurricular
Activity Table page. You can change this value.


Office Held Select the office that the person held (if applicable). Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.
The delivered values are Captain, EIC, President, Treasurer, and Vice Pres
(vice president).


Time Unit 1 and Time
Unit 2


Enter the amount of time the student spent participating in this activity. Time
units can represent hours per week, hours per month, and so on. Select the time
unit qualifier in the field next to this one. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.


Additional Info (additional
information)


Enter any comments or notes about the student’s participation in this
extracurricular activity.
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Tracking Student Groups
This section lists the page used to track student groups.


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Managing Student Groups


Page Used to Track Student Groups
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Groups STDNT_GROUPS Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Student Groups,
Student Groups


Track student membership in
various groups for reporting,
fee calculation, or degree
progress assessment. You
track groups within an
academic institution, so
students of any program or
career can be associated with
the same group.


Tracking Student Attributes
This section discusses how to track student attributes.


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Student Attributes


Page Used to Track Student Attributes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Attributes STDNT_ATTRIBUTES Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Student
Program/Plan, Student
Attributes


Track student attributes and
values for students.


Tracking Student Attributes
Access the Student Attributes page (Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, Student
Program/Plan, Student Attributes).
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Student Attributes page


Student Attribute Select the student attribute that you want to attach to the student for cohort
tracking and reporting purposes.
The Consolidate Academic Statistics process compares this student attribute to
the value existing in the Student Attribute for Cohort field on the Academic
Institution 3 page. If the process finds a match, it writes this student attribute
to the student’s academic statistics record.


Student Attribute Value Select the student attribute value associated with the student attribute.


Primacy Enter the primacy number for this student attribute. If you enter the same
student attribute more than once, the Consolidate Academic Statistics process
writes the one with the lowest primacy number to the student’s consolidated
statistics record. This primacy number has no relation to financial aid primacy.


See Also
lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics


Using Student Records Service Impacts
Use service indicators to provide or limit access to services in your system. Service indicators can be holds to
prevent an individual from receiving certain services or positive indicators to designate special services to be
provided. Service indicators consist of one or more service impact values identifying the types of specific
services that are restricted or provided.


Student Records enables you to attach specific service impacts to negative service indicators, which, when
assigned to a student, restricts the student from receiving certain services. These specific service impacts
are the following:
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CENR Restricts all enrollment activity (such as adds, drops, swaps, or wait lists) for a
student with existing enrollment for the current term.


IENR Prevents a student from initially enrolling into a class but permits the student to
add or drop classes if they already have enrollment activity for the current term.


AENR Prevents a student from initially enrolling into a class and prevents the student
from adding a class, but permits the student to drop classes if they have
already have enrollment activity for the current term.


ENVER Prevents the enrollment verification process from printing a student’s
enrollment verification request.


GRADE Restricts a student’s access to self-service View My Grades. Also prevents the
student grade report process from printing the student’s grade report.


DENR Prevents a student from dropping or swapping a class but permits the student
to add classes or make changes to existing enrollments.


WENR Prevents all enrollment activity other than drops that result from the Student
Records withdrawal process or the Student Financials cancellation process.


See Also
lscc, Managing Service Indicators


lscc, Setting Up Service Indicators


Assigning Academic Advisors to Students
This section discusses how to assign academic advisors to students.


When the message catalog message set number 14600, message numbers 877 & 878 message severity is set to
Warning, the user is able to assign academic advisors or committees to a student whose academic program
and plan is inactive for the defined student advisor effective date. To prevent the assigning of an academic
advisor or committee to a student whose academic program and plan is inactive, for the defined effective date,
the message severity should be set to Error. You can also change the message text and explanation. For
example, add the word Error in front of the message text.


The academic program plan look up for the Student Advisor displays the maximum effective dated value
corresponding to the defined effective date on the Student Advisor page. When you enter or select an inactive
maximum effective dated program or plan value, you receive a warning message, but you can successfully
save the transaction. The academic program status appears on the Student Advisor page. For example, LOA.


Access the Look Up Academic Program page.
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Look Up Academic program


When the message catalog severity is set to Warning, the user is able to assign an advisor to a student in an
inactive program. For example, in the search results of the Look Up Academic Program, the FAU program
is listed as Leave of Absence for the January 15, 2001 effective date.


Access the Look Up Academic Plan page.


Look Up Academic Plan page


In the search results of the Look Up Academic Program or Academic Plan, the program status appears.
The results also display the maximum effective dated value corresponding to the defined effective date on
the Student Advisor page. If the max effective dated program or plan value or status has changed, historical
academic advisement rows will not be affected unless the user makes a change to the historical record. Users
will not be able to assign and save program or plan values that are not the max effective dated value for the
student advisor effective date. For example, if Mary St. James had an academic plan of ETHST-BA in
January 1, 2001. Effective January 1, 2006, she had a change to the Honors plan. On the Student Advisor
page, with an effective date of April 1, 2006, the user will receive an invalid value message upon entering
ETHST-BA as the student’s plan.
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Page Used to Assign Academic Advisors to Students
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Advisor STDNT_ADVISOR Records and Enrollment,
Student Background
Information, Student
Advisor, Student Advisor


Assign individual advisors
or a committee of advisors to
a student. The student must
be active in an academic
career and an academic
program.


Assigning Advisors to Students
Access the Student Advisor page (Records and Enrollment, Student Background Information, Student Advisor,
Student Advisor).


Student Advisor page


Academic Institution Select the academic institution for which you want to assign the student an
academic advisor.


Effective Date Enter the date that the student’s advisor or advisory committee becomes
effective for the student.


Advisor Role Select the role that the advisor serves for the student. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.


Advisor Number The system, by default, sets the number of the advisor to 1, and it increases the
number by one as you add new advisors or committees.


Academic Career Select the student’s academic career for which you want to assign the advisor.
The system prompts you with options based on the student’s career term record.


Academic Program Select the student’s program for which you want to assign the advisor. The
system prompts you with options based on the student’s program record.


Academic Plan Select the student’s plan for which you want to assign the advisor. The system
prompts you with options based on the student’s program record.
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Academic Advisor If an individual advises a student, select that individual advisor. The system
prompts you with advisors that are within the student’s academic career and
academic program. If this field is unavailable for entry, you must first clear the
Advised by Committee check box.


Committee If a committee rather than an individual advises a student, select the
committee. If this field is unavailable for entry, you must first select the
Advised by Committee check box.


Advised by Committee If a committee rather than an individual advises a student, select this check
box. The Committee field becomes available for entry, and the Academic
Advisor field becomes unavailable for entry.


Must Approve Enrollment Select to indicate that the advisor must approve a student’s enrollment into
classes. This check box is for information purposes only. No coding is
behind it.


Must Approve Graduation Select to indicate that the advisor or committee must make a degree check
before your institution can complete the student’s graduation process. The
Graduation Approved check box becomes available for entry. Both check
boxes are for information purposes only. No coding is behind them.


Graduation Approved Select to indicate that the advisor or committee has made a degree check and
your institution can now complete the student’s graduation process. This
check box is available for entry only when you select the Must Approve
Graduation check box.


Viewing Advisors Through Self Service
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, your students can view their advisors
directly over the web.


See Also
lsss, Using Academic Advisement Self Service, Viewing Advisee Information Through Self-Service Pages,
Pages Used to View Advisee Information Through Self-Service


Viewing Advisee Information Through Self Service
If your institution has licensed PeopleSoft Campus Self Service, advisors can view an advisee’s roster, view an
advisee’s academic program information, and view a new/drop-in advisee’s roster directly over the web.


See Also
lsss, Using Academic Advisement Self Service
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Viewing Student Careers
This section lists the page used to view student careers.


Page Used to View Student Careers
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Career STDNT_CAREER Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Student Career,
Student Career


View a summary of
academic career information
for an individual student.


Viewing Comments, Checklists, and Communications
You can create comments, checklists, and communications for students. This section discusses comments,
checklists, and communications only briefly here. However, this functionality is discussed more fully in the
PeopleSoft Campus Community 9.0 PeopleBook.


• Use the Comment Summary page to view comments created for a student.
• Use the Communication Summary page to view a communication summary for a student.
• Use the Checklist Summary page to view checklist summary information for a student.
• Use the Operator 3C Groups Summary page to view and modify user inquiry groups.


Viewing Student Photos
This section lists the page used to view student photos.


Page Used to View Student Photos
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Photograph EMPLOYEE_PHOTO Records and Enrollment,
Student Background
Information, Photo,
Photograph


View student photos.
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Preparing to Track Student Data


Using Student Records, you can set up, track, and view non-course related student data.


This chapter lists common elements and discusses how to:


• Set up academic standing.
• Set up honors and awards.
• Set up special grade point averages.
• Review committees and committee members.
• Set up milestones.
• Set up extracurricular activities.
• Manage student groups.
• Set up student attributes.


Common Elements Used in This Chapter
Transcript Level Select the transcript level on which you want the given data to print. Values for


this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values. The delivered values are Degr Prog (degree progress), Not Print,
Official, Stdnt Life (student life), and Unofficial.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Transcripts, Understanding Transcript Levels


Setting Up Academic Standing
To set up academic standing, use the Academic Standing Table component (ACAD_STDNG_TBL) and the
Academic Standing Rule component (ACAD_STDNG_RULE).


With academic standing action codes and rules, you can create sets of guidelines for every academic career
within your institution. You can then use these codes and rules to assign academic standing to students, either
by running the Acad Standing/Honors Awards process (SRPCEASD) through the Academic Standing/Honors
and Awards page to evaluate students’ academic standing, or by entering academic standing codes directly
onto a student’s term history record through the Academic Standing page.
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This section discusses how to:


• Define academic standing action codes.


• Create academic standing rules.


• Link academic standing, honors, and award rules to academic programs.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data


Pages Used to Set Up Academic Standing
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Standing Table ACAD_STDNG_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Academic Standing
Table, Academic Standing
Table


Define academic standing
action codes for every
academic career within your
institution.


Academic Standing Rule ACAD_STDNG_RULE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Academic Standing
Rule, Academic Standing
Rule


Create academic standing
rules. Academic standing
rules are keyed by academic
career, so define a broad
description for an academic
standing rule (such as
Undergraduate Rules or
Graduate Rules). Within
each rule, you create detail
lines that correspond with
academic standing action
codes that you define.


Standing/Honors ACAD_PROG_STDG_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Standing/Honors


Link academic standing
rules to academic programs.


Defining Academic Standing Action Codes
Access the Academic Standing Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student Standing
and Awards, Academic Standing Table, Academic Standing Table).
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Academic Standing Table page


Creating academic standing action codes is a precursor to defining academic standing rules. Therefore, to
define academic standing action codes, you must think about how they can be used in the rule sets for the
academic standing process.


For example, suppose that students at your institution receive two warnings before being placed on probation
and the warnings are of different degrees. That is, if students receive a second warning it is more severe. In
this case you would define two different academic standing action codes for warnings because you want to
distinguish them. Later, you define rule details for these codes, and for all other academic standing action
codes defined on this page.


Note. If you want to inactivate an academic standing action code that is attached to an academic standing
rule, delete the code where it is attached to the rule on the Academic Standing Rule page and enter a status
of Inactive on the Academic Standing Table page.


Academic Standing Action Enter an academic standing action code.


Academic Standing Status Select an academic standing status. Values for this field are delivered with
your system as translate values. You can modify these values. The delivered
values are Dismissed, Good Standing, Probation, and Subject to Dismissal.
You can have many academic standing action codes that contain the same
academic standing status. For example, DIS1, DIS2, and DIS3 can all contain a
status of Dismissed.


Formal Description Enter a formal description. If you choose to have the academic standing action
appear on a student’s transcript, the system displays the formal description.


Internal Description Enter a description to be used for internal purposes only.


Transcript Level Select the transcript level on which you want the academic stranding to print.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. These
translate values can be modified. The delivered values are Deg Prog (degree
progress), Not Print, Official, Stdnt Life (student life), and Unofficial.
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See Also
lssr, Setting Up Transcripts, Understanding Transcript Levels


Creating Academic Standing Rules
Access the Academic Standing Rule page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student Standing
and Awards, Academic Standing Rule, Academic Standing Rule).


Academic Standing Rule page (1 of 2)


Academic Standing Rule page (2 of 2)


Academic Standing Rule Enter an alphanumeric code that identifies this academic standing rule code.


Effective Term Select the effective term of the rule. When the system uses the rules that you
define here in the Academic Standing process, it verifies that the rule is
effective within the term for which the process is running.
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Seq No (sequence number) Enter the sequence number order in which the system evaluates the rule.
Sequence your rules from the most severe academic standing action to the least
severe. After a student’s academic standing matches one academic standing
rule, the Academic Standing process applies the academic standing action
code to the student’s record and moves on to the next student.


Academic Standing Action Enter the academic standing action code that you want the system to post to
students’ records if the rule is satisfied. The system populates the Academic
Standing page with the appropriate code once you run the academic standing
process.


Cumulative GPA, Current
Term GPA, Cumulative
Units Passed, Current
Units Passed, Cumulative
Units Attempted, Current
Units Attempted, and
Academic Year GPA


These criteria form your rules. For each criterion that you choose to use in
this rule, select a qualifier: Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To, Less
Than, or Less Than or Equal To. Do not modify these values. Then, enter the
numeric value for each criterion. In the preceding example, the cumulative
grade point average must be less than 2.000 and the current grade point
average must be less than 2.000.


Use the last prompt box to add the connector for the rule: And, Or, and
blank for none.


You can skip any criteria and only enter information in the criteria pertinent for
your rule. See the examples to understand the sequencing of rules.


Note. For the Academic Year GPA field, the system looks at the term for
which academic standing is being processed, determines the academic year in
which the term falls based on the value in the Term/Session Table component,
determines the student’s statistics from all terms in that academic year,
calculates the student’s grade point average, then compares the student’s grade
point average against the value that you enter on this page.


Exclude No GPA
Attempted Units


Select this check box in order to exclude from reporting all classes that
were attempted, but are not included in the student’s GPA (for example,
Pass/No Pass courses, W grades, and so on). The grade’s corresponding
Include in GPA check box on the Grading Scheme Table page must be cleared
(not selected) in order for the system to exclude it from processing. Clear
this check box in order to include in your report all attempted coursework,
regardless of the assigned grade.


Any Academic Standing Set Select if it does not matter what academic standing action codes students can
have on their records prior to this rule evaluation. The other fields on the
page become unavailable for input.


No Academic Standing Set Select if the student’s record should possess no academic standing action code.


Prior Term Academic
Standing


Select any academic standing code that the student must possess in a prior
term to satisfy the rule. For example, in the preceding page shot, the student
must possess the PRB1 (probation 1) code in addition to meeting the grade
point average requirements.


Note. By selecting the No Academic Standing Set check box and selecting prior academic standing values,
the academic standing rule reads as an OR statement. For this rule to apply, the student’s record must either
possess the academic standing values for the prior term that you select, possess no academic standing action
code, or have no prior term for comparison.
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Example of an Academic Standing Rule
Suppose that you defined seven different academic standing action codes for undergraduates. Because you
want to use all of these codes in the Academic Standing process, you have eight rule detail lines in your
academic standing rule, each line numbered from sequence number 10 (being the most severe academic
standing action code) to sequence number 90 (being the least severe academic standing action code).


The following examples demonstrate some ways to set up academic standing rules.


The Sequencing of Rule Details
The Academic Standing Rule page looks like the following for the Dismissal 2 action:


Example of academic standing rules (1 of 4)


On this page:


• The system evaluates this rule second because the sequence number is 20, and one other rule detail line
with a lower sequence number exists.


• The cumulative grade point average and current grade point average requirements are higher than that of
the sequence number 10 rule, but can be the same or less than that of subsequent rules.
You can have the same grade point average requirement, for instance, for probation and dismissal.
Differentiate these actions by the prior academic standing codes students must possess.
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• Students must possess one of the academic standing action codes listed in the Prior Term Academic
Standing Value field in addition to satisfying the grade point average rules, to satisfy the Dismissal 2
rule detail.


The Academic Standing Rule page looks like the following for the Probation 2 academic standing action code:


Example of academic standing rules (2 of 4)


On this page:


• The rule detail line will be evaluated fourth by the system because the sequence number is 40, and three
other detail lines with lower sequence numbers precede it.


• The system will post the Probation 2 academic standing action code on student records when they possess
a current term grade point average less than 2.000 in conjunction with one of the academic standing
action codes selected.


• Students must possess one of the academic standing action codes listed in the Prior Term Academic
Standing Value field in addition to satisfying the grade point average rules, to satisfy the Probation 2
rule detail.


Least Severe Rule Detail
In your rules, the least severe rule detail line is one for Warning-may be placed on prbn (warning-may be
placed on probation).


The Academic Standing Rule page looks like the following for this rule:
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Example of academic standing rules (3 of 4)


On this page:


• The rule detail line will be evaluated last by the system because the sequence number is 80, and seven
other detail lines with lower sequence numbers precede it.


• Students must possess a cumulative grade point average and a current term grade point average that is
greater than or equal to 2.000.
In addition, the student must possess one of the following academic-standing action codes stipulated
on the Academic Standing Rule page.


• Students must possess at least one of the academic standing action codes on their record, in addition to the
rules set on the Academic Standing Rule page to satisfy the Warning-may be placed on prbn rule detail.


Good Standing Rule Detail
In your rules, the last rule detail line is one for Good Standing.


The Academic Standing Rule page looks like the following for this rule:
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Example of academic standing rules (4 of 4)


On this page:


• This detail line will be evaluated last because the sequence number is 90, and all other rule detail lines
precede it possessing lower sequence numbers.


• Students must possess a cumulative grade point average and a current-term grade point average that is
greater than or equal to 2.000.
In addition, the student may possess any academic standing action codes stipulated on the Academic
Standing Rule page.


Linking Academic Standing, Honors, and Awards
Rules to Academic Programs
Access the Standing/Honors page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Standing/Honors).
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Standing/Honors page


Academic Standing


Academic Standing Rule Select the academic standing rule for this academic program.


Calculate in Batch Only Select to calculate academic standing through a background process using
the Academic Standing/Honors Awards page. If you select this check box,
the system does not calculate academic standing dynamically, such as when
you post grades.


Clear to have the system call the academic standing process when posting
or changing a grade on the Quick Enrollment or Enrollment Request pages,
and when posting a grade on the Grade Roster page. The academic standing
process inserts an updated academic standing row, viewable on the Academic
Standing page of the Term History component, except when a student’s class
is graded with a grade that count towards GPA and then later changed to a
non-GPA grade. In such a scenario, you must manually update the student’s
academic standing on the Academic Standing page.
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Obey Fully Graded Date Select to calculate academic standing only when grades are posted on or
later than the fully graded date. The system does not calculate academic
standing if this check box is selected and grades are posted before the
student’s fully graded date. You define the default fully graded date on the
Academic Term Calendar 3 page in the Academic Calendar component and
an individual student’s fully graded date on Term Control Dates page in
the Term Activation component.


Associate with Academic
Prog (associate with
academic program)


Select to associate the academic standing rule only with students in this
academic program. This is especially useful for students who might be in
multiple academic programs; you might want to apply different academic
standing rules with different academic programs. If you do not select this
check box, the system associates the academic standing rule with the student’s
academic career.


Exclude Term Category 1,
Exclude Term Category
2, and Exclude Term
Category 3


Select the terms in which the system does not calculate academic standing.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Honors/Awards


Honor Award Rule Select the honor award rule for this academic program.


Calculate in Batch Only Select to calculate the honors and awards in batch through the Academic
Standing/Honors Awards page. If you select this check box, the system does
not calculate honors and awards dynamically, such as when you post grades.


Obey Fully Graded Date Select to calculate honors and awards only when grades are posted on or later
than the fully graded date. The system does not calculate honors and awards
if the Obey Fully Graded Date check box is selected and grades are posted
before the student’s fully graded date. You define the default fully graded date
on the Academic Term Calendar 3 page in the Academic Calendar component
and an individual student’s fully graded date on Term Control Dates page in
the Term Activation component.


Associate with Academic
Prog (associate with
academic program)


Select to associate the honor/award rule only with students in this academic
program. This is especially useful for students who might be in multiple
academic programs; you might want to apply different honor/award rules with
different academic programs. If you do not select this check box, the system
associates the honor/award rule with the student’s academic career.


Exclude Term Category 1,
Exclude Term Category
2, and Exclude Term
Category 3


Select the terms in which the system does not calculate honors/awards.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Honor and Award Date
Flag


Select the date type that the system posts to students’ records for their honors
and awards. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these values with some programming effort. Values
are System Date and Fully Graded Date.
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Setting Up Honors and Awards
To set up honors and awards, use the Honors/Awards Table component (SA_HONORS_AWARDS) and the
Honors/Awards Rule component (HONOR_AWRD_RULE).


Honors and awards include internal and external awards that you want to record for students. With honor and
award codes and rules, you can create sets of guidelines for every academic career within your institution.
You can then use these codes and rules to assign honors and awards to students, either by running the Acad
Standing/Honors Awards process (SRPCEASD) through the Academic Standing/Honors and Awards page
to evaluate students’ honors and awards, or by entering honor/award codes directly onto a student’s record
through the Honors and Awards page.


This section discusses how to:


• Define honor/award codes.
• Create honor and award rules.
• Link honor and award rules to academic programs.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Honors and Awards


Pages Used to Set Up Honors and Awards
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Honors/Awards Table SA_HON_AWRD_TABLE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Honors/Awards
Table, Honors/Awards Table


Define honor and award
codes for internal and
external awards.


Honors and Awards Rule HONOR_AWRD_RULE Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Honors/Awards
Rule, Honors and Awards
Rule


Create honor and award
rules.


Standing/Honors ACAD_PROG_STDG_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Standing/Honors


Select honor and award rules
and parameters for this
academic program.


Defining Honor/Award Codes
Access the Honors/Awards Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student Standing
and Awards, Honors/Awards Table, Honors/Awards Table).


Internal/External Indicate whether the honor or award relates to an external organization or
your internal institution.


Grantor Enter the grantor of the honor or award.
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Transcript Level Select the transcript level on which you want the honor or award to print.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. These
translate values can me modified. The delivered values are Degr Prog (degree
progress), Not Print, Official, Stdnt Life (student life), and Unofficial.


Creating Honor Award Rules
Access the Honors and Awards Rule page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student Standing
and Awards, Honors/Awards Rule, Honors and Awards Rule).


Honors and Awards Rule page


Define rules for every honor and award code that you want to use in the Honors/Awards process. Honor and
award rules are keyed by academic career; therefore, create a broad description for your honor and award
rules (such as Undergraduate Rules or Graduate Rules). To define honor and award rules, name the rule,
define parameters for the rule, and select the academic standing codes that a student must currently possess in
order for the rule detail line to be satisfied. Every rule detail line can have current academic-standing code
requirements. For instance, you can require that in addition to other criteria you defined, the student possesses
the academic standing code of GOOD to meet the requirements for the Highest Freshman GPA Award.


Honor Award Rule Enter an alphanumeric code that identifies this honor and award rule code.


Effective Term Select the effective term for the rule. When the system uses the rules in the
Honor/Award process, it verifies that the rule is effective within the term for
which the process is run.
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Honor/Award Group The default honor and award group number is 01. Group awards together that
are mutually exclusive, because the system processes honors and awards by
group, and within a group by sequence number.
For example, the President’s Award and the Dean’s List honors are mutually
exclusive. If students are granted one award they are not granted the other.
By grouping the awards together, you prevent the system from granting a
student both awards.


Seq No (sequence number) Enter the sequence in which the system evaluates the rule. Sequence your
rules from the most restrictive to the least restrictive.
In our example, the President’s Award has a sequence number of 10 and the
Dean’s List honor has a sequence number of 20. The President’s Award is
more restrictive than the Dean’s List honor, so it is sequenced first. The Dean’s
List honor is slightly less selective, so it is sequenced second.


Honor/Award Select the honor and award code that the system posts to students’ records if
they satisfy the rule. Define honor and award codes on the Honors/Awards
Table page. The system populates the student Honors and Awards page with
the appropriate code when you run the Honors/Awards process.


Cumulative GPA, Current
Term GPA, Cumulative
Units Passed, Current
Units Passed, Cumulative
Units Attempted, Current
Units Attempted, and
Academic Year GPA


These criteria form your rules. For each criterion that you choose to use in this
rule, select a qualifier: Greater Than, Greater Than or Equal To, Less Than, or
Less Than or Equal To. Do not modify these values. Then, enter the numeric
value for each criterion. In the preceding example, the cumulative grade point
average must be greater than or equal to 3.750 and the current grade point
average must be greater than or equal to 3.750.
Use the last prompt box to add the connector for the rule: And, Or, and
blank for none.
You can skip any criteria and only enter information in the criteria pertinent
for your rule.


Note. For the Academic Year GPA field, the system looks at the term for
which academic standing is being processed, determines which academic year
the term falls in based on the value in the Term/Session Table component,
determines the student’s statistics from all terms in that academic year,
calculates the student’s grade point average, then compares the student’s grade
point average against the value that you enter on the page.


Any Academic Standing Set Select if the student would be eligible for this honor or award no matter
what his or her academic standing.


No Academic Standing Set Select if the student would be eligible for this honor or award only if he or
she was not assigned an academic standing code.


Current Academic
Standing Values


Select the academic standing values a student must possess to satisfy this rule.
Define academic standing values on the Academic Standing Table page. In
the preceding example, the student must possess the academic standing
code of GOOD to satisfy the rule. Define academic standing values on
the Academic Standing Table page.
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Linking Honor Award Rules to Academic Programs
Access the Standing/Honors page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Program
Table, Standing/Honors).


See Also
lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Academic Standing, Linking Academic Standing, Honors,
and Awards Rules to Academic Programs


Setting Up Special Grade Point Averages
To set up special grade point averages, use the Student Special GPA component (SPECIAL_GPA_TYPE).


Every institution has its own unique way of calculating grade point averages. Special grade point averages are
averages that you define for your institution that differ from the cumulative grade point average. You can enter
special grade point averages for a student’s academic program, academic plan, or academic subplan. You can
then use these special grade point averages to meet your institution’s analysis and reporting needs.


This section lists the page used to set up special grade point averages.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Special Grade Point Averages


Page Used to Set Up Special Grade Point Averages
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Special GPA SPCGPA_TYPE_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Grading, Student Special
GPA, Student Special GPA


Define the types of grade
point averages (GPAs) that
your institution tracks by
entering an effective date,
status, and description for
each GPA type.


Reviewing Committees and Committee Members
Use committees to indicate advisory roles. Committees can be faculty standing committees, dissertation
committees, thesis committees, and so on. Because committees are discussed in more detail in the PeopleSoft
Campus Community 9.0 PeopleBook, we only review them briefly here.


To use committees and committee members:


1. Define committee types and the roles of committee members on the Committee Table page.


2. Assign specific committees to the committee types that you defined on the Committee Table page.


3. Assign committee members to specific committees on the Committee Members page.
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See Also
lscc, Managing Committee Data


Setting Up Milestones
To set up milestones, use the Milestone Table component (MILESTONE_TBL) and Milestone Template
component (MILESTONE_TMPL).


Milestones are non-course related but vital requirements that a student must complete toward degree progress
to graduate. You might be able to relate milestones most easily to graduate student progress, but your
institution might also use milestones for undergraduates as well. After you define milestones, you can assign
milestones and advisors to a student, as well as record the student’s completions of milestones and attempts to
fulfill them, by using the Student Milestones component.


This section discusses how to:


• Define milestone codes.


• Create milestone templates.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Milestones


Pages Used to Set Up Milestones
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Milestone Table MILESTONE_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Milestone Table,
Milestone Table


Define milestones.


Milestone Templates MILESTONE_TMPL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Milestone
Templates, Milestone
Templates


Create milestone templates
to reduce data entry later on.


Defining Milestone Codes
Access the Milestone Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment, Milestone
Table, Milestone Table).
Bundle 27
New fields: “Calculate Required Date” and “Calculate Anticipated Date”.
New group box: “Self-Service Availability”.
Reordering of the fields on the page.
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Milestone Table page


Note. To inactivate a milestone code, remove that code from every milestone template in addition to entering a
status of Inactive on this page.


Calculate Required Date
and Calculate Anticipated
Date


Bundle 27
New


If you enter a value, for example Expected Grad Term Start Date, the date/term
is calculated when you add a milestone for a student on the Student Milestone
page or when you run the Process Milestone process.


Print Milestone Detail Select a print milestone detail to indicate if the milestone detail information
will appear on the transcript. Milestone detail information includes the details
on the Student Milestones page.
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Attempts Allowed Enter the number of attempts students can make at completing the milestone.
This field is a default data entry and tracking aid. You can override the
attempts allowed on individual student records.


Grading Scheme Select a grading scheme for the milestone. When you enter the milestone on a
student’s record, you can override the grading scheme.


Grading Basis Select a grading basis for the milestone. Link grading bases to grading
schemes on the Grading Scheme Table page. You can override this value on
individual student records.


Self-Service Availability
Bundle 27 New


Allow Student Self-Service Select the check box to allow students to access information about the
milestone in Self Service.
If the check box is selected, the milestone appears in the Milestone section on
the Student Center page. Students click the details link to access the Student
Milestones Details self-service page (SS_SR_MILESTON_SEC).


Allow Advisor Self-Service Select the check box to allow advisors to access information about the
milestone in Self Service.
If the check box is selected, advisors can access the Student Milestones Details
self-service page through the Advisor Center.


Allow Student Attachment
and Allow Advisor
Attachment


Select the check box to allow students and advisors to add attachments —
for example, an advisor might attach instruction or reference materials for
students to use.


Information for Students The information that you enter here can be viewed by students in Self Service.


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Student Records Self Service, Setting Up
a Self-Service Student Center


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, Using Student Center


Enter Milestone Levels Here


Milestone Level Enter an alphanumeric code that identifies this milestone level code. You
use milestone levels for detailing the progress of a milestone and for
informational purposes. For example, you might define a milestone of Written
Comprehensive Exams for doctoral students and have four levels within that
milestone to designate the four sets of comprehensives required.


(NZL) Defining Milestones for Unit Standards
Bundle 27
NQF Detail group box is now available on the Milestone Table page instead of linking to the NQF
Detail page.


When you define a milestone for New Zealand institutions, use the NQF Detail group box to enter a Milestone
Type of U and link NQF codes to the milestone.


See lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting, Preparing for NZQA Reporting, Linking NQF Codes to
Milestones.
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See Also
PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBooks, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Milestones


lssr, Setting Up Transcripts


Creating Milestone Templates
Access the Milestone Templates page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment,
Milestone Templates, Milestone Templates).
Bundle 27
Redesign of page and new fields added to the page
Ability to upload attachments
Multiple advisors
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Milestone Templates page


If you link a milestone template to only an academic institution and academic career, it can be used as a
template for any academic program or plan. If you want a milestone template to be restricted to a specific
academic program or plan, enter the program and plan in the search dialog box. When you link milestones to
academic programs you are making a template, not a permanent link. This information appears in the Student
Milestones component when you copy the template to the student’s record.


For information about the fields on this page:


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBooks, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up
Milestones, Defining Milestone Codes


See PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBooks, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Milestones
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Setting Up Extracurricular Activities
To set up extracurricular activities, use the Extracurricular Activity Table component
(EXTRA_ACTIVITY_TBL).


You can track both internal and external extracurricular activities for individuals.


This section discusses how to set up extracurricular activity codes for this purpose. You will later use the
Extracurricular Activity page to link these codes to students.


Page Used to Set Up Extracurricular Activities
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Extracurricular Activity
Table


EXTRA_ACTIVITY_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Campus
Community, Define Campus
Community, Setup,
Extracurricular Activity
Table, Extracurricular
Activity Table


Set up extracurricular
activity codes, and define
the primacy of the
extracurricular activities
for your setID.


Setting up Extracurricular Activity Codes
Access the Extracurricular Activity Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Campus Community, Define
Campus Community, Setup, Extracurricular Activity Table, Extracurricular Activity Table).


Extracurricular Activity Table page


Activity Type Select the type of activity that you are entering. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.
The delivered values are Athletics, Club, Employment, Music, Other,
Publications, Student Government, Theater, and Volunteer.
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Internal and External Select this option to indicate that this extracurricular activity exists at your
institution as well as at external institutions.


Internal Select this option to indicate that this extracurricular activity exists at your
institution only.


External Select this option to indicate that this extracurricular activity exists at external
institutions only.


Extra Activity Primacy Enter the primacy number for this extracurricular activity. When you run the
Consolidate Academic Statistics process it searches students’ extracurricular
activity records for only the athlete extracurricular activity. The athlete
extracurricular activity is delivered with your system. It should not be modified
in any way because it has code attached to it. If the Consolidate Academic
Statistics process finds multiple athlete records for a student, it writes the one
with the lowest primacy number to the student’s consolidated statistics record.


See Also
lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics


Managing Student Groups
Student groups enable you to set up groups (such as Athlete or Freshman) and assign these groups to
individuals. Then you can perform actions (such as run reports and processes) on a group, which affects all of
the individuals in the group.


This section lists the page used to manage student groups. You will later use the Student Groups page to
assign student groups to students.


Page Used to Manage Student Groups
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Groups STDNT_GROUPS Student Recruiting, Maintain
Prospects, Academic
Information, Student Groups,
Student Groups


Set up student groups (such
as Athletes and Resident
Assistants) by entering
the effective date, status,
and description of each
student group.


Setting Up Student Attributes
To set up student attributes, use the Student Attribute Table component (STDNT_ATTR_TBL).


This section provides an overview of student attributes and discusses how to:


• Define student attribute codes.


• Define student attribute values.
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See Also
lssr, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Student Attributes


Understanding Student Attributes
Although student groups enable you track attributes such as participation in clubs, sports, and student
government, you might need an additional, more flexible structure that lets you track the attributes of your
students based on their career and program. To meet this need, use the Student Attributes feature.


The Student Attributes feature enables you to assign all sorts of attributes to a student within an academic
career or program and group together the students with similar student attributes. You can then track and report
on the student attribute data. For instance, you can track students that begin their education at the same time as
a single cohort by creating a student attribute for undergraduate incoming freshmen and attaching the attribute
to the records of these students. You can then use the data for federal reporting and also for institutional
research purposes to gain information about the type of students that you have in a particular cohort, such as a
student’s typical course load or how long it takes a student to complete his or her program and graduate.


You can create multiple attributes and multiple attribute values within a single attribute. Then when you assign
these attributes to students, you can attach to their records multiple attributes and multiple values within each
student attribute. With this flexibility, your students can belong to as many cohorts as necessary to meet your
tracking and reporting needs. You can assign these attributes to students at any time, even during the recruiting
and admissions processes because the attributes roll from PeopleSoft Recruiting and Admissions to Student
Records as part of the student’s academic career and academic program.


Use the Student Attribute Table component to define different student attributes and student attribute values.
You can create broad student attributes for entire academic careers, then attach single student attribute values
to each of those careers. For example, you can create a student attribute for undergraduate students called
Student Cohort. You can then create different values for Student Cohort on the Student Attribute Value Table
page (such as Fall 2005 Entry Class, Fall 2006 Entry Class, and Fall 2007 Entry Class). In addition, you can
create smaller student attributes for individual academic programs. You can also define student attribute values
for plans and subplans and group them under a specific academic program.


After you define all your student attributes and student attribute values, use the Student Attributes page to
attach these attributes and attribute values to individual students and build reports on the data so you can track
statistics such as how many students in a particular cohort graduated in three years, four years, and five years,
and how heavy their course load was. The system also reports a primary student attribute as part of the
Consolidate Academic Statistics process.
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Pages Used to Set Up Student Attributes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Attributes Table STDNT_ATTR_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Student Attribute
Table, Student Attributes
Table


Define the various student
attributes your institution
uses for tracking and
reporting on different
cohorts.


Student Attribute Value
Table


STDNT_ATTR_VAL_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Student Standing and
Awards, Student Attribute
Table, Student Attribute
Value Table


Define the values associated
with a particular student
attribute.


Defining Student Attribute Codes
Access the Student Attributes Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student Standing
and Awards, Student Attribute Table, Student Attributes Table).


Academic Career (Optional) Select the academic career to which the student attribute is linked.


Academic Program (Optional) Select the academic program to which the student attribute is linked.


Defining Student Attribute Values
Access the Student Attribute Value Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Student
Standing and Awards, Student Attribute Table, Student Attribute Value Table).


Student Attribute Value Table page


Student Attribute Value Enter an alphanumeric code that identifies this student attribute value.


Primacy Enter the primacy number for the student attribute. The system uses the
number to determine the primary student attribute value it uses when you
extract data to report on cohorts. This primacy value has no relation to
Financial Aid primacy. The lowest number takes precedence.
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Note. Always assign the lowest primacy number to the student attribute value that you want to use for
federal reporting of this student attribute.
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 Student Records reports 


 The SR800CA Class Attendance report can now be run with Oracle BI Publisher 
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CHAPTER 1


(GBR) Managing HESA Returns


Bundle 27
The chapter has been updated for the first phase of Student return changes for 2012–13.


This chapter provides an overview of the Higher Education Statistics Agency (HESA) return process and discusses
how to:


• Import and map HESA codes.
• Set up a HESA return.
• Set up and enter data for HESA reporting.
• Prepare for generating DLHE return.
• Generate a HESA return and create a return file.


Understanding HESA Returns
Government-funded academic institutions in the United Kingdom (UK) must submit student related returns
of data to HESA. Institutions must submit the returns as an Extensible Markup Language (XML) file that
conforms to the HESA schema definition.


A return is composed of various data fields. Specifications for each return and its data fields are available from
the HESA website. HESA periodically amends the return specifications.


See http://www.hesa.ac.uk


PeopleSoft Campus Solutions enables you to generate the Student, Aggregate Offshore, and Initial Teacher
Training (ITT) returns for the 2008–09 reporting period onwards. In addition, you can generate a Destinations
of Leavers from Higher Education (DLHE) return from the 2009–10 reporting period onwards.


To generate returns for submission:


1. Select the HESA, UCAS check box on the SA Features page.


2. Select the HESA, UCAS check box on the Academic Institution 6 page to enable the UK-specific regions
in the system for an institution.


3. Set up the valid HESA field codes.


4. Enter HESA-specific data into your system.


5. Generate the HESA extract data.


6. Generate the XML file for the returns.


7. Validate the XML file for any schema errors.
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Plan how you want the system to derive the return field values. We recommend that you review the return type
specification that is available from the HESA website to review the field descriptions, validations, and the
valid field values. Refer to the (GBR) HESA Field Derivation appendix in this PeopleBook to understand how
the system derives the fields.


Importing and Mapping HESA Codes
First, you import HESA field codes into your system. These codes are the valid values that the system
can assign to a field in a return. For example, the Student.NATION field has HESA codes such as DE for
Germany and AU for Australia.


To import HESA codes:


1. Place the HESA code list XSD file in a local directory before you access the Import HESA Codes page.
2. Use the Import HESA Codes page to load the HESA codes from the XSD file to your system.


After importing the codes, you can use the Codes page to search and view the imported codes. Also, you can
use the Codes page to manually add new codes for fields.


In some cases, you must use the Code Mapping pages to map the HESA codes with the Campus Solutions
codes. For example, you must map Campus Solutions marital status codes to the HESA marital status codes.
You can delete a mapping by clicking the Delete Row button or inactivate a mapping by clearing the Active
check box in all the Code Mapping pages.


This section discusses how to:


• Import HESA codes.
• Search for the imported HESA codes.
• Map ethnic codes.
• Map campus codes.
• Map marital status codes.
• Map religion codes.
• Map qualification codes.
• Map nationality codes.
• Map fee eligibility codes.
• Map mode of study codes.
• Map classification codes.
• Map disability codes.
• Map module outcome codes.
• Map entry qualifications.


Note. For Aggregate Offshore return, the mapping for campus codes is required. For ITT return, the mappings
for ethnicity, nationality, mode of study, and disability codes are required.
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Pages Used to Import and Map HESA Codes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import HESA Codes SSR_HE_RUNCNTL Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Import
HESA Codes


Import HESA codes from
the XML Schema Definition
(XSD) file. The code list
XSD file is available from
the HESA website.


Codes SSR_HE_CODES Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Codes


View the codes that you have
imported from the code list
XSD file. If required, add
new codes for fields.


Ethnicity SCC_HE_ETHNIC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Ethnicity


Map Campus Solutions
regulatory region and ethnic
group codes to the HESA
ethnicity codes.


Campus SSR_HE_CAMPUS Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Campus


Map Campus Solutions
campus codes to the HESA
campus and Institution’s
Own Campus codes.


Marital Status SCC_HE_MARITAL Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Marital Status


Map Campus Solutions
marital status codes to the
HESA marital status codes.


Religion SCC_HE_RELIGION Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Religion


Map Campus Solutions
religious preference codes to
the HESA religion codes.


Qualification SSR_HE_QUALIFIC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Qualification


Map Campus Solutions
degree codes to the HESA
qualification codes.


Nationality SCC_HE_NATIONALITY Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Nationality


Map Campus Solutions
country codes to the HESA
nationality codes.


Fee Eligibility SSR_HE_FEE_ELIG Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Fee Eligibility


Map Campus Solutions
residency codes to the HESA
fee eligibility codes.


Mode of Study SSR_HE_MODE_STD Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Mode of Study


Map Campus Solutions
academic load codes to the
HESA mode of study codes.


Classification SSR_HE_CLASSIFI Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Classification


Map Campus Solutions
honors type and honors
codes to the HESA
classification codes.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Disability SCC_HE_DISABILITY Records and Enrollment,


HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Disability


Map Campus Solutions type
of impairment and support
services request codes to the
HESA disability codes.


Note that the system creates
disability records as part of
Universities & Colleges
Admissions Service (UCAS)
processing.


For information on how to
assign impairment codes to
students and specify whether
or not support services
have been requested, refer
to PeopleSoft Campus
Community Fundamentals
9.0 PeopleBook, "Managing
Health Information", (AUS)
Identifying Impairment and
Support Services


Module Outcome SSR_HE_MODULE Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Code Mappings,
Module Outcome


Map Campus Solutions
grading scheme, grading
basis, grade input, and grade
category codes to the HESA
module outcome codes.


Entry Qualification Mapping SSR_HE_QOE_MAP Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Codes
and Mappings, Entry
Qualification Mapping


Map a qualification type to a
list of valid grades for that
qualification. If grades are
not mapped to a particular
qualification type, then all
the grades are available for a
qualification type on the
Entry Profile page. If you
do this mapping, the Entry
Profile page displays only
the mapped grades for a
type.


Importing HESA Codes
Access the Import HESA Codes page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings,
Import HESA Codes).
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Import HESA Codes page


Add Attachment Click to browse to the CodeLists.xsd file that HESA delivers, and click
Upload. You can browse your local drive and select a file.


Note. The upload process creates a files subdirectory to store and process
the XSD file. This subdirectory is created in the server directory location
that is specified in the PS_SERVDIR system parameter in the Application
Server/Process Scheduler configuration file psappsrv.cfg/psprcs.cfg. Ensure
that PS_SERVDIR is set up with an appropriate value in the configuration file
and that users have the correct permission to access the files subdirectory.


XSD File Path Enter the path and file name of the HESA codes XSD file. You must store this
XSD file on an application server that the import process can access.


Warning! For the import process to run properly, the CodeLists.xsd file should not be renamed. The import
process uses the CodeLists xsd file name to determine the return type. For example, in C08053CodeLists.xsd,
053 indicates that the file is the xsd for the ITT return. If the file is renamed, the position of substring "053"
might be changed or deleted. If it is not present in the filename, then it will not be correctly decoded as the
ITT return. In addition, if the institution imports the Codelists for both the ITT and the Student returns, then
import the ITT Codelist file first and then import the Student Codelist.


Note. The import process does not import the MODCOUNT and OUTPOSTCD codes because these codes
are not required by the system. The log file for the process mentions that MODCOUNT and OUTPOSTCD
codes are not imported.


Note that institutions need to handle the deletion of processed files from the application server. Therefore, after
using a CodeLists.xsd file, you will need to handle the deletion of this file from the application server.


Searching for the Imported HESA Codes
Access the Codes search page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Codes).
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Codes search page


Use the Codes search page to search for all the codes of a specific field. If required, click the Add a New Value
link to manually add a code for a field.


Click the Add a New Value link or click a link in the Search Results group box to access the Codes page.


Codes page


The text in the Description field can accept a maximum of 30 characters. Note that when you select a code on a
data capture page, the page displays the text from the Description field. If the Import HESA Codes Application
Engine (SSR_HE_IMPCD) process has cut a description text that extends beyond 30 characters, you can
modify the description text so that a meaningful description appears on the data capture pages.


The "Setting Up and Entering Data for HESA Reporting" section discusses the data capture pages.


Mapping Ethnic Codes
Access the Ethnicity page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings,
Ethnicity).
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Ethnicity page


Map Campus Solutions regulatory region and ethnic group codes to the HESA ethnicity codes. The system
uses this mapping to derive the Student.ETHNIC field values (for both Student and ITT returns).


Mapping Campus Codes
Access the Campus page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings,
Campus).


Campus page


Map the Campus Solutions campus codes to the HESA Campus ID and HESA Institutions Own Campus
codes. The system uses this mapping to derive the Instance.CAMPID, Instance.INSTCAMP, and
Provision.INSTCAMP field values.


Mapping Marital Status Codes
Access the Marital Status page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Marital Status).
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Marital Status page


Map the Campus Solutions marital status codes to the HESA marital status codes. The system uses this
mapping to derive the EntryProfile.MARSTAT field value.


Mapping Religion Codes
Access the Religion page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings,
Religion).


Religion page


Map the Campus Solutions religion codes to the HESA religion codes. The system uses this mapping to derive
the EntryProfile.RELIGION field value.


Mapping Qualification Codes
Access the Qualification page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Qualification).


Qualification page


Map the Campus Solutions degree codes to the HESA qualification codes. The system uses this mapping to
derive the Qualifications Awarded.QUAL field value.
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Mapping Nationality Codes
Access the Nationality page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Nationality).


Nationality page


Map the Campus Solutions country codes to the HESA nationality codes. The system uses this mapping to
derive the Student return’s Student.NATION and EntryProfile.DOMICILE field values and ITT return’s
Student.DEGCTRY field value.


You map only certain Campus Solutions country codes to the HESA codes for Nationality. In most cases, the
system can use the two-character Campus Solutions country code (COUNTRY_2CHAR) from the Country
table (PS_COUNTRY_TBL).


HESA Nationality Enter a value only if the two-character Campus Solutions country code is not a
valid value for Student.NATION and Student.DEGCTRY. For example, the
French territory of Reunion Island has its own country code RE but the
academic institution must report the value as France FR in Student.NATION
and Student.DEGCTRY.
If you do not select a value, the system uses the default two-character
country code.


HESA Domicile Enter a value only if the two-character Campus Solutions country code is not
a valid value for EntryProfile.DOMICILE. If you do not select a value, the
system uses the default two-character country code.


In the above exhibit example, the institution has mapped both Nationality and Domicile to XA for Cyprus.
Therefore, if a student’s record in Campus Solutions has a country code of CYP, the system uses the XA value
for Student.NATION and Student.DEGCTRY, and uses the same value XA for EntryProfile.DOMICILE. Also,
in the second row of the exhibit example, the setup indicates that if the student’s record in Campus Solutions
has a country code of REU (Reunion Island), then the system uses the value of FR for Student.NATION and
Student.DEGCTRY. In such a case, because the HESA Domicile field has been left blank, the system uses the
default two-character country code of RE for reporting EntryProfile.DOMICILE of the student.


See Nationality (NATION) and Domicile (DOMICILE) sections in the (GBR) HESA Field Derivation
appendix of this PeopleBook.


Mapping Fee Eligibility Codes
Access the Fee Eligibility page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Fee Eligibility).
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Fee Eligibility page


Map Campus Solutions residency codes to the HESA fee eligibility codes. The system uses this mapping to
derive the Instance.FEEELIG field value.


Mapping Mode of Study Codes
Access the Mode of Study page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Mode of Study).


Mode of Study page


Map the Campus Solutions academic load codes to the HESA mode of study codes. The system uses this
mapping to derive the Student return’s Instance.MODE and ITT return’s Student.MODE field values.


Mapping Classification Codes
Access the Classification page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Classification).


Classification page


Map the Campus Solutions honors code and type codes to the HESA classification codes. The system uses
this mapping to derive the Qualifications Awarded.CLASS field value.
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Mapping Disability Codes
Access the Disability page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code Mappings,
Disability).


Disability page


Disability Mapping
Use this region to map the Campus Solutions type of Impairment codes to the HESA disability codes. The
system uses this mapping to derive the Student.DISABLE field value (for both Student and ITT returns).


Disability Allowance Mappings
Use this region to map the Campus Solutions support services request codes to the HESA disability allowance
codes. The system uses this mapping to derive the DISALL field value (for both Student and ITT returns).


Mapping Module Outcome Codes
Access the Module Outcome page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and Mappings, Code
Mappings, Module Outcome).
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Module Outcome page


Map the Campus Solutions grade input and grade category codes to the HESA module outcome codes. The
system uses this mapping to derive the Student On Module.MODOUT field value.


Mapping Entry Qualification
Access the Entry Qualification Mapping page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Codes and
Mappings, Entry Qualification Mapping).


Entry Qualification Mapping page


An institution can only return specific Grades (QUALGRADE) for a Qualification Type to HESA. If an
invalid Grade is returned, then validation errors will occur at HESA. Use the Entry Qualification Mapping
page to define which Grade values are appropriate for a particular Qualification Type. The system then
uses this mapping to ensure that only valid Grade values are entered for the selected Qualification Type on
the Entry Profile page. The Import Applicant Data process also uses this mapping when importing ivStarJ
records to report invalid grade values.
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Setting Up a HESA Return
This section discusses how to:


• Set up a HESA return.


• Set up HESA fields.


• Set up HESA types.


• Set up HESA action reasons.


• Configure HESA.


• Generate HUSID during registration or enrollment.


Pages Used to Set Up a HESA Return
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Reporting Periods SSR_HE_REP_PERIODS Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Reporting
Periods


View or create a reporting
period. Reporting periods
from 2000 onwards are
delivered with your system.


Returns SSR_HE_RETURNS Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns


View or create a return
type. The STUDENT,
OFFSHORE, DLHE and
ITT return types are
delivered with your system.


Entities SSR_HE_ENTITIES Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Entities


View or create an entity for a
return type. The entities for
Student, Offshore, DLHE
and ITT returns are delivered
with your system.


Fields SSR_HE_FIELDS Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Fields


View or create return fields.
For Student, Offshore,
DLHE and ITT returns, the
HESA fields are delivered
with your system.


HESA Returns SSR_HE_HESA_RETURN Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Returns


Create a return for a
reporting period. To create a
return, you can copy return
setup data (such as the return
fields) from another return
you previously created.


HESA Fields SSR_HE_HESA_FIELDS Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Fields


Add, edit, or view HESA
fields in a return. If required,
specify default and constant
values for the HESA return
fields.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
HESA Types SSR_HE_HESA_TYPES Records and Enrollment,


HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Types


For the Student return, map
HESA fields to the Campus
Solutions name, address
and external ID types. The
system uses this mapping to
derive HESA return field
values. Also, define the
program statuses that the
system uses to determine
which Instances records to
include in the return.


HESA Action Reasons SSR_HE_HESA_ACTN Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Action
Reasons


For the Student return, map
HESA field codes to the
Campus Solutions Program
Action and Action Reason
values. The system uses this
mapping to derive HESA
return field values.


HESA Configuration SSR_HE_CONFIG Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, HESA
Configuration


Configure the system for
Create Extract and Create
HUSID processing. Control
validation for DLHE survey.


Create HUSID SSR_HE_CRTHUSID Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Create
HUSID


Run the process to generate
HUSIDs for students during
the registration or enrollment
period.


Setting Up a HESA Return
Access the HESA Returns page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Returns).
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HESA Returns page


When adding a new return, you have to enter an academic institution and a return name. You must enter
a unique return name for an academic institution.


Note. To test the Create Extract Application Engine (SSR_HE_DATA) process, you can define multiple
returns for the same institution, return type, and reporting period.


When you access the HESA Returns page in add mode, the Copy Return Setup Data From group box appears.


The following example shows the HESA Returns page in add mode:
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Example of HESA Returns page with the Copy Return Setup Data From group box


To create a return using the Copy Return Setup Data From group box:


1. Select a previously defined return name from which you want to copy the setup data.
2. Select a reporting period for which you want to create the return.
3. Click Copy.


The other tabs in the page appear when you copy a return or click the Skip Copy button. If you want to
manually create a return, if you are creating a return for the first time, or if no appropriate records are available
to copy from, click the Skip Copy button.


The Create Fields button is available only when you click the Skip Copy button. The following example shows
the HESA Returns page when you click the Skip Copy button:
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Example of the HESA Returns page after you click the Skip Copy button


After selecting a return type, you can click the Create Fields button to have the system automatically create
all the entities and the associated fields for the return. The system displays the created fields on the HESA
Fields page.


Return Type Select the delivered STUDENT , OFFSHORE, DLHE, or ITT return type value.


You can also select a return type that you have defined in the Returns page.


Note. When you select OFFSHORE, the HESA Types and HESA Action
Reasons tabs disappear. These two tabs are required only for a Student return.


Reporting Period Select the reporting period for which you want to create the return.


Country Select a country code that the system uses to determine which fields to include
in the return. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. Values are England, Northern Ireland, Scotland, and Wales. This field
is not applicable for the Aggregate Offshore return.
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INSTAPP Enter a value that you want the system to return in the Institution.INSTAPP
field of the return. This field is not applicable for the Aggregate Offshore
and ITT returns.


Enable Sub-Plan Reporting Select if you want to enter the reporting data in the Sub-Plan HESA and the
Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA pages. Selecting this check box enables the
system to use the entered subplan level data to generate the HESA return.


Include FE (Include further
education)


Select to have the system derive fields relevant to further education (FE)
students. This field is not applicable for the Aggregate Offshore return.


Active Clear this check box if you want to prevent old test returns from being
displayed in the search results.


For more information about the HUSID, INSTAPP, and UKPRN fields, refer to the HESA Student Record
specification available from the HESA website. Specification for the HUSID digit structure can also be
found on the HESA website.


Program Statuses
Select program statuses that the system can use for creating Instance entities.


See (GBR) HESA Field Derivation appendix in this PeopleBook for more information.


Research Supervisor Roles
This region is applicable for only the Student return.


Select Advisor Role values that the system uses to determine which Student Advisor records to consider when
creating RAE Data entities in the Student return.


Survey Details
This system enables the Survey Details region when you select the DLHE return type. Use this region to define
the details of the two surveys (April and January) for each DLHE reporting period.


Survey Select the survey translate values, either 1 for the April survey or 2 for the
January survey.


Qualifying Start Date Select the start date to be used when identifying students who qualify for the
survey. If the Survey value is April, the value defaults to the reporting period
start date. If the Survey value is January, the value defaults to 01-JAN-YYYY
where the year value is the year value of the reporting period end date.


Qualifying End Date Select the end date to be used when identifying students who qualify for the
survey. If the Survey value is April, the value defaults to 31-Dec-YYYY,
where the YYYY value is the year of the reporting period start date. If the
Survey value is January, the value defaults to the reporting period end date.


Census Date Select the census date for the survey. This system also displays the date to the
student on the Survey questionnaire


Survey Start Date Select the date when the survey is available for completion by the student.


Survey End Date Select the date when the survey is no longer available for completion by
the student.
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Survey Statuses
The system enables the Survey Statuses region when you select the DLHE return type. Use this region to
define which surveys, based on the survey status, should be included by the Create Extract process.


Survey Status Select the translate values of the statuses to be included in the HESA extract.


Setting Up HESA Fields
Access the HESA Fields page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Fields).


HESA Fields page


Use a field constant when your institution wants to return the same value for an entity. For example, if you
want the system to derive the Credit transfer scheme as No Scheme for all modules in the Student return
2008/09, set the Module.CRDTSCM constant value to 9.


Use the field default to reduce the amount of data entry by defining a default value to be used when no value is
derived for a mandatory field. For example, if a default value of 999 is defined for the Module.CRDTPTS
field, and no data is found for a module, then 999 is used.


Note that you must enter the value NULL if you want to define a NULL constant or default.


Setting Up HESA Types
The HESA Types page is not applicable for the Aggregate Offshore return.
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Access the HESA Types page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Returns
Setup, HESA Types).


HESA Types page


The system uses the Name Types mapping to derive the following fields for both ITT and Student returns:


• Student.FNAMES
• Student.SNAME16
• Student.SURNAME


The system uses the Address Types mapping to derive the following fields:


• EntryProfile.POSTCODE


• Student.TTPCODE


Note. The Address Types region is not applicable for the ITT return.


The system uses the External ID Types mapping to derive the following fields for the Student return:


• Instance.DHREGREF


• Student.HUSID


• Instance.RCSTDID


• Student.SCN
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• Instance.TREFNO
• Student.UCASPERID
• Student.ULN


The system uses the External ID Types mapping to derive the following fields for the ITT return:


• Student.HUSID
• Student ISANUM
• Student.NIN
• Student.SKILLTEST
• Student.TREFNO
• Student.ULN


For information about defining external systems and entering external system IDs for a person or an
organization:


See [Managing External System Data About an Individual or Organization]Managing External System Data
About an Individual or Organization.


Setting Up HESA Action Reasons
The HESA Action Reasons page is not applicable for the Aggregate Offshore return.


Access the HESA Action Reasons page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,
Returns Setup, HESA Action Reasons).
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HESA Action Reasons page (with the Program Action tabs selected) (1 of 2)
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HESA Action Reasons page (with the Reason for Ending Instance, Mode of Study, and Suspension of Studies tabs
selected) (2 of 2)


Use this page to define the combinations of program action and action reason that the system uses to indicate
PHD submission for research students, reason for ending studies, mode change, and suspension of active
studies.


Note. The Phd Submission Action Reason Mapping and Suspension of Active Studies Mapping regions are
not applicable for the ITT return.


Phd Submission Action Reason Mapping
The system uses this mapping to derive the Instance.PHDSUB field.


Reason for Ending Instance Mapping
Map the program action and action reason values to the HESA Reason for Ending Instance codes. Click the
Reason for Ending Instance tab to enter the HESA Reason for Ending Instance code.


The system uses this mapping to derive Student return’s Instance.ENDDATE and Instance.RSNEND fields,
and ITT return’s Student.ENDDATE and Student.RSNEND fields.


Change of Mode Mapping
Map the program action and action reason values to the HESA Mode of Study and HESA Mode Direction
codes. Click the Mode of Study tab to enter the HESA mode of study and direction codes.
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The system uses this mapping to derive the Student return’s Instance.MODE field and ITT return’s
Student.MODE field.


Suspension of Active Studies Mapping
Map the program action and action reason values to the HESA Suspension of Studies codes. Click the
Suspension of Studies tab to enter the HESA Suspension of Studies codes.


The system uses this mapping to derive the Instance.NOTACT field.


Configuring HESA
Access the HESA Configuration page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,
HESA Configuration).
Bundle 27
A new check box – Enable Further Education page – is added to the Institution Details region.


HESA Configuration page
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You must use this page to configure HUSID before running the Create HUSID process or the Create Extract
process.


UKPRN Enter a value that you want the system to return in the Institution.UKPRN
field of the return.


Enable Further Education
page


Select to enable the Further Education page on the HESA Instance Details
component (SSR_HE_INSTANCE).


If this check box is deselected, you cannot access the Further Education page.


Note. The fields on the Further Education page are only relevant to institutions
in England and Wales.


HUSID Sequence Number Enter the starting number for the system-assigned 6-digit number included in
the 13-digit HUSID number. For each student without an existing HUSID,
the Create HUSID process or the Create Extract process assigns a unique
13-digit HUSID value in the return.


External System Select the External ID Type that the Create HUSID or Create Extract process
uses for HUSID value.


Note. For students without HUSIDs, the system creates HUSIDs when you run the Create Extract process for
the Student return. However, if you want to create these IDs at the point of registration or enrollment for new
students and before running the Create Extract process, run the Create HUSID process.


For information about defining external systems and entering external system IDs for a person or an
organization:


See [Managing External System Data About an Individual or Organization]Managing External System Data
About an Individual or Organization.


Allow incomplete submission
Select to allow incomplete submission of the Enter Survey self-service page data.


If the Allow Incomplete Submission check box is not selected and the student clicks the Submit button
on Section F of the Enter Survey self-service page:


• If there are any questions in the Incomplete Questions section then a message (In order to submit your
survey all questions must be complete. Please update any incomplete questions and then select Submit)
appears and the system saves the survey record but does not submit it. The student can then navigate back
to other sections and enter the answers.


• If all the questions are answered, the system submits the survey.


If the Allow Incomplete Submission check box is selected and the student clicks the Submit button:


• If Q1 appears in the Incomplete Questions section, then a message (In order to submit your survey Section
A must be complete. Please update any incomplete questions and then select Submit) appears and the
system saves the survey record but does not submit it. The student can then navigate back to Section A
to enter the answers.


• If Q1 is answered, the system submits the survey.


This check box is applicable for only students accessing the Enter Survey self-service page. If you are
accessing the Enter Survey self-service page by clicking the Enter Survey button on the Survey Management
page, then this check box does not impact you.
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Grading Basis Inclusion and Repeat Code Exclusion
These regions enable you to specify which Grading Basis values to include and which Repeat Codes to exclude
in the Create Extract, Calculate Full-Time Equivalence, and Calculate Year of Student processes


In the Grading Basis Inclusion region, when you select a Grading Basis and select a check box for the Extract,
FTE or the Year of Student process, the selected Grading Basis is considered by the selected process. In the
Repeat Code Exclusion region, when you select a Repeat Code and select a check box for the Extract, FTE or
Year of Student process, the selected process excludes class enrollments for the selected Repeat Code.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up Grading.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook]Setting Up Repeat Checking .


Generating HUSID During Registration or Enrollment
Access the Create HUSID page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup, Create
HUSID).


Create HUSID page


Run the Create HUSID process if you want to create HUSIDs when registering or enrolling new students and
before running the Create Extract process.


Start Date Specify a date if you want the process to only examine Student Program
records that are Active or Matriculated on or after the specified date. For
example, if you enter January 5, 2009, the process creates HUSIDS for
students who have records that have a program action of MATR or ACTV
with an effective date of January 5, 2009 or later.


The process selects a student’s earliest MATR Student Program record to create a HUSID. If the MATR record
is not available, then it selects the student’s earliest ACTV record. If a record is found, the process uses the
record’s effective date for the entry year element. Then, the Create HUSID process uses the following logic to
generate the HUSID value for a student who does not have a HSUID:
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• The first two digits of HUSID represent the year the student entered the Institution (for example, 08 for
2008). The entry year is determined as the final two digits of the year element of the effective date of
the selected Student Program record.


• The next four digits represent the institution identifier.
• The process calculates the institution identifier as Institution Code plus 1000 (for example, 0184


is calculated as 1184)
• Note that the process picks the Institution Code value from the HESA Configuration page.


• The next six digits represent the system assigned sequence number.
• Note that the starting number is defined in the HESA Configuration page. The process assigns this


number for the first student for whom calculation is done.
• The system automatically increases the starting number by one when it assigns a new sequence number.


• The final digit is a check digit based on the existing ten digits. See the HESA website for details on
check digit calculation.


Setting Up and Entering Data for HESA Reporting
This section provides an overview of setting up and entering data for HESA reporting and discusses how to:


• Set up data capture rules.


• Enter HESA data for an academic program.


• Enter HESA data for a program offering and program year.


• Enter HESA data for an academic plan.


• Enter HESA data for a plan offering and plan year.


• Enter HESA data for a subplan.


• Enter HESA data for a subplan offering and subplan year.


• Create HESA modules.


• Enter HESA data for a module.


• Enter HESA data for a dummy module.


• Create HESA Instance and Person HESA Data Records for students.


• Enter HESA data for a person.


• Enter HESA Instance data for a student.


• Enter HESA Entry Profile data for a student.


• Calculate Year of Student values for students.


• Calculate Full-Time Equivalence for students.


• Enter HESA advisor data for a student.


• Enter DEGEST value.


• Enter DEGTYPE value.
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Understanding Setting Up and Entering Data for HESA Reporting
To derive a field, the system checks each data capture level to find out whether a field value has been
defined. Each level is associated with a Campus Solution page or a group box. For example, to derive the
Instance.EXCHANGE field, after checking if a constant value exists for a field, the system first looks at the
Instance level to see if the field value has been defined on the HESA Instance page. If it does not find a value
at the Instance level, then it checks whether a value has been defined on the following pages and group boxes:


1. Sub-Plan Year HESA Data group box in the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Subplan Year level).
You can define field values at this level when different values are required for different years of program
and the subplan is being reported to HESA. For example, if students in year three of a full-time offering
undertake an exchange year away from the home institution, then the appropriate Instance.EXCHANGE
value can be defined for that offering year at the Subplan Year level.


2. Sub-Plan HESA Data page (Subplan level)
The system looks at this level only if the Course entity is based on a subplan.


3. Plan Year HESA Data group box in the Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Plan Year level)
4. Plan HESA Data page (Plan level)
5. Program Year HESA Data group box in the Program Offering/Year HESA page (Program Year level)
6. Program HESA Data page (Program level)


Although the system derives Course records from either plans or subplans, you can define values at the
program level if required. Typically, you would define a field value at the program level when you want
the system to derive the same HESA field value for all the child plans, subplans, or both child plans and
subplans of a program. For example, if a program exists specifically for incoming exchange students,
define the appropriate Instance.EXCHANGE value only at the program level. The system includes this
program level field value in the return for all the Instances associated with the plans or subplans of the
program.


The system looks at the Subplan Year and Subplan levels only if the course entity is based on a subplan. For
Subplan Year and Plan Year levels, the system uses the field values defined for the combination of Academic
Load and Year of Program of the student instance.


The pages and group boxes for other levels include:


• Program Offering HESA Data group box in the Program Offering/Year HESA page (Program Offering
level)


• Plan Offering HESA Data group box in the Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Plan Offering level)
You can define field values at the Plan Offering level when you want to report different field values
for different offerings. For example, the expected length of study (Instance.SPLENGTH) for students
studying a full-time offering will typically be different from that of a part-time offering. In this case, you
can define different values at plan offering level for each offering.


• Sub-Plan Offering HESA Data group box in the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Subplan offering
level)


• Module HESA Data and HESA Dummy Module Data pages (Module level). Module level is equivalent
to the Course Offering level. The system uses the field values entered at the Module level to create the
Module, Module Subject, and Student On Module entities.


• Person HESA Data page (Student level).
The system uses the field values entered at the Student level to create the Student entity.


• Advisor HESA Data page (Advisor level)
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Use this page to define research units of assessment for an instructor or an advisor. The system uses the
values entered at this level to create the RAE Data entity.


After you import the HESA codes and define the data capture rules in the Institution Data Capture page,
you can:


• Enter return field values at the academic program, plan, and subplan levels.
• Enter return field values at the program, plan and subplan offering levels. An offering is a program,


plan, or subplan associated with an academic load.
• Enter return field values at the program, plan, and subplan program year levels. A program year is


a program associated with an academic load and year of program.
• Enter return field values for modules and module subjects for course offerings.
• Review and edit return field values for student personal attributes such as nationality and ethnicity. Some


of the data that the system uses for HESA reporting, such as addresses, will already be in your database.
• Use the Create HESA Instance Application Engine (SSR_HE_CRTHE) process to specify the student


data you want to report.
• Review and enter Instance-specific return field values, such as entry qualifications, year of program,


and qualifications awarded.


You can decide at which levels the system should capture data for HESA reporting. For example, you can
decide not to enter a Course.CLSDCRS value in the Program HESA Data page but enter it in the Plan HESA
Data page. You can decide to enter the Instance.FEEELIG value in the HESA Instance page for each student
rather than storing the Instance.FEEELIG data in the Program HESA Data page. Refer to the (GBR) HESA
Field Derivation appendix in this PeopleBook to understand how the system derives field values at each level.


The system can create Course entities from either plans or subplans, depending on your academic structure
setup. For example, you can either select the Biology plan for reporting to HESA or select its subplans, such as
Molecular Biology and Marine Biology, for reporting to HESA, but you cannot select both.


The pages you use for entering HESA data at various levels are available only if you select the HESA, UCAS
check boxes on the SA Features and the Academic Institution 6 pages.


Note. The (GBR) HESA Field Derivation appendix describes the delivered functionality for deriving the
HESA return fields. You can use the Institution Data Capture page to determine at which level the system
should derive the fields.


Other than the various data capture levels, the system may use a constant or a default value set up on the
HESA Fields page based on the derivation logic.
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Bundle 27
HESA has introduced new fields for 2012–13 reporting period.
The following new fields are available to be defined for Program, Plan or Subplan:
• AWARDBOD
• Instance fields: AIMTYPE, DISTLEARNSLN, FUNDMODEL, GROSSFEE, NETFEE, PROGTYPE,
PROPFUNDREMAIN, and PWAYCODE
The following new fields are available to be defined for Program Offering, Plan Offering or Subplan
Offering:
• AWARDBOD
• GROSSFEE
• NETFEE
The new field, FRANIND, is available to be defined for HESA Module Details and HESA Dummy Module
Data.
The following new fields are available to be defined for person HESA data:
• GENDERID
• RELBLF
• SEXORT


Deriving FTE Calculation Type and FTE Load
On each data capture page (which corresponds to a data capture level), optional Full-Time Equivalence (FTE)
Calculation Type and FTE Load fields are available. The Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process uses the
field values to determine which FTE calculation type to use for each student. If you select Derive load from
Program as the calculation type, the process uses the FTE Load value for calculation.


Pages Used to Set Up and Enter Data for HESA Reporting
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Institution Data Capture SSR_HE_INST_DATA Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Data Capture
Setup


Create and maintain the rules
to capture HESA data in the
system.


Use this page to control
which fields are available
on the various HESA data
capture pages.


Bundle 27
Documentation-only
update — Not related to
Bundle 27 code change:
The following sentence
has been added:


Use this page to make any
new fields (that are delivered
with a Campus Solutions
bundle) available on the
HESA data capture pages.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Program HESA Data SSR_HE_PROG Set Up SACR, Foundation


Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Program HESA Data


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating Student return’s
Course, Course Subject, and
Instance entity data at the
program level.


Indicate the HESA subjects
that the system can use for
creating ITT return’s Course
Subject entity data (SBJCA
field) at the program level.


Program Offering/Year
HESA


SSR_HE_PROG_OFFRYR Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table,
Program Offering/Year
HESA


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating Student return’s
Instance entity data at the
program offering and
program year levels.


Plan HESA Data SSR_HE_PLAN Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Plan Table, Plan
HESA Data


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating the following at
the plan level:


Student return’s Course,
Course Subject, and Instance
entity data.


Aggregate Offshore return’s
Provision entity data.


ITT return’s Course Subject
entity data (SBJCA field).


Plan Offering/Year HESA SSR_HE_PLAN_OFFRYR Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Plan Table, Plan
Offering/Year HESA


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating Student return’s
Instance entity data at the
plan offering and plan
year levels.


Sub-Plan HESA SSR_HE_SUBPLAN Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic SubPlan Table,
Sub-Plan HESA


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating the following at the
subplan level:


Student return’s Course,
Course Subject, and Instance
entity data.


Aggregate Offshore return’s
Provision entity data.


ITT return’s Course Subject
entity data (SBJCA field).
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Sub-Plan Offering/Year
HESA


SSR_HE_SPLN_OFFRYR Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic SubPlan Table,
Sub-Plan Offering/Year
HESA


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating Student return’s
Instance entity data at the
subplan offering and subplan
year levels.


Create HESA Module Data SSR_HE_CREATECRSE Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Create
Module


Create HESA module data
records for an academic
institution.


HESA Module Data SSR_HE_CRSE Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, HESA
Module Details


Update a HESA module
data record that the Create
HESA Module Data created
or manually create a HESA
Module Data record. Enter
or modify values that the
system can use for creating
Student return’s Module,
ModuleSubject, and Student
on Module entity data at
the module level.


HESA Dummy Module Data SSR_HE_CRSE_DUMMY Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, HESA
Dummy Module Details


Manually create a HESA
dummy module data record.
Enter HESA field and
Module Subject values for
the dummy Module record.


Create HESA Instance SSR_HE_CREATEHESA Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, HESA
Returns Setup, Create
Instance


Run the process to create
HESA instance and Person
HESA Data records for new
matriculated students. You
can specify whether you
want to create records for
matriculated students of
a particular academic
institution, program, plan, or
subplan. In addition, you can
specify a date to have the
process generate records of
students who matriculated
on or after the specified date.


Person HESA Data SCC_HE_PERSON Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Add/Update a Person, Person
HESA Data


Update a Person HESA Data
record that the Create HESA
Instance created or manually
create a Person HESA Data
record. View, enter or
modify values for a person
that the system can use for
creating Student entity data
at the student level (for the
Student and ITT returns).
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
HESA Instance
Bundle 27
Page name has change
from HESA Instance
Data to HESA Instance.


SSR_HE_INSTANCE Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, HESA Instance
Details, HESA Instance


Alternatively, access Records
and Enrollment, Career and
Program Information,
Student Program/Plan,
Student Program and click
the HESA Instance link.


Update a HESA instance
record that the Create
HESA Instance created or
manually create a HESA
instance record.


Enter or modify values
that the system can use
for creating Instance,
Qualifications Awarded,
and RAE entity data at the
instance level (for the
Student return).


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating Student entity data
(for the ITT return)


View or edit the Year of
Student value that the
Calculate Year of Student
process has calculated.


View or override the FTE
value that the Calculate
Full-Time Equivalence
process has calculated.


Entry Profile
Bundle 27
Page name has change
from Entry Profile Data
to Entry Profile.


SSR_HE_ENTRPROFL Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, HESA Instance
Details, Entry Profile


Enter or modify values
that the system can use
for creating Student
return’s Entry Profile and
Qualifications entity data.


Further Education
Bundle 27
New


SSR_HE_FUR_EDU Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, HESA Instance
Details, Further Education


Enter or modify values that
the system can use for
creating FE-specific entities
and fields.


Calculate Year of Student SSR_HE_CALC_YRSTU Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Calculate Year of
Student


Calculate the Year of Student
values of all the active
HESA instance records
for a particular reporting
period. The system uses the
calculated value to derive the
Instance.YEARSTU field.


Calculate Full-Time
Equivalence


SSR_HE_CALC_FTE Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Calculate FTE


Calculate the FTE value
that represents the student’s
academic load for the
reporting period. The
system uses the calculated
value to derive the
Instance.STULOAD field.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
Advisor HESA Data SSR_HE_INST_ADV Curriculum Management,


Instructor/Advisor
Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table,
Advisor HESA Data


For an advisor, enter or
modify values that the
system can use for creating
the Student return’s RAE
Data entity.


Regional EXT_ORG_TBL_REG Campus Community,
Organization,
Create/Maintain
Organizations, Organization
Table, Regional


Enter or modify the value
that the system can use to
derive the Student.DEGEST
value (ITT return).


Degree Table SA_DEGREE_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Degree Table


Enter or modify the
value that the system
can use to derive the
Student.DEGTYPE value
(ITT return).


Setting Up Data Capture Rules
Access the Institution Data Capture page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,
Data Capture Setup).
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Institution Data Capture page


Create Fields Click to create a data capture record from the delivered data. When you click
this button, the system creates all the fields and, for each field, selects the check
boxes to indicate at which level the system captures data to derive the field.
After you have created a data capture record, use the Create Fields button to
add new fields that you have created using the Fields page. For example, you
have clicked the Create Fields button to create a data capture record. After
creating the data capture record, you create a new field using the Fields page.
To add this new field to the data capture record, click the Create Fields button.


Bundle 27
Documentation-only update — Not related to Bundle 27 code change:
The following note has been added:


Note. You must click the Create Fields button to add any new fields that have
been added as part of a bundle to make them available in data capture.
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Fixed Indicates whether you can configure the data capture levels or if the levels are
non-configurable (fixed).
You cannot select or clear the Fixed check box. If the system has not selected
the Fixed check box, you can clear or select the Include At check boxes.


Available At Indicates the level at which the system can derive the field value. You cannot
select or clear the Available At check boxes.


Include At Select or clear to indicate the level at which you want the system to capture
the field value.
As an initial default, the Include At check box appears selected for each level
where the field value can be captured. You can clear the Include At check
box to ensure that the field value cannot be entered at the corresponding
page of that level.
You can select or clear an Include At check box only if the corresponding
Available At check box is selected by the system. However, if the system
has selected the Fixed check box, you cannot select or clear the Include At
check boxes for the field.


Entering HESA Data for an Academic Program
Access the Program HESA Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Program Table, Program HESA Data).
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Program HESA Data page


The following table describes the type of data that you can enter in each group box:


Group Box Used for Entering
Program HESA Data Course entity fields and their associated values
Program Subject HESA Data CourseSubject entity field values
Program Instance HESA Data Instance entity fields and their associated values


Program Subject HESA Data
You can define a maximum of three subjects. The total percentage for the three subjects must equal 100.


HESA Subject Enter a value that the system will use to derive the CourseSubject.SBJCA field.


HESA Subject Percentage Enter a value that the system will use to derive the CourseSubject.SBJPCNT
field.
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ITT Subject Flag (Initial
Teacher Training subject
flag)


Select to indicate that the subject is an ITT subject. The system uses this check
box setting to derive the CourseSubject.ITTSUBJECT field.
The system enables the check box only if the HESA Subject is valid for
the ITT return. The valid SBJCA values for ITT return are available on
the HESA web site.


Entering HESA Data for a Program Offering and Program Year
Access the Program Offering/Year HESA page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Program Table, Program Offering/Year HESA).


Program Offering/Year HESA page


You can enter Instance entity field values in the Program Offering HESA Data and Program Year HESA
Data group boxes.


Entering HESA Data for an Academic Plan
Access the Plan HESA Data page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Plan
Table, Plan HESA Data).
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Plan HESA Data page


Use the Offshore Provision group box to enter field values for the Provision entity (Aggregate Offshore return).


Group boxes for the Student return on this page are similar to the group boxes on the Program HESA Data page.


You can use this page to enter Student return fields and corresponding values which you have not defined at
the program level. For example, you can use the Plan Subject HESA Data group box to define course subjects
at the Biology plan level instead of at the BS program level.


Course Title Optionally, enter a value that the system uses to derive the Course.CTITLE
field. If you do not enter a value, the system derives the Course.CTITLE value
from the plan description.


Report to HESA Select to include the plan in the Course or Provision entity. If you select this
check box for a plan, you cannot report data for its subplans.


Offshore Plan Select to display the Offshore Provision group box. If you select this check
box, the system includes the plan in the Aggregate Offshore return but does
not include the plan in the Student return.
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The system enables the ITT Subject Flag check box only if the HESA Subject is valid for the ITT return. The
valid SBJCA values for ITT return are available on the HESA web site.


Entering HESA Data for a Plan Offering and Plan Year
Access the Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Plan Table, Plan Offering/Year HESA).


Plan Offering/Year HESA page


Group boxes on this page are similar to the group boxes on the Program Offering/Year HESA page.


Use the Plan Offering/Year HESA page to enter fields and corresponding values that you did not define at the
subplan offering/year or program offering/year levels.


Entering HESA Data for a Subplan
Access the Sub-Plan HESA page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic SubPlan
Table, Sub-Plan HESA).
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Sub-Plan HESA page


The fields on this page are similar to the fields on the Plan HESA Data page.


The system disables the Report to HESA check box on the Sub-Plan HESA page if you selected the Report
to HESA check box for the parent plan on the Plan HESA Data page.


If you want to report values from the subplan level, use the Sub-Plan HESA page to enter the fields
and their corresponding values. For example, you can use the Sub-Plan HESA Data group box to
define the Course.COURSEAIM value at the Molecular Biology subplan level rather than defining the
Course.COURSEAIM value at the Biology plan level or the BS program level.


Select the Offshore Sub-Plan check box to display the Offshore Provision group box. If you select this check
box, the system includes the subplan in the Aggregate Offshore return but does not include the subplan in
the Student return.


The system enables the ITT Subject Flag check box only if the HESA Subject is valid for the ITT return. The
valid SBJCA values for ITT return are available on the HESA web site.
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Entering HESA Data for a Subplan Offering and Subplan Year
Access the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic SubPlan Table, Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA).


Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page


Group boxes on this page are similar to the group boxes on the Plan Offering/Year HESA page and Program
Offering/Year HESA page.


Use the Sub-Plan Offering/Year HESA page to enter fields and corresponding values that you did not define at
the plan offering/year or program offering/year levels.


Creating HESA Modules
Access the Create HESA Module Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns
Setup, Create Module).
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Create HESA Module Data page


The Create HESA Module Data process creates HESA Module Data records for active course offerings. The
HESA Module Data record is created with an effective date equal to the latest effective date of the course
offering record and the Report to HESA column set to Yes.


The process ignores course offerings that already have a corresponding HESA Module Data record.


Note. The Create HESA Module Data process does not allow you to create dummy module data records. Use
the HESA Dummy Module Data page to manually create a dummy module data record.


Processing Steps
The Create HESA Module Data process examines each distinct course offering record of the institution.


If you do not select a Reporting Period parameter, the process creates HESA Module Data records as described
in the following steps:


1. The process selects the current effective dated record of the course offering (that is, the process selects the
most recent effective dated record on or before system date). This is to check whether the course offering
is active at the time the process is run. For example, let us suppose two effective dated records exist for a
course offering CALCULUS 1. One is dated August 01, 2008 and the other is dated August 01, 2009. If
you run the Create HESA Module Data process on August 03, 2009, the process selects the CALCULUS 1
course offering record dated August 01, 2009.


2. If the selected course offering record status is inactive, the process does not create HESA Module Data
records.


3. If the selected course offering record is active:
a. The process selects the earliest active effective dated record for the course offering. For example, in


step 1 the process had selected a course offering record dated 02, August, 2009. If we assume that the
course offering CALCULUS 1 has also got effective dated records dated 01 July, 2008 and 01, July
2009, the process selects the record dated 01 July, 2008.


b. If a HESA Module Data record does not exist for the selected record, the process creates a new record
using the selected record. The process sets the Report to HESA value to Y.


c. If a HESA Module Data record exists, the process stops processing that course offering record.


If you select a Reporting Period parameter, the process creates new HESA Module Data records and new
effective dated rows for the reporting period as described in the following steps:


1. The process selects the earliest effective dated record relevant to the reporting period for the course
offering (that is, the process selects the earliest effective dated record between the reporting period start
and end dates). For example, let us suppose that the reporting period is 2008-09 and for a course offering
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General Accounting, two effective dated records exist. One is August 01, 2008 and the other is November
01, 2008. In this case, the process selects the course offering record dated August 01, 2008.
If an effective dated course offering record does not exist in the reporting period, then the process does
not process the record.


2. If the selected course offering record is active and:
a. If an existing HESA Module Data record does not exist, the process creates a new record using the


effective date of the selected course offering record. The process sets the Report To HESA value to Y.
b. If a HESA Module Data record exists with an effective date in the reporting period, the process


stops processing that record.
c. If a HESA Module Data record with an effective date after the reporting period exists, the process


updates the effective date of that record and any child field records using the effective date of
the selected course offering record.


d. If a HESA Module Data record with an effective date before the reporting period exists, the process
creates a new effective dated row using the HESA Module Data record and the effective date of the
selected course offering record. The process also copies any existing child Module field records of the
HESA Module Data record to the new effective dated HESA Module Data record.


3. If the selected course offering record is inactive, the process stops processing. Note that the process derives
the active and inactive status value from the parent Course Catalog record of the course offering.


Entering HESA Data for a Module
Access the HESA Module Data page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, HESA Module Details).


HESA Module Data page


In the HESA Module Data page:
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• Use the Module Data group box to enter Module and Student on Module entity fields and their associated
values.


• Use the Module Subjects group box to enter values that the system uses for deriving Module Subject
entity fields. You can enter a maximum of 16 subjects. The Subject/Cost Centre Percentage for all
module subject records must equal 100.


You can manually add a HESA Module Data record for a course offering using the HESA Module Data page
in add mode. However, if you want to create multiple HESA module data records for course offerings, use
the Create HESA Module Data process.


Entering HESA Data for a Dummy Module
Access the HESA Dummy Module Data page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, HESA Dummy
Module Details).


HESA Dummy Module Data page


You can manually add a HESA dummy module data record using the HESA Dummy Module Data page in
add mode. The system uses the HESA dummy module data record to create a dummy module in the Student
On Module entity. This dummy module represents the year of program for active Research and Placement
students who do not have any class enrollments


Creating HESA Instance and Person HESA Data
Records for Students
Access the Create HESA Instance page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, HESA Returns Setup,
Create Instance).
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Create HESA Instance page


The Create HESA Instance process examines student program/plan records and determines whether there is a
related HESA Instance record for a student. If a student does not have an Instance record, the process creates a
new HESA Instance record using the Effective Date of the MATR or ACTV row in the Student Program/Plan
stack record and sets the Report to HESA internal setting to Yes for the student. The process first selects the
MATR row and creates a HESA record with that effective date. If a MATR row does not exist, the process
selects the row with program action ACTV and creates a HESA record with that effective date.


The process automatically populates the Instance Identifier field value to the HESA Instance record. The
NUMHUS derivation logic considers the Instance Identifier value. The process also creates the Person HESA
Data record if it does not already exist for the student.


The process generates the Instance Identifier based on the Academic Career, Student Career Number, and Entry
Year of the student. The system determines the Entry Year based on the reporting period and the effective date
that is used to create the HESA Instance record. The system selects the Reporting Year value of the HESA
reporting period that the effective date falls within and uses the year value for Entry Year. For example, an
effective date of September 20, 2008 falls within the 2008/09 reporting period, which has a reporting year
value of 2008, so Entry Year would be 2008. If the student’s career details are Career = UGRD, Career Number
= 0, and effective date = September 20, 2008, then the process creates an Instance Identifier of UGRD02008.


Academic Career,
Academic Program,
Academic Plan, Academic
Sub-Plan


Select values as needed to generate the HESA Instance records for students
with the selected career, program, plan, or subplan.


Start Date Enter a date so that only students who matriculated on and after this date are
included by the process.
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Student Override


Student Override Select if you want to generate HESA Instance records for the IDs selected in
the EmplID field.
If you select the Student Override check box, the process ignores any values
entered in the Academic Career, Academic Program, Academic Plan ,
Academic Sub-Plan, and Start Date fields.


EmplID (employee ID) Enter the IDs of one or more students for whom the process must create
the Instance data.


Entering HESA Data for a Person
Access the Person HESA Data page (Campus Community, Personal Information, Add/Update a Person,
Person HESA Data).


Person HESA Data page


Use the Person HESA Data page to enter fields and their corresponding values at the student level.


You can manually add a Person HESA Data record using the Person HESA Data page in add mode. However,
if you want to create multiple Person HESA Data records with instance records, use the Create HESA
Instance process.


Entering HESA Instance Data for a Student
Access the HESA Instance page (Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, HESA Instance
Details, HESA Instance).
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HESA Instance page


Bundle 27
The following new fields are available to be defined for HESA instance in the Instance Details region:
• FEEREGIME
• GROSSFEE
• NETFEE
Also, existing fields specific to Further Education (FE), such as ADDSUPCT and CSTAT, have been
moved to the new Further Education page. See the following subsection “Entering Further Education
Data for a Student” for more information about the Further Education page.


This page is available for a student if you have created a HESA Instance record for the student. Use the Create
HESA Instance page to create HESA Instance records for a group of students. You can also manually create a
HESA Instance record for a student using the HESA Instance page in add mode.
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Instance Identifier Displays the value generated by the Create HESA Instance process when it
creates a HESA Instance record. You can manually enter or modify this value.
The system uses this value to derive the Instance.NUMHUS field (Student
return) and Student.NUMHUS field (ITT return).


Academic Plan Select the primary plan to be used for HESA reporting if the student has
more than one active plan.


Start Date of Instance Displays the date generated by the Create HESA Instance process. You can
manually enter or modify this value.
The system uses this value to derive the Instance.COMDATE (Student return)
and Student.COMDATE (ITT return).


Year of Student Displays the value generated by the Calculate Year of Student process. You
can manually enter or modify this value. The system uses this value to derive
the Instance.YEARSTU field (Student return) and Student.YEARSTU field
(ITT return).


Year Of Program Enter a value that the system uses to derive the Instance.YEARPRG field
(Student return) and Student.YEARPRG field (ITT return).


Linked Career and Linked
Career Number


Select a career to link this Instance to previous careers. The system treats all
the linked careers for a student as a single Instance for HESA reporting.


HIN Population Year Displays the value entered by the Import HIN Target List process. You can
edit the value, if required.
The Create Extract process uses the HIN Population Year value to determine
which Instance entities to include in the return. If the HIN Population
Year matches the reporting year of the reporting period, then the process
automatically includes the Instance entity of the student regardless of other
criteria (such as whether the Report To HESA is selected).
Examples of valid HIN Population Year values include 2008 (for 2008/09
reporting) and 2009 (for 2009/10 reporting).


Report To HESA Select to report the Instance to HESA. If the check box is cleared, the Create
Extract process does not create a return extract for the instance.


FTE Details


Calculated FTE Displays the value calculated by the Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process.


Override FTE Enter a value to override the Calculated FTE.


Report Zero Select to report zero in STULOAD rather than the Calculated FTE or Override
FTE values


Entering HESA Entry Profile Data for a Student
Access the Entry Profile page (Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, HESA Instance
Details, Entry Profile).
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Entry Profile page


Include Entry Profile Select if want an entry profile to be created when the Start Date of Instance is
before the start of the reporting period.
If the Start Date of Instance is in the reporting period, you need not select this
check box. The Extract process automatically creates an entry profile when the
Start Date of Instance is equal to or after the start date of the reporting period,
regardless of whether you select or clear this check box.


Note. The Create HESA Instance process clears the Include Entry Profile
check box, when it creates a new HESA instance record.


Imported Indicates whether the data was imported from UCAS.


Report To HESA Select to include the record in the Qualifications On Entry entity.


Note. If grades are not mapped to a particular qualification type on the Entry Qualification Mapping page,
then all the grades are available for a qualification type. If you have done a Entry Qualification mapping, the
lookup for the Grade field displays only the mapped grades for a type.


Entering Further Education Data for a Student
Bundle 27
New page for defining new and existing FE-specific fields.


Access the Further Education page (Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, HESA Instance
Details, Further Education).
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Further Education page


The system displays this page only if you have selected the Enable Further Education page check box on
the HESA Configuration page.
Bundle 27
The Further Education page provides the Employment Status region and the Funding
and Monitoring region for defining fields for the new entities: LearnerEmploymentStatus,
EmploymentStatusMonitoring, LearnerFAM , and LearnerDeliveryFAM.


Calculating Year of Student Values for Students
Access the Calculate Year of Student page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing,
Calculate Year of Student).
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Calculate Year of Student page


Increment Year of Program Select to increment the Year of Program value by one when the Calculate
Year of Student process creates a new effective dated HESA Instance record
for the reporting period.


Student Override Select to specify single or multiple students for whom the process should
calculate YEARSTU.


The process calculates the value that the system uses to derive the Instance.YEARSTU (Year of student on this
instance) field in the Student Return. The Instance.YEARSTU value is the number of reporting periods that
the student has been active in the instance (including linked previous instances).


The process examines student class enrollments and calculates the number of distinct reporting periods covered
by the enrollments. The process creates new effective dated HESA Instance records for the specified reporting
period. For example, if a student has a HESA Instance record with an effective date of August 1, 2007 and the
process runs for the 2008/09 reporting period, then the system creates a row with a new calculated YEARSTU
value and an effective date of August 1, 2008. This enables you to roll forward the HESA Instance records to a
new reporting period. If the student already has an effective dated record in the reporting period, then the
process updates the YEARSTU value of that record.


Note. The HESA Instance page displays the value that the Calculate Year of Student process has calculated.


Calculation Steps
The following steps describe how the Calculate Year of Student process selects records and calculates
YEARSTU from the selected records:


Step 1: Initial Selection of Records
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The process selects HESA Instance records that match the run parameters. For each distinct student career in
the HESA Instance records, it selects the latest record with an effective date on or before the reporting period
end date only if the Report to HESA setting = Y. If the selected record has Report to HESA setting = N, then
the process does not include the record in the calculation even if there are previous effective dated records with
the Report To HESA setting = Y. This means, the process selects HESA Instance records that either (a) started
prior to the reporting period and there is no effective dated row starting in the reporting period, or (b) started
in the reporting period. Depending on the calculated YEARSTU value, it treats the records differently for
update in the following steps.


If the latest student program record has a status of COMP and the effective date of that record is before
the beginning of the reporting period, then the process assumes that the career has been completed before
the reporting period (and has not been reactivated since completion) and the calculation of the YEARSTU
for the selected HESA Instance record is skipped.


The process logs a message for each record that is selected.


Step 2: Filter for Active Students


The Calculate Year of Student process calculates and stores a YEARSTU value only if the student has been
active in the current reporting period.


To determine the student has been active in the current reporting period, the process performs the following
steps:


• The process selects all activated terms for the student career.
• The process determines that the student is active in the current reporting period if there is at least one class


for any of the selected terms that satisfies the following conditions:
• Class Start Date is within the reporting period, or Class End Date is within the reporting period, or Class


Start Date is prior to the reporting period and Class End Date is after the reporting period.
• Status = Enrolled or Dropped.
• Units Taken value is greater than zero.
• Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with the


Year of Student check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
• Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region with


the Year of Student check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
• If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed


(that is, the same career value with different career numbers), then the process applies a further
filter to the class enrollments. In that case, the process selects the class only if the program value of
the enrollment record matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that
career and career number.


When the process considers class start and end dates for class enrollments where the Session = OEE (open
entry/exit), rather than selecting the class start/end dates, the process selects the values from the Student OEE
Enrollment Data record for the class enrollment. If the end date is not defined in Student OEE Enrollment
Data then the process uses the class end date. The start date is mandatory for a Student OEE Enrollment
Data record. Note that the process uses this same OEE logic when it examines class enrollments in the next
step (the next step is Step 3, Calculate YEARSTU).


The process does not consider previous linked careers because it assumes that linked careers will only have
been active prior to the current reporting period.
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In cases where the student has multiple careers, the process does not consider class enrollments that occur
before the effective date of the HESA Instance record unless the Instance is linked to a previous career. The
selection of activated terms considers only those terms that overlap the Instance, that is where the term begin
date is greater than the earliest effective date of the HESA Instance record. The only exception to this rule
is where a Linked Career and Career Number are defined for the HESA Instance record in which case the
process also considers terms related to that other career.


For each Instance where the student has not been active for the reporting period, the process logs a message
and the process skips to the next selected record.


For each active Instance, the process logs a message and calculates the total YEARSTU.


Note that this method of selection does not include active students who do not have any class enrollments (for
example, research students).


Step 3: Calculate YEARSTU


For each student who is active in the reporting period, the Calculate Year of Student process uses the following
selection method to calculate the year of student value: The process selects distinct activated terms for
the Student Career. If the Instance has been linked to a prior Student Career using the Linked Career and
Linked Career Number fields in the HESA Instance record, then the process also selects activated terms for
the previous career with enrollments.


From the selected terms, the student must have at least one class enrollment that satisfies the following
conditions:


• Class Start Date is within the reporting period, or Class End Date is within the reporting period, or Class
Start Date is prior to the reporting period and Class End Date is after the reporting period.


• Status = Enrolled or Dropped.


• Units Taken value is greater than zero.


• Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with the
Year of Student check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.


• Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region with the
Year of Student check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.


• If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed (that
is, the same career value with different career numbers), then the process applies a further filter to the class
enrollments. In that case, the process selects the class only if the program value of the enrollment record
matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that career and career number.


The process then finds out the distinct reporting periods where the class enrollment overlaps (the process
considers all delivered active or inactive reporting periods but does not consider any manually added reporting
periods). The count of these reporting periods is the year of student value. The process ignores any future
reporting periods, that is periods subsequent to the period selected as the run parameter. For example, if the
student has only been active in the current (that is, the period selected as the parameter) reporting period then
the YEARSTU value is 1, if the student has been active in 2 distinct reporting periods the YEARSTU value is 2.


Step 4: Store the Calculated YEARSTU


The Calculate Year of Student process stores the calculated YEARSTU value in the HESA Instance record
as follows.


If the most recent effective dated HESA Instance record has an effective date before the reporting period
start date:
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1. The process creates a new effective dated record using the reporting period start date. It copies all the
values of the existing record to the new record including child records.


2. The process sets the YEARSTU value to the calculated value.
3. If the Increment Year of Program parameter check box is selected and the existing record has a Year of


Program value greater than zero, the process increments the value by one in the new record.


If the HESA Instance record starts within the reporting period, the process inserts the calculated YEARSTU
value to the existing record.


The process logs a message to confirm the value has been calculated and stored.


Calculating Full-Time Equivalence for Students
Access the Calculate Full-Time Equivalence page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Calculate FTE).


Calculate Full-Time Equivalence page
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Student return’s Instance.STULOAD is expressed as a percentage of FTE. A student who has been studying
full-time for the reporting period has an FTE of 100. A student studying part-time has a value of less than 100
to represent the proportion of full-time study they have undertaken. For example, a student with half the load
of a full-time student has a FTE of 50.


An institution can calculate the FTE based on either class enrollments or program load depending on its
requirements.


An institution can define a calculation type of either Derive load from Modules (that is, calculation based on the
student’s class enrollments) or Derive load from Program (that is, calculation based on the FTE load defined
for the year or for the program, plan, and subplan) at each data capture level (for example, the Plan HESA Data
page for plan level). A default calculation type run parameter is also available to enable institutions to apply
the same calculation type to all students of a particular institution, career, or program without the need for
defining the calculation type against each program, plan, or subplan.


Academic Career Select a value to run the calculation process individually for each academic
career. This enables your institution to apply a different FTE calculation type,
academic calendars and full-time load to each distinct career.
Required to select an academic calendar or academic program.


Note. Do not select a value if you want to run the process for all academic
careers in an institution. You should run the process for all academic careers
only when the FTE Calculation Type is Derive load from Modules for all
records.


If the FTE Calculation Type is Derive load from Program for any record,
then you must select both academic career and academic calendar as the
run parameters.


Academic Calendar Select a value that the process uses for program calculation to determine the
start and end dates of terms associated with the calendar that fall within
the reporting period. The process uses these dates to apportion load for
discontinued students.
Required if the Default Calculation Type is Derive load from Program.


Default FTE Calculation
Type


Select a default value that the process uses if a calculation type is not defined
for the program, plan, or subplan related to the HESA Instance record. Values
include Derive load from Modules and Derive load from Program.


Maximum Calculated
Value


Enter the maximum FTE value that the process can calculate. This field
enables you to cap the calculated value to a maximum value, typically 100 for
full-time students.


Consider Sub-Plans Select to have the process consider subplan HESA records to determine FTE
calculation type and FTE load. You can select a calculation type and enter an
FTE load in the Sub-Plan HESA Data page or the Sub-Plan Offering/Year
HESA page.


Include Dropped Classes Select to have the process consider class enrollments with a status of Dropped
along with class enrollments with a status of Enrolled.


Increment Year of Program Select to have the existing Year of Program value increase by one when the
Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process creates a new effective dated HESA
Instance record for the reporting period.
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Apportion Module Load Select to have the process reduce the load of class enrollments for students
who have discontinued, left, or cancelled.
The process considers the selection or de-selection of this check box only
when the derived calculation type is Derive Load from Modules. The process
always reduces the load for discontinuation if the calculation type is Derive
load from Program.


Student Override Select to specify single or multiple students for whom the process should
calculate FTE.


Note. If you want to use calculation type or FTE load values at Offering or Year levels, then you must
ensure that the Year of Program values in HESA Instance records are verified and updated before the FTE
calculation process is run.


The process determines the calculation type from the student’s year, program, plan, or subplan. If no values
exist in the data capture pages, it uses the default calculation type run parameter. After the process determines
the calculation type, the calculation is done based on either the FTE Load defined in the data capture pages
or class enrollments. For calculation based on program load, an adjustment is made if the student has
discontinued before the end of the academic calendar.


The process initially selects each HESA Instance record that matches the process parameters. It selects the
latest effective dated record with an Effective Date on or before the reporting period end date only if the
Report to HESA setting = Y. If the selected record has Report to HESA setting = N, then the process does not
include the record in the calculation even if previous effective dated records exist with the Report To HESA
setting = Y. For each selected Instance, the process determines if the related Academic Career has at least
one activated term overlapping the reporting period or at least one class enrollment overlapping the reporting
period. If the relevant activated term or class enrollment does not exist for the student, then the process
logs a message and skips processing the instance.


While determining if any classes overlap the reporting period, if the class enrollment has a Session = OEE
(open entry/exit), rather than selecting the class start/end dates, the process selects the values from the Student
OEE Enrollment Data record for the class enrollment. If the end date is not defined in Student OEE Enrollment
Data then the process uses the class end date. The start date is mandatory for a Student OEE Enrollment Data
record. Note that the process uses this same OEE logic when it examines class enrollments in the following
step 3, If the FTE calculation type is Derive load from Modules.


Calculation Steps
The following steps describe how for each selected instance the Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process
calculates the FTE for the specified reporting period run parameter:


Step 1: Determine the Academic Career details


The process selects the following values from the associated academic career by selecting the most recent
effective dated Student Program/Plan records that start on or before the reporting period end date:


• Academic Program
• Academic Load (Approved Academic Load)
• Academic Plan
• Academic Subplan


If multiple plans exist, then the process refers to the HESA Instance record to determine which plan to use. If
plan is not defined, then it uses the plan with the lowest Plan Sequence value.
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If multiple subplans exist with the Report to HESA setting = Y, then the process selects the subplan with the
most recent Declare Date within the reporting period. If multiple records exist with the same Declare Date,
then the process selects the record with the lowest subplan code ordered alphabetically.


Step 2: Determine the FTE Calculation Type and FTE Load


After selecting the program, academic load, plan and subplan, the Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process
selects the Year of Program (YEARPRG) value from the HESA Instance record . The process determines
the FTE Calculation Type and FTE Load in the following sequence:


1. If Consider Sub-Plans run parameter is selected and the HESA Sub-Plan Offering Year contains the
selected subplan, academic load, and year of program, then the process selects the FTE values from the
HESA Sub-Plan Offering Year.


2. If Consider Sub-Plans run parameter is selected and the HESA Sub-Plan Offering contains the selected
subplan and academic load, then the process selects the FTE values from the HESA Sub-Plan Offering.


3. If Consider Sub-Plans run parameter is selected and the HESA Sub-Plan contains the selected subplan,
then the process selects FTE values from the HESA Sub-Plan.


4. If the HESA Plan Offering Year contains the selected plan, academic load and year of program, then the
process selects the FTE values from the HESA Plan Offering Year.


5. If the HESA Plan Offering contains the selected plan and academic load, then the process selects FTE
values from the HESA Plan Offering.


6. If the HESA Plan contains the selected plan, then the process selects FTE values from the HESA Plan.
7. If the HESA Program Offering Year contains the selected program, academic load, and year of program,


then the process selects FTE values from the HESA Program Offering Year.
8. If the HESA Program Offering contains the selected program and academic load, then the process selects


FTE values from the HESA Program Offering.
9. If the HESA Program contains the selected program, then the process selects the FTE values from the


HESA Program.
10. The process selects the Default Calculation Type run parameter value and sets the FTE Load to either


100 (if the calculation type is Derive load from Program) or zero (if calculation type is Derive load
from Modules).


The following validations apply to the sequence of steps:


• If the process finds the FTE Calculation Type in any of the steps, it stops processing the subsequent steps.
If the FTE Load is not defined, then the process retrieves the Calculation Type from that step, and load is
set to zero. For example, in step 3, if the process finds out that the FTE Calculation Type value exists but
the FTE Load value does not exist on the HESA Sub-Plan page, then it sets the FTE Load value as zero.


• If YEARPG value is zero or null in the HESA Instance record, then the process does not perform steps
that match to Offering Years (Steps 1, 4, and 7).


• The FTE Load value is only required if the calculation type is Derive load from Program. If you selected
the calculation type as Derive load from Modules on the data capture page, then the process automatically
sets the FTE Load value as zero.


For each record, the process logs a message indicating the derived FTE Calculation Type and the step that
derived the value. .


Step 3: If the FTE calculation type is Derive load from Modules


The Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process selects class enrollments for the student as described in the
following steps:
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1. The process selects activated terms for the Student Career.
2. From each selected term, it selects classes that satisfy the following conditions:


• Class Start Date is within the reporting period, or Class End Date is within the reporting period, or Class
Start Date is prior to the reporting period and Class End Date is after the reporting period.


• Status = Enrolled or Status = Dropped (if the Include Dropped Modules check box is selected on the
Calculate Full-Time Equivalence page).


• Units Taken value is greater than zero.
• Grading basis value matches one of the values defined in the Grading Basis Inclusion region with the


FTE check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
• Repeat Code value is null or does not match a value defined in the Repeat Code Exclusion region with


the FTE check box selected on the HESA Configuration page.
• If the student has multiple careers with the same Academic Career value as the career being processed


(that is, the same career value with different career numbers), then the process applies a further
filter to the class enrollments. In that case, the process selects the class only if the program value of
the enrollment record matches one of the program values in the Student Program records for that
career and career number.


For each class enrollment, the process finds the associated Module HESA Data record that contains the
relevant Course ID/Course Offering Number. The process considers the most recent effective dated record
where the effective date is not after the reporting period end date.


The process determines the FTE field value for the Module (from Module HESA Data). This value is the
class FTE value (that is, Module FTE = Class FTE). If the FTE field value for the Module is not defined,
then the process determines the value as zero (that is, Class FTE = 0).


If the Class Start Date is before the Reporting Period Start Date or if the Class End Date is after the Reporting
Period End Date (that is, class overlaps more than one reporting period):


1. Determine the total class days from Class Start Date to Class End Date.


2. Determine the total student days for the reporting period as the number of days from the Class Start Date
or Reporting Period Start Date (whichever is the latest) until the Class End Date or Reporting Period
End Date (whichever is the earliest).


3. Updated Class FTE = (student days in reporting period / total class days) * Class FTE


4. If the load has been reduced (that is, total student days is less than total class days), log a message
indicating that the load for that Course Offering has been reduced.


If the class enrollment status = Enrolled, then the process reduces module load where the student has
discontinued or withdrawn, as described in the following steps:


1. The process selects the most recent effective dated row in the Student Program record with effective
date on or before the reporting period end date.


2. If the Apportion Module Load run parameter is selected and the Student Program status is Discontinued
(DC) or Leave of Absence (LA) or Cancelled (CN), then the process reduces the module FTE as described
in the following steps to reflect an early leaving date:
a. The process determines the Student Leave Date as the effective date of the selected Student Program


plan record.
b. The process determines the Term End Date of the class enrollment.
c. If the Student Leave Date is null or on or after the Term End Date, then the process does not reduce the


load. The process includes the full load in the total calculation.
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d. If the Student Leave Date is before the Class End Date, the process reduces the load described as
follows:
— Determine the total student days in the reporting period from Class Start Date or Reporting Period
Start Date (whichever is the latest) until the Student Leave Date (not including the day of the leave
date in the total).
— Determine the total class days in the reporting period from the Class Start Date or the reporting
period start date (whichever is the latest) to Class End Date or Reporting Period End Date (whichever
is the earliest) .
— Determine the Class FTE = (student days / class days) * Class FTE.
— If the load has been reduced (that is, total student days is less than total class days), then log a
message to indicate that the load for that Course Offering has been reduced.


If the parameter Apportion Module Load is not selected or status is not DC, LA, or CN, adjustment to the load
for the class enrollment is not required.


If the class enrollment status = Dropped, then the process reduces module load for dropped classes based
on drop date as described in the following steps:


1. The process determines the Class Drop Date from the class enrollment record.
2. If the Class Drop Date is in the reporting period and before the Class End Date, the process reduces


the load described as follows:
a. Determine the total student days from Class Start Date or Reporting Period Start Date (whichever is the


latest) until the Class Drop Date (not including the day of the drop date in the total).
b. Determine the total class days from Class Start Date or Reporting Period Start Date (whichever is the


latest) to Class End Date or Reporting Period End Date (whichever is the earliest)
c. Determine the Class FTE = (student days / class days) * Class FTE


If the Class Drop Date is not in the reporting period and before the Class End Date, no reduction is required.
Note that the process reduces the load for dropped classes regardless of whether the Apportion Module
Load run parameter is selected or cleared.


Calculated FTE = total of the individual module FTE values for each class enrollment (that is, FTE for each
Module HESA Data record) with adjustments for discontinuation as mentioned above.


The process logs a message confirming the calculated FTE values.


Step 4: If FTE Calculation Type is Derive load from Program


The Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process uses the derived FTE Load as described in the following steps:


1. The process selects the most recent effective dated row in the Student Program record with effective
date on or before the reporting period end date.


2. If the status is not Discontinued (DC), Leave of Absence (LA) or Cancelled (CN), then the Calculated
FTE = FTE Load.


3. If the status is Discontinued (DC), Leave of Absence (LA), or Cancelled (CN), the process apportions the
load according to date of discontinuation/leave/withdrawal as described in the following steps:
a. The process determines the full teaching period for the Academic Calendar with reference to each of the


terms associated with the calendar and the reporting period (that is the term is associated with Academic
Calendar run parameter and the Term Begin Date falls in the reporting period). Then, the process sets
Teaching Start Date = the earliest Term Begin Date and Teaching End Date = the latest Term End Date.
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b. The process determines the Student Days as being from the Teaching Start Date until the Effective Date
of the discontinuation, leave of absence or withdrawal.


c. The process determines the Teaching Days as being from the Teaching Start Date to the Teaching
End Date


d. Calculated FTE = FTE Load * (Student Days / Teaching Days)
e. The process logs a message indicating the calculated FTE value after discontinuation or leave of


absence.


Step 5: Store the Calculated FTE


The Calculate Full-Time Equivalence process stores the calculated FTE in the HESA Instance record as
described in the following steps:


1. If the Maximum Calculated Value run parameter value is specified and the Calculated FTE value is
greater than the parameter value, then the process replaces the Calculated FTE value with the Maximum
Calculated Value when the value is stored in the HESA Instance record.


2. If the most recent effective dated HESA Instance record has an effective date before the reporting period
start date, the process performs the following steps:
a. The process creates a new effective dated record using the Reporting Period Start Date.
b. If the Increment Year of Program run parameter is selected and the existing record has a Year of


Program value, then the process increments the Year of Program value by one in the new record.
3. The process selects the most recent effective dated HESA Instance record that starts on or before the


reporting period end date (that is, the process selects either the newly created record above or the existing
record that starts within the reporting period).


4. If there is an existing FTE record for the reporting period (in PS_SSR_HE_INST_FTE), the process
updates the Calculated FTE value of the existing record. The process retains any existing Override
FTE and Report Zero setting values.


5. If FTE record does not exist for the reporting period, the process creates a new FTE record using the
Reporting Period and Calculated FTE values. It sets the Override FTE value to zero and the Report Zero
setting is not selected. The process uses the Override FTE value only if the value is greater than zero. The
Report Zero check box is provided in the HESA Instance page to allow a zero override to be applied to the
extract. If the calculated FTE values is greater than 100 and the institution wants the return STULOAD as
100, then you can use the HESA Instance page to manually add an Override FTE value of 100.


Entering HESA Advisor Data for a Student
Access the Advisor HESA Data page (Curriculum Management, Instructor/Advisor Information,
Instructor/Advisor Table, Advisor HESA Data).
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Advisor HESA Data page


You can enter a maximum of three RAE Units of Assessment. The total percentage for the three subjects
must equal 100.


Entering DEGEST Value
Access the Regional page (Campus Community, Organization, Create/Maintain Organizations, Organization
Table, Regional).


Previous Degree
Establishment


Enter a value that the system can use derive the Student.DEGEST value
for ITT Return


Entering DEGTYPE Value
Access the Degree Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Degree Table).


Previous Degree Type Enter a value that the system can use to derive the Student.DEGTYPE value
for ITT return.


Preparing for Generating DLHE Return
This section provides an overview of processing DLHE return and discusses how to:


• Identify the DLHE target population.


• Import POPDLHE survey target list.


• Add, view, and update surveys.


Understanding Preparing for Generating DLHE Return
For Student, Offshore, and ITT returns, an academic institution collects most of the data from the data capture
pages. For DLHE returns, an institution collects most of the return data by conducting a survey of the students.


An academic institution can create a DLHE survey return either from their student data or by importing
the POPDLHE file. There are numerous ways through which an institution can collect survey data from
students, for example:
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• By asking the student to complete the online survey.
• By conducting a telephone survey and entering the survey details on behalf of the student.
• By asking the student to complete and return a paper questionnaire and then enter the survey details on


behalf of the student.


The following diagram illustrates how an institution can process the DLHE survey.


Example for processing the DLHE survey
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See Also
Setting Up a HESA Return section in this chapter


PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, (GBR) Using DLHE Self-Service Survey


Pages Used to Prepare for Generating DLHE Return
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Identify DLHE Target
Population


SSR_HE_TARPOP Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting,
Destination of Leavers,
Identify Target Population


Run the process to examine
student records for inclusion
in a DLHE survey.


Import POPDLHE Survey
Target List


SSR_HE_IMP_TPOP Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting,
Destination of Leavers,
Import Target Population


Run the process to import
the target list (POPDLHE)
and create/update DLHE
survey records.


Survey Management SSR_HE_SURV_MGMT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting,
Destination of Leavers,
Survey Management


Allows users to retrieve
existing survey records,
update the record, navigate
to further detailed survey
pages, navigate to the
self-service survey pages
or navigate to add a new
survey.


Add a Survey SSR_HE_SURV_ADD Click the Add Survey button
on the Survey Management
page.


Supplementary page to allow
users to manually add a new
survey record.


Survey Details SSR_HE_SURV_DTLS Click the Details button on
the Survey Management
page.


Supplementary page to view
further details of a survey
and to add or update coded
values required for the
HESA extract.


Identifying DLHE Target Population
Access the Identify DLHE Target Population page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Destination
of Leavers, Identify Target Population).
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Identify DLHE Target Population page


Survey Select the DLHE Survey translate values of April or January.


Use the Student Override region to specify single or multiple students for whom the process determines
eligibility for including in the DLHE survey.


Processing Steps
The process selects student careers whose latest HESA Instance record has Report to HESA = Y.


For each distinct student career for the institution, the process derives the following fields and includes the
student in the survey if all of the following criteria are met.


Field Derivation Criteria for the Student
End Date of Instance
(Instance.ENDDATE)


The derived value should fall on or between the Qualifying Start Date and the
Qualifying End Date for the survey. For the April Survey, the Instance.ENDDATE
is between 01-AUG-YYYY and 31-DEC-YYYY, where YYYY is the year
element from the start date of the reporting period. For the January Survey, the
Instance.ENDDATE is between 01-JAN-YYYY and 31-JUL-YYYY, where YYYY is
the year element from the end date of the reporting period.


Mode of Study
(Instance.MODE)


The derived value should not equal 63 or 64 or


MODE is 63 or 64 and QUAL begins with D or L.
Location of Study
(Instance.LOCSDY)


The derived value is null or not S (The value S means that the student is studying
abroad and is included in the Student record because the student has spent or will
spend more than 8 weeks in UK).
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Field Derivation Criteria for the Student
Exchange Programmes
(Instance.EXCHANGE)


The derived value is null or is not one of the following incoming exchange student
codes:


• 2 (Incoming TEMPUS student)


• 4 (Other incoming exchange or visiting student)


• 8 (Incoming LLP ERASMUS student)


• 9 (Incoming LLP COMENIUS student)


• A (Incoming ERASMUS MUNDUS student)


• Z (Student studying mainly overseas as part of a collaboration)
Qualification Awarded (QUAL) There must be is at least one derived QUAL value that has a code that is not null or


NULL ERROR and is not one of the following:


For Intercalated degrees: H24 (First degree with honours on the intercalated pattern)


For awards for visiting students:


• L91 (Visiting research students at levels D or L, with formal or informal credit)


• M91 (Visiting taught students at levels E or M, with formal or informal credit)


• H91 (Visiting students at level H, with formal or informal credit)


• I91 (Visiting students at level I, with formal or informal credit)


For Post-registration health and social care awards:


• M76 (Post-registration health and social care qualification at level M)


• H76 (Post-registration health and social care qualification at level H other than a
first degree with honours)


• I76 (Post-registration health and social care qualification at level I other than an
ordinary (non-honours) first degree)


• J76 (Post-registration health and social care qualification at level J)


For professional qualifications for serving schoolteachers:


• M72 (Post-registration education qualification at level M other than a masters
degree for serving schoolteachers)


• H72 (Professional qualification at level H for serving schoolteachers other than a
first degree with honours)


• I72 (Professional qualification at level I for serving schoolteachers)


For awards of credit:


• D90 (Advanced supervised research at level D for institutional credit)


• E90 (Advanced taught study at level E for institutional credit)


• L90 (Advanced supervised research at level L for institutional credit)
Reason for Ending Instance
(Instance,RSNEND)


The derived value is not 5.


The following table describes how the process derives the fields listed in the preceding table.
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Field Derivation Logic
End Date of Instance
(Instance.ENDDATE)


Values are derived for this field as per the Student return.


Mode of Study (Instance.MODE) Values are derived for this field as per the Student return.
Year of Program
(Instance.YEARPRG)


A value for this field is derived to derive Instance.LOCSDY and
Instance.EXCHANGE.


Value is derived for YEARPRG as per the Student return, except the field derivation
rules (relating to REDUCEDI and Country) and the use of default and null error steps.


Course Identifier
(Instance.COURSEID)


To derive Instance.LOCSDY and Instance.EXCHANGE, the system needs to
determine whether the Instance.COURSEID is based upon a subplan or plan.


Location of Study
(Instance.LOCSDY)


Values are derived for this field as per the Student Return, except the field derivation
rule (relating to REDUCEDI) and the constant, default and null error steps.


Exchange Programmes
(Instance.EXCHANGE)


Values are derived for this field as per the Student Return, except the field derivation
rule (relating to REDUCEDI, COURSEAIM and Country) and without the constant,
default and null error steps.


Qualification Awarded
(QualificationsAwarded.QUAL)


Values are derived for this field as per the Student Return, except that this value is
derived for all records.


Reason for Ending Instance
(Instance.RSNEND)


Values are derived for this field as per the Student Return, except the Student Program
record selected in Step 1 is where the Effective Date is on or before the reporting
period end date and a value is derived irrespective of the REDUCEDI value.


Survey Creation
If all the selection criteria are met, then the process either creates a new survey record for the student or, if
a record already exists, updates the record. The Survey Source is set to I. If the student has multiple career
records then potentially the student may be picked up more than once by the selection logic for inclusion. In
that case, the process creates multiple survey records for the distinct careers and logs a message. You must
review the survey records and exclude any unwanted survey records by setting the survey status to Duplicate.


Importing POPDLHE Survey Target List
Access the Import POPDLHE Survey Target List page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Destination
of Leavers, Import Target Population).
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Import POPDLHE Survey Target List page


Survey Select the DLHE Survey translate values of April or January.


XML Path/File Name Enter the file path and file name that you want the system to import.


Add Attachment Click to browse to the XML file that HESA provides, and click Upload. You
can browse your local drive and select a file.


Note. The upload process creates a files subdirectory to store and process
the XML file. This subdirectory is created in the server directory location
that is specified in the PS_SERVDIR system parameter in the Application
Server/Process Scheduler configuration file psappsrv.cfg/psprcs.cfg. Ensure
that PS_SERVDIR is set up with an appropriate value in the configuration file
and that users have the correct permission to access the files subdirectory.


Use the Student Override region to specify single or multiple students for whom the process imports the
DLHE record and creates a survey.


Processing Steps
The import process creates or updates records for a single survey selected as a parameter. If the POPDLHE file
provided by HESA contains records for multiple surveys (for example, APR and JAN), then the process should
be run twice for the same XML. It should be run once for each survey.


The process clears existing staging table records, opens the XML file and imports records into the staging table.


Only records with the CENSUS value that matches the DLHE survey parameter value of APR or JAN are
loaded.


If you provide the Student Override parameter value, then the process imports into the staging table only the
records where the OWNSTU value matches one of the specified EMPLID (person ID) values.


For each staging record, the process matches to a single HESA Instance record based upon the following values:


• Academic Institution
• EMPLID: from OWNSTU in the target list record.
• Instance Identifier: from NUMHUS in the target list record.
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If the process finds multiple HESA instance records, it selects the most recent effective dated record. For each
HESA instance record, it selects the most recent effective dated record on or before the reporting period end
date. If there is no existing survey for the combination of Institution, EMPLID, Academic Career, Student
Career Number, Return Name and DLHE Survey, then the process creates a new record. The process then sets
the Survey Source to P. If there is an existing survey, it updates the record.


Adding, Viewing, and Updating Surveys
Access the Survey Management page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Destination of Leavers,
Survey Management).


Survey Management page


The Survey Management page enables users to retrieve existing survey records and either update the record
on the page, navigate to a further detailed survey update page, navigate to the self-service DLHE Survey
pages, or navigate to add a new survey.


Survey Status Select the current status value of the survey from the possible translate values
defined as Coded, Duplicate, Excluded, New, Saved or Submitted.


Source Select the source translate values of the survey.


Survey Method Select the method of data collection.


Details Click to access the Survey Details page where you can review further details
of the survey and add codes where required.


Enter Survey Click to access the self-service Enter DLHE Survey page of the student where
you can update the survey on behalf of the student.


Add Survey Click to access the Add a Survey page where you can add a new survey record.


You can use the Survey Management page to edit the surveys created by the processes (Import POPDLHE
Survey Target List or Identify DLHE Target Population) or manually created.


Self-service Enter DLHE Survey page
Note that students can access this self-service page from the Student Center page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Self Service 9.0 PeopleBook, (GBR) Using DLHE Self-Service Survey
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When a student accesses this page from the Student Center page, the I do not wish to give this information
check box is not available for salary information (Section B). However, when you access the page using the
Enter Survey button, the same check box is available.


Adding a Survey
Access the Add a Survey page (Click the Add Survey button on the Survey Management page).


Add a Survey page


Survey Select the survey translate value for the April or January survey.


ID Select person ID of the student for which the survey should be created.


Academic Career Select the career for the selected person ID.


You can use this page to create a new survey rather than using the Import POPDLHE Survey Target List or
Identify DLHE Target Population processes. The student must have a HUSID external system ID before you
can add a survey. A HUSID ID type must be entered in the External System field of the HESA Configuration
page.


Viewing or Updating Survey Details
Access the Survey Details page (Click the Details button on the Survey Management page).
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Survey Details page (1 of 2)


Survey Details page (2 of 2)


You can use the Survey Details page to view further details of a particular survey record and to add or update
coded values required for the HESA extract of survey data.


Survey Status Select the current status value of the survey from the possible translate values
defined as Coded, Duplicate, Excluded, New, Saved or Submitted.


Survey Method Select the method of data collection.


Newly Qualified Teacher
Status


The system selects or clears this check box based on the derived or imported
Course.TTCID value. If the Course.TTCID value is 1, then the system
automatically selects this check box.
If required, you can manually select or clear this check box.
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Employment Circumstances
The Employment Circumstances region displays the survey responses provided for key employment questions
that are then used in coding of the survey prior to submission to HESA. The system enables this region if
the student has selected either check box 1 (Working full-time) or check box 2 (Working part-time) under
Activities for Q1 in the survey, that is SSR_HE_ALLACT1 = 1 or SSR_HE_ALLACT2 = 2. If neither check
box is selected, then the system disables the Employment Circumstances region.


Q3 – Job Title Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 3 (JOBTITLE) on the
survey. If required, you can manually edit the value.


Q4 – Job Duties Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 4 (JOBDUTIES) on
the survey. If required, you can manually edit the value.


Occupational Classification Select the SOCDLHE coded value based upon the answers provided in
Questions 3 and 4 on the survey.


Postdoctoral Research
Contract


Select the POSTDOC coded value based upon the answers provided in
Questions 3 and 4 on the survey.


Q11 - Town/City/Area Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 11 on the
survey (LOCEMP_AREA) relating to the town/area/country of his or her
employment. If required, you can manually edit the value.


Q11 - Postcode (UK Only) Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 11 on the survey
relating to the postcode of his or her UK employment. If required, you can
manually edit the value.


Q11 - Country Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 11 on the survey
relating to the country code of his or her UK employment.


Employment Country Select the coded country value if no UK postcode has been provided by the
student in Question 11 on the survey.


Further Study
The Further Study region displays the survey responses provided for key further study questions that are used
in the coding of the survey prior to submission to HESA. The system enables this region if the student has
selected either check box 5 (Engaged in full-time further study…) or check box 6 (Engaged in part-time further
study…) under Activities for Q1 in the survey, that is SSR_HE_ALLACT5 = 5 or SSR_HE_ALLACT6 = 6. If
neither check box is selected, then the system disables the Further Study region.


Q25 - Course Name Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 25 (CRSENAME) on
the survey. If required, you can manually edit the value.


Q26 - Subject Area Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 26 (CRSESBJ) on the
survey. If required, you can manually edit the value.


JACS Subject Select the JACS coded value based on the answers provided in Question
25 and 26 on the survey.


Q27 - Institution Name Displays the answer provided by the student to Question 27 (INSTNAME)
on the survey.


Institution Providing Study Select the UCPROV coded value based on the answers provided in Question
27 on the survey.
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Generating a HESA Return and Creating a Return File
This section provides an overview of generating a HESA return and creating a return file and discusses how to:


• Import the HIN Target List.


• Generate a HESA extract.


• Review the extract data.


• Create a XML return file.


• Validate a XML return file.


• Create a DLHE return file.


Understanding Generating a HESA Return and
Creating a Return File
After entering the data that you want to report to HESA at the various data capture levels, use the Create
Extract process to generate the HESA return data. The return data is composed of extracts of various entities.


Before you generate the return data file, you can use the Extract Data pages to review and edit the HESA
extracts that the Create Extract process generates.


After reviewing the return data for the Student, Offshore and ITT returns, use the Create XML Application
Engine (SSR_HE_GXML) process to produce the XML file and for DLHE, use the Create DLHE File
Application Engine (SSR_HE_DLHE) process to produce the csv file. After the process generates the XML
file, validate the file using the Validate XML Application Engine (SSR_HE_VXML) process. You can review
the errors reported by the Validate XML process, correct the errors, and rerun the extract process using the
same or revised extract criteria. You can also validate the XML files using the HESA Validation Kit. The
HESA Validation Kit generates an error file that you can import into a Campus Solutions staging table. Once
the records are imported, re-run the Create Extract process just for those records with validation errors. You
can review these error records using the Extract Data pages, correct the errors, and rerun the extract process
using the same or revised extract criteria.


When the full return passes the HESA validation, submit the XML file to HESA.


Note. You must run the Create HESA Instance process before running the Create Extract process.


After the academic institution has submitted the Student return, HESA provides a target list for the next
reporting period. This target list includes all instances that are incomplete or not reported as dormant in the
current reporting period. HESA requires that an Instance entity be reported for all these students in the next
reporting period. Use the Import HIN Target List File Application Engine (SSR_HE_IMPHI) process to import
the target list and select the HESA Instance records that must be included in the next year’s Student return.
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Pages Used to Generate a HESA Return and Create a Return File
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Import HIN Target List File SR_HE_HIN_RC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Import HIN
Target List File


Import the target list and
select the HESA Instance
records that the institution
must include in the next
year’s Student return.


Create Extract Data SSR_HE_EXT_PRC_RC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Create Extract


Generate return data.


Refer to the (GBR) HESA
Field Derivation appendix
in this PeopleBook for
information about how the
Create Extract process
derives values for the entities
and fields.


Institution Extract Data SSR_HE_INSTITU_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Institution Extract Data


Review the Institution entity
data that the Create Extract
process generates. You can
review the Institution entity
data for Aggregate Offshore,
Student, DLHE, and ITT
returns.


DLHE Extract Data SSR_HE_DLHE_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, DLHE Survey Data


Review the Survey entity
data that the Create Extract
process generates.


Module Extract Data SSR_HE_MOD_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Module Extract Data


Review the Module and
Module Subject entity data
that the Create Extract
process generates.


Course Extract Data SSR_HE_CRS_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Course Extract Data


Review the Course and
Course Subject entity data
that the Create Extract
process generates.


Student Extract Data SSR_HE_STUD_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Student Extract Data


Review the data that the
Create Extract process
generates for a student.


Instance Extract Data SSR_HE_INST_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Student Extract Data,
Instance Extract Data


Review the Instance, Student
On Module, Entry Profile,
Qualifications On Entry,
Qualifications Awarded,
and RAE entity data that
the Create Extract process
generates for a student.


Provision Extract Data SSR_HE_PROV_EXT Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, Provision Extract Data


Review the Provision
entity data that the Create
Extract process generates
for a student’s Aggregate
Offshore return.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
ITT Extract Data SR_HE_ISTUD_EX Records and Enrollment,


HESA Reporting, Extract
Data, ITT Extract Data


Review the Student and
Course Subject entity data
that the Create Extract
process generates for a
student’s ITT return.


HESA Extract XML SSR_HE_GXML_RC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Create XML


Create the XML file for
HESA submission.


HESA Validate XML SSR_HE_VXML_RC Records and Enrollment,
HESA Reporting, Extract
Processing, Validate XML


Validate the XML file
generated by the Create
XML process.


Importing the HIN Target List
Access the Import HIN Target List File page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing,
Import HIN Target List File).


Import HIN Target List File page


Before you run the process, ensure the following exist:


• HESA Instance records. These record contain the HIN Population Year field to store the reporting year
value.


• Instance Identifier values in the HESA Instance records must match the NUMHUS values in the target
list file.


• EMPLID values must match the OWNSTU values in the target list.


Increment Year of Program Select to increment the Year of Program value by one when the Import HIN
Target List File process creates a new effective dated HESA Instance record
for the reporting period.
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The Import HIN Target List File process sets the HIN Population Year of the instance records to the reporting
year value of the reporting period parameter. This enables the Create Extract process to identify the instance
records for the next reporting year. For example, when you run the Import HIN Target List File process
with a reporting period parameter set to 2009/10, the process sets a student’s HIN Population Year to 2009.
Subsequently, when you run the Create Extract process for the reporting period 2009/10, the HIN Population
Year of the student matches the reporting year of the reporting period, and therefore the Create Extract process
automatically includes the Instance entity of the student regardless of other criteria.


The following steps describe the Import HIN Target List File process:


1. The Import HIN Target List File process imports the target list into the staging tables.
2. For each staging record, the process finds HESA Instance records in Campus Solutions database by


matching the academic institution (provided as the run parameter), EMPLID (provided as OWNSTU in
the target list record), and Instance Identifier (provided as NUMHUS in the target list record). This may
mean multiple records are picked up for the same Instance Identifier.


3. The process logs messages for those records that do not have a matching HESA Instance record. The
process retains the unmatched record in the staging table.


4. If the most recent effective dated HESA Instance record has an effective date before the reporting period
start date:
a. The Import HIN Target List File creates a new effective dated record using the reporting period


start date.
b. The process sets the HIN Population Year to the reporting year value of the reporting period parameter.
c. If the Increment Year of Program run parameter is selected and the existing record has a Year of Program


value greater than zero, then the process increments the year of program by one in the new record.
5. If a HESA Instance record starts within the reporting period, the process sets the HIN Population Year of


the existing record to the reporting year value of the reporting period parameter.


Generating a HESA Extract
Access the Create Extract Data page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing, Create
Extract).
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Create Extract Data page


Bundle 27
The 2012–13 updates to existing fields are included in the derivation logic of the Create Extract
process. The process will not derive the new fields in this bundle release.


Return Type Enter a return type to filter the list of available returns in the Return Name field.


Return Name Enter the return for which the process should generate the reporting data.


You set up a return using the Returns Setup component.


Retain Data from Previous
Run


Select to have the Create Extract process delete the existing inactive data,
update the existing active data to inactive, and to extract new data. If the check
box is cleared, then the process deletes all the existing data (both active and
inactive) records and extracts the new data.
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The fields on this page are available for entry depending on the return you select. For example, the system
disables the Course/Module, Student, and Student Override regions for an Aggregate Offshore return. If the
return is DLHE, only the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only check boxes in the Student region and
the Student Override region are available.


Course/Module
Use this region to include or exclude the Course and Module entity data in the return. Also, you can use the
region to restrict the Course and Module entity data. For example, you can specify that the process should
create Course data for all the courses in the undergraduate career and Module data for a Biochemistry course
offering in the undergraduate career.


You can use this region for only Student return. This region is not applicable for ITT, Offshore, and DLHE
returns.


Academic Career Select to restrict the Course and Module extracts of the Student return to
a particular career.


Note. If you select an academic career, the process will restrict the Instance
extract in the Student return based on the selected career because the process
creates Instance records only if the plan or subplan is already included in
the Course extract.


The system enables the Academic Career field only if you select either the
Include Course Entities check box or the Include Module Entities check box.
However, if you select either the Null Errors Only check box or the Validation
Errors Only check box, the system disables this field.


Include Course Entities Select to include the Course and Course Subject extracts.


Null Errors Only Select to restrict the Course extract to those records where a NULL ERROR
value has been derived in the previous run of the process.


You cannot select both the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only
check boxes for the Course entity.


Validation Errors Only Select to restrict the Course extract to those records where the HESA
Validation Kit has identified a validation error and the error details have been
imported to the validation staging table.


Academic Plan Select to restrict Course extract to a particular plan.
The system enables this field only if the Include Course Entities check box
is selected and both the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only check
boxes are cleared.
All active academic plans are available for selection. Ensure that the Report
to HESA check box is selected on the Plan HESA Data page for the plan
you have selected.


Academic Sub-Plan Select to restrict Course extract to a particular subplan.
The system enables this field only if the Include Course Entities check box
is selected and both the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only check
boxes are cleared.
All active academic subplans are available for selection. Ensure that the
Report to HESA check box is selected on the Sub-Plan HESA Data page for
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the subplan you have selected. Also, select the Enable Sub-Plan Reporting
check box on the HESA Returns page if you want to report subplan data.


Include Module Entities Select to include the Module and Module Subject extracts.


Null Errors Only Select to restrict the Module extract to those records where a NULL ERROR
value has been derived in the previous run of the process.
You cannot select both the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only
check boxes for the Module entity.


Validation Errors Only Select to restrict the Module extract to those records where the HESA
Validation Kit has identified a validation error and the error details have been
imported to the validation staging table.


Course ID and Course
Offering Nbr


Select to restrict the Course entity data to a particular course.
If you select a Course ID or Course Offering Number, the process creates
Module and StudentOnModule data for only the selected values.
All active courses are available for selection. Ensure that the Report to HESA
check box is selected on the HESA Module Data page for the course ID and
course offering number you have selected.
The system enables this field only if the Include Module Entities check box
is selected and both the Null Errors Only and Validation Errors Only check
boxes are cleared.


Student
Use this region to include or exclude the student-related entity data in the return. Also, you can use the region
to restrict the student-related entity data. Examples of student-related entities include Instance, Student, and
Entry Profile entities.


Include Student Entities Select to include the student-related extracts.
The system enables this check box for only Student returns. For DLHE and
ITT, the Create Extract process automatically includes the student-related
entity data.


HIN Population Only Select to restrict the Instance extract to only those continuing students
whose HIN Population Year value in the HESA Instance record matches
the Reporting Period Year.
The system enables this check box for only Student returns.
Note that this check box affects only continuing students and does not affect
new students.


Null Errors Only Select to restrict returns to those students where a NULL ERROR value
has been derived in one of the student-related entities during a previous
run of the process.
You cannot select all three check boxes — Null Errors Only, Validation Errors
Only, and Student Overrides — for the student-related entities. Only one
check box can be selected.
The system enables this check box for only Student, ITT, and DLHE returns.
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Validation Errors Only Select to restrict the student-related entities in the extract to those records
where the HESA Validation Kit has identified a validation error and the error
details have been imported to the validation staging table.
You cannot select all three check boxes — Null Errors Only, Validation Errors
Only, and Student Overrides — for the student-related entities. Only one
check box can be selected.
The system enables this check box for only Student and ITT returns.


Student Override
Use this region to specify a single or multiple students for whom the process should generate the return data.


The system enables the Student Override check box for only Student, ITT, and DLHE returns.


Processing Diagram
The following diagram describes how the Create Extract process creates the entities for a student return:
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Process for Creating Student Return Entities


When the process creates an entity record, it sets the record to active. The records it created previously are set
to inactive or deleted depending on whether or not the Retain Data from Previous Run check box is selected.
The process deletes the records it created before the previous run.


Refer to the (GBR) HESA Field Derivation appendix in this PeopleBook for information about how the system
includes records for each entity. Also, refer to the following sections in the (GBR) HESA Field Derivation
appendix for information about how the entities are processed when you select the validation only and null
only check boxes:
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• Student Record Return: Course Entity
• Student Record Return: Module Entity
• Student Record Return: Instance Entity
• ITT Return: Student Entity
• DLHE Return: Survey Entity


HESA Validation Errors
To run the Create Extract process for records with validation errors:


1. Use the File Parser utility to import the errors, reported by the HESA Validation Kit, into a staging
table (PS_SSR_HE_VAL_STG)


2. Run the Create Extract process just for those records with validation errors. You must select at
least one of the Validation Errors Only check boxes for the process to select error records from the
PS_SSR_HE_VAL_STG table.


3. Use the Extract Data page to review the extract records with errors.


Note. You should ensure that all previous validation error records, including the header record, have been
processed and deleted from the validation staging table before importing a new validation errors file to the
staging table using the File Parser process.


Using File Parser to import HESA Validation Kit errors


When you use the HESA Validation Kit to process an XML file, the kit reports errors with an option to save
the error details as a text (.txt) file. To import the records from the text file into the PS_SSR_HE_VAL_STG
staging table, you can use File Parser process. For more information about setting up and running the File
Parser process, refer to the File Parser PeopleBook chapter:


See [Using the File Parser Process]Using the File Parser Process.


Note that the Field Conversion Definition setup is required only if the file data needs to be converted before
inserting into the staging table. Therefore, this setup is not required for HESA validation error processing.


The following is an example of the context definition setup for HESA Validation error processing:
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Context Definition setup for HESA error processing (1 of 2)


Context Definition setup for HESA error processing (2 of 2)


Click the Refresh Layout Tree link on the Record Tree page to view the staging table (SSR_HE_VAL_STG)
that holds the imported validation errors. The following is an example of the Record Tree page for
SSR_HE_VAL_STG:
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Record Tree page for SSR_HE_VAL_STG


The PeopleSoft system delivers an example definition that includes the possible validation error values that
you can import:


Example of a File Definition page


The delivered definition is based on an assumed error file structure:
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An example of the error file structure set up on the File Layout page


The header row for the file would contain the field names, indicated in the preceding example, without
the Line Number.


You can copy an existing File Mapping Definition (Set Up SACR, System Administration, Utilities, File
Parser, Copy File Map Definition ) and then edit the copied version to create different mappings that match the
fields in the error file.


Map the key fields of COURSEID, MODID, and OWNSTU to a staging table column if the values for the
fields are provided in the errors file. Also, map the Level, Rule Number, and Rule Description values. The
following is an example of the Mapping page with the mappings for these fields:
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Mapping for the minimum fields (1 of 2)


Mapping for the minimum fields (2 of 2)


To process the staging table records, the Create Extract process does not rely on values existing in a particular
column but the process will select the key COURSEID, MODID and OWNSTU values based on the header
row value for the column in the error file. Therefore, you must include the header row in the error file
being imported.


Other than the key and Level, Rule Number and Rule Description values, you can map the remaining fields to
import the full details of the errors into the staging table record. This step is optional because the non-key
values are not required for the subsequent processing of the staging table records by the Create Extract process.


This is the mapping for the full Student return error file:
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Mapping for the full error file (1 of 2)


Mapping for the full error file (2 of 2)


As with the Student return, for the ITT return, you must map the Level, Rule Number and Rule Description
values along with the key OWNSTU value. The File Parser process uses these mappings to identify the extract
records that are to be re-processed by the Create Extract process.
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Mapping for the minimum fields — ITT (1 of 2)


Mapping for the minimum fields — ITT (2 of 2)


This is the mapping for the full ITT error file:
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Mapping for the full error file — ITT (1 of 2)


Mapping for the full error file — ITT (2 of 2)


On the Preview Data page, you can attach an error file and generate a preview based on the first row in the
error file. This lets you check whether the values will populate the correct columns in the staging table. The
following is an example of the Preview Data page:
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Example of the Preview Data page


In the preceding example, note that because the header row does not included a label for Line Number that
value is blank in the preview.


Reviewing the Extract Data
Use the Institution Extract Data, Module Extract Data, Course Extract Data, Student Extract Data, and Instance
Extract Data pages to review the Student return extract data.


Use the Institution Extract Data and Provision Extract Data pages to review the Aggregate Offshore return data.


Use the Institution Extract Data and ITT Extract Data pages to review the ITT return data.


Use the DLHE Extract Data page to review the DLHE return data.


The following example shows an Extract Data page:
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Example of an Extract Data page


You can use the Extract Data pages to override the derived field value. For example, you can enter a different
value for ModuleSubject.COSTCN in the Reported Value field and click the Save button. When you click
the Save button, the Derived Value Overridden check box appears as selected for ModuleSubject.COSTCN.
The Extract Data pages also display the sequence number of the step that derives the field value. The (GBR)
HESA Field Derivation appendix in this PeopleBook describes the steps that the Creates Extract process
performs to derive field values.


You can review only the most recent data for a particular return. When you run the Create Extract process, the
system automatically deletes any data previously generated for a return.


Null Error check box on the Instance Extract Data page
The Create Extract process selects this check box if any field in the student’s extract data has a NULL ERROR
value. The Null Error check box is applicable for only Student return.
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Creating an XML Return File
Access the HESA Extract XML page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing, Create
XML).
Bundle 27
The process will not include new fields in this bundle release.


HESA Extract XML page


After you review the return data using the Extract Data pages, use the HESA Extract XML page to run
the Create XML File process.


Return Name Enter the return that you want to process.


XML Path/File Name Enter the file path and file name that you want the system to use to save the
XML file. You must enter a valid directory path that maps to a folder with
appropriate Read/Write permission. If you cannot locate such a folder, consult
your system administrator.


After running the process, you can use the View Log/Trace page to download the generated XML file
to your local machine.


Validating an XML Return File
Access the HESA Validate XML page (Records and Enrollment, HESA Reporting, Extract Processing,
Validate XML).


HESA Validate XML page
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Run the HESA Validate XML process to validate the XML file generated by the Create XML File process.
After you run the HESA Validate XML process, refer to the log file to check for any validation errors.


XML Path/File Name Enter the path and file name of the XML file that you want to validate.


Add Attachment Click to browse to the XML file that you want to validate. You can browse
your local drive and select a file.


Note. The upload process creates a files subdirectory to store and process
the XML file. This subdirectory is created in the server directory location
that is specified in the PS_SERVDIR system parameter in the Application
Server/Process Scheduler configuration file psappsrv.cfg/psprcs.cfg. Ensure
that PS_SERVDIR is set up with an appropriate value in the configuration file
and that users have the correct permission to access the files subdirectory.


XSD Path/File Name Enter the complete path and file name of the XSD file. The process uses the
XSD file to validate your XML file.
The XSD file is available from the HESA website.


Note. You must place the two related XSD files for CodeLists and DataTypes
in the same directory as the XSD file being used for the XML validation. For
example, if C08051.xsd is being used to validate the XML file and you
have stored the C08051.xsd in /bur/hesa/psoft/shared/, then you must place
C08051DataTypes.xsd and C08051CodeLists.xsd in the same directory
/bur/hesa/psoft/shared/ because C08051.xsd references these two files.


Add Attachment Click to browse to the XSD file. You can browse your local drive and select a
file.


Note. The upload process creates a files subdirectory to store and process
the XSD file. This subdirectory is created in the server directory location
that is specified in the PS_SERVDIR system parameter in the Application
Server/Process Scheduler configuration file psappsrv.cfg/psprcs.cfg. Ensure
that PS_SERVDIR is set up with an appropriate value in the configuration file
and that users have the correct permission to access the files subdirectory.
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Program Enrollment Additions to Student 
Records Functionality 


Note: For further information about Program Enrollment, refer to 
the PEAM Program Enrollment Documentation.pdf on My Oracle 
Support (ID 1400723.1) 


 


Class Associations 
 


October 2012:  New 


Using Common Attribute Framework for Class 


Associations 
 


This section provides an overview of how to extend the delivered Class Associations 


structure by defining attributes for use with class associations using the Common 


Attribute Framework. It also discusses how to assign those attributes. 


 


This feature is initially intended for use in Program Enrollment self-service class search 


and administrative enrollment (to be delivered in a future update) by matching students to 


specific class sections using attributes from the association and from the student’s 


academic progress tracker record. For example, a student with a language of Spanish 


would be assigned to sections for which the attribute is Language/Spanish. Beyond this 


specific use case, the Common Attribute Framework allows you to add different types of 


data elements to your scheduled classes at the class association level. There are eight 


types of Item Attributes that can be defined: 


 Date 


 Time 


 Yes/No 


 Short Text (20 character description) 


 Text (50 character Description) 


 Long Text (unlimited, with rich text editing) 


 List of Values (based on user defined ad-hoc values, table or translate values) 


 Numeric 


 


Attributes are associated with a functional area by a Record Context. Common Attributes 


have been enabled for Class Associations as follows: 


 


Record Context: CLASS_ASSOC 


Attribute Record: SSR_ASSOC_CAF 
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Attributes attached to this Record Context/Attribute Record combination are available for 


use with Class Associations and can be assigned on the Class Components page of the 


Adjust Class Associations component and also from the Basic Data page of the Schedule 


New Course and Maintain Schedule of Classes components. 


See: “Working with Common Attribute Framework” in the Campus Community Bundle 


26 documentation on My Oracle Support. 


See: “Using Academic Item Attributes”  


 


Steps for Creating Common Attributes for Class Associations 
 


1. Define the attribute using the Common Attribute component. 


2. Attach that attribute to the Class Association (CLASS_ASSOC) Record Context. 


 


Note: The Record Context allows you to set certain properties for a particular attribute in 


that context, including whether an attribute is repeatable or required. However, we 


strongly recommend that users do not make CLASS_ASSOC attributes required since this 


will mean that that attribute will be required for all sections of every class you schedule. 


 


See: “Working with Common Attribute Framework” in the Campus Community Bundle 


26 documentation on My Oracle Support. 


 


Adding Class Association Attributes Using the Adjust Class 


Associations Component 
Access the Class Components (CLASS_ASSOC_CMPNT) page (Curriculum 


Management, Schedule of Classes, Adjust Class Associations, Class Components). 
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Use the Associated Class Attributes scroll area to insert rows for Attribute/Value 


combinations. If you insert a row and specify an attribute, you must also provide a value 


in order to save the component. 


 


Attribute:  The name of the attribute. This value comes from the description of the 


attribute on the Common Attribute component. 


See: “Working with Common Attribute Framework” in the Campus Community Bundle 


26 documentation on My Oracle Support. 


 


Value: This field will change depending on the type of attribute. This could be a numeric, 


date, time or text field.  Alternatively, the field could prompt against a list of values if one 


has been defined for the attribute. 
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See: “Working with Common Attribute Framework” in the Campus Community Bundle 


26 documentation on My Oracle Support. 


See: “Using Academic Items” 


See: “Creating Course Academic Items” 


See: PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes, 


Defining Class Associations 


 


Adding Class Association Attributes Using the Schedule of Classes 


Component 
Access the Basic Data (CLASS_ENTRY) page (Curriculum Management, Schedule of 


Classes, Schedule New Course or Maintain Schedule of Classes). 


 
The Associated Class Attributes link has been added to this page to allow you to add 


Class Association attributes as you add new class sections or maintain existing class 


sections. The link opens the Associated Class Attributes (SSR_ASSOC_CAF) page. 
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The page allows you to add (or view existing) attributes linked to the association for the 


section you are adding or maintaining on the Basic Data page. 


 


Attribute: The name of the attribute. This value comes from the description entered for 


the attribute on the Common Attribute component. 


See: “Working with Common Attribute Framework” in the Campus Community Bundle 


26 documentation on My Oracle Support. 


 


Value: This field will change depending on the type of attribute. This could be a numeric, 


date, time or text field.  Alternatively, the field could prompt against a list of values if one 


has been defined for the attribute. 


 


See: PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes 


 


Adding Class Association Attributes Using the Schedule Class Meetings 


Component 
Access the Schedule Class Meetings component (Curriculum Management, Schedule of 


Classes, Schedule Class Meetings). 
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The Associated Class Attributes link has been added to this page to allow you to add 


Class Association attributes as you maintain class meeting data. The link opens the 


Associated Class Attributes (SSR_ASSOC_CAF) page shown above. 


 


See: PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing the Schedule of Classes 
 


Academic Progress Tracker Instance 
 


October 2012  


Creating an APT Instance from Admissions: Matriculation 


Process 
 


Creation of the APT Instance 


 


Modifications have been made to the Admissions matriculation process to enable the 


moving of these new data elements from the Admissions application to the Student 


Records program stack. The matriculation process creates the SR program stack as it does 
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now; if a student is in a program/plan/sub-plan combination that is mapped to an AIR 


program, an API (SSR_APT.API) is called.  The API creates an APT instance for the 


student, linking that instance to the program created by the matriculation process.  


APT Instance Creation from Admissions Application Maintenance 
Component 


An APT instance can be created directly from the Admission Application Maintenance 


component when a user creates the student program using the matriculation (MATR) 


action. The following diagram provides an overview of the processing that takes place: 
 


Remote Call COBOL Process (ADPCPPRC) runs to 


create the Student Records Program stack


Program Action of MATR (Matriculation) entered and 


saved using the Create Program button


The creation of the Program stack fires the 


ACAD_PROG_SYNC event


An APT subscription process listens to the event, calls 


the APT API which creates the APT instance 


(APT_HDR)


 


APT Instance Creation from Admissions Activate Applicants Process  


The Admissions Activate Applicants batch process also creates an instance for a student 


when a mapping exists to an AIR program.  When the process (ADPCPPRJ) creates 


Student Records program stack entries, this action fires the same ACAD_PROG_SYNC 


event described above. This is detected by the APT subscription service, which in turn 


calls APT API to build an instance. 
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Student Records Academic Program/Plan 


When the Enable Program Enrollment check box is selected on the Academic 


Institution 9 page, the APT Instance and Year of Program fields appear on the Student 


Program page (Records and Enrollment, Career and Program Information, Student 


Program/Plan, Student Program). 


 


 


October 2012 


APT Instance: This field is populated with number of the APT Instance. This could be 


generated during the admissions activation/matriculation process, the APT Request 


process or from this component (see below). 


 


Year of Program: This value is gathered in the application process and indicates the 


student’s start point in a program of study - for example, a student could apply as a 


second year student. The value is copied from the Admissions program stack by the 


matriculation process. 
 


October 2012 


APT Instance Creation from the Program/Plan Component 
An APT instance can be created from the Program/Plan component when a user adds a 


new program stack (or career number) or makes changes to an existing program stack - 


the APT API is called from this component to create an APT instance.  
 


Adding a New Program 
When a new career number is added and the component is saved, the APT API is called. 


The API: 


 Checks to see if mapping exists for the student’s program in the Academic 


Program Table Program Enrollment Mapping table. (SSR_PE_PRG_MAP. 
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 If mapping exists, finds a row which maps to the combination of Plan(s) Sub-


Plan(s) and Approved Academic Load. If mapping does not exist, uses the default 


(a default is required).  


 Creates an APT Instance for the mapped AIR program (process creates a row in 


the APT header table). 


 Updates the Instance number (ACAD_PROG.SSR_APT_INSTANCE). 


 Component returns a message to the user, confirming that an instance has been 


created. 


 


See: “Mapping Campus Solutions Academic Programs, Plans and SubPlans to AIR Based 


Programs of Study” in the Setting Up For Program Enrollment: Program Definition and 


Management document. 


 


October 2012 


Changes to Existing Program Data 


When a user inserts a new effective dated row and saves, an edit is performed to see if the 


new data - academic program, approved academic load, academic plan(s) or sub-plan(s) - 


has changed the program mapping from the previous row. If such a change has occurred: 


 A message is returned to the user to ask if a new instance should be created. 


 If the user answers yes the API is called and the steps described in the previous 


“Adding a New Program” section are performed. 


 


It is also possible that a student’s program data could change in such as way that a new 


effective dated row could map to a prior APT instance. For example, a student might 


change from full-time (Instance 1) to part-time (Instance 2) and then subsequently change 


back to full-time. When this occurs, and the new data maps to a program on a prior 


instance: 


 The user is prompted to create a new instance (because the mapping has changed). 


 If a match is found on a prior instance, the user is prompted to point the new 


effective dated row to that instance. 


 If the user answers yes, the instance number from the previous instance is used; 


otherwise a new instance is created. 
 


See Also: PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Managing Student 


Programs, Plans, and Subplans 
 


 


 


 


 
 








CHAPTER 1


Setting Up the Course Catalog


This chapter provides an overview of the course catalog, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Create course offerings.
• (Optional) Create course equivalency groups.
• (Optional) View course catalog summary information.
• (Optional) Print the course catalog.
• (Optional) Search for courses.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Enrollment Requisites


Understanding the Course Catalog
When you first set up your course catalog, make sure to do some preliminary work to research how your
institution structures course prerequisites and corequisites, and how new requisites are created and approved.
Our course requisite design lets you structure requirements that can be shared among many courses.
Requirements can encompass prerequisite courses, grade point average (GPA) and unit requirements, and
course lists, among other factors. To minimize duplicate data entry, plan your requisite requirements carefully.
In addition, note that the data you enter in the course catalog is provided by default to the schedule of classes.
This feature is key because it saves you data entry time when you schedule classes. The Course Catalog
(CRSE_CATALOG) component uses effective dating, which enables you to track historical course changes
and to prepare for curriculum changes in the future.


Prerequisites
Before you can define courses in the course catalog, you must set up the following data for your institution:


• Institution codes
• Academic groups
• Subject area
• Campuses
• Academic organizations
• Academic careers
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• (Optional) Room characteristics
• (Optional) Requirement designations
• (Optional) Course attributes


See Also
lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Institutions


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Groups


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Subject Areas


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Setting Up Campuses


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Organizations


lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Careers


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining Buildings, Rooms, and Classroom
Facilities


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining Requirement Designations


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Setting Up Catalog and Schedule Options


Creating Course Offerings
This section provides an overview of course offerings, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Define course catalog data.
• Define course offerings.
• Define course components.
• (NZL) Set up government reporting data.
• Link milestones to course data.
• Interface course offerings with the general ledger.


Understanding Course Offerings
The Course Catalog component contains several pages that enable you to enter all information for a course
offering: the course title, units, workload hours, components, description, topics, requisites, and so on. We
review each of the pages in the order in which you use them to set up a new course offering. In our design, a
course offering includes all components of a course, such as lecture, laboratory, and discussion.


You complete these steps to create a course:


1. Define the course title, description, units, grade bases, repeat rules, equivalent course groups, topics,
and course attributes on the Catalog Data page.


2. Define the course offering number, catalog number, subject area, academic organization, Classification of
Instructional Programs (CIP) and Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS) codes, and
attach requirement designations on the Offerings page.
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3. Define the course components and the final exam and room characteristics on the Components page.
4. Map courses as course item types to specific general ledger accounts on the GL Interface page.


Prerequisites
After you set up your institution codes, academic groups, subject areas, campuses, academic organizations, and
academic careers, you can set up the basics of your course catalog. At this point, you should have set up room
characteristics, requirement designations, enrollment requisites, and course attributes also.
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Pages Used to Create Course Offerings
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Catalog Data CRSE_CATALOG Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, Catalog Data


Define course titles, course
units, grade bases, topics,
and repeat rules.


Offerings CRSE_CATALOG_OFFER Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, Offerings


Define course numbers, link
academic organizations to
course offerings, and so on.


Components CRSE_CATALOG_CMPNT Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, Components


Define components, such
as lecture, laboratory,
and discussion, as well
as instructor workload
hours, room characteristics,
additional fees, and final
exams.


Crse Catalog NZL (course
catalog New Zealand)


SSR_CRS_CAT_NZL Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, Crs Catalog NZL


Set up SDR and EFTS data
for a course.


Note. The fields on this page
are available only if you
select the New Zealand
Catalog, SDR, EFTS,
StudyLink check box on
the Academic Institution 6
page. You should also select
the New Zealand NSI and
SDR Personal Data, SDR
Degree check box on the SA
Features page in the Student
Administration Installation
component.


Course/Milestone Link SSR_CRS_MILESTN Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, Course/Milestone
Link


Link milestones to courses
and (NZL) establish links
between a course and unit
standard milestones.


GL Interface (general ledger
interface)


CRSE_OFFER_GL Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Catalog, GL Interface


Map course fees as item
types to their proper general
ledger accounts. The system
generates charges to the
student’s account based on
the course code you define
on this page and offsets these
charges based on the general
ledger you define on this
page. Your office should
coordinate the information
on this page with your
controller’s office.


Defining Course Catalog Data
Access the Catalog Data page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Catalog, Catalog Data).
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Catalog Data page (1 of 2)


Catalog Data page (2 of 2)


The system generates a unique course ID when you add a new course, as long as you do not enter a course ID
yourself. You should let the system generate the course ID.
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Effective Date Enter an effective date for this course. The effective date defines when the
status you enter is valid. Use a new effective date each time you make a
change to a course offering. Insert new rows as needed, and modify the record.
Effective dates enable you to track historical course changes.


Status Enter a status for this course. Enter Active when the course is valid for your
institution. You can keep all courses in the database for historical research
purposes by inserting a new effective-dated row and setting the status to
Inactive for courses that you no longer offer.


Note. When you schedule a class for a term, the system prompts against the
Catalog Data page using the start date of the term as the effective date to find
the appropriate row in the catalog. Therefore, you do not need to create a
new catalog entry for every term. Instead, insert a new effective-dated row
for your revisions.


Short Course Title and
Long Course Title


The short title appears on items such as transcripts, advisement reports, study
lists, and the schedule of classes. The long course title appears on the Browse
Course Catalog page and the course catalog report.


Long Description The long description can appear in the course catalog report if specified.


Course Units/Hours/Count
You can attach four unit types to a course in the course catalog:


• Minimum units
• Maximum units
• Academic progress units
• Financial aid progress units


These values appear by default on the Schedule of Classes - Class Associations page, where you can override
course unit values for a class. When a student enrolls in a class, corresponding fields on the enrollment page
populate with the values on the Class Associations page. After a student enrolls, the system uses each unit
type to determine the student’s academic and financial aid load, academic level, and grade point average. In
general, the minimum, maximum, academic progress, and financial aid progress units are always the same.
The exception is multi-term courses, remedial courses, and variable unit courses.


Note. For courses that use the same minimum and maximum units, the Minimum Units field populates the
Units Taken field on administrative enrollment pages and the Units field on self-service enrollment pages.


Minimum Units and
Maximum Units


Enter the minimum units and maximum units that the course is worth. The
minimum and maximum units are the same, except for a variable unit class.
For a variable unit class, the minimum and maximum units would constitute a
range, and the student or administrator would be able to select from within that
range how many units the class is worth. For example, the minimum units
could be set at 2, and the maximum units could be set at 3. After you schedule
the class, you can enroll the student and enter the number of units the student
chooses to take for the class in the Units Taken field on the enrollment page.


Academic Progress Units The system uses academic progress units in conjunction with the billing
factor to calculate billing units and, subsequently, per unit fees. The system
also uses academic progress units to calculate academic load. Academic
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progress units are usually equal to the minimum/maximum units, except for
a multi-term class. A multi-term class is when all credit for a sequence of
classes (HIST 101a + 101b) is granted after a student completes the last course
in the sequence. To prevent the student from earning units taken, which are
used to calculate GPA, or units earned, which are used by the Academic
Advisement application, you could enter 0 in the Minimum Units field and
the Maximum Units field. Then, you could enter 3 (or another unit value) in
the Academic Progress Units field.
The system would calculate the billing units and academic load using 3 (or
another unit value) academic progress units, but the student would earn
no credit.


Financial Aid Progress
Units


Enter the number of units for the course that the system counts towards
tracking a student’s financial aid load for a term.


Note. When minimum units and maximum units are not equal, the Academic Progress Units field and the
Financial Aid Progress Units field on the Catalog Data page become unavailable, and Progress Units and FA
Progress Units on the enrollment page appear by default from the student’s Units Taken field value.


Last Course of Multi-Term
Sequence


Select this check box so that academic progress units can be less than the
minimum units for this course. The academic progress units for the last course
in a multi-term course is less than the minimum units because the minimum
units have been accumulating over the entire sequence, and they are only
granted after the student completes the last course. The academic progress
units, however, are still granted for each course in the sequence, so they are
less than the minimum units at the end of the sequence. See the Multi-Term
Course example in the next section.


Enrollment Unit Load Calc
Type (enrollment unit load
calculation type)


The value you enter determines how the enrollment engine calculates the
student’s academic load. Values for this field are delivered with your system as
translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any modifications to
these values requires a substantial programming effort. Values are:
Actual Units: The system populates the Enrollment Unit Load Calc Type field
with Actual Units by default. Enter this option for any course that has identical
values for the Minimum Units, Maximum Units, and Academic Progress Units
fields. The exception to this rule is when you are creating a variable unit
course; even though the minimum and maximum units are different, use Actual
Units. The enrollment engine calculates the number of units the student can
take in the term by looking at the Units Taken field on the Enrollment Request
1 or Student Enrollment 1 page (see the Variable Unit Course example that
follows). You can also enter this option for a remedial course, as an example,
if you do not want the course to count toward the student’s academic load.
Academic Units: Enter this option for any course that does not have identical
minimum units, maximum units, and academic progress units, such as
remedial courses and multi-term sequence courses. Entering this option
requires the system to look at the academic progress units when it calculates
academic load. For example, the minimum units and maximum units might be
0 because you do not want academic level and GPA to be affected by this
course. The academic progress units might be 3 so that the course would be
used to calculate academic load and billing units (see the Multi-Term Course
example that follows). Furthermore, you could use this option for a remedial
course, as an example, if you wanted the course to be used in calculating
load but not in calculating GPA.
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Course Count If you count courses (in addition to units) toward academic advising
requirements or limits, enter a course count value in this field. The system
populates this field by default from the course catalog. The course count
indicates the worth, or count, of the course towards an advising requirement.
Some institutions count courses, as well as units, towards degree requirements.


Course Contact Hours The system populates this field by default from the Schedule of Classes
- Instructor Contact Hours page, where the value is used to calculate total
contact hours. Each component of the course can have different contact hours
on the Components page.


Grading Basis Enter a grading basis for the course. Grading basis values are defined on the
Grading Scheme Table page. You can override the grading basis for individual
class offerings when you create the schedule of classes.


Graded Component The system displays the graded component based on the Grade Roster Print
field value on this page and the Graded Component field value on the
Components page.


Grade Roster Print Enter the type of grade roster that you want to print for this course offering,
as processed through the Grade Roster Print page. Values for this field
are delivered with your system as translate values. Do not modify these
values in any way. Any modifications to these values requires a substantial
programming effort. Values are:
By Student: Enter to print grade rosters for each student. Each student has a
distinct grade roster, separated by a page break.
Component: Enter to print grade rosters for the graded component of the
course. The graded component is specified on the Components page.
Instructor: Enter to print grade rosters for the graded component of the course.
The graded component is specified on the Components page. A copy of the
grade roster prints for each instructor, primary or otherwise. The number of
copies that prints is equal to the number of instructors for the course, primary
or otherwise.
None: Enter to not print a grade roster for the course.


Repeat for Credit Select this check box to indicate that the class can be repeated for additional
credit, as opposed to repeating for grade improvement only. If you do not
select the check box, the class is subject to the repeat rules set up in the
Repeat Rule Table component.


Allow Multiple Enroll
in Term (allow multiple
enrollments in term)


Select this check box to permit a student to enroll in this course multiple times
within the same term. An example would be an independent study course.


Total Units Allowed The system populates this field by default with the maximum units for
the course (by default, one full course completion is always permissible).
However, if you select the Repeat for Credit check box, you may edit and
increase this value. This value must be equal to or greater than the maximum
units for the course. The system enforces the lower of the two limits, units or
completions, that you define.


Total Completions Allowed The system populates this field with 1 by default (by default, one full course
completion is always allowed). However, if you select the Repeat for Credit
check box, you may edit and increase this value. This value must be equal to
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or greater than 1. The system enforces the lower of the two limits, units or
completions, that you define.


Instructor Edit Enter a value to indicate how you want the system to prompt for instructor IDs
during class enrollment. This option determines the availability of and the
prompt values for the instructor ID field on the Enrollment Request, Quick
Enroll, Enrollment, and self-service enrollment pages. The system populates
the value for the Instructor Edit field by default to the Class Associations
page, where you can override the value. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any
way. Any modifications to these values requires a substantial programming
effort. Values are:
No Choice: Enter if you want the system to make the Instructor ID field on
the Enrollment Request page unavailable and to automatically assign the
instructor who is scheduled to teach the class, as indicated on the Assignment
tab of the Schedule of Classes - Meetings page: Thus, the student has no
choice of instructor.
Class Instructor Edit: Enter this option if you want the system to make the
Instructor ID field on the Enrollment Request, Quick Enroll, Enrollment, and
Self Service Enrollment pages available and to prompt the user with only the
Primary Instructors for the class, as defined on the Meetings page. Select this
option for independent study courses or the like, for which the student can
select one of several Primary instructors.
Instructor/Advisor Edit: If you enter this option, the Instructor ID field
appears on the Enrollment Request, Quick Enroll, Enrollment and Self Service
Enrollment pages. The system prompts the user with only the instructors
available to teach this course, as defined on the Instructor/Advisor Table page.


Note. To activate the instructor/advisor edit your institution must first
select, on the Academic Organization Table page, to edit instructors against
instructor/advisor for the academic organization to which this class belongs.


The Instructor/Advisor Edit option should be used only for courses that belong
to academic organizations for which the Instructor Advisor option is selected
(on the Academic Organization Table page). This ensures that instructor
selection is controlled by the academic organization settings.


See lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes,
Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors.


See lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic
Organizations.


Add Consent and Drop
Consent


The No Consent value appears by default. Values for these fields are delivered
with your system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any
way. Any modifications to these values requires a substantial programming
effort. Values are:
No Consent: Enter if no special consent is required for a student to add or
drop a class.
Instructor or Department: Enter if consent is required.
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Consent can be granted by using class permission numbers or student specific
permissions. The consent requirement can be overridden in the enrollment
process by setting an override permission option.


Requirement Designation Enter a requirement designation for the course. A requirement designation can
be additional work that is needed for a course, such as Design Credit, or a
requirement designation can specify a special variety of a course to use in a
course list for the Academic Advisement application.
Requirement designation values are defined on the Requirement Designation
Table page. Example requirement designation values are Design Credit,
Thesis Choice, and so on.
Requirement designations are provided to the Academic Advisement
application.


Equivalent Course Group You can enter an equivalent course group for the course. Equivalent course
groups are defined on the Course Equivalencies page. Here, you are adding
the course to a group of equivalent courses for requisite checking and degree
progress requirement purposes. If two courses have the same Equivalent
Course Group number, then they are equivalent to each other and can fulfill
the same requirement.


Course Attribute and
Course Attribute Value


Enter the general characteristics that describe the course offering in the Course
Attribute and Course Attribute Value fields. Course attributes are defined on
the Course Attribute Table page. Course attributes are not provided to the
Academic Advisement application. They are primarily used for institutional
research purposes, and for printing repetitive text in the catalog and schedule
of classes. Example course attribute and course attribute values are Degree
Seeking Only - Open to Students in Any Plan and Fall - Offered in Fall Only.


Override Topic Link ID Select to manually update topic link IDs. When you select this check box,
the Topic Link ID field becomes available for edit. Use this functionality
to link course topics across effective-dated rows by giving them the same
topic link ID.


Description Tab
See the previous exhibit for a view of this tab.


Use the Description tab to define course topics associated with a course. You attach topics to specific classes
on the Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page.


Course Topic ID The system assigns a unique course topic ID number to identify the topic
record. Insert rows to add topics.


Course Topic Title, Short
Description, and Formal
Description


Enter the course topic title, short description, and formal description.


Topic Link ID The system assigns a unique topic link ID number for each topic. The repeat
checking process uses this number when determining if the topic was already
taken. If you create a new effective-dated row for this course, the system
carries over the topic link ID to the new effective-dated row. If the Override
Topic Link ID check box was selected, the Topic Link ID field becomes
available for edit. This selection enables you to link course topics within a
course across effective-dated rows by giving them the same topic link ID.
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Because the repeat checking process uses the topic link ID, the process views
similar topics that have the same topic link ID as being identical.


Repeat For Credit Tab
Select the Repeat For Credit tab.


Course Catalog - Catalog Data page: Repeat For Credit tab


Repeat for Credit Select to allow students to repeat the topic for credit. If you do not select this
check box, additional enrollment in the same topic is subject to the repeat
rules set up in the Repeat Rule Table component.


Total Units Allowed and
Total Completions Allowed


If you select the Repeat for Credit check box, the Total Units Allowed and Total
Completions Allowed fields become available for entry. Enter the maximum
number of units and course completions allowed for credit within the topic. If
you enter a value in both fields, the system enforces the lower of the two limits.


Example of Multi-Term Course
At PSUNV, when a student takes History 101a for the fall term and History 101b for the spring term, the
student’s credit for both courses is contingent upon the successful completion of the entire course sequence.
To define this multi-term course in the course catalog, we purposefully place the minimum units, maximum
units, and academic progress units out of synchronization so that the enrollment engine correctly calculates the
student’s academic load and GPA. The course catalog might look similar to this:


Course Term of
Student


Enrollment


Minimum
Units


Maximum
Units


Academic
Progress


Units


Last
Course of
Multi-Term
Sequence


Enrollment
Unit Load


Calculation
Type


History 101a Fall 1999 0 0 3 No Academic
Units


History 101b Spring 2000 6 6 3 Yes Academic
Units


Because the minimum and maximum units are set to 0, History 101a will not be calculated in the student’s
GPA or Academic Level (if academic level increments by units, that is). But, when the student completes
History 101b, he or she will receive credit for both classes because the minimum and maximum units are set to
6. Academic load and billing units will be counted for both classes because academic progress units are set to
3, and the Enrollment Unit Load Calculation type is set to Academic Units.
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Example of Variable Unit Course
At PSUNV, students can select how many units they earn for ENGL 1a. They can select from the range of
2 and 3 units. Because ENGL 1a is an elective course, they can take it for only 2 units, in which case they
are not required to complete a final project. Students who complete the project earn 3 units. In this case, the
course catalog might look similar to this:


Course Minimum
Units


Maximum
Units


Academic
Progress


Units


Financial Aid
Units


Enrollment
Unit Load


Type


ENGL 1a 2 3 Unavailable Unavailable Actual


When students enroll in ENGL 1a, they have to select how many units to take. If they enroll online or through
an interactive voice response system, they can select the number of units they want to take when they add the
class. If they enroll in person, the Registrar’s Office most likely creates an enrollment request. If the minimum
and maximum unit fields on the Course Catalog Data page vary, the Units Taken field on the Enrollment
Request page becomes available, and the Registrar’s Office can enter the number of units the student chooses
to take. The possible enrollments would look like this:


Student Units Taken Units
Earned


Academic
Progress


Units


Financial
Aid Units


Billing Units


Student 1 2 2 2 2 2


Student 2 3 3 3 3 3


As shown, the student chooses the number of units to take and the system determines the units earned,
academic progress units, and financial aid units based on the units you enter in the Units Taken field when
the student enrolls in the class.


Defining Course Offerings
Access the Offerings page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Catalog, Offerings).
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Offerings page (1 of 2)


Offerings page (2 of 2)


Course Offering Number The system generates the course offering number and uses it for sequencing.
The system also uses the course offering number to distinguish cross-offered
courses for which the course ID is the same, as are the requisites, but the
course itself is listed in different subject areas, academic groups, and so on.


Catalog Number Within an academic group, catalog number ranges are linked to academic
careers on the Academic Group Table page. If you have already specified an
academic group for this course offering, the system automatically displays the
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appropriate academic career when you enter a catalog number. This field is
10 digits. The system reserves the four left digits exclusively for numeric
characters, and the right six digits for both alpha and numeric characters. A
field edit enforces this programming.


The system automatically reformats the catalog number you enter to fit the defined system format, as this
table illustrates:


Catalog
Number


N N N N A/N A/N A/N A/N A/N A/N


12 1 2


120 1 2 0


1A 1 A


12B 1 2 B


120AB 1 2 0 A B


B12 B 1 2


AB1200 A B 1 2 0 0


10001A 1 0 0 0 1 A


1B12 1 B 1 2


N = numeric character


A/N = alpha or numeric character


Academic Institution The system displays the academic institution by default. Multiple institutions
can offer the same course by way of multiple course offerings.


Academic Group Enter the academic group to which this course offering belongs. You can
define global notes by academic group, which can appear on the Schedule of
Classes report. In addition, academic group controls the valid meeting pattern
values and their corresponding normal class duration values. Academic group
values are defined on the Academic Group Table page.


Subject Area Enter the subject area of the course offering. Subject area values are defined
on the Academic Subject Table page.


Campus Enter the campus at which your institution offers the course. If the course is
offered at one campus, you should place a value in this field. If the course can
be offered at multiple campuses, leave this field blank.


Academic Organization The system populates this field by default from the academic organization
linked to the subject on the Academic Subject Table page. You can override
the value.
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Academic Career Enter the academic career to which this course offering belongs. The system
automatically displays the default values of the Dynamic Class Data Rule,
Allow OEE Enrollment, and OEE Dynamic Date Rule fields according to
your settings for these fields in the Academic Career Table component. The
default values of these fields vary depending on the academic career that you
enter and the effective date of the course. Academic career is important
because it specifies which students can enroll in the class (in accordance with
the Academic Career Pointers page specifications), as well as which grading
bases are available.


Tuition Group Regardless of the tuition group that you enter on this page, the system charges
all students tuition based on their own tuition group.
Use this field to designate a specific group of students that you want to charge
additional course fees for the course.


Dynamic Class Date Rule If you have specified a dynamic class data rule for the academic career to
which you assign this course offering, the system displays that rule by default
in this field. You can override the default value. Select a dynamic class date
rule to have the system assign that rule by default to all dynamic class sections
of this course offering that you schedule (excluding open entry and open exit
sections). Attaching your rule to the course offering rather than to the class
section ensures consistency and eases maintenance because you only have
to attach the rule to a course one time (to apply to all class sections), rather
than having to attach a rule to each course offering that you schedule. The
system requires dynamic date calculation for each class section that you
schedule for this course offering. After you schedule the class sections, you
can run the Dynamic Class Dates process to calculate landmark dates for
each class section. The process automatically uses the rule that you specify
here for all dynamic date class sections. You can override this default rule
on a section-by-section basis through the Dynamic Class Date page. This
field prompts you with only the dynamic class data rules that have not been
designated for OEE enrollment on the Dynamic Class Dates page. If you leave
this field blank and schedule the course within a dynamic date session, you
receive a warning message indicating that a rule has not been defined. You
need to define a rule on the Dynamic Class Dates page.


Allow OEE Enrollment
(allow open entry/exit
enrollment)


The system assigns the value of this check box by default based on the Allow
OEE Enrollment check box on the Academic Career Table page for the
academic career with which you have associated this course offering. You can
override this default on an offering-by-offering basis. Select this check box to
attach a dynamic date rule to the offering, thus enabling students to enroll in
OEE class sections of this course offering. The OEE Dynamic Date Rule field
becomes available for edit. If you do not select the check box, you can always
define the rule on the Dynamic Class Dates page.


OEE Dynamic Date Rule
(open entry/exit dynamic
date rule)


The system assigns the value of this field by default based on the OEE
Dynamic Date Rule field on the Academic Career Table 2 page for the
academic career with which you associate this course offering. An open
entry/exit (OEE) dynamic date rule is a dynamic class date rule that has
been designated for OEE enrollment. The enrollment engine uses the OEE
dynamic date rule to calculate significant class dates for a student whenever a
student enrolls in an open entry/exit class. This field is available for edit only
if you select the Allow OEE Enrollment check box for this course offering.
Select an OEE dynamic date rule to have the system assign that rule by
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default to all OEE class sections of this course offering that you schedule.
Attaching your rule to the course offering rather than the class section ensures
consistency and eases maintenance because you only have to attach the
rule to a course one time (to apply to all class sections), rather than having
to attach a rule to each course offering that you schedule. The system thus
automatically requires dynamic date calculation for each OEE class section
that you schedule for this course offering. After you schedule the class
sections, you can run the Dynamic Class Dates process to calculate landmark
dates for each class section. The process automatically uses the rule that you
specify here for all OEE class sections. You can override this default rule on a
section-by-section basis through the Dynamic Class Data page. The system
prompts you with only the dynamic class data rules that have been designated
for OEE enrollment on the Dynamic Class Dates page.
If this field is blank and you schedule the course within an OEE session, you
receive a warning message that indicates a rule has not been defined. You can
then save the page and define the rule on the Dynamic Class Dates page.


Course Approved Enter the course approved status. Values for this field are delivered with your
system as translate values. Do not modify these values in any way. Any
modifications to these values requires a substantial programming effort. Enter
Pending or Denied to prevent anyone from scheduling the class—the system
does not list the course in the class scheduling function. Enter Approved and
select the Allow Course to be Scheduled check box to enable scheduling of
the course offering.


Allow Course to be
Scheduled


Select this check box so that the course can be scheduled for a term. A course
can only be scheduled for a term if you select this check box and set the
Course Approved field to Approved.


Note. For courses that are set up solely as transfer articulation courses, set the Course Approved field to
Approved but clear the Allow Course to be Scheduled check box. This setting ensures that you never
accidentally schedule the course.


Catalog Print Select to display the course offering in the course catalog report.


Print Instructor in
Schedule


Select to display the names of all the assigned instructors in the schedule of
classes report.


Schedule Print Select to display the course offering in the schedule of classes. The system
selects this check box by default.


Schedule Term Roll Select to enable the prior term copy function for this course offering.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Copying Classes from One
Term to Another.


Use Blind Grading Select to enable grade rosters for blind grading. The system populates this
field by default from the Academic Subject Table page.
When you generate grade rosters for a course that invokes blind grading,
instead of student names on the roster, the system generates random numbers.


See lssr, Grading Students.
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GL Interface Required Select to include this class in the GL Interface process. If you select this
check box, the system requires you to enter the necessary data into the GL
Interface page of this component.


Split Ownership Select if multiple academic organizations own the course. If you select this
check box, the Owner group box becomes available for entry.


Enrollment Requirement Group


Requirement Group Enter the requirement group that will link the appropriate requisites to this
course.
Enrollment requirement group values are defined on the Course Requisite page
and can consist of a variety of elements: courses, units, GPA, and so on.


Long Description The system enters the long description of the enrollment requirement group
from the Course Requisites page.


Taxonomy


CIP Code (Classification of
Instructional Programs code)


Enter the CIP code for the course. CIP codes provide a taxonomic scheme that
support the accurate tracking, assessment, and reporting of fields of study
and program completions activity. The system prompts you from the CIP
Code Table page.


HEGIS Code (Higher
Education General
Information Survey code)


Enter the HEGIS code for the course. HEGIS codes provide a taxonomic
scheme that support the accurate tracking, assessment, and reporting of
fields of study and program completions activity. The system prompts you
from the HEGIS Code Table page.


(AUS) Field of Education
Code


The system enters the Australia Department of Education, Science and
Training (DEST) field of education code that you entered on the Subject
Taxonomy page for this course.


Note. This field is available only when you select the DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box on the Academic Institution 6 page.


(AUS) HECS Band
ID (higher education
contribution scheme band
ID)


The system enters the Australia DEST HECS band ID for the field of
education code.


Note. This field is available only when you select the DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box on the Academic Institution 6 page.


(AUS) Work Experience
Indicator


Select the work experience indicator for this course.
This value is used to confirm whether the course is considered wholly or
partially work experience in industry for Australian DEST reporting purposes.


Note. This field is available only when you select the DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box on the Academic Institution 6 page.


(AUS) Use Discipline
Group From Plan


Select to disable the discipline group field. The system uses the discipline
group from a student’s plan when a student enrolls in this course.
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Note. This field is available only when you select the DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box on the Academic Institution 6 page.


(AUS) Discipline Group
Code


The system enters the discipline group from the Subject Taxonomy page.


Note. This field is available only when you select the DEST, HECS,
Centrelink, TAC check box on the Academic Institution 6 page.


Ownership
Use this group box to link course offerings to multiple academic organizations.


The system assumes a course offering has a single academic organization owner, unless you indicate split
ownership on this page. Course ownership data is tracked for reporting and analysis purposes at the course
offering level.


Important! The Ownership group box is only available if you select the Split Ownership check box.


Academic Organization Enter the academic organization owners of the course offering. The system
prompts you from the Academic Organization Table page.


Percent Owned Enter the percentage of ownership. The total percentage must equal 100.


Examples of Equivalent and Cross-Offered Courses
Equivalent courses, unlike cross-listed courses, can have different requisites, requirements, and so on.
Each equivalent course has a unique course ID number. Use the Course Equivalency component to create
Equivalent Course Groups.


Define cross-offered courses on the Course Catalog - Offerings page. Cross-offered courses have the same
course ID number; therefore, they possess the same Catalog Data page information. When classes are
scheduled, each class is associated with a single offering.


Note. Repeat checking and multiple enrollment rules apply across all offerings of the course because the same
course is offered in every case.


The following examples show the defined course ID number 003302, Literature and Philosophy. It is a
cross-offered course in both the English and Philosophy departments. In all ways, the two course offerings are
exactly the same. They possess the same description, equivalencies, and so on. On the Offerings page, the
course offering number distinguishes the two offerings.


In course offering number 1, we indicate that literature and philosophy is listed under the English Literature
subject area, catalog number 270.
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Course Offering Number 1, Course Catalog Offerings page (CRSE_CATALOG_OFFER)


Add another row for course offering number 22. The second offering of literature and philosophy is listed
under the Philosophy subject area, catalog number 170.
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Course Offering Number 2, Course Catalog Offerings page (CRSE_CATALOG_OFFER)


Select the Catalog Print and Schedule Print check boxes to enable printing of both course offerings in the
catalog and schedule.


Defining Course Components
Access the Components page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Catalog, Components).
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Course Catalog - Components page (1 of 2)


Course Catalog - Components page (2 of 2)


Course Component


Course Component Enter a course component for the offering. Values for this field are delivered
with your system as translate values. You can modify these values. The
course component indicates the parts of the course offering, for example,
lecture, laboratory, seminar, and so on. One course offering can have multiple
components.


Instructor Contact Hours Enter the contact hours you want to record for the instructors teaching this
component of the course. You can also assign specific instructors and
corresponding contact hours when scheduling classes on the Schedule of
Classes - Meetings page. Use this field only if you want to report contact
hours manually.
The Instructor Workload feature does not reference this free-form field.
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Default Section Size Enter the default section size. You can override section sizes in the schedule
of classes. The system uses the value in this field to populate the Requested
Room Capacity field and the Enrollment Capacity field.


Workload Hours If you want to track instructor workload based on course component workload
hours, enter a workload hours value for the course component. The system
uses the value that you specify here to populate the same fields on the Class
Associations - Class Components page when you schedule a new course.
Therefore, if you set the lecture workload hours to 3 on the Course Catalog
- Components page, then whenever someone schedules a lecture for this
course, the lecture component, 3 workload hours, appears by default on the
Class Components page. Similarly, if you set the laboratory component to 1
workload hour on the Components page, then whenever someone schedules a
laboratory for this course, the laboratory component, 1 workload hour, appears
by default on the Class Components page. The user can modify the component
values on the Class Components page if necessary. This field is optional.


OEE Workload Hours
(open entry/open exit
workload hours)


If you want to track instructor workload based on course component OEE
workload hours, enter an OEE workload hours value for the course component.
The value you specify here represents the number of workload hours for the
entire course, unlike regular workload hours, which represent weekly hours
for the course. The system populates the value in this field by default to
the same components on the Class Associations - Class Components page
when you schedule a new course. In other words, if you set the lecture OEE
workload hours to 45 on the Components page, then whenever someone
schedules a lecture for this course, the lecture component, 45 OEE workload
hours, appears by default on the Class Components page. Similarly, if you
set the laboratory component to 15 OEE workload hours on the Components
page, then whenever someone schedules a laboratory for this course, the
laboratory component, 15 OEE workload hours, appears by default on the
Class Components page. You can modify the component values on the Class
Components page if necessary. This field is optional.


Final Exam Enter a value to indicate whether a final exam is given in the course. The
value you enter here defaults to the Schedule of Classes. Final exam values are
delivered with your system as translate values. Add as many values to the
translate table for the final exam as needed. The only value that you must
not remove from the translate table is Yes, which has coding attached to
it. Values are:
Yes: The Yes value enables block final exam scheduling. This value cannot be
modified without programming effort.
No: Indicates that this component has no final exam. Entering No eliminates
this component from the block exam scheduling process.
Last Class: Indicates that a final exam is taken in the last regularly scheduled
class (as opposed to during final examination week). Entering Last Class
eliminates this component from the block exam scheduling process.


Exam Seat Spacing If you enter Yes in the Final Exam field, the Exam Seat Spacing field becomes
available for entry. Enter the number of spaces between student’s seats during
the exam. For example, enter 2 to have two empty seats between each student
taking the exam. This value has no programming tied to it. Use this field for
your information or for third-party interface.
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Provider for Authentication If this course is a learning management system (LMS) course requiring
self-service user authentication, and the Provider for Authentication is not
set on the Academic Institution 3 page, then enter the provider here. The
value entered here appears by default on the schedule of classes when you
schedule a class, but you can override it. If this field is left blank, any time
you schedule a class for this course the system uses the LMS file type from
the Academic Institution 3 page.


LMS File Type If your institution uses the LMS interoperability feature, enter the LMS
file type for the interface. The value entered here appears by default in the
schedule of classes when you schedule a class, but you can override it. If this
field is blank, any time you schedule a class for this course, the LMS file type
is provided by default from the setting on the Academic Institution 3 page.
Values are XML V1.01, Blackboard CourseInfo 4, and API Input. WebCT
Campus Edition and WebCT Vista both support XML V1.1 and user
authentication.


Auto Create Select for each component to have the system automatically create that
component of the course in the schedule of classes. This saves you data
entry and ensures that the system schedules at least one section for each
required component.


See lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Scheduling New Classes.


Graded Component Select to enable grading of this component. Only one component can have a
final grade. The value you select for this course offering appears by default on
the (Schedule New Course, Schedule of Classes) Basic Data page when you
schedule a class section for this course offering.


Primary Component Select whether this is the primary component of the course. If you are using
the Dynamic Class Dates feature, it is mandatory that you select a primary
component for the course, even if you only have one component. The Dynamic
Class Dates process always uses the scheduled class section of the primary
component to calculate the landmark dates on a dynamic academic calendar.
The process uses the primary component value on the Class Associations -
Class Components page.


Optional Component If available for entry, select so that the system does not require that students
enroll in this component. If you clear the check box, the system requires
students to enroll in the component.


Include in Dynamic Date
Calc (include in dynamic
date calculation)


Select to include this component of the course offering, in addition to
the primary component, in the Dynamic Class Dates process. The system
automatically selects and makes unavailable for edit this check box for the
primary component of a course because the Dynamic Class Dates process
always uses the scheduled class section of the primary component to calculate
the landmark dates on a dynamic academic calendar. This check box is
optional for other components. The value here appears by default on the
corresponding field for all class sections of the component that you schedule
on the Basic Data page. For non-primary components, you can override the
default value on a section-by-section basis.


Generate Class Mtg
Attendance (generate class
meeting attendance)


Select to indicate that you want the system to always generate attendance
rosters for all classes your institution schedules for this course component.
This value defaults to the Schedule of Classes where you can override this
setting. Selecting this check box marks the class so that when you generate
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attendance rosters through the Attendance Roster Generator page you have
the option to limit processing to only the classes that have this check box
selected and that meet your processing criteria. If you clear this check box
on the Attendance Roster Generator page, the generator creates attendance
rosters for all classes that meet your processing criteria, regardless of the
check box setting. When you generate attendance rosters through the Class
Attendance page and this check box is selected for a scheduled class, the
setting has no effect on processing.


Add Fee Click to add an additional fee for the course component and to access
the Course Fees Modal page. The additional fee is attached to the course
component that you specify.


See lssf, Setting Up Fees and Tuition Groups, Setting Up Course Fees and
Class Fees.


Course Attendance


Instruction Mode The instruction mode indicates whether the course component is taught In
Person or using Interactive TV, World Wide Web, Correspondence, and so
on. The instruction mode relates to the attendance type. You can indicate an
instruction mode, then select attendance type values for the course component
that relate only to this instruction mode. For example, by selecting the In
Person instructor mode, you can select an attendance type that applies only
to the In Person instruction mode. If you leave the Instruction Mode field
blank, the attendance types that you define for the course component applies to
all instruction modes. When you create and update attendance rosters, only
the attendance type values that relate to the instruction mode for the class
are available for you to use. Instruction modes for classes are set on the
Schedule of Classes - Basic Data page. Instruction mode values are defined on
the Instruction Mode page.


Attendance Type Select each attendance type that your institution might use for the course
component. The attendance type indicates the type of class meeting attendance
roster you want to generate, such as Class Meeting, Conference, Field Trip,
Instructor Consultation, or Study Group. Add rows for additional attendance
types. When you track attendance, the system prompts you only with the
attendance type values that your institution defines for the course component.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Note. At the least, you should specify the attendance type value that your
institution has selected on the Academic Institution Table 3 page to use
whenever you generate attendance rosters, as well as the fields you want the
system to use for this component’s attendance type. Although you can generate
attendance rosters for a course component without defining attendance type
values and their associated fields, the system only creates a default attendance
roster that includes the Template Number for the class meeting attendance
roster; the Attendance Type and its description; the Attendance Date; and each
student’s ID, name, and career. You must return to the Components page and
define these values for your institution to be able to track student attendance.


For each attendance type of the course component, select the fields you want
the system to use when generating class attendance rosters. You can set up the
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system to generate attendance rosters with as few or as many fields as you
want to appear for each class section. When you generate attendance rosters,
the available fields that appear on the attendance rosters for each attendance
type depend on the options you select for each attendance type of the course
component. Values for any given course component’s attendance type are:


Use Present Select in order for the attendance rosters to have a Present check box on them.


Use Reason Select in order for the attendance rosters to have a Reason field on them. You
can use the reason field to describe a reason for why a student is present, tardy,
leaves early, or any other reason your institution wants to track.


Use Tardy Select in order for the attendance rosters to have a Tardy check box on them.


Use Left Early Select in order for the Attendance rosters to have a Left Early check box
on them.


Use Contact Minutes Select in order for the attendance rosters to have a Contact Minutes field on
them. The system populates the contact minutes time with the total minutes
of the class meeting. The system determines this value based on the Class
Meeting pattern that your institution has set up for the class in the Schedule of
Classes.


Use To and From Time Select in order for the attendance rosters to have a to and from time field to
designate the start and end time of a class meeting. The system determines this
value based on the class meeting pattern that your institution has set up for the
class in the Schedule of Classes.


Override Template
Date/Time


Select for the attendance rosters to have an attendance date field on them.
Also, you can override the attendance date, from time, and to time values that
appear on the attendance rosters. Otherwise, the corresponding fields that
appear on an attendance roster template control the attendance date, from time
and to time values that appear for each student on the attendance rosters. A
template only identifies an attendance roster as unique.


Room Characteristics Required


Room Characteristic Enter the room characteristics that you require for the course component.
Room characteristic values are defined on the Room Characteristic Table page.
Characteristics you enter here default to the schedule of classes. Insert rows
to add additional characteristics. This field is used for interfacing to the
Universal Algorithm’s product, Schedule 25. The maximum number of room
characteristics for Schedule 25 is 96. Therefore, be sure you select values
between 01 and 96 if you use Schedule 25.


Room Characteristic
Quantity


Enter the quantity of each room characteristic that you require.


(NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting Data
Access the Crse Catalog NZL (course catalog New Zealand) page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog,
Course Catalog, Crs Catalog NZL).
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Crse Catalog NZL page


Main Program Enter the main program for this course.


When you generate the SDR course register file, the prospectus code from the
program you select here is reported as a qualification code.


NZSCED Detail Code Enter the NZSCED field of study code for this course.
Set up NZSCED field of study codes on the NZSCED Field of Study NZL
page.


Course Type Enter the course type for this course.
Values are:


• Type A - Program EFTS
• Type B - Hourly EFTS
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If you enter Type B, the system displays the Hours field, in which you can
enter the total hours for the course. The system calculates the EFTS factor
based on the new value.
If you enter Type A, the system recalculates the EFTS factor whenever the
values change for the UNITS_ACAD_PROG, UNITS_MINIMUM, and
UNIT_MAXIMUM fields in the CRSE_CATALOG record. The system
calculates the EFTS factor for type A courses by multiplying the academic
progress units for the course by the EFTS Translation A value defined for
the institution.


EFTS Factor The system automatically calculates the EFTS factor for the course whenever
you add a new course or whenever you change the course type or hours for the
course. The system calculates the EFTS factor by multiplying the course hours
by the EFTS Transaction B value defined for the institution.


NQF Level Enter the New Zealand Register of Quality Assured Qualifications level for
the credits in this course.


NQF Credit Specify the number of New Zealand Register of Quality Assured Qualifications
credits contained in this course.


Course Classification Enter the course classification code for this course.
Define course classifications on the Course Classification NZL
(SSR_CRS_CLSF_FNDC ) page.
Only Course Classifications that have an effective date less than or equal to the
current date and a status of Active are available for selection in the Course
Classification field.


Funding Category Enter the funding category for this course.
Define funding categories on the Funding Category NZL
(SSR_FUND_CAT_NZL ) page.


Pre-Service Stage For courses that are part of a teacher training program, enter the pre-service
stage code for the course.


eLearn Status Enter the eLearn status to indicate whether or not this course is offered
through the internet.


Average Course Fee Enter the average fee for the students enrolled in this course for the reporting
period.


Foreign Fee Enter the tuition fee paid by foreign, fee paying students.


Eligible for PBRF (eligible
for Performance Based
Research Fund)


Use this field to indicate if a course is eligible for the Performance Based
Research Fund.


Compulsory Course Costs Enter a dollar amount for the total compulsory fees for this course.


Exempt Indicator Indicate if a course was granted an exemption from FCCM (Fees/Course
Costs Maxima).


VRF (Volume of Research
Factor)


Use this field to capture Volume of Research Factor data. This field is for
informational purposes only.
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Embedded
Literacy/Numeracy


Select this check box to indicate that the course has an embedded literacy or
numeracy component. The check box is cleared by default.


See Also
lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting


Linking Milestones to Course Data
Access the Course/Milestone Link page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Catalog,
Course/Milestone Link).


Course/Milestone Link page


Bundle 27
The use of this functionality is no longer restricted to New Zealand government reporting.


Milestone Link a milestone to a course. If the Writing milestone for example is
selected for a course, when a student enrolls in a section of that course,
the Writing milestone is assigned to the student. A row is inserted in the
Student Milestones page.


The Enroll into Course Milestones check box must be selected on the
Academic Institution 2 page and the Academic Career Table 2 page.


(NZL) Enter the unit standards to link to this course. Link unit standards to
milestones in the NQF Detail group box on the Milestone Table page.


See Also
PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, Designing Your Academic Structure


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting up Milestones


PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Tracking Student Data, Tracking Milestones


lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting, Preparing for NZQA Reporting


Interfacing Course Offerings with the General Ledger
Access the GL Interface page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Catalog, GL Interface).


Copy and paste icons appear on this page, next to the Jrnl Set field. Use the copy icon to copy the setup for
the row, which can then be pasted to the new, or any proceeding, row.
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Receivables From Item
Type


Select if you do not want to track revenue by course. The system allocates
revenue based on the credit entry defined for the tuition item type. In this case,
do not enter ChartField information.
The system automatically tracks receivables for a course based on the debit
entry defined for the tuition item type (on the Item Types - GL Interface page).
If you want to track revenue by course, you must select the GL Interface
Required check box on the Catalog Data page and then enter a credit entry for
the class by completing the ChartFields on this page.


See Also
lssf, Using GL Interface Processing


lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup, Setting Up Item Types and Item Type Groups, Mapping
Item Types to General Ledger Accounts


Creating Course Equivalency Groups
Course equivalency groups link different course ID numbers as equivalent for requisite checking purposes.
The courses themselves can possess different components, requisites, topics, and so on. Equivalent course
groups are for different course IDs and are, therefore, different from multiple-offering courses.


Complete these steps to create a course equivalency group:


1. Define an equivalent course group on the Course Equivalencies page.
2. Add courses to the equivalency group on the Catalog Data page.
3. Return to the Course Equivalencies page and click the Fetch Equivalencies button to review the group


of equivalent courses.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings, Defining Course Catalog Data


Page Used to Create Course Equivalency Groups
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Course Equivalencies CRSE_EQUIV Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Course
Equivalencies, Course
Equivalencies


Define the course
equivalency group.


Creating a Course Equivalency
Access the Course Equivalencies page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Course Equivalencies,
Course Equivalencies).
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Course Equivalencies page


Effective Date Enter an effective date for this equivalent course group. The effective date
defines when the status you select is valid. Use a new effective date each time
you make a change to an equivalent course group. Insert new rows as needed,
and modify the record to track historical equivalent course changes.


Status Enter a status for this equivalent course group. Select Active when adding a
new equivalent course group. The Inactive option should only be used if your
institution no longer wants to use this equivalent course group.


Note. If you want to inactivate an equivalent course group, you need to delete that equivalent course group
number from each course to which it is attached on the Catalog Data page, and change the status to Inactive on
the Course Equivalencies page.


Description and Short
Description


Enter the descriptions of the equivalent course group.


Fetch Course Equivalencies After you attach courses to this equivalent course group on the Catalog Data
page, click this button to view all courses linked to the equivalent course group.
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Assigning Courses to a New Equivalent Course Group (CRSE_EQUIV)


The system displays an effective date and equivalent course group for every course. To determine when data
for an effective-dated row is superseded, look at the next row. In the example, the system shows that course ID
001011 was part of Equivalent Course Group 05001 until 09/16/2004. As of 09/16/2004, course ID 001011
became associated with Equivalent Course Group 05102.


Click the Equivalent Course Group link to view other equivalent course groups for a specific course.


Viewing Course Catalog Summary Information
This section discusses how to review course catalog summaries.


Page Used to View Course Catalog Summary Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Course Catalog Summary CRSE_CATALOG_SUM Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Catalog
Summary, Course Catalog
Summary


View a summary of course
offerings.
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Reviewing Course Catalog Summaries
Access the Course Catalog Summary page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Catalog Summary,
Course Catalog Summary).


Course Catalog Summary page


If the course is a part of an equivalent course group, the equivalent course
group appears. Click the Open button to toggle between the equivalent courses.


Click the Detail button to go the Course Catalog - Catalog Data page for
the course. You can use this button to view further details or to modify
data for the course.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Equivalency Groups


lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings


Printing the Course Catalog
This section discusses how to enter course catalog report parameters.
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Page Used to Print the Course Catalog Report
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Print Course Catalog RUNCTL_SRYCATLG Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Print Course
Catalog, Print Course
Catalog


Use the Print Course Catalog
page to print the course
catalog (SR301 Report).


Entering Course Catalog Report Parameters
Access the Print Course Catalog page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Print Course Catalog,
Print Course Catalog).


Print Course Catalog page


From Date and End Date Enter a from date and an end date. These dates are the effective dates of the
course offerings. They are required fields. The system prints all active courses
that are greater than or equal to the from date, and less than or equal to
the end date.


Academic Institution The system populates this field with the value on the User Defaults 1 page.


Academic Organization Enter the academic organization. You are prompted by the Academic
Organization Table page.


Academic Group and
Academic Career


Enter the academic group and academic career if you want to limit the scope of
the report. Academic group values are defined on the Academic Group Table
page. Academic Career values are defined on the Academic Career Table page.
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Course Approved Select whether you want to display Approved, Denied, or Pending courses.
To report courses of all three types, run three reports, each with a different
Course Approved field value.


Catalog Print Select whether you want to view text designated as catalog print text. If you
select Yes, all courses with the Catalog Print check box selected on the Course
Catalog Offerings page appear in the report. If you select No, the courses that
do not have the Catalog Print check box selected appear in the report. If you
select All, all courses appear, regardless of the setting of the check box.


Report Only Clear this check box to specify that you want to create a Course Catalog report
and send the Course Catalog report to your file path location in .csv format.
Select this check box to create a Course Catalog report without creating a .csv
file. If you select this check box, the File Path field becomes unavailable.


File Path If you clear the Report Only check box, this field is available. In addition to
sending report output for this process to a file (through setting preferences in
the PeopleSoft Process Monitor), you can also send any additional output
files created by this process to a file directory. To send the extract output
to a file directory, enter a valid directory path that maps to a folder with
appropriate read/write permission. If you cannot locate such a folder, consult
your system administrator.


Select the print options to display the described detail on the report. If you
clear them, the detail does not appear on the report.


Run Click to run the report using PeopleSoft Process Scheduler. You should set the
type to Web and the format to PDF.


Searching for Courses
This section discusses how to:


• Browse the course catalog.
• Select a course offering.
• View course catalog details.
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Pages Used to Search for Courses
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Browse Course Catalog SSS_BROWSE_CATLG Curriculum Management,
Course Catalog, Browse
Catalog, Browse Course
Catalog


Browse the course catalog to
see a list of courses offered
at the institution.


Browse Course Catalog -
Select Course Offering


SSS_BCC_SEL_CRSE On the Browse Course
Catalog page, click a course
title that includes this
message: *** view multiple
offerings.


Select the appropriate
offering when a course ID
has multiple offerings with
the same subject, course
number, and title, or when
multiple course IDs have
the same subject, course
number, and title.


Browse Course Catalog -
Course Detail


SSS_CRSE_OFFER_DTL Click a course number or
course title on the Browse
Course Catalog page.


View course details and
access class sections.


Browsing the Course Catalog
Access the Browse Course Catalog page (Curriculum Management, Course Catalog, Browse Catalog, Browse
Course Catalog).
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Browse Course Catalog page


Select Institution Enter the institution for which you want to search for courses.


Course Nbr (course number)
and Course Title


Click a course number or a course title to view course details and section
information.
You are taken to the Select Course Offering page when a course ID has
multiple offerings with the same subject, course number, and title, or when
multiple course IDs have the same subject, course number, and title—see ART
130 in the previous example page. Notice that the course title includes this
message: *** view multiple offerings.
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Typically Offered The terms in which a course is typically offered, as defined on the Offerings
page.


Selecting a Course Offering
Access the Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page (on the Browse Course Catalog page, click a
course title that includes this message: *** view multiple offerings.)


Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page


Use this page to select the appropriate offering when a course ID has multiple offerings with the same subject,
course number, and title, or when multiple course IDs have the same subject, course number, and title.


Viewing Course Catalog Details
Access the Browse Course Catalog - Course Detail page (click a course number or course title on the Browse
Course Catalog page or a course offering link on the Browse Course Catalog - Select Course Offering page).
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Browse Course Catalog - Course Detail page


Course Schedule
Click the view class sections button to view the course schedule details.
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Course Schedule page


Enter a term and click the show sections button to view class sections for the course.
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CHAPTER 1


Using the Student Services Center Component


This chapter discusses the Student Services Center component for administrative users, and describes how to:


• Set up the Student Services Center component.
• View and edit an individual’s information.


Setting Up the Student Services Center Component
Use the Student Services Center Setup page to control the order in which the tabbed pages appear in the
Student Services Center component and to define the labels used on the tabs. Also, select the information that
you want to make available to administrative users on each page of the Student Services Center component.
The available information appears or does not appear for a user based on the user’s security.


This section discusses how to set up the Student Services Center component.


Page Used to Set Up the Student Services Center Component
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Services Center
Setup


SCC_SUM_CFG Set Up SACR, Common
Definitions, Student Services
Center Setup


Select the information to
display in the Student
Services Center component.


Setting Up the Student Services Center Component
Bundle 27
New check box in Student Financial region: Override Student Waiver. When you select this check box,
the Student Waiver Override region appears in the finances page.


Access the Student Services Center Setup page (Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Student Services
Center Setup).
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Student Services Center Setup page (1 of 2)
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Student Services Center Setup page (2 of 2)


Enter tab labels and tab positions (2-7), as you want them to appear in the Student Services Center component.
If you try to save duplicate tab positions, an error message occurs.


Tab labels and positions are listed as delivered. You can modify all but the Student Center tab label and
position. The Student Center tab is hard coded to be the first tab, which provides the administrative user quick
access to the same view as the individual has on the Student Center page in PeopleSoft Campus Self Service.


Note. Each tab of the Student Services Center component acts as a separate component. This enables you to
use standard PeopleTools security to set individual security access to the tabs. If you do not want a tab to
appear, do not give anyone access to it in PeopleTools security and the page will not appear. Users must have
access to the Student Center tab to have access to any of the other tabs.


Select the information that you want to make available on the General Information, Admissions, Academics,
Transfer Credit, Student Financials (Finances), and Financial Aid pages.


The available information will then appear or not appear for a specific administrative user depending on the
security set for that user on the Academic Institution Security, Institution/Career Security, Academic Program
Security, Academic Plan Security, Application Center Security, Test ID Security, 3C Groups, and Service
Indicators components. The user’s Demographic Data Access (DDA) security also applies to either mask or
display the student’s national ID and date of birth.


If a user has multiple security levels upon redirection to core components from the Student Services Center,
the highest level of access security is used. For example, if a user has corrections-access to a component
from one menu and read-only access to the same component from another menu, the corrections access is
granted when the user is redirected to the component.


Note. Information that appears on the Student Center tab is controlled on the Student Center Options page
(Set Up SACR, Common Definitions, Self Service, Student Center). The setup on this page does not override
Campus Solutions security setup.


Viewing and Editing an Individual’s Information
Use the Student Services Center component to view and access detailed information about a student or
other individual.


Note. Only current and future-dated information appears in the Student Services Center component.
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This section discusses how to:


• View an individual’s Student Center information.


• View an individual’s general information.


• View a student’s admissions information.


• View a student’s transfer credit information.


• View a student’s academics information.


• View a student’s self-service finances information.


• View a student’s self-service financial aid information.


See Also
lscc, Using the Student Services Center Component, Setting Up the Student Services Center Component
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Pages Used to View and Edit an Individual’s Information
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Student Center SSS_STUDENT_CENTER Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Student
Center


Provides administrator
ability to see what a specific
individual, such as a student,
sees on the Student Center
self-service page.


General Information SCC_SUM_PERSONAL Campus Community, Student
Services Center, General
Information


Provides administrator
at-a-glance overview of
the individual’s personal
information with access
to further detail such as
initiated checklist items,
service indicators and
student groups.


Admissions SCC_SUM_ADMISSIONS Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Admissions


Provides administrator
access to the student’s
self-service Admissions
View with access to further
detail.


Transfer Credit SCC_SUM_TRNSFRCRDT Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Transfer
Credit


Provides administrator
overview of a specific
student’s transfer credit
information with easy
access to transfer credit
transactions.


Academics SCC_SUM_ACADEMICS Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Academics


Provides administrator
overview of a specific
student’s academic
information with easy access
to academics transactions.


Finances SCC_SUM_FINANCES Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Finances


Provides administrator
overview of a specific
student’s financial
information with easy access
to finances transactions.


Financial Aid SCC_SUM_FA Campus Community, Student
Services Center, Financial
Aid


Provides administrator
overview of a specific
student’s financial aid
information with easy access
to financial aid transactions.


Viewing an Individual’s Student Center Information
Bundle 27
New: Milestones section. Available if the Show Milestone List Section check box is selected on the
Student Center Options page.
From the “details” link, you can access the Student Milestones self-service page.
The Milestone Table setup controls which milestones appear in the list.


Access the Student Center page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Student Center).
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Student Center page


This page provides the same view of the self-service Student Center page as the self-service user sees. Clicking
any of the buttons or links on this page takes the administrator to the same self-service destinations.


Enroll in Direct Deposit is available in the other financial field only if the Direct Deposit Enrollment check
box is selected on the SF Institution Set - General Options page.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Completing Student Financials
General Setup, Setting Up Installation Parameters and Keywords].
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Note. When you click the Demographic Data link in the Personal Information section of the General
Information page. DDA security (masking of the national ID or date of birth) is enforced. This way the
administrative user will not see sensitive information that he or she is allowed to see from other pages or
search records. The masking configuration applies for administrative users viewing the Student Center
page from the Student Services Center.


See lsfn, Securing Campus Community, Applying Demographic Data Access Security.


Viewing an Individual’s General Information
Access the General Information page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, General Information).


General Information page (1 of 4)
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General Information page (2 of 4)
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General Information page (3 of 4)
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General Information page (4 of 4)


This page provides an overview of the individual’s general information from components in the Campus
Community menu and the Student Groups component available from Admissions, Student Records, and
other menus.


Individuals can see some of the same information from the self-service Campus Personal Information menu.


Note. If an administrative user does not have security access to a feature on the General Information page, the
action button related to that information is not available so that the user cannot see or update the information in
the core component. For example, if an administrative user does not have access to the core Service Indicator
Data page, the Edit Service Indicators button is not displayed.


This table lists the actions available on the General Information page and the core component to which the user
is redirected for more detail:


Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Edit Service Indicators SERVICE_IND_PERS


SRVC_IND_DATA1


Campus Community,
Service Indicators, Person,
Manage Service Indicators


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, Holds


Review Checklist Summary CHKLST_SUMM_PERS


PERS_CHKLST_SUMM


Campus Community,
Checklists, Person
Checklists, Person Checklist
Summary


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, To
Do List
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Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Edit Student Groups STDNT_GROUPS_PERS


STDNT_GROUPS


Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Student
Groups


None


Edit Personal Data SCC_BIO_DEMO


SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Add/Update a Person,
Biographical Details


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Demographic Information


Edit National IDs SCC_BIO_DEMO


SCC_BIO_DEMO_PERS


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Add/Update a Person,
Biographical Details


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Demographic Information


Edit Names NAMES_PERS


SCC_NAMES_89


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical, Names


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Names


Edit Addresses ADDRESS_MAINT


ADDRESSES_89


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Addresses/Phones,
Addresses


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information,
Addresses


Edit Phones PHONE_PERS


PHONE_PERS


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Addresses/Phones, Phones


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, Phone
Numbers


Edit Email Addresses E_MAIL_ADDR_PERS


E_ADDR_PERS


Campus Community,
Personal Information,
Biographical,
Addresses/Phones,
Electronic Addresses


Self Service, Campus
Personal Information, Email
Addresses


Viewing a Student’s Admissions Information
Access the Admissions page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Admissions).
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Admissions page (1 of 3)
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Admissions page (2 of 3)
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Admissions page (3 of 3)


This page provides an overview of information from components in the Student Admissions menu. Students
can see some of the same information from the self-service Student Admission Application status menu.


This table lists the actions available on the Admissions page and the core component to which the user
is redirected for more detail:


Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Edit Application Data ACAD_HISTORY_PERS


ADM_APPL_PROG_MNT


Student Admissions,
Application Maintenance,
Maintain Applications


Self Service, Student
Admission, Application
Status
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Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Edit Education Data ACAD_HISTORY_PERS


EXT_ACAD_DATA


Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Academic Information,
Education or Records and
Registration, Transfer
Credit Evaluation, External
Education


None


Edit Student Tests ACAD_TST_RSLT_PERS


STDNT_TEST_SCORE


Student Admissions,
Application Entry,
Academic Information,
Test Results


None


Viewing a Student’s Transfer Credit Information
Access the Transfer Credit page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Transfer Credit).


Transfer Credit page


This page provides an overview of information from components in the Records and Enrollment menu.
Students can also see some of the same information from the self-service View Transfer Credit Report menu.
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Viewing a Student’s Academics Information
Access the Academics page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Academics).


Academics page (1 of 3)
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Academics page (2 of 3)


Academics page (3 of 3)


This page provides an overview of information from components in the Records and Enrollment menu.
Students cannot see this information from PeopleSoft Campus Self Service.


This table lists the actions available on the Academics page and the core component to which the user
is redirected for more detail:
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Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Edit Student Program Data ACAD_PLAN


STDNT_PROG


Records and Enrollment,
Career and Program
Information, Student
Program/Plan


None


Edit Student Term Data STDNT_ACTIVATION


STDNT_ACTIVATION


Records and Enrollment,
Student Term Information,
Term Activate a Student,
Term Activation


None


Viewing a Student’s Self-Service Finances Information
Bundle 27
New region: Student Waiver Override. This region is displayed when you select the Override Student
Waiver check box in the Student Services Center Setup page.


Access the Finances page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Finances).
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finances page (1 of 2)
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finances page (2 of 2)


Note. If you use a future date in the Assign Student Waiver page, the waiver does not appear in the Student
Waiver Override region and the following message is displayed: This student has future-dated waiver overrides.


See PeopleSoft Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook, Calculating Tuition and Fees, Assigning Student Waivers.
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Using the Finances Page
This page provides an overview of information from components in the Student Financials menu. Students
cannot see this information from PeopleSoft Campus Self Service.


This table lists the actions available on the Finances page and the core component to which the user
is redirected for more detail:


Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
Calculate Tuition TUITION_CALC


STDNT_TUITION_CALC


Student Financials,
Tuition and Fees, Tuition
Calculation


None


View Student Account ACCOUNT_VW


ACCOUNT_SF


Student Financials, View
Customer Accounts


None


1098–T
The 1098–T link appears only for US institutions—the institution that appears in the Account Summary section
of the finances page must have a value of USA in the Country field on the Academic Institution 1 page.


For US institutions, the link appears:


• Only if the Use Electronic Statements check box on the 1098–T TIN Detail setup page is selected.


• Only for students for whom 1098–T data has been generated.


If the Use Electronic Statements check box is not selected on the setup page, a message appears instead of the
1098–T link on the finances page: 1098-T- TIN is not set to Use Electronic Statement.


If 1098–T data is not available for a student, a message appears instead of the 1098–T link on the finances
page: 1098-T- Student does not have 1098-T data.


Click the 1098–T link to access the (Review 1098–T Data) 1098–T Data page. The page displays the most
recent 1098–T data for the student in context—that is, the maximum sequence number in the 1098–T Status
group box.


On the 1098–T Data page, click the View 1098–T link to retrieve a 1098–T .pdf of the most recent 1098–T data.


The link is sensitive to the context in the 1098-T Status scroll area—that is, the .pdf is generated using the
data in context.


See lssf, Producing Tax Forms and Receipt Information, Producing and Filing 1098-T Tax Forms.


Manage Student Direct Deposit
Click the Manage Student Direct Deposit link to access the Manage Student Direct Deposit page with the
context of student.


Note. The Search page does not appear.


Use the Manage Student Direct Deposit page to set up and edit direct deposit distributions for AP refunding for
a student.
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The Manage Student Direct Deposit link appears only if the Refund Method value on the Refund Setup page
is A/P and the Use Single Payment Voucher option is selected in the AP Refunding Option group box on
the SF Installation page.


Unlike the Enroll in Direct Deposit link in Student Center, this link is not dependent on SF Institution Set setup.


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Completing Student Financials
General Setup, Setting Up Installation Parameters and Keywords].


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1, Setting Up Refunding].


Viewing a Student’s Self-Service Financial Aid Information
Access the Financial Aid page (Campus Community, Student Services Center, Financial Aid).


Financial Aid page (1 of 2)
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Financial Aid page (2 of 2)


This page provides an overview of information from components in the Financial Aid menu. Students cannot
see this information from PeopleSoft Campus Self Service.


This table lists the actions available on the Financial Aid page and the core component to which the user
is redirected for more detail:


Action Button


Destination
Component and 1st


Page Core Navigation Self-Service Navigation
View Packaging Status
Summary


STDNT_AID_PACKAGE


STDNT_AID_PACKAGE


Financial Aid, View
Packaging Status Summary,
Financial Aid Status


None


Assign Awards to a Student AWARD_ENTRY_MC


STDNT_AWARD_
ENTRY3


Financial Aid, Awards,
Awards Processing, Assign
Awards to a Student,
Student Aid Package


None


Maintain Student FA Term STDNT_FA_TERM


STDNT_FA_TERM


Financial Aid, Financial Aid
Term, Maintain Student FA
Term, FA Term


None
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CHAPTER 1


Designing Your Academic Structure


Set up your academic structure before using the full functionality of the PeopleSoft Campus Solutions system. Make
sure that you understand how the institution structures campuses, academic careers, academic organizations, academic
departments or groups, and subject areas.


This chapter provides an overview of academic structure and discusses how to:


• Define academic institutions.
• Set up campuses.
• Define academic careers.
• Create career pointer exception rules.
• Define academic level and load rules.
• Define academic organizations.
• Define academic groups.
• Establish fields of study.
• Modify Classification of Instructional Programs (CIP) and Higher Education General Information Survey (HEGIS)


codes.
• Define subject areas.
• (NLD) Define Dutch academic structure.


Understanding Academic Structure
The academic structure and its elements are the building blocks for an academic institution. This diagram
illustrates an institution’s academic structure at a high level:
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Viewing academic structure from an institutional perspective


An academic institution can have many campuses. Academic programs are part of academic careers and the
academic institution. Subject areas are part of academic organizations and the academic institution. Academic
plans and academic subplans are subdivisions of academic programs. Degree records are directly linked to
academic plans. Courses and classes are subdivisions of subject areas and directly linked to terms and sessions.


Defining Academic Institutions
To set up academic institutions, use the Academic Institution Table component (INSTITUTION_TBL).


An academic institution is an entity, such as a university or college, that runs independently from other like
entities and has its own set of rules and business processes. Typically, you define just one academic institution,
but you can define as many as you need. Throughout Campus Solutions, you use academic institutions as a key
value to group data into tables and to search those tables for data to extract.
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This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to:


• Define the name and location of academic institutions.


• Set academic institution defaults and options.


• Set additional institution defaults and options.


• Activate instructor workload.


• Set repeat checking controls.


• (AUS, CAN, NZL, NLD) Activate other Student Administration features.


• Identify self-service report types.


Prerequisites
You must decide whether you want a single- or a multi-institution structure. Set up separate academic
institutions only if the entities function as distinctly separate schools. Each academic institution must have
these characteristics:


• Separate schedule of classes.
Course catalogs are shared among institutions.


• Independent statistics and transcripts.
• Students who do not normally enroll in classes from one academic institution while attending another


academic institution.
For example, although you might have a law school that is a separate entity in many ways, the law students
might sometimes enroll in graduate courses as part of their law careers.


Also, before establishing academic institutions, define these items:


• SetIDs
A setID is used throughout Campus Solutions as a substitute for an academic institution or a student
financials business unit. Instead of keying a number of tables by academic institution or business unit, the
tables are keyed by setID, which enables institutions to share common codes, structures, and facilities.


• Grading schemes


Grading schemes are the rules that the academic institution uses for assigning and converting grades.


• Country codes
Country codes enable you to define the address for the academic institution in the address format
appropriate for the country in which the academic institution is located.


See Also
lssf, Completing Student Financials General Setup, Setting Up Business Units, Understanding Business Units


lscc, Designing Campus Community


lssr, Setting Up Grading, Setting Up Your System for Grading, Defining Grading Schemes
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Pages Used to Define Academic Institutions
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Institution 1 INSTITUTION_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 1


Define the name and
location of the academic
institutions.


Academic Institution 2 INSTITUTION_TABLE1 Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 2


Set academic institution
defaults for transfer credit
processing and for courses.


Academic Institution 3 INSTITUTION_TABLE3 Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 3


Set additional academic
institution defaults and
options for attendance
tracking, cohort
reporting, National
Student Clearinghouse
(NSC) reporting, and
interoperability for learning
management systems
(LMS).


Academic Institution 4 INSTITUTION_TABLE4 Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 4


Activate the Instructor
Workload feature and
establish high-level limits,
workload preferences, and
default values for instructor
workload at the institution.


Academic Institution 5 INSTITUTION_TABLE5 Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 5


Set repeat checking controls
for academic institutions.
The academic institution
level is the highest level of
control for the automatic
Repeat Rule Checking
COBOL/SQL process
(SRPCERPT).


Academic Institution 6 SSR_INST_FEATURES Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 6


Set up student administrative
functionality that can be
selected or cleared, such as
Canadian Reporting.


Academic Institution 7 SAA_INST_RPT_SETUP Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table,
Academic Institution 7


Identify the advisement
report types to be used in self
service.


Defining the Name and Location of Academic Institutions
Access the Academic Institution 1 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 1).
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Academic Institution 1 page


Residency Required Select to require residency data for students. Your selection appears in the
Residency Required field on the Academic Program page for all academic
programs within this academic institution. You can modify the selection for
specific academic programs. When you attempt to activate a student into a
term, the Term Activation SQR process (SRTRMAC) checks whether a
student’s academic program requires that the student have residency data in the
system. If it does and the student does not have residency data in the system,
the Term Activation process does not activate the student into the term.
This inactivation subsequently blocks the student from class enrollment and
tuition calculation.


Country Enter the country where this academic institution is located. Exit the field to
populate the page with variable address fields. The address fields that appear
depend on the country selected. Enter the primary location of this academic
institution into the applicable fields.


See Also
lscc, Setting Up Personal Identification Data, Setting Up Residency Rules


lscc, Managing Personal Identification Data, Entering Residency Data


Setting Academic Institution Defaults and Options
Access the Academic Institution 2 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 2).
Bundle 27
New check box: Enroll into Course Milestones
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Academic Institution 2 page


Transfer Grading Scheme Enter the default grading scheme that applies to courses that students transfer
from external organizations to this academic institution. Your selection
appears in the Grading Scheme field on the Organization Affiliation page,
based on the academic institution that you enter on that page.


Transfer Grading Basis Enter the default grading basis that applies to courses that students transfer
from external organizations to this academic institution. Your selection
appears in the Grading Basis field on the Organization Affiliation page, based
on the academic institution that you enter on that page.


School Grading Basis Currently not in use.


Use SR Class Schedule
Facility Conflict Checking


Select to indicate that the system uses internal facility conflict checking
functionality for all campuses at this academic institution. The system checks
for facility conflicts whenever a facility is booked for a class on the Meetings
page or the Exam page of the schedule of classes components.


The check box value migrates from the Installation page to the Academic
Institution 2 page to the Campus Table page. The system uses the value on the
Campus Table page during processing. Clear this check box on the Campus
Table page to use an external facility conflict checking process.
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Note. This check box has no relation to the Check for Facility Conflict check
box on the Facility Table page, which controls whether you can schedule
multiple events in the same facility.


Print National ID on Enrl.
Ver (print national ID on
enrollment verification)


Select to have the system display the student’s national ID on the enrollment
verification report. The system selects this check box by default.


Course Defaults
Use this group box to set default values for the course catalog and schedule of classes pages. These default
values simplify data entry. You can override these default values for individual courses and classes.


Campus Enter the default campus for all courses within this academic institution. The
campus value appears by default in the course catalog and the schedule
of classes.


Note. If this academic institution generally offers the same courses at more
than one campus, you should not enter a value for a default campus because
courses defined for a particular campus can be scheduled only for that same
campus.


Student Specific
Permissions


Select to have all classes scheduled at this academic institution require that you
generate permissions for students to enroll in classes. This check box value
migrates to the Basic Data page of the Schedule New Course component,
where it can be overridden. Student-specific permissions require that you
generate permissions for individual students.


Auto Enroll from Wait List Select to have the system automatically enroll students from wait lists into
classes whenever space becomes available in the classes and the wait list
process is run. This check box value migrates to the Enrollment Control page
of the Schedule New Course component, where it can be overridden.


Enroll into Course
Milestones


Bundle 27
New


Select this check box to enable a course milestone to be created when a student
enrolls in a class for which the milestone is selected on the Course/Milestone
Link page in the Course Catalog.
The Enroll into Course Milestones check box must also be selected on the
Academic Career Table 2 page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook,
Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Careers


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up the Course
Catalog, Creating Course Offerings


Course Cancellation


Enrollment Action Reason Enter the default enrollment action reason that the system posts to enrolled
students’ records whenever a class is canceled.
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Drop Related Components
When Canceling
Enrollment Component
Class


This check box is selected by default. Clear this check box if you do not want
to drop related components when you cancel the enrollment component of a
multiple component class.


Drop Related Components
When Canceling
Non-Enrollment
Component Class


This check box is selected by default. Clear this check box if you do not want
to drop related components when canceling a non-enrollment component of a
multiple component class.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining Buildings, Rooms, and Classroom
Facilities, Defining Facilities and Rooms


Setting Additional Institution Defaults and Options
Access the Academic Institution 3 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 3).


Academic Institution 3 page


Attendance and Cohort Defaults


Class Meeting Attendance
Type


Enter the default attendance type that this academic institution uses for
generating attendance rosters. The attendance type indicates the type of
attendance roster, such as Class Meeting, Conference, Field Trip, Instructor
Consultation, or Study Group.
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When you generate attendance rosters, the system uses this default attendance
type, along with the fields that you have selected for this attendance type, to
create the requested attendance rosters. After you generate the attendance
rosters, you can change the attendance type for individual class meetings.
When you define the possible attendance rosters and applicable fields for each
course component (through the Components page of the Course Catalog
component), define all possible scenarios. Defining all possible scenarios
ensures proper attendance roster generation if you decide at a later date to
modify the class meeting attendance type for this academic institution. This
field is required for attendance roster batch generation.


Student Attribute for
Cohort


Enter a default student attribute for cohort. Student attributes (such as cohort)
are attached to a student’s program record on the Student Attributes page in the
Student Program/Plan component. If a student has an attribute on the Student
Attributes page equal to the one set here, the Consolidate Academic Statistics
COBOL SQL process (SRPCCONP) writes this common student attribute
to the student’s consolidated academic statistics record, which you can then
prompt against for reporting purposes. The Consolidate Academic Statistics
process searches for only the student attribute that you specify here. If the
process does not find this student attribute on the student’s program record,
then the process does not include a student attribute for cohort on the student’s
consolidated statistics record. If the process finds multiple occurrences of this
student attribute on the student’s program record, then it writes the one with
the lowest primacy number to the student’s consolidated statistics record.


NSC Options
Use the NSC Options group box to define how the NSC Extract SQR process (SRNSLCEX) calculates
a student’s anticipated graduation date (AGD) and to define the default Federal Interagency Committee on
Education (FICE) code that is in the NSC extract for this academic institution.


AGD Rule (anticipated
graduation date rule)


Indicate how you want the NSC Extract process to determine a student’s AGD.
By reporting a student’s AGD to the NSC, the NSC can provide this critical
information to lending institutions so that they know when to begin collecting
loans from students. Any modification to these translate values requires a
substantial programming effort. Values are:
Use Expected Grad Term: Select to have the NSC Extract process use the
end date of the term that a student is expected to graduate as the basis for a
student’s AGD. Define a student’s expected graduation term on the Student
Program page.
Use Term End Date: Select to have the NSC Extract process use the end
date of the term that the institution is reporting to the NSC as the basis for
a student’s AGD.


Month Factor Enter the number of months that you want the NSC Extract process to add to
the date determined by the AGD rule when the process calculates a student’s
AGD. For example, use the term end date plus a month factor of 12 to report to
the NSC that a student’s anticipated graduation date is a year beyond the end
date of the term that the institution reports to the NSC.


FICE Code (Federal
Interagency Committee on
Education code)


Enter the default FICE code that you want to appear in the NSC extract for this
academic institution. This value appears on the NSC page, where you can
override it for each branch code of an academic institution.
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LMS Options
Use the LMS Options group box to specify LMS file type default values and personal data extract parameters.


Provider for Authentication If all or most of the classes are LMS classes requiring self-service user
authentication, select a provider for authentication. The provider serves as a
high-level default. When this field is blank on the Components page of the
Course Catalog component, the value entered on the Institution page is
provided by default from the schedule of classes if a class is scheduled.
Providers are defined on the LMS Provider Setup page.


LMS Extract File Type
(learning management
systems extract file type)


Select an LMS file type of Blackboard CourseInfo 4, WebCT API Input
Format, or XML V1.01 that serves as a high-level default when all or most
of the classes are LMS classes. When the field is blank on the Components
page of the Course Catalog component, the value selected here appears on the
schedule of classes if a class is scheduled. Any modification to these translate
values requires a substantial programming effort.


Phone Type and Address
Usage


Select a phone type and address usage to specify demographic information
for the Person object. If you select the People option on the LMS Extract
Output page, the values selected here determine which phone and address
information is exported. Because phone numbers and addresses are stored as
separate records in Campus Community, you may actually choose to retrieve
an individual’s work phone number and home address. Remember that if the
phone type that you specify is not found for the individual, no phone number
is extracted. This functionality is different from that of an address, where
you can specify an address usage or preferred selection order that causes the
first one found to be extracted. With a phone type, you can select only one
choice; therefore, make it a target that is likely to be found for every person
object in the extract process. You should select a voice line because the system
automatically extracts fax lines in addition to whatever you select here.


UserID Extract Option Identify whether the LMS extract should use the student or instructor’s
EmplID or UserID.


See Also
lssr, Tracking Attendance


lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics


lscc, Managing Biographical Information


Activating Instructor Workload
Access the Academic Institution 4 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 4).
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Academic Institution 4 page


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Instructor Workload


Setting Repeat Checking Controls
For information about the Academic Institution 5 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Institution Table, Academic Institution 5).


Refer to PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Repeat Checking, Setting Up Repeat
Checking for Academic Institutions


(AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL, NLD) Activating Other Student
Administration Features
Access the Academic Institution 6 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 6).
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Academic Institution 6 page


Important! To use country-specific functionality in the system, you must also activate the country’s features
on the Installation Student Administration setup page for setID-based functionality.


Australia Select to enable Australian DEST, HECS, Centrelink, and TAC functionality.
(Department of Industry, Innovation, Science, Research and Tertiary Education
(DIISRTE) was previously known as DEEWR and before that, as DEST.)


Canada Select to enable Canadian government reporting.


New Zealand Select to enable New Zealand Catalog, SDR, EFTS, StudyLink, and NZQA
functionality.


Netherlands Select to enable Netherlands Higher Education functionality.


Studielink Participant Select to activate all online Studielink behavior.


United Kingdom Select to enable the United Kingdom specific fields in the system for an
academic institution.
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See Also
lssr, (CAN) Setting Up Government Reporting


lssr, (NLD) Managing Student Higher Education Information


lsfn, (AUS) Setting Up Government Reporting


lssr, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting


lsfn, Reviewing Installation Setup and System Defaults, Selecting Student Administration Installation Options,
Selecting Country-Specific Features and Enabling CRM for Higher Education Feature


Identifying Self-Service Report Types
Access the Academic Institution 7 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Institution Table, Academic Institution 7).


Academic Institution 7 page


Configure Self Service Report Types


Student academic
requirement report


Enter the type of report to be used in the My Academic Requirements feature.
This field prompts on advisement report types that do not have the Include
What-If Information or Include Planned Courses check boxes selected.


Student plan & search by
requirements


Enter the type of report to be used on the My Planner and Search by My
Requirements features. This field prompts on advisement report types that
have the Include Planned Courses check box selected.
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Student What-If Report Enter the type of report to be used on the What-If Report. This field prompts
on any advisement report type that has the Include What-If Information
check box selected.


Prematriculated Student
What-If Report


If you want to enable prematriculated students, such as prospects and
applicants, to run a what-if advisement report using the What-If Report –
Create What-if Scenario (SAA_SS_WHATIF) page, enter the advisement
report type to be used. This field prompts on any advisement report type that
has the Include What-If Information check box selected.


Advisor What-If Report If you want to enable academic advisors or administrators to generate what-if
advisement reports for prospective or active students using the What-If Report
– Create What-if Scenario self-service page, enter the advisement report type
to be used. This field prompts on any advisement report type that has the
Include What-If Information check box selected.


Student Transfer Credit
What-if Report


If you want to enable active students to generate what-if advisement reports
from the Evaluate My Transfer Credit – Generate a What-If Advisement
Report (SS_TRCR_AA_RQST) page, enter the advisement report type to be
used. This field prompts on any advisement report type that has the Include
What-If Information check box, the Include Completed Transfer Models check
box, and the Include Self-Reported Transfer Models check box selected.
Because the report type entered here is specifically for use with the Evaluate
My Transfer Credit component, you must select the Include Completed
Transfer Models and Include Self-Reported Transfer Models check boxes in
addition to the Include What-If Information check box.


Prematriculated Student
Transfer Credit What-If
Report


If you want to enable prematriculated students to generate what-if advisement
reports from the Evaluate My Transfer Credit – Generate a What-If
Advisement Report self-service page, enter the advisement report type to be
used. This field prompts on any advisement report type that has the Include
What-If Information check box, the Include Completed Transfer Models check
box, and the Include Self-Reported Transfer Models check box selected.
Because the report type entered here is specifically for use with the Evaluate
My Transfer Credit component, you must select the Include Completed
Transfer Models and Include Self-Reported Transfer Models check boxes in
addition to the Include What-If Information check box.


See Also
PeopleSoft Academic Advisement 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up Advisement Report Types


Setting Up Campuses
To set up campuses, use the Campus Table component (CAMPUS_TABLE).


A campus is an entity, usually associated with a separate physical administrative unit, that belongs to a single
academic institution, uses the same course catalog, and produces a common transcript for students within the
same academic career. The PeopleSoft Campus Solution system enables you to define as many campuses
within an academic institution as necessary to meet your business needs.


This section lists prerequisites and discusses how to define campuses.
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Prerequisites
Before you establish campuses, define these items:


• Establishment IDs.
• In Human Resources, you use the Location Table component to define work locations, but you also use


the Location Table component to define general campus locations within Campus Solutions.
These campus locations are synonymous with central locations or addresses for the various campuses
that comprise a college or university. If you have one main campus, you probably have a single location.
However, if you offer classes at satellite locations or if you have geographically separate entities that
make up the institution, you must define multiple locations.


• To add locations in Campus Solutions, you must create at least one establishment value.
If you are implementing or have implemented Human Resources, these establishment values should
already be defined by the human resources department.


• Locations.
You define the physical locations of the campuses at the institution on the Location Table page. Each
location requires an establishment ID.


Page Used to Set Up Campuses
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Campus Table CAMPUS_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Campus Table


Define each campus that
constitutes an academic
institution and indicate
which locations are valid for
a particular campus.


Defining Campuses
Access the Campus Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Campus Table).
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Campus Table page


Use SR Class Schedule
Facility Conflict Checking


Select to enable the system to use internal facility conflict checking
functionality for this campus. The system checks for facility conflicts
whenever a facility is booked for a class on the Meetings page or the Exam
page of the schedule of classes.


The check box value migrates from the Installation page to the Academic
Institution 2 page to the Campus Table page. The system uses the value on the
Campus Table page during processing. Clear this check box on the Campus
Table page to use an external facility conflict checking process.


Note. This check box has no relation to the Check for Facility Conflict check
box on the Facility Table page, which controls whether you can schedule
multiple events at the same facility.


Valid Campus Locations


Location Code (upper) Enter a location code for the primary location of the campus. Define locations
on the Location Table page in Human Resources.


Location Code (lower) Enter all valid location codes for this campus. When creating courses or
scheduling classes at a particular campus, the system displays only the values
that you list here.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Defining Buildings, Rooms, and Classroom
Facilities, Defining Facilities and Rooms


lscc, Designing Campus Community, Setting Up Campus Community and PeopleSoft Enterprise HRMS
Shared Elements
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Defining Academic Careers
To set up academic careers, use the Academic Career Table component (ACAD_CAREER_TBL).


This section provides an overview of academic careers and discusses how to:


• Describe academic career parameters.
• Set additional academic career parameters.
• Set up academic career pointers.
• Set repeat checking controls for academic careers.
• Set up self-service options.


Understanding Academic Careers
Academic career is a concept used in Campus Solutions to designate all course work undertaken by a student at
an academic institution; you group this course work in a single student record. For example, a university that
has an undergraduate school, a graduate school, and several professional schools can define an undergraduate
career, graduate career, and a separate career for each professional school (for example, law, medical or dental).
You might also make extended education or continuing education its own academic career, or make separate
academic careers for every school or college at the undergraduate level.


Academic careers have these common characteristics:


• All credit is granted under a common unit type, such as semester hours or quarter hours.


• A single repeat scheme is used.


Use the Academic Career component to create and define academic careers and all the parameters of each
academic career. Academic career Values are: delivered with the system as translate values. If, when you are
establishing academic careers, you find that you must define more academic career values, add the new values
to the translate table for academic careers. The translate table for academic careers is in the ACAD_CAREER
field in PeopleSoft Application Designer.
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Pages Used to Define Academic Careers
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Career Table ACAD_CAREER_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table,
Academic Career Table


Describe academic careers
and set parameters, such as
grading scheme, for each
academic career.


Academic Career Table 2 ACAD_CAREER_TBL2 Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table,
Academic Career Table 2


Set additional academic
career parameters, such as
default term unit types.


Academic Career Pointers ACAD_CAR_PTRS Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table,
Academic Career Pointers


Set up academic career
pointers, which specify
whether a student within
an academic career can
enroll in courses from
another academic career at
a particular academic
institution.


Repeat Checking ACAD_CAR_RPT_CHK Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table,
Repeat Checking


Set repeat checking controls
at the academic career level.
Also, link repeat rules to
academic careers.


Self Service Options SSR_ACDCAR_SELFSRV Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Career Table, Self
Service Options


Indicate if you want users to
have the ability to select
the students’s academic
program to be assigned to an
enrollment record. Indicate
how you want to enforce
enrollment appointments
for self-service enrollment
within this academic career.


Describing Academic Career Parameters
Access the Academic Career Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Academic Career Table).
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Academic Career Table page


Academic Plan Type Select an academic plan type to indicate the highest level academic plan
that is valid within this academic career—for example, Major, Minor, or
Concentration. You can modify these translate values.
No programming is associated with this field, but the institution can define
restrictions based on this value. For example, if this value is set to Major for
the undergraduate career, then students in that academic career could take
academic plans involving majors, minors, and concentrations. But if this
value is set to Concentration for the continuing education career, then the
institution could create restrictions so that students in that academic career
could not declare a major.


Grading Scheme Enter the grading scheme for this academic career. This grading scheme
defines the valid grading bases for this academic career. The system displays
this grading scheme by default on the Program 1 page for academic programs
within this academic career. You can override the default grading scheme
for each academic program. Define grading scheme values on the Grading
Scheme Table page.


GB Default for Transfer
Credit (grading basis default
for transfer credit)


Enter the default grading basis for credit transferred to this academic career.
This grading basis appears by default on the Program 1 page, where you can
override the value for academic programs within this academic career.


Default Grade- Transfer
Credit


Enter the default grade for credit transferred to this academic career. This
grade appears by default on the Program 1 page, where you can override the
value for academic programs within this academic career.


Default for Term Activation Select either Term Begin Date or Term End Date. The value you select here
determines the default value that appears on the Term Table page. The date
specified determines the last date for which a student can be term activated.
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Last Term for Hist Enrl
Data (last term for historical
enrollment data)


Enter the last term for historical enrollment data. The system uses this value in
conjunction with the values entered for a student on the Historical Course
Enrollment page to determine which historical enrollment information is
printed on a student’s transcript. This field restricts historical enrollment data
to terms less than or equal to the value that you specify. Therefore, set this
field value to the latest term possible for historical enrollment records. You
can include historical enrollment on transcripts by Entering the corresponding
option on the Enrollment/Statistics page of the Transcript Type component.


Warning! The system populates the Last Term for Hist Enrl Data field with
0000. However, term 0000 does not allow historical enrollment data to appear
on a transcript. If you want historical enrollment data to appear on a student’s
transcript, you must Enter another term value.


Transcript Level The default is Print on Unofficial.
The transcript level determines which transcript level is defaulted to the
following transfer credit pages: Course Credits – Automated, Course Credits
– Manual, Test Credits – Automated, Test Credits – Manual, and Other
Credit – Manual.


Manual Course Unit Default


From Incoming Course Select this option to populate the Units Transferred field in the Equivalent
Course group box on the Transfer Course Entry page with the value from the
Units Taken field in the Incoming Course group box for the course that has the
same group and sequence number.


From Course Catalog Select this option to populate the Units Transferred field in the Equivalent
Course group box on the Transfer Course Entry page with the value from the
Maximum Units field in the Course Catalog (CRSE_CATALOG) component.


Regardless of the option that you select in the Manual Course Unit Default group box, you can override the
default value on the Transfer Course Entry page, to transfer a different number of units.


See Also
lssf, Getting Started with PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Financials


lsfn, Preparing for Data Conversion


lsfn, Defining Dynamic Academic Calendars


lssr, Using Enrollment-Related Processes, Creating Historical Enrollment Records


lssr, Setting Up Transcripts, Defining Transcript Types, Designating Enrollment and Statistics Data


Setting Additional Academic Career Parameters
Access the Academic Career Table 2 page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Academic Career Table 2).
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Academic Career Table 2 page


Term Unit Type Enter a term unit type to indicate what kind of units are calculated for this
academic career. Values for this field are delivered with the system as translate
values. These translate values can be modified.


Note. When processing transfer credit between academic careers with
different term unit types, use the Unit Conversion Table page first to set
up unit conversion rules.


Primacy Nbr (primacy
number)


Enter the primacy number for this academic career. The system uses
this number to determine a student’s primary academic career when you
consolidate academic statistics. The system also uses this number to prioritize
financial aid applications when students are enrolled in multiple academic
careers at the same time. The lowest number takes precedence.


Note. Coordinate the numbering with financial aid to avoid conflicts.


Holiday Schedule Enter the holiday schedule for this academic career. The holiday schedule
prevents scheduling classes for this academic career on designated holidays.
Campus Solutions and Human Resources share the same holiday schedule.
Each division of the institution probably has entries on the calendar because
the information contained on the calendar is used for different purposes.
Calendars are used to schedule classes and events.


Enroll into Course
Milestones


Bundle 27
This functionality is no longer restricted to New Zealand features.
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Select this check box to enable a course milestone to be created when a student
enrolls in a class for which the milestone is selected on the Course/Milestone
Link page in the Course Catalog.
The Enroll into Course Milestones check box must also be selected on the
Academic Institution 2 page.


See PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook,
Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Institutions


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, Setting Up the Course
Catalog, Creating Course Offerings
(NZL) Select the check box to enable the tracking of NQF (national
qualifications framework) Unit Standards for a specific career.


See PeopleSoft Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook, (NZL) Setting Up
Government Reporting


Graduate Level Indicator Select to indicate that this academic career qualifies as graduate level for tax
reporting purposes. You can then include this field in the NSC reporting
process (by using the NSC Report page) to indicate on the NSC Extract report
whether a student was enrolled at the graduate level during a reporting period
or term. Otherwise, this field is informational only, and the institution can use
it for various reporting purposes.


Note. The NSC offers an optional service to institutions to assist them in
fulfilling the reporting guidelines of the Taxpayer Relief Act of 1997. NSC
member schools that choose to use this service are required to add a graduate
level indicator to their reports and, therefore, should enter this option and enter
the corresponding option on the NSC Report page.


Use Dynamic Class Dates Select to make available the Dynamic Date page of the Academic Program
Table component. You use the Dynamic Date page to set up reasons and
penalties for canceling, withdrawing from, and dropping classes. These
reasons and penalties relate to the corresponding landmark date deadlines on
the dynamically calculated academic calendars, and they apply to students
according to their academic program.


Dynamic Class Date Rule Enter a dynamic date rule to have the system assign that rule to all course
offerings that you tie to this academic career. You can override this default rule
on an offering-by-offering basis through the Offerings page. This field prompts
you with only the dynamic class date rules that have not been designated for
open entry/exit (OEE) enrollment on the Dynamic Class Dates page.


Allow OEE Enrollment
(allow open entry/exit
enrollment)


Select to have all course offerings that you tie to this academic career permit,
by default, the scheduling of OEE class sections. You can override this
default on an offering-by-offering basis on the Offerings page of the Course
Catalog component. If you select this check box, the OEE Dynamic Date Rule
field becomes available.


OEE Dynamic Date Rule
(open entry/exit dynamic
date rule)


An OEE dynamic date rule is a dynamic class date rule that has been
designated for OEE enrollment. The enrollment engine uses the OEE dynamic
date rule to calculate significant class dates for a student whenever a student
enrolls in an OEE class. This field is available for edit only if you select the
Allow OEE Enrollment check box on the preceding page of this component.
Select an OEE dynamic date rule to have the system assign that rule to all
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course offerings that you tie to this academic career. You can override this
default rule on an offering-by-offering basis through the Offerings page of the
Course Catalog component. This field prompts you with only the dynamic
class date rules that have been designated for OEE enrollment on the Dynamic
Class Dates page.


AA Oprid Display Option
(academic advisement
operator identification
display option)


Select an available option to display or hide the operator ID, operator name, or
Operator field on the advisement report. The default value is Display Operator.
Display Name: If you select this option, the system displays the operator’s
name on the advisement report.
Display Operator: If you select this option, the system displays the operator’s
ID on the advisement report.
Do Not Display: If you select this option, the system does not display the
Operator field on the advisement report.


Edit Advisor Against Indicate which view the system should use when prompting you to assign an
advisor for a student in this academic career. You assign advisors to students
on the Student Advisor page. Your selection here appears on the Academic
Program page. Select from these options:


Personal Data: Prompts against all people with a PERSONAL_DATA record
in the PeopleSoft system.


Instructor Advisor: Prompts against all people defined as instructors and
advisors on the Instructor/Advisor Table page, as defined for this academic
career.
Advisor Role: Prompts against all people defined as advisors on the
Instructor/Advisor Table page, as defined for this academic career.


See Also
lsfn, Defining Dynamic Academic Calendars


lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes


lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics


PeopleSoft Human Resources Management System documentation


Setting Up Academic Career Pointers
Access the Academic Career Pointers page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Academic Career Pointers).
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Academic Career Pointers page


On the Career Pointer Exception page, you can set specific exceptions to the academic career pointers on
the Academic Career Pointers page. For example, you might want to set the academic career pointers for
the undergraduate career so that undergraduate students can, with permission, enroll in graduate, graduate
business, and law courses; can always enroll in undergraduate and continuing education courses; and can never
enroll in courses from any other academic career.


Note. Enter values for all possible academic careers, including the ones in which the student cannot enroll in
courses. Although the system permits you to omit academic careers in which the student cannot enroll, this
practice is not recommended.


Course Career Enter each academic career that you have defined for a particular academic
institution.


Allow Enrollment Enter whether a student can enroll in an academic career. Allow Enrollment
Values are: translate values. Values are: Yes, No, and Permission.
Selecting Permission requires the student to have a general permission or a
student-specific permission at enrollment time.


Setting Repeat Checking Controls for Academic Careers
Access the Repeat Checking page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Career
Table, Repeat Checking).
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Repeat Checking page


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Repeat Checking


Setting Up Self-Service Options
Access the Self Service Options page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Career Table, Self Service Options).


Self Service Options page


Self Service Academic Program


Allow Student to Select This check box works in combination with the Select Acad Prog During Enroll
(select academic program during enrollment) check box on the Academic
Institution 5 page to control whether a student who is active in more than one
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academic program can assign a program to a class when the student enrols
in or swaps to that class.
When you select the Select Acad Prog During Enroll check box on the
Academic Institution 5 page, the Academic Program prompt becomes
available for administrative users on the Quick Enroll page and Enrollment
Request page when a student has two or more active academic programs.
To allow students to select a program in Self Service, you must also select the
Allow Student to Select check box here on the Self Service Options page as
well as the Select Acad Prog During Enroll check box.
For information about the Academic Institution 5 page:


See [PeopleSoft Enterprise Student Records 9.0 PeopleBook - Update 1,
Setting Up Repeat Checking, Setting Up Repeat Checking for Academic
Careers].


Self Service Enrl Appt Edit


Enrollment Engine Only Select this option to have the enrollment engine enforce enrollment
appointments in self-service enrollment only when a student submits an
enrollment request with an action of enroll or swap for processing by the
enrollment engine.


Online and Engine Select this option to have the system validate enrollment appointments in
self-service enrollment when a student selects a term on the Select Enrollment
Term Search page, and when the student enters or selects a class number on the
Add Classes, Drop/Update Class, or Swap Classes pages. If the student does
not have a valid enrollment appointment or if the open enrollment period for
the session that the student is trying to enroll in has not yet begun, these edits
prevent the student from submitting enrollment requests. When a qualifying
student does submit an enrollment request with an action of enroll or swap, the
enrollment engine still enforces enrollment appointments during processing.
The system selects this option by default.


Note. Modification of these translate values requires significant programming effort.


Creating Career Pointer Exception Rules
To set up career pointer exception rules, use the Career Pointer Exception Rule component
(CAR_PTR_EXCEPTIONS).


This section provides an overview of career pointer exception rules and discusses how to define career
pointer exception rules.


Understanding Career Pointer Exception Rules
Career pointer exception rules enable you to define exceptions to the regular academic career pointer
guidelines from the Academic Career Pointers page. When students in academic programs with career pointer
exception rules attempt to enroll in courses, the enrollment engine looks at the career pointer exception rule
as defined on the Career Pointer Exception Rule page before proceeding to the academic career pointers
as defined on the Academic Career Pointers page.
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You can create career pointer exception rules to define the academic groups, subject areas, and catalog numbers
into which a student can enroll. Then you can connect these career pointer exception rules to academic
programs as necessary. Career pointer exception rules are connected to academic programs with the Career
Pointer Exception Rule field on the Academic Program page. If that field is empty, the enrollment engine
checks only the academic career pointer guidelines.


This list summarizes the system checks that occur during enrollment engine processing:


1. The enrollment engine checks the academic group, subject area, and catalog number of the requested
course against the values entered on the Career Pointer Exception Rule page.
The enrollment engine verifies that the catalog number of the requested course is less than or equal to the
maximum catalog number for that academic group and subject area combination. If the enrollment engine
finds no match, the check proceeds to the next step.


2. The enrollment engine checks the academic group and subject area of the requested course plus a catalog
number with a value of null against the values entered on the Career Pointer Exception Rule page.
The enrollment engine verifies that the catalog numbers for that entire academic group and subject
area combination have not been restricted. If the enrollment engine finds no match, the check proceeds
to the next step.


3. The enrollment engine checks the academic group of the requested course, a subject area with a value
of null, and the catalog number of the requested course against the values entered on the Career Pointer
Exception Rule page.
The enrollment engine verifies that the catalog number of the requested course is less than or equal to the
maximum allowable catalog number of that academic group. If the enrollment engine finds no match, the
check proceeds to the last step.


4. The enrollment engine checks the academic group of the requested course, subject area with a value of
null, and a catalog number with a value of null against the values entered on the Career Pointer Exception
Rule page.
The enrollment engine verifies that all subject areas and catalog numbers for the entire academic group
have not been restricted. If the enrollment engine finds no match, it uses the enrollment request for the
academic career pointers as defined on the Academic Career Pointers page.


This series of checks assures that the student, according to her or his academic career, is permitted to enroll
in the requested course.


Page Used to Create Career Pointer Exception Rules
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Career Pointer Exception
Rule


CAR_PTR_EXCEPTIONS Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables Academic Structure,
Career Pointer Exception
Rule, Career Pointer
Exception Rule


Define all possible career
pointer exception rules—the
exceptions to the academic
career pointer guidelines
established on the Academic
Career Pointers page.
After you define the career
pointer exception rules, the
institution can attach them to
academic programs to ensure
that students within an
academic program can enroll
only in permissible courses.
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Defining Career Pointer Exception Rules
Access the Career Pointer Exception Rule page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables Academic Structure, Career
Pointer Exception Rule, Career Pointer Exception Rule).


Career Pointer Exception Rule page


Academic Group Enter the academic group in which a student can request a course.


Subject Area Enter the subject area within the academic group in which a student can
request a course. To indicate all subject areas, leave this field blank.
Otherwise, insert rows to specify each subject area within the academic group
for which you want to create a rule.


Catalog Nbr (catalog
number)


Enter the maximum catalog number within the subject area or academic group
in which a student can request a course. To indicate all catalog numbers within
a subject area or academic group, leave this field blank.


Allow Enrollment Enter whether a student is permitted enrollment in courses that match the
criteria specified in the previous fields. Allow Enrollment Values are:
delivered with the system as translate values. Values are: Yes, No, and
Permission. Entering Permission requires the student to have a general
permission or a student-specific permission at enrollment time.


Grading Basis Mapping
Rule


Enter the grading basis mapping rule for the requested courses. Define grading
basis mapping rule values on the Grading Basis Exception Rule page. The
system uses the grading basis mapping rule to translate grades earned in
another academic group to valid grades within a student’s academic career.
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See Also
lssr, Managing the Schedule of Classes, Defining Class Permissions, Understanding Class Permissions


lssr, Setting Up Grading, Setting Up Your System for Grading, Defining Grading Basis Exception Rules


Defining Academic Level and Load Rules
To set up academic level and load rules, use the Level/Load Rules Table component (LVL_ST_RULE_TBL).


Use the Level/Load Rules component to define academic level and academic load rules for every academic
career at your institution. Various system processes use these rules to determine a student’s academic level
and academic load—processes such as class enrollment, financial aid reporting, and the consolidation
of academic statistics.


This section discusses how to:


• Define academic level and load determination values.
• Define level rules.
• (AUS) Define level dependent load rules.
• Define load rules.
• Define contiguous term load rules.


See Also
lsfa, Managing Financial Aid Terms


lssr, Consolidating and Reporting Academic Statistics
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Pages Used to Define Academic Level and Load Rules
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Level/Load Rules Table LVL_ST_RULE_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table,
Level/Load Rules Table


For each academic level
rule, specify how the system
processes must determine a
student’s academic level
and academic load, and
define how the Consolidate
Academic Statistics process
must map academic levels to
Integrated Postsecondary
Education Data System
(IPEDS) academic levels.


Academic Level Table ACAD_LEVEL_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table,
Academic Level Table


Associate academic levels
with cumulative units or
terms to link the academic
levels to the corresponding
National Student Loan Data
System (NSLDS) loan
years, and to link academic
levels with federal direct
lending years.


Level Dependent Load Rules SSR_LVL_LOAD_AUS Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table,
Level Dependent Load Rules


Define values used
for Australian EFTSL
(equivalent full-time student
load) and HECS (Higher
Education Contribution
Scheme) calculations. Page
functionality is similar to the
Academic Load Table page.


Academic Load Table ACAD_LOAD_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table,
Academic Load Table


Define academic load rules,
financial aid load rules, and
NSC academic load rules.


Statistics Period Load ACAD_LOAD2_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table,
Statistics Period Load


For contiguous terms, define
the academic load rules,
NSC academic load rules,
and financial aid load rules.
Contiguous terms are
consecutive terms in which
you combine academic load
information.


Defining Academic Level and Load Determination Values
Access the Level/Load Rules Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Level/Load
Rules Table, Level/Load Rules Table).
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Level/Load Rules Table page


Status Select a status for this academic level rule. Enter Active when adding a new
academic level rule. SelectInactive only if your institution no longer uses
this academic level rule.


Description and Short
Description


Enter a description and short description for the academic level rule.


Level Determination Select how the academic level is determined for a student’s
STDNT_CAR_TERM record during term activation (in the background or
online). Levels can be calculated in one of four ways:
Base on Units: Select to have the system assign an academic level based on
the student’s cumulative units (those designated as earned credit). The system
includes articulated transfer units in this count.
Default: Select to have the system assign an academic level for each term
based on the previous STDNT_CAR_TERM record academic level. If you
enter this value, the system requires you to enter a value in the Default
Academic Level field.
Manually Input: Select to manually assign an academic level for each
student and each term on the Term Activation page. After you manually
assign an academic level for the student’s initial term activation record, the
original value automatically copies forward (and never increments) during all
future online or batch term activation processes. For some programs, you
may want this behavior (for example, you may always want to assign the
Graduateacademic level to graduate students, regardless of their progress).
For other programs, you may want to initially assign the value manually
and update it manually each term.
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Warning! If you select Manually Input, you must assign an academic level
on the Term Activation page. Although students in programs assigned to a
manual level and load rule can be included in the batch process (depending
on the selection criteria used), the process assigns a system-generated level
value of NST.


Term Progression: Select to have the system assign an academic level based
on the student’s cumulative terms. The system counts all terms that have a
STDNT_CAR_TERM record. The system includes transfer terms that have
term activation records in this count.


Default Academic Level This field is required if you selected Default in the Level Determination field.
The system assigns this default value to the STDNT_CAR_TERM record
during term activation in the event that no prior STDNT_CAR_TERM record
exists from which the system can copy the academic level. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values.


Load Determination Select how the system calculates academic load. Academic load can be
entered manually for a student on the Term Activation page. Select one of the
following values:
Base on Units: Select to have the system assign an academic load based on the
student’s cumulative units (those designated as earned credit). The system
includes articulated transfer units in this count.
If you select this value, the Academic Load Table page becomes active and you
can indicate which terms should be included in the annual load calculation.
(AUS) You can select this value for HECS calculations.
Default: Select to have the system assign an academic load for each term
based on the previous STDNT_CAR_TERM record academic load. If
you select Default, the system requires you to enter a value in the Default
Academic Load field.
Manually Input: Select to manually assign an academic load for each student
and each term on the Term Activation page.
(AUS) Units By Level: This value is assigned for academic level rules that
use the HECS feature. Select this value to enable the Level Dependent Load
Rules page, which you can use instead of the Academic Load Table page to
calculate a student’s HECS Load factor.


Default Academic Load This field is required if you selected Default in the Load Determination field.
The system assigns this default value to the STDNT_CAR_TERM record
during term activation in the event that no STDNT_CAR_TERM record exists
from which the system can copy the academic load. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.
When you run the Consolidate Academic Statistics process for an academic
statistics period for which you have set the Academic Load Rule field on
the Academic Statistics Period page to Term Load Rule Applies and you
have set the Load Determination field on this page to Base on Units, the
process uses the academic load rules from the Academic Level Table page
to determine a student’s academic load, NSC academic load, and financial
aid load. If you have set the Load Determination field on this page to
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Manually Input or Default, the Consolidate Academic Statistics process uses
the student’s career-term record or the value in the Default Academic Load
field to determine the student’s academic load, regardless of the setting for the
Academic Load Rule field on the Academic Statistics Period page.


(AUS) EFTSL Values and HECS Load Factor
Tuition Calculation for HECS currently calculates the HECS Load Factor, which is generally equal to the
EFTSL value for a class. However, HECS is not calculated for all enrolled students. For example, HECS is
not calculated for full-fee paying overseas students. In some cases, the HECS Load Factor may be different
from the EFTSL value for a class. An example is a student who may complete a work experience class
that contributes units to his progression, but for which there are no HECS charges (as the class may not
consume institution resources). In this case, the billing units for the class should be made zero, but Academic
Progress Units should be given. The HECS Load Factor is a calculation based on billing units, and the EFTSL
calculation is based on Academic Progress Units. In this case, the HECS Load Factor is zero, but the EFTSL
still has a value. Since EFTSL is required for every student, the system calculates EFTSL as a separate process.


You must ensure that the load/level rules are set up to reflect the full-time load for different programs. For
example, the full-time load/level rules for one program may include a summer term as full-time compulsory
attendance, while other programs may consider the summer term as an additional term for students to
undertake study above the ordinary full-time load. When setting up the level/load rules, you can indicate
whether or not the term should be included in the annual load calculation. For example, if the summer term is
not considered part of the full-time load and the student takes summer classes, the student’s annual EFTSL will
be greater than if the student enrolled in a full-time load only for the other terms in the academic year.


Defining Level Rules
Access the Academic Level Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Level/Load
Rules Table, Academic Level Table).


Academic Level Table page


Cum Units/Terms
(cumulative units or terms)


Enter the minimum number of cumulative units or terms that the system
requires before it assigns a student to a corresponding academic level. The
system uses only these values if you select Units or Terms on the Level/Load
Rules Table page.
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Academic Level Enter an academic level for each increment of cumulative units or terms that
you want to associate with this level and load rule. Values for this field are
delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify these values.


NSLDS Loan Year
(National Student Loan Data
System loan year) and Direct
Lending Year


Enter the NSLDS loan year and direct lending year values that correspond to
each academic level that you define.
The PeopleSoft Financial Aid application references these values during the
FA Term Build (financial aid term year) process.


(AUS) Defining Level Dependent Load Rules
Access the Level Dependent Load Rules page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Level/Load Rules Table, Level Dependent Load Rules).


Level Dependent Load Rules page


Term Category Select every term category that is valid for the academic load rule. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these values.


Note. Map every term category at your institution, regardless of your load
determiner (units, default, or manual).


Unit Term Total Enter the unit term total for each term category and session type. The unit
term total represents the number of units that must be taken to qualify for
the academic load level and financial aid level.


Academic Load Select the academic load value that corresponds to the unit term total.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Financial Aid Load Select the financial aid load value. The financial aid load represents the
financial aid load level equivalent to the academic load value. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values.
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Include in Annual Load
Calc (include in annual load
calculation)


Select this check box to include this load value in Australian EFTSL and
HECS calculations.


Note. If you use this page to include load values, do not use the Academic
Load Table page.


See Also
lssr, (AUS) Generating Government Reports


Defining Load Rules
Access the Academic Load Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Level/Load
Rules Table, Academic Load Table).


Academic Load Table page


The Consolidate Academic Statistics process uses these rules to determine a student’s academic load when it
processes an Academic Statistics Period for which the academic load rule value = Term Load Rule applies.


Note. Multiple views of this page are available by clicking the tabs in the scroll area. We document fields that
are common to all views first.


Term Category Select every term category that is valid for the academic load rule. Values
for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can
modify these values.


Note. Map every term category at your institution, regardless of your load
determiner (units, default, or manual).
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Session Enter the session type for the term category if you have more than one session
in a term category and the sessions have different academic loads. For example,
a summer session term type might have a 10-week session, a 12-week session,
and two 6-week sessions. Your institution might not calculate the academic
load for the 12-week session and the 6-week sessions in the same way.


Note. At least one row must be included with a blank session code for each
term category. The system uses the row or rows with a blank session code
to calculate academic load for the term. The system also calculates the load
for the regular session using the row or rows with cleared sessions, which is
why the term load and the regular academic session load will always be the
same. In addition, a field edit prevents you from entering 1 in the Session
field, because the system assumes that the cleared Session field represents
the regular academic session. You must have at least one row with a blank
session code for each term category in order for the system to calculate
academic load based on units.


Unit Term Total Enter the unit term total for each term category and session type. The unit
term total represents the number of units that must be taken to qualify for
the academic load level and financial aid level.


Academic Load Select the academic load value that corresponds to the unit term total.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Res Terms Adj (residence
terms adjust)


Enter the residence terms adjust value for each term category and session type
to determine what constitutes a full term based on a student’s academic load.
In the exhibit, a part-time academic load is considered to be worth 50 percent
of a full term, a three-quarter time academic load is considered to be worth
75 percent of a full term, and a full-time academic load is considered to
be worth 100 percent of a full term. When a student is term activated, the
student’s approved academic load is used to determine the value of the Terms
of Residency field based on the residence terms adjust factor. In this example,
a part-time student would have a current in residence terms setting of 0.50 and
a full-time student would have a setting of 1.00.
The system obtains the current in residence terms value from the Term
Activation - Terms in Residence field.


See lsfa, Managing Financial Aid Terms.


Financial Aid Load Select the financial aid load value. The financial aid load represents the
financial aid load level equivalent to the academic load value. Values for this
field are delivered with your system as translate values. You can modify
these values.


(AUS) Include in Annual
Load Calc (include in annual
load calculation)


Select to include this load value in Australian EFTSL and HECS calculations.


Note. If you use this page to include load values, do not use the Level
Dependent Load Rules page.


NSC Tab
Access the NSC tab.
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Academic Load Table page: NSC tab


NSC Academic Load
(National Student
Clearinghouse academic
load)


Select the academic load value that your institution reports to the NSC.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


Course Load Pct (course
load percent)


Enter the course percentage for the NSC academic load. For example, if you
enteredHalf-Time for your NSC academic load, enter 50 (50 percent).


Defining Contiguous Term Load Rules
Access the Statistics Period Load page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Level/Load
Rules Table, Statistics Period Load).
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Statistics Period Load page


The Consolidate Academic Statistics process uses the rules on this page to determine a student’s academic load
when it processes an Academic Statistics Period during which the academic load rule value = Contiguous
Terms.


Note. For the Consolidate Academic Statistics process to effectively combine a student’s academic loads for
contiguous terms, be sure that you define contiguous term academic load rules for every academic level
rule at your institution.


Academic Load Rule Select Contiguous if you plan to use the Consolidated Academic Statistics
process to combine a student’s academic load unit totals for consecutive terms.
If you do not use the Consolidated Academic Statistics process, clear this field
and the other fields on this page.


Unit Total Enter the unit total for each contiguous term academic load rule. The unit term
total represents the number of units that a student must take to qualify for the
academic loads that you define on any given row of this page.


Academic Load Select the academic load value that corresponds to the unit total for the row.
Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate values. You
can modify these values.


NSC Academic Load
(National Student
Clearinghouse academic
load)


Select the NSC academic load value that corresponds to the unit total for the
row. The NSC Extract process uses the NSC academic load for NSC reporting
purposes. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these values.


Financial Aid Load Select the financial aid load value corresponding to the unit total for the row.
The financial aid load is the financial aid equivalent of the academic load
for the row. Values for this field are delivered with your system as translate
values. You can modify these values.
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Defining Academic Organizations
To set up academic organizations, use the Academic Organization Table component (ACADEMIC_ORG_TBL).


This section provides an overview of academic organizations and discusses how to:


• Modify academic organizations.
• Designate financial ownership for academic organizations.
• Designate human resource ownership for academic organizations.


Understanding Academic Organizations
Academic organization structure defines how an academic institution is organized from an administrative
perspective. At the lowest level, an academic organization can be compared to an academic department. At
the highest level, an academic organization can represent a division.


Before you begin using academic organizations, you must first use PeopleSoft Tree Manager, which you
access through PeopleTools, to define the academic organizations themselves, the hierarchy and levels of each
academic organization, and the relationship between academic organizations in the hierarchy. One of the
primary uses of the tree is to partition an academic institution for security purposes, controlling such areas as a
user’s access to course catalog data. The number and names of the levels in the academic organization tree can
be revised by the institution by using PeopleTools.


Use the Academic Organization component to modify academic organization descriptions and to link each
academic organization to one or more financial support or human resources departments on a percentage
ownership basis. These relationships are used to report, analyze, and distribute revenue and workload credit.


See Also
lsfn, Securing Your Academic Institution, Securing Academic Organizations


PeopleTools PeopleBook: PeopleSoft Tree Manager
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Pages Used to Define Academic Organizations
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Organization
Table


ACADEMIC_ORG_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization
Table, Academic
Organization Table


Modify descriptions of
academic organizations; link
an academic institution,
campus, and manager to
academic organizations; and
define how the institution
assigns instructors to classes.
The system displays
information entered through
the academic organization
tree in PeopleSoft Tree
Manager. You can modify
this information.


Acad Organization
FS Owner (academic
organization financial
services owner)


ACAD_ORG_FSOWN_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization
Table, Acad Organization
FS Owner


Designate the financial
services department
(business unit) responsible
for this academic
organization. You can use
these relationships to report,
analyze, and distribute
revenue and workload credit.
Relationships designated
here have no effect on
security.


Acad Organization
HR Owner (academic
organization human
resources owner)


ACAD_ORG_HROWN_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization
Table, Acad Organization
HR Owner


Designate the human
resources department
responsible for this academic
organization. Use these
relationships to report,
analyze, and distribute
revenue and workload credit.
Relationships designated
here have no effect on
security.


Modifying Academic Organizations
Access the Academic Organization Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization Table, Academic Organization Table).
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Academic Organization Table page


Warning! If you are adding new academic organizations directly to this page, the academic institution value
on the academic organization record must be the same as the academic institution that owns it in the academic
organization tree. If these two values are not synchronized, security and reporting are adversely affected.
Therefore, you should add new academic organizations through PeopleSoft Tree Manager.


The system populates the Effective Date, Status, Description, Short Description, Formal Description,
Academic Institution, and Campus fields from the academic organization tree in PeopleSoft Tree Manager.


Academic Institution Enter the academic institution to which this academic organization belongs.
This academic institution value must be the same as the academic institution
on the academic organization tree. If these two Values are: not synchronized,
security and reporting are adversely affected.


(AUS) AOU Code
(academic organization
unit code)


Enter a code to link an academic organization unit (AOU) code to an academic
organization.


Campus Enter the campus to which this academic organization belongs.


Manager ID Enter the manager for the academic organization, such as the department chair.
This value is informational only and is currently not used in any internal
system processes.


Edit Instructor Against
In this group box, select the view that the system should use when users search for an instructor to assign
to classes while scheduling classes. Options are:


Personal Data This field is used for reporting purposes only.
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Instructor Advisor People defined as instructors and advisors in the Instructor/Advisor Table
component. The Instructor/Advisor component enables you to link instructors
to courses for which they are approved and available to teach for specified
periods of time. When you are scheduling classes and entering an instructor,
the system displays only these instructors, thus simplifying the assignment
of instructors to classes.


Assign Instructor By
If you select the Instructor Advisor option in the Edit Instructor Against group box, the Assign Instructor
By group box becomes available. Select how the institution wants to assign instructors for this academic
organization. You can select one, none, or any combination of these options: Campus, Subject, and Course.
If you select none of these options, the instructor advisor edit applies to all courses within this academic
organization.


Remember that for whichever options you select, you must define these same options for each instructor on the
Approved Courses page of the Instructor/Advisor Table component. Only then does the instructor’s name
appear as a choice for the Instructor ID field on the Meetings page or Exam page when you schedule classes.
For example, if you select the Subject and Campus options, you must enter values for both the Subject and
Campus fields on the Approved Courses page to make the instructor approved and available for instruction.


Warning! Changing the saved selection for the Edit Instructor Against or Assign Instructor By group boxes
removes an instructor’s course rows on the Approved Courses page for the academic organization. The
system, however, does maintain the rows for other academic organizations.


See Also
lssr, Preparing for the Course Catalog and Schedule of Classes, Designating Approved Instructors and Advisors


Designating Financial Ownership for Academic Organizations
Access the Acad Organization FS Owner page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization Table, Acad Organization FS Owner).


Business Unit Enter the business unit considered to be the financial support unit of this
academic organization.


Department Enter the department in which the business unit is housed. Enter department
values on the Department Table page.


Percent Owned Enter the percentage of the academic organization for which the business unit
is responsible. You can have multiple business units with split ownership of
the academic organization, but the total percent owned among all business
units must equal 100.


Designating Human Resource Ownership for
Academic Organizations
Access the Acad Organization HR Owner page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Organization Table, Acad Organization HR Owner).


Department Enter the department responsible for human resources support for this
academic organization. Enter department values on the Department Table page.
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Percent Owned Enter the percentage of the academic organization for which the human
resources department is responsible. You can have multiple human resources
departments with split ownership of the academic organization, but the total
percent owned among all departments must equal 100.


Defining Academic Groups
To set up academic groups, use the Academic Group Table component (ACADEMIC_GROUP_TBL).


This section provides an overview of academic groups and discusses how to:


• Describe academic groups.
• Link academic career catalog numbers to academic groups.
• Define standard class meeting patterns.


Understanding Academic Groups
Academic groups are the highest level breakdowns of the academic institution for academic structural purposes.
Often each school or college within an academic institution is defined as an academic group. Sometimes units
such as extended education are defined as an academic group if classes are offered separately from the standard
colleges or schools. For example, PeopleSoft University comprises the College of Liberal Arts, the College of
Engineering, the School of Law, the School of Education, and the Evening Extension Division. Each entity is
defined as an academic group in the system. Academic groups can offer academic programs in more than one
academic career, and academic careers can cross academic groups. In the previous example, the College of
Liberal Arts and the College of Engineering contain both undergraduate and graduate academic careers, but the
School of Law contains only one academic career, which is not shared with any other academic group.


To link an academic group to an academic institution and an academic organization, add the academic group
through the Academic Group Table component and add the academic group as a child node to academic
institutions and academic organizations in PeopleSoft Tree Manager—one aspect does not update the other
aspect. In PeopleSoft Tree Manager, every node is defined by its relation to other nodes. In most cases,
academic groups are defined as the next level of academic organization structure below academic institution.
However, academic groups can occur at any level within the academic organization structure. It is not essential
for academic groups to follow the same hierarchical structure as academic organizations. Although this is the
case for most institutions, some might want to use academic groups and academic organizations to represent
different dimensions of a matrix organization. In such a case, academic groups would not be child nodes in the
academic organization tree but rather set apart as nodes at the same level as academic organizations.


Use the Academic Group Table component to define academic groups and link academic careers and standard
class meeting patterns to them.
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Pages Used to Define Academic Groups
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Group Table ACADEMIC_GROUP_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Group Table,
Academic Group Table


Describe academic groups.


Academic Career Level
Table


CATLG_CAREER_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Group Table,
Academic Career Level
Table


Link academic careers and
ranges of catalog numbers
to academic groups.
These values serve as
a data entry and tracking
aid as you create the course
catalog. When you enter
a catalog number on the
Offerings page of the Course
Catalog component, the
system displays the correct
academic career value.


Standard Meeting Patterns STND_MTG_PAT_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Group Table,
Standard Meeting Patterns


Define standard class
meeting patterns for an
academic group. All
typical patterns must be
defined here, including the
to-be-announced class
meeting pattern. These
patterns are a data entry aid
when scheduling classes.


Describing Academic Groups
Access the Academic Group Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Group Table, Academic Group Table).


Academic Group Table page
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Course Defaults
Use the Course Defaults group box to set default values for the course catalog and schedule of classes pages.
The fields in this group box simplify data entry. You can override these default values for individual courses
and classes.


Student Specific
Permissions


Select to have all classes scheduled within this academic institution and
academic group require that you generate permissions for students to enroll
in classes. The check box value migrates to the Class Schedule Entry page,
where it can be overridden. Student-specific permissions require that you
generate permissions for individual students.


Auto Enroll from Wait List Select to have all classes scheduled within this academic institution and
academic group automatically enroll students from waiting lists into classes
whenever spaces are available and the wait list process is run. The check box
value migrates to the Enrollment Control page of the schedule of classes
components, where it can be overridden.


Linking Academic Career Catalog Numbers to Academic Groups
Access the Academic Career Level Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Group Table, Academic Career Level Table).


Academic Career Level Table page


Academic Career Enter the academic career that you want to link to this academic group.
Insert additional rows to enter all academic careers that you want to link to
this academic group.


Catalog Nbr To (catalog
number to)


For each academic career that you link to this academic group, enter the course
number immediately after the highest possible course catalog number for that
academic career. For example, if the highest possible course catalog number
within the College of Liberal Arts for the undergraduate academic career is
299, enter 300 in the field. Likewise, if the highest catalog number for the
graduate academic career is 599, enter 600 into the field. The number that
you enter defines the lowest possible catalog number for the subsequent
academic career within this academic group. In this example, 300 would be
the first catalog number of the graduate academic career within the College of
Liberal Arts.
When you create a new course offering on the Offerings page of the Course
Catalog component, the system displays the academic career value based on
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the academic career and catalog number combinations from this page. In the
preceding example, if you create a course within the College of Liberal
Arts with a catalog number of 300, the system displays the academic career
Graduate. If the catalog number is 299, the system displays the academic
career Undergraduate.


Defining Standard Class Meeting Patterns
Access the Standard Meeting Patterns page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Group Table, Standard Meeting Patterns).


Standard Meeting Patterns page


Standard Meeting Pattern Enter a code to represent the standard class meeting pattern for this academic
group. Insert additional rows to add more standard meeting patterns for
this academic group.


Monday, Tuesday,
Wednesday,
ThursdayFriday, Saturday,
and Sunday


Select the appropriate days of the week for this standard meeting pattern.


Normal Class Duration Enter the number of minutes for each class in this standard meeting pattern.


Establishing Fields of Study
To set up fields of study, use the Field of Study Table component (STUDY_FIELD_TABLE).


This section lists the page used to establish fields of study.
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Page Used to Establish Fields of Study
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Field of Study Table STUDY_FIELD_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
Field of Study Table, Field
of Study Table


Define fields of study.
Link fields of study to
academic subjects on the
Subject Taxonomy page
and to academic plans
on the Academic Plan
Taxonomy page.


Modifying CIP and HEGIS Codes
To set up CIP and HEGIS codes, use the CIP Code Table component (CIP_CODE_TABLE) and the
HEGIS Code Table component (HEGIS_CODE_TABLE). Use the SSR_CIP_CODE_TABLE and
SSR_HEGIS_CODE_TABLE component interfaces to load the data into the tables for these component
interfaces.


CIP and HEGIS codes are delivered with the system. You can modify descriptions of the codes and add new
codes through the CIP Code Table page and the HEGIS Code Table page. This section discusses how to
modify CIP and HEGIS codes.


Pages Used to Modify CIP and HEGIS Codes
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


CIP Code Table CIP_CODE_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
CIP Code Table, CIP Code
Table


Modify descriptions of the
CIP codes shipped with
Campus Solutions.


HEGIS Code Table HEGIS_CODE_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
HEGIS Code Table, HEGIS
Code Table


Modify descriptions of the
HEGIS codes shipped with
Campus Solutions.


Modifying CIP Codes
Access the CIP Code Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, CIP Code Table,
CIP Code Table).


Alternative CIP Code
(alternative classification of
instructional programs code)


Some states derive their own coding schemes from the CIP code. If applicable,
enter the alternative CIP code of the state.


Valid SEVIS CIP Code Select Yes to indicate that the code is the valid SEVIS CIP code for the
area of study.
Select No if either the code is not the valid SEVIS CIP code or you are unsure
if it is the valid SEVIS CIP code.
When Valid SEVIS CIP Code is set to Yes for a code, the Validate SEVIS CIP
Code process available from within the SEVIS Alerts process, can compare
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the CIP code in an event to the valid code and if the codes do not match, the
process can generate and display an error message in the alerts.
When the Valid SEVIS CIP Code is set to No for a code, the validation process
generates an error message that appears in the alerts.


See lscc, (USA) Managing PeopleSoft SEVIS Solution Visa Processing for
J and F, M Visas.


Modifying HEGIS Codes
Access the HEGIS Code Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, HEGIS Code
Table, HEGIS Code Table).


HEGIS Code Table page


(NLD) HEGIS Code Information


Hegis Code Type Enter a code type. Two types of code are available, one for a training program
and one for a training course.


External Org ID (external
organization ID)


Enter an ID. This value is used for MBO codes.


Education level Enter the level of education for which the code is offered.


Lob Code (line of business) Enter the internal code of a national institution for the subqualification.


Course Ref Code (course
reference code)


Enter the course to which the code is linked.


Partial Qualification Select whenever the code is being used for a subqualification or a course.


Final Qualification Select whenever the code is being used for a qualification or a training
program.
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Defining Subject Areas
To set up subject areas, use the Academic Subject Table component (SUBJECT_TABLE).


This section provides an overview of subject areas and discusses how to:


• Describe subject areas.
• Define subject area taxonomy.
• Define subject and component multipliers.


Understanding Subject Areas
Subject areas are the specific areas of instruction in which courses are offered within academic organizations.
For example, when a course is identified as Math 101, math is the subject area. Subject areas are tied to the
academic organization tree by the academic organization data for each subject area and by detail nodes
for academic organizations in PeopleSoft Tree Manager. Subject areas are also tied to courses, which you
link to later when developing the course catalogs.


Before using subject areas, use PeopleSoft Tree Manager, accessed through PeopleTools, to define the
academic organizations and to create a hierarchical representation of subject areas by linking subject areas as
detail nodes to the academic organizations. One of the primary uses of defining subject areas as detail nodes on
the academic organization tree is to limit access to academic subjects.


See Also
lsfn, Securing Your Academic Institution


PeopleTools PeopleBook: PeopleSoft Tree Manager


Pages Used to Define Subject Areas
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Academic Subject Table SUBJECT_TABLE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Subject Table,
Academic Subject Table


Describe subject areas,
modify existing subject
area descriptions, link
subject areas to academic
organizations, and set other
parameters, such as blind
grading.


Subject Taxonomy SUBJECT_TAXONOMY Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Subject Table,
Subject Taxonomy


Define subject area
taxonomy by linking subject
areas to CIP and HEGIS
codes and to fields of study.


Subject Workload SUBJ_WORKLD_TBL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure,
Academic Subject Table,
Subject Workload


Define subject and
component multipliers
by the weight of each
component within each
subject area at the academic
institution.
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Describing Subject Areas
Access the Academic Subject Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Subject Table, Academic Subject Table).


Academic Subject Table page


External Subject Area Currently not in use.


Academic Organization Enter the academic organization that offers courses in this subject area. Any
academic organization entered here should also have a detail node associated
with it for this subject area on the academic organization tree.


Use Blind Grading Select to indicate that blind grading be used for every course within this
subject area. This selection is the default value and can be changed on
a course-by-course basis on the Offerings page of the Course Catalog
component. Blind grading enables you to create a grade roster with randomly
generated numbers rather than student IDs.


Split Ownership Select to designate multiple academic organization owners for this subject
area. If you select this check box, the Academic Organization field and the
Percent Owned field become available for edit.


Defining Subject Area Taxonomy
Access the Subject Taxonomy page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic
Subject Table, Subject Taxonomy).
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Subject Taxonomy page


CIP Code Enter the CIP code for this subject area. CIP code. Values are delivered
with the system as translate values. You can modify CIP codes on the CIP
Code Table page.


HEGIS Code Enter the HEGIS code for this subject area. HEGIS codes are delivered with
the system as translate values. You can modify HEGIS codes on the HEGIS
Code Table page.


Field of Study Enter a field of study for this subject area.


(AUS) Field of Education
Code


Enter a code so that it is linked to the subject area. During DIISRTE reporting,
this value is used in compiling statistics.


(AUS) HECS Band ID This ID is used in Student Financials, but is defined in Student Records. Band
IDs determine how much a student pays for a class. Select an ID to link it
to a course. You can select the ID for a subject, course offering, or field of
education. The ID identifies the HECS band which is used to determine
the HECS contribution for a class.


(AUS) Discipline Group
Code


Enter a code to group students for DIISRTE reporting. The code is assigned to
the student by default during enrollment, but it can be overridden.


Defining Subject and Component Multipliers
Access the Subject Workload page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure, Academic Subject
Table, Subject Workload).


See Also
lssr, Setting Up Instructor Workload


lssr, Tracking Instructor Workload
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(NLD) Defining Dutch Academic Structure
To set up Dutch academic structure, use these components: Cluster Code Table NLD (SSR_CLUST_CD_NLD),
GBA Country Code Table (SSR_COUNTRY_NLD), MBO Code Table NLD (SSR_MBO_CD_NLD),
BRINcode Table NLD (SCC_BRINCODE_NLD), SUB-BRINCODE Table (SCC_SUBBRIN_NLD), GBA
Nationality Code Table (SSR_NATIONAL_NLD), and Prior Education Table NLD (SSR_PRE_EDU_NLD).


This section lists the pages used to define values that set up academic structures in the Netherlands.


Pages Used to Define Dutch Academic Structure
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Cluster Codes Table SSR_CLUSTER_CD_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, Cluster Code Table
NLD, Cluster Codes Table


Define cluster codes, which
can be registered for Prior
Education table entries.
These codes provide a
higher level of aggregation
that combines multiple
forms of education into one
educational cluster. During
the admissions process,
entering a cluster detail code
for a specific student prior to
education entry can refine
this aggregation.


GBA Country SSR_COUNTRY_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, GBA Country Code
Table, GBA Country


Register GBA country
codes, which are supplied
by the Dutch Ministry of
Internal Affairs. These codes
are linked to the Country
Code table.


MBO Code Table SSR_MBO_CD_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, MBO Code Table
NLD, MBO Code Table


Define MBO codes, which
are used to register for
specific forms of education
on the Dutch Education
table.


BRINcode Table SCC_BRINCODE_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, BRINcode Table NLD


Define and maintain
BRINcodes.


The Dutch Ministry of
Higher Education assigns
BRINcodes to institutions
and several interfaces such
as CBAP, Studielink, and
BRON use BRINcodes. Use
BRINcodes to communicate
with the Ministry. You can
link BRINcodes to academic
programs, campuses, and
academic organizations.
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Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage
SUB-BRINCODE Table SCC_SUBBRIN_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation


Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, SubBrincode Table
NLD


Define and maintain Sub
BRINcodes for each unique
BRINcode location.


A Sub BRINcode can be a
location of your institution,
location of a Prior Education
School, or a location of
an external organization
certified for internship
placements.


GBA Nationality SSR_NATIONAL_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, GBA Nationality Code
Table, GBA Nationality


Register GBA nationality
codes, which are supplied
by the Dutch Ministry of
Internal Affairs. Registration
of a student’s nationality
is mandatory in the
Netherlands. This official
country code is necessary for
use with CBAP functionality
and BRON.


Prior Education Table SSR_PRE_EDU_NLD Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Academic Structure
NLD, Prior Education Table
NLD, Prior Education Table


Define previous education
codes, which are used to note
a specific level of education
attained by students. This
information is relevant for
the current admission to a
specific academic program.


Defining BRINcodes
Access the BRINcode Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD, BRINcode
Table NLD).


BRINcode Table page


Brin Type Select External if you want to define a BRINcode for an external organization
such as a Prior Education School or an Internship Organization.
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Select Internal if you want to map the BRINcode to an academic program.


External Org ID This field appears when you select External in the Brin Type field.
To add external organizations, select Campus Community, Organization,
Create/Maintain Organizations, Organization Table.


See lscc, Adding Organizations to Your Database.


Defining Sub BRINcodes
Access the SUB-BRINCODE Table page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic Structure NLD,
SubBrincode Table NLD).


SUB-BRINCODE Table page


Location Nbr(location
number)


This field appears for a BRINcode that has an External Brin Type.
To add organization locations, select Campus Community, Organization,
Create/Maintain Organization, Organization Locations.


Note. A Sub BRINcode can be alphanumeric.


See lscc, Managing Organization Data, Entering Organization Location Data.
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Research Tracking Additions to Student 
Records Functionality 


Note: For further information about Research Tracking, refer to 
the Research Tracking and Thesis Management 
Documentation.pdf on My Oracle Support (ID 1400727.1) 


Setting Up Student Administration Options 
Access the Installation Student Admin page (Set Up SACR, Install, Student Admin 


Installation, Installation Student Admin). 


October 2012:  


New group box: Research Management – specify the Consumption Model. 
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Last Candidate Number: This field is used in the candidate number generation process. 


When assigning a new candidate number, the system takes the current value and adds 1, 


then updates the field with the last calculated number. 


October 2012:  


Research Management 


Consumption Model: Define a consumption model.  None is selected by default. 


The option that you select here appears by default in the Consumption Controls group 


box on the Academic Program / Academic Plan - Research Processing Options pages. 


See 


“Setting Up Research Tracking Options for Academic Programs” 


“Setting Up Research Tracking Options for Academic Plans” 


See Also 


PeopleSoft Campus Solutions 9.0 Application Fundamentals PeopleBook, Reviewing 


Installation Setup and System Defaults, “Selecting Student Administration Installation 


Options” 


Defining Research Administrators  
October 2012:   


NOTE that the Research feature enhancements to the Instructor/Advisor Table 


page that were delivered in Additional Features January 2012 (bundle 24) have been 


removed in Additional Features October 2012 (bundle 27).  The page operates as it 


did before bundle 24.  The Affiliations feature is now leveraged to define research 


supervisors and thesis evaluators. 


 


New page: Academic Institution 10 


Access the Academic Institution 10 page (Setup SACR, Foundation Tables, Academic 


Structure, Academic Institution Table, Academic Institution 10). 
 


 
 


After you set up your Affiliation codes, you map the root affiliations to Supervisor and 


Evaluator roles on the Academic Institution 10 page. 
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Affiliation Code: Select a code from those that you defined on the Definition page in the 


Affiliation Setup component. The available affiliation codes are those which are effective 


based on the institution’s effective date and those for which the Root Indicator check 


box is selected in Affiliations setup. 


 


The child affiliations of the root affiliation or the root affiliations if no children exist are 


then available in the Administrator Type field on the Administrator Profile 


Management page. 
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Activity Management Additions to Student Records 
 


Note: For further information about Activity Management, refer to the Activity Management 


Documentation.pdf on My Oracle Support (ID 1400723.1) 


 


Setting Up Student Administration Options 
Access the Installation Student Administration (INSTALLATION_SA) page: Set Up SACR, 


Install, Student Admin Installation. 


October 2012:  The Individual Act Mgr Defaults group box is added to this page 
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Installation Student Administration page 


Activity 


Registry 


Prefix & 


Seq 


These two values concatenate to form the Activity Registry ID that is created in 


Add mode on the Activity Registry page. 


Last 


Activity ID 


These two values concatenate to form the Activity ID, which is used for 
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Prefix & 


Seq 


managing coursework and ultimately for grading that coursework.  


Last Link 


ID Prefix & 


Seq 


These two values concatenate to form the Link ID that is assigned when 


generating Activity IDs using the Activity Generator or the Activity Manager. 


The Link ID is used to associate component and exam activities to multiple 


parent course roots and is not displayed on any component visible to an end user.   


Mark 


Display 


Option 


Define the decimal setting for Mark fields for the purpose of displaying setup 


values (for example, displaying the required passing mark to students). The 


length of the Mark field for storing student marks and calculating overall marks 


is controlled by the Integer and Decimal Position fields on the Result Scale.   


Content 


Item Prefix 


This field identifies the prefix to be used on the Content Item ID that the system 


generates when a content item is created in the Activity Registry.  


Content 


Item Step 


This number defines the default sequence between Content Item IDs.  When 


you create a content item in the Activity Registry, the system assigns a content 


item ID (prefix + step number sequence). A value of 0010 indicates that content 


item ID numbers will be sequenced by 10. You can change this value in the 


Activity Registry from the creation of one content item ID to the next.  


Default 


Activity 


Result 


Type 


Enter the primary Result Type to display in the IAM for submitted results. This 


is the result type that will be used to calculate the overall course result for a 


student. It can be overridden at the student level. 


Create 


Initial 


Result Row 


Select this check box to insert a result row with an undetermined status 


automatically for each assessed activity ID assigned to a student. This creates a 


result row prior to a result being entered or calculated. This row is visible in the 


IAM.  


 


If not selected, a result row will not be created until a result is entered or 
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calculated.  


Display 


Maximum 


Mark 


Select to insert the Maximum Mark on the Activity Result page.  


 


October 2012:  This section is new 


Setting Up Activity Management Defaults 
Access the Academic Institution 9 (SSR_INST_PE) page: Set Up SACR, Foundation Table, 


Academic Structure, Academic Institution Table. 
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Academic Institution 9 page 


Use this component to define preset values in the Activity Registry. Any values defined here can 


be changed for a given academic career or academic organization.    


Enable Activity 


Mgmt Defaults 


Select this value to turn on the default fields.  


Enable Career 


Defaults 


Indicate if the defaults are applicable at the academic career level. If 


selected the values defined here can be overriden on the academic 


career table. When selected the Activity Management Default page is 


enabled in the Academic Career Table component.  


Enable Academic 


Org Defaults 


Indicate if the defaults are applicable at the academic organization 


level. If selected the values defined here can be overriden on the 


academic organization table. When selected the Activity Management 


Default page is enabled in the Academic Organization Table 


component. 
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Result Scale Define the result scale to default to the Activity Registry.  


Minimum 


Mark/Grade 


Define the minimum mark and/or grade to default to the Activity 


Registry. 


Service Impact Define the service impact to default to the Activity Registry. 


Track Using Indicate the attendance requirement to default to the Activity Registry. 


Required 


Attendance/Allowed 


Absences 


Indicate the attendance requirement to default to the Activity Registry. 


Form of 


Identification 


Define the forms of identification(s) to default to the Activity Registry. 


Required Select to indicate the form of identification is required and is defaulted 


to the Activity Registry. 


 


Setting Up EOCs 
Access the Offerings (CRSE_CATALOG_OFFER) page: Curriculum Management, Course 


Catalog, Course Catalog, Offerings. 


Offerings page 
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When the only requirement for a course is that a student takes an examination (no class sections 


will be scheduled) it will be defined as an EOC on the course catalog offering page. The Exam 


Only Course flag set here will default to the Activity Registry. 


Exam Only Course Select this check box when a course will have no class sections 


scheduled and the only requirement for the course is that students must 


complete an examination. When the check box is selected, the Allow 


Course to be Schedule field is disabled and the field defaults to the 


Activity Registry when this course is entered as the Course Control 


Record.    


 


 








CHAPTER 1


(NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting


This chapter provides an overview of New Zealand government reporting, lists prerequisites, and discusses how to:


• Prepare for Single Data Return (SDR) reporting.
• Prepare for New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) reporting.
• Prepare for New Zealand Vice Chancellor’s Committee (NZVCC) reporting.


Understanding New Zealand Government Reporting
This section discusses:


• SDR reporting.
• NZQA reporting.
• NZVCC reporting.


SDR Reporting
The SDR is a set of data elements that tertiary institutions in New Zealand must provide to the New Zealand
Ministry of Education (MoE). The SDR includes all information that is required by the MoE for funding
students and for statistical reporting.


The SDR business process flows like this:


1. You use the PeopleSoft system to enter and store the SDR data on students, courses, and course enrollments.
2. You use the SDR Extract component to extract the necessary data that is required by the MoE into five


separate text files: student, course enrollment, web-based system register, qualifications, and course
completion.


3. The MoE provides institutions with a program that validates the text files that you produced through
the SDR Extract component.


4. After you send the validated text files to the MoE, the MoE processes the files and calculates the
appropriate level of funding based on the files that your institution provides them.


A key part of the SDR reporting process is the reporting of data that is required by the EFTS (Equivalent
Full Time Student) Funding System, through which the MoE provides funding grants for tertiary education
providers. The funding, or bulk grant, that an institution receives is determined by a funding formula based
on an EFTS unit, whereby 1.0 EFTS unit is defined as the student workload that would normally be carried
by a full-time student in a single academic year.
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To comply with the EFTS system requirements, institutions must assign an EFTS factor to all eligible courses.
This factor identifies the proportion of a normal full-time year’s study that the course is deemed to represent.
The EFTS factor also depends on the type of course according to ministry guidelines. When students enroll in
courses, they generate EFTS units that are equivalent to the factor that is defined for the course. These units,
usually based on course characteristics, program characteristics, or both must also be coded using the New
Zealand Standard Classification of Education for SDR reporting purposes.


NZQA Reporting
The NZQA is a government body that is responsible for the coordination of national examinations and the
National Qualification Framework (NQF). Qualifications are registered at 10 levels, from year 11 of schooling
or vocational entry to postgraduate. Educational institutions, primarily polytechnic colleges, need to equate
their study offerings to the NQF unit standards. Progression in these unit standards must be recorded and
institutions must award students grades not only in their course offerings, but also in these unit standards.


You set up unit standards in your system as milestones. Milestones are then linked to the courses that are
offered by your institution. You can link more than one unit standard to a course or one unit standard to many
courses. As students enroll in the courses that are linked to the milestones, they are simultaneously enrolled in
the unit standard through the enrollment engine.


After enrollments are processed, you can run three different reports to send to the NZQA:


• Hook-on Request report: This report provides a listing of all students who have not previously been
registered with NQF and have paid the hook-on fee.


• Unit Standard Results report: This report includes Unit Standard results (complete or not completed)
for students who have paid the per credit fees.


• NZ Diploma in Business Results report: This report provides paid NZQA exam results for the NZ Diploma
in Business and for advanced vocational awards.


NZVCC Reporting
The NZVCC was established by the Universities Act (1961), which replaced the Federal University of New
Zealand with separate institutions. Today, the committee represents the interests of New Zealand’s seven
institutions: Auckland, Waikato, Massey, Victoria, Canterbury, Lincoln, and Otago.


The NZVCC requests the above seven institutions to provide a data file on destinations of those persons who
became eligible to graduate from the New Zealand University system. This information is produced at the end
of the year (31 December) or year-end for the institution and is used by the NZVCC in creating a University
Graduate Destinations Survey. The University Graduate Destinations Survey includes names and details of all
students who completed a qualification in the specified year at the institution. When a student has completed a
degree, your institution manually inserts a row in the Student Degrees component.


Ethnicity information is included in the University Graduate Destinations Survey report. Ethnicity codes
should already be set up and mapped in your system because this is required for the SDR report.


Before you can generate the University Graduate Destinations Survey report file, you must also enter a valid
address type for a student’s address and residency data. Valid address types are listed in the Addresses group
box on the Campus Community Installation - Names/Addresses page.


Prerequisites
In addition to the setup that is described in this chapter, your institution must also set up the following tables
for New Zealand functionality:


• Academic Institution 6 page.
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• Institution Table New Zealand page.
• Academic Prog (NZL) (academic program [New Zealand]) page.
• Acad Plan (NZL) (academic plan [New Zealand]) page.
• Degree Table page.
• Complete Grade Flag page.
• Grade Scheme Table page.
• Ethnicity NZL page.
• Ethnicity Map NZL page.


See lsfn, Designing Your Academic Structure, Defining Academic Institutions, (AUS, CAN, GBR, NZL,
NLD) Activating Other Student Administration Features.


See lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Programs, (NZL) Setting Up New
Zealand Academic Programs.


See lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Plans, (NZL) Setting Up New Zealand
Academic Plans.


See lssr, Setting Up Degrees and Honors, Setting Up Degrees and Degree Honors, Defining Degrees.


See lssr, Setting Up Grading, Setting Up Your System for Grading.


See lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes, (NZL) Setting Up Statistics
New Zealand Ethnic Codes.


See lscc, Setting Up Biographical Information, Setting Up Personal Attributes, (NZL) Mapping Statistics New
Zealand Ethnic Codes to PeopleSoft Ethnic Groups.


Preparing for SDR Reporting
This section discusses how to:


• Define funding categories.
• Define course classifications.
• Define MoE subject codes.
• Set up field of study codes.
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Pages Used to Prepare for SDR Reporting
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


Funding Category NZL SSR_FUND_CAT_NZL Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
Funding Category NZL,
Funding Category NZL


Define funding category
codes and their amounts.


Course Classification NZL SSR_CRS_CLSF_FNDC Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
Course Classification NZL,
Course Classification NZL


Define course and program
classifications and associate
them with funding
categories.


MoE Subject NZL SSR_MOE_SUBJECT Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
MoE Subject NZL, MoE
Subject NZL


Define MoE subject codes.


NZSCED Field of Study SSR_NZSCED_BRD Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
NZSCED Field of Study
NZL, NZSCED Field of
Study


Set up the NZSCED
(New Zealand Standard
Classification of Education)
field of study codes by
defining the broad, narrow,
and detail codes that you will
attach to courses for use in
SDR Course and Course
Register files.


Defining Funding Categories
Access the Funding Category NZL page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, Funding
Category NZL, Funding Category NZL).


Funding Category NZL page


Funding Category When setting up your funding categories, enter the two-digit alphanumeric
code for the funding category.
The first digit is the academic category (A-Z) and the second digit is the
degree status (1-5). The degree status variations are:


• 1: Non-Degree
• 2: Degree
• 3: Post Graduate
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• 4: Research
• 5: Foreign Research


Funding Amount Enter the MoE funding amount for this funding category.


See Also
lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Programs, (NZL) Setting Up New Zealand
Academic Programs


Defining Course Classifications
Access the Course Classification NZL page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, Course
Classification NZL, Course Classification NZL).


Course Classification NZL page


Course Classification When setting up your classification codes, enter the MoE course classification
code.


Classification Type Select Course or Programme.


Funding Category Enter the funding category for this course classification. You can enter as
many funding categories as needed for each classification.


Note. You must assign at least one funding category to each course
classification.
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See Also
lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Programs, (NZL) Setting Up New Zealand
Academic Programs


Defining MoE Subject Codes
Access the MoE Subject NZL page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, MoE Subject
NZL, MoE Subject NZL).


Link these subject codes to your institution’s plan offerings on the Academic Plan page.


See lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Plans, (NZL) Setting Up New Zealand
Academic Plans.


Setting Up Field of Study Codes
Access the NZSCED Field of Study page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, NZSCED Field of Study NZL, NZSCED Field of Study).


Important! The NZSCED broad, narrow, and detail codes are defined by the MoE.


NZSCED Field of Study page


NZSCED Broad Code When setting up the field of study codes, enter the NZSCED broad code for
this field of study.


NZSCED Narrow Code Enter the NZSCED narrow codes for the broad code.
Insert rows to enter all of the narrow codes for this broad code.


Detail Code Enter the NZSCED detail codes for the narrow code.
Insert rows in the grid to enter all of the detail codes for this narrow code.
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Note. You attach the combination of broad, narrow, and detail code to a course at the catalog level. For
example, the code 010103 is the NZSCED code for Statistics.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting Data


Preparing for NZQA Reporting
The NZQA framework consists of fields, subfields, and domains. The codes identify a particular unit standard
within the overall framework. You associate milestones with a unit standard using these codes.


This section discusses how to:


• Define NQF fields, subfields, and domains.
• Define unit standards.
• Link NQF codes to milestones.
Bundle 27
The NQF Detail (SSR_MILESTN_NZL) page is no longer available — the NQF Detail group box is now
available on the Milestone Table page.


Pages Used to Prepare for NZQA Reporting
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


NQF Field/Subfield Domain SSR_NQF_FIELD Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Curriculum Management,
NQF Field/Subfield Domain
NZL, NQF Field/Subfield
Domain


Set up NZQA defined
field codes, subfields, and
domains in the system.


Milestone Table MILESTONE_TBL Set Up SACR, Product
Related, Student Records,
Enrollment, Milestone Table,
Milestone Table


Define NQF unit standards
as milestones using the
milestone type of U and link
NQF codes to milestones.


Defining NQF Fields, Subfields, and Domains
Access the NQF Field/Subfield Domain page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Curriculum
Management, NQF Field/Subfield Domain NZL, NQF Field/Subfield Domain).
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NQF Field/Subfield Domain page


Field Code When setting up a new field, enter an NZQA defined field code.


Subfield Code Enter an NZQA-defined subfield code.
You can enter as many subfield codes as needed for this field.


Domain Code Enter an NZQA-defined domain code.
You can enter as many domain codes as needed for each subfield.


Defining Unit Standards
Access the Milestone Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment, Milestone
Table, Milestone Table).


In the NQF Detail group box, enter the milestone type U (unit standard).


See lssr, Preparing to Track Student Data, Setting Up Milestones, Defining Milestone Codes.


Linking NQF Codes to Milestones
Access the Milestone Table page (Set Up SACR, Product Related, Student Records, Enrollment, Milestone
Table, Milestone Table).


NQF Detail


Unit Standard Version Enter the version as defined by the NZQA for this unit standard.


Unit Standard Field Code Select the appropriate field code.


Only the field codes that are entered on the Field/Subfield Domain page
are available for selection.
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Unit Standard Subfield
Code


Select the appropriate subfield code.
Only the subfield codes that are entered on the Field/Subfield Domain page
are available for selection.


Unit Standard Domain
Code


Select the appropriate domain code.
Only the domain codes that are entered on the Field/Subfield Domain page
are available for selection.


Unit Standard Language Select the language in which the unit standard is taught.


NQF Credit Enter the number of NQF credits for this unit standard as provided in the
National Qualifications Framework.


See Also
lssr, Setting Up the Course Catalog, Creating Course Offerings, (NZL) Setting Up Government Reporting Data


Preparing for NZVCC Reporting
Enter subject and qualification codes defined by the NZVCC into your PeopleSoft system, and then link the
subject codes to your academic plans and the qualification codes to degree codes.


This section discusses how to:


• Enter NZVCC subject codes.
• Enter NZVCC qualification codes.


Pages Used to Prepare for NZVCC Reporting
Page Name Definition Name Navigation Usage


NZVCC Subject Codes NZL SSR_NZVCC_SUBJECT Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
NZVCC Subject Codes NZL,
NZVCC Subject Codes NZL


Define NZVCC Subject
codes to attach to academic
plans.


NZVCC Qualification
Codes NZL


SSR_NZVCC_DEGREE Set Up SACR, Foundation
Tables, Reporting Codes,
NZVCC Qualification Codes
NZL, NZVCC Qualification
Codes NZL


Define NZVCC
qualification codes to attach
to degrees.


Entering NZVCC Subject Codes
Access the NZVCC Subject Codes NZL page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes, NZVCC
Subject Codes NZL, NZVCC Subject Codes NZL).


Enter the subject codes that are provided by the NZVCC. After you have set up all of the codes, you will link
the codes to an academic plan on the Acad Plan NZL (academic plan New Zealand) page.


See lsfn, Defining Programs, Plans, and Subplans, Defining Academic Plans, (NZL) Setting Up New Zealand
Academic Plans.
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Entering NZVCC Qualification Codes
Access the NZVCC Qualification Codes NZL page (Set Up SACR, Foundation Tables, Reporting Codes,
NZVCC Qualification Codes NZL, NZVCC Qualification Codes NZL).


Enter the qualification codes that are provided by the NZVCC. After you have set up all of the codes, you will
link the codes to a degree on the Degree Table page.


See lssr, Setting Up Degrees and Honors, Setting Up Degrees and Degree Honors, Defining Degrees.
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